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PREFACE

This Volume consists of a number 61 selected papers presented to the
Fifteenth Annual Conference of The Australian College of Education. The
'Conference was held at the University of Papua New Guinea . from 4 to
9 May, 1974 in conjunction with the Waigani Seminar. Joint sessions., were
held as well as those for College Members.

"Education in the South Pacific" was the theme of the Conference
but aspects of Oducation in Papua New Guinea were tht subjects mostly
covered in.the papers read.

The Buntine Oration which given every second year in honour of
the late Walter Murray Buntioe was delivered by Mr. Michael Somare,
Chief Minister of P.N.G. a unique occasion never likely to occur again.

The theme was divided into three general sections, viz. 1. The Cultural
Setting; 2. Education Systems (Primary, Secondary, Tertiary & Further
Education); 3. Curriculum Issues in developing countries. Two historical
papers were also presented..

Unfortunately not all papers can be published. A complete list is

included in the Annual Proceedings of the Fifteenth Conference.



INTRODUCHON

THE EDUCATION SYSTEM IN. PAPUA NEW GUINEA

The 1974 National Conference in Port Moresby caught the Education
System in PNG at a point of interisIve self-examination and re-direction a
eharacteristic which is reflected in the papers presented.

In a way it would be asking the Australian reader too much to outline
possible new directions on the assumption that he understands their point
of (departure from the pr&mt. The fact is, PNG's Education. System
today is so radically different from dn Australian system that it must be
studied afresh as a' basis for understanding new directions likely to emerge.

So often, after we have painstaking), described the current operations,
of, for example, our Teachers' Colleges, we find out Austrafian .visitors
going on to say "Fine . . . now, what about the private (chdrch)
colleges?" The fact is that, with the exception of one church College which
wishes to remain completely free of government involvement, all church
Teachers' Colleges arc members of the national education system, sharing
with the. government Colleges the same common benefits, national policies
and curriculum. appointnlent procedures, ete. 4s with Teachers' C'ollegek.
similarly with other educational institutions; the /rat government private
cleavage in Australian education, is not knownrm the integrated education
system ofPNG.

Australn visitors are likewise intrigued by other now-routine' features
of the PNG education system developed during the 'period when Dr. K.
McKinnon was Director.

One of these, necessry to th'e. integvion of a number of private
bodies into a national education system, is titre establishment of a governing
body for each educational institution, with formal powers under,the Ordin-
ance over such matters as planning the development of the Institution,
managing its budget: collecting fees and appointing staff. Anotfier important
featurf of decentralization is the District Education Board, again with
,forma!'powers under the Ordinance in relation to planning the development
of education in its district, opening new schools, 'appointing staff, controlling

0 admission to schools.

Other contemporary features of a system whose history totals less
than three decades may be traced back to Australia's accelerating post-war
determination to. develop PNG rapidly. Some visitors were surprised at

the extent to which English. is used, others at the implications of reliance
on a foreign language for the curriculum generally and in particular for the
respect with which the younger generation will therefore treat their indigenous
language and culture. What the Conference did reveal, in all its ugly
dimensions, were the tremendous tensions generated as education, as agent
of modernisation and Yiesternisation. has helped to create expectations which
are far beyond the capacity of the.natipn to satisfy.

So to the turmoil for the battle'for the future.
5



I he Conference presented visitors with Papua Netv Guinean profes-
sionals, the Ilea k respolisibil0 suddenly thrust upon Omit, .tgolli/ing over
the decision as to what changes in die education system Will both -solve the
massivo prohlems and at the same tinie symboli/e the rejection of colonq
presenee estahlishing. that they are masteis in their own h(luse. Hovering in_
the w ings were the e \ patriate -everts-. prescriptions (often conflicting) at
the ready. hi the hackgrountl politicans thundered major chang.es in eonsti-
tution and education. Will there he provincial government?. Will the politicans
insist tni education for all regardless of whether leachers or the other resources
are available?

Fht.: theme of the Conference was "rducation in the Sonth Paeific'',
It was c \ peeled that the venue would mean that most' of the papers would
he devoted fo the Papua New ( itililea situittion; hut there woukl he some papers
4evoted to other araes: this .e \ peciation was realised. Particularly pleasing
to the Odlege were the number of Papua New Guineans vkLio participated
in the e \ change of views. as authors of papers. airmen of sessions. Or
members of the audience ritually gratifying were the numbers of people
froIN:ountries in the Pacific region and other developing countries: observers
came from .Africa. Jamaica, Ceylon. British Solomons: torwa and Indonesia.

, , ,r,ituougn no, specific suggestions were made, to potential spoakers in
a rev iew of the paperit that Yen.: presented one .theme clearly emerges:
the necessity to have an education .systent which in its organisation..aims;
and curriculum content is in harmony with the espressed wishes and needs
of the people. In his Buntime oration the chief minister of Papua New
Guinea. Ntr. 'Michael SOmare him:-elf an e \ -teacher diseusst:s the dilemma,
faeed by Pis government when the wishes and needs of the people may not
coincitle. When artempts have been made to make education more relevant
to the neetk of the people. these mtt y. he denounced at the highest level as
moves by the Government to Mtroduce an inferior system of education. Yet
if attempts are not made to make education more relevant, ultimately educa-
tion will contribute towards the destruction of traditional Papua New Guinea
society rather than tolavards its progress.

Dr. Ma\ Maddock highlights the poiential social danger of education
in his study of scientific attitudes among Papua New (inineans. His results .

indicate the formal schmil s stem is developing a serious cleavage between
the produck of the system and those not fortunate enough to get to High
School.

Two Papita New Guineans take up the theme of relevancy in education.
Nelson Giraure's autohiography well illustrates how his traditional values
were supptanted by another alien set, and his traditional skills were never
allowed,to develop.

Paulias Matane. Churchill. 'Fellow and ntwelist. concludes that the
present form of primary' school is an alien institution and two-thirds of its
graduates a4.e regarded as failures because 'they cannot go on to Hi.gh 'School.

. Another Papua New Guinean, Alan Isoiamo while agreeing on the
necessity to develop a curriculum which is relevant to the ne.eds and interest
of the children and the community. stresses that Western education serves
two functions useful in Papua New Guinea: it provides an entree to a language



and a technology front Which Papua New Guinea can benefit. and it provides
a medium for the interchange of cultural values, while stressing the need for
change and. adaptation. Denis Donohoe shows the problems that ,arise
for students opting .for Western style intellectual development; he analyses
the role of educational testing to show how it can monitor the progress ot
students who need to master this form of skill.

That the concefit of having an education system which is relevant to the
needs of the comthunity is not new is shown by the work of Groves and
Milsluho-Naklai. Meg Duncan examines the work of tiroves over 30 years
in 3 Pacpic countries and shows that his constant aim was to,make edUcation
relevant to local needs. An interesting account of the work of the Russian
scientist and educator Mikluho-Maklai.is written by hig descendant R.
deM. Maclay: in it we find this remarkable man stressing the need to relate
educatio to village needs and traditions in the l870's.

While agreeing on the necessity to have a curriculum appropriate to the
n2cds and culture of the child, other authors provide testimony that this is
a most difficult accomplishment. Philp and Kelly show that language imposes
7its own views on thi world, and stress that teachers must investigate the
language spoken by their pupils to check that there is no cognitive clash
between what is taught in school and what is taught.,at home. Beth Southwell
investigated the 'mathematical comprehension of teachers and ,students and
finmd a social factor at work: despite attemptk to make the mathematics
proeram. more meaningful to pupils, it appeared 'that girls were performing
poorly bjcause the community expected them to perform poorly. Rev.
Dunstone discusses the theological training offered by the Vnited Church.
and shows how the church has been.eoncerned to develop a course of training

'which is relevant to the nectls of the community, and does nTit alienate
a trainee front his own culture.

. Several authors look at certain difficulties in the classroom. John Pollock
discusses-the social science curriculum which, was specially designedfor Papua

..4 New Guinea, arid notes that it has not fulfilled its earlier hopes because of
the reluctance- of teachers to espouse new teaching concepts and methods.

- -and the very details of the curriculum have tended to make it prcseriptivc
rather than suggestive. Geoff Coyne found that the most common forms of
misbehaviour in Papua New Guinea primary .schools are not very, different
front a similar list compiled 400 hundred years ago in Seodand! Furthermore.
whilst educational administrators and theorists ,have been urging tqachcrs-
to 'Use the vernacular in their classroom teaching. the teachers view their
pupils' use of it as a misdeed!

In developing countries, one often hears the cry for schools to produce
people with technical skills. Patrick Pvers believes that much 'cliuthe pre'sent
technical education syStent is wasteful, iind that technical training can be
improved only when the status of technological studies is, improved. J. A.

-SUtherland points to the important role agriculture should play in the school
curriculum: since "rural production is the economic wealth base: it -is to the.'
improvement of rural production that these countries must chiefly look in
order to make economic progress".

7



I.ewis I arking takes up liceby's thesis that before all education system
in a developing country can ,be up-gradetl'. there must he an improvement
in. the general education of The leachers. I lis research makes imc rt....consider
whether the high-level qualities assumed desirahle in a Western education
ysteni are attajnable even desirable for a developing country.

The dilliculties of implementing change are examined from an adminis-
trative point of view. Dr. Naslt, a member of the 'frown Committei; which
enquired into higher education in Papua New C tlinca four wArs ago. discusses
the obstacles which haw prevented many of the Commitlee'.s recommend-
ations fr6m being implemented. Dr. McNamara traces administrative attempts
during the last ten years to make the Papua New GuineiOtlerartment of
Fdkation as fully staffed by Papua New ci..ii.neans as possihIC.. he concludes
that the rate of such lOcalisation is determined. not by bureaucratic planners.

by changes in social climate arising-out of decisions.

The reader may make his own judgment of what has been achieved.
and what..is likely to he achieved, in Papua New Guinea education. But one
matter seems clear: a fundamental massive social change is leading to re-
orientation of the education systvm. makine Papua New Guinea an exciting

. place for 'educators to work in.

0
v
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THE IIIINTINt. ORATION 1974
EDIVATION FOR SELF RELIANCE

MR MI( ii \ I I St MARI ,

the ( /net Mint ter. P.VG.

iaditional education taught the peOple of Papua 'New Guinea self.

reliance. [very skill learnt in the village was specically aimed at helping a
child to get through his adult life with a niasimt1)of security. and ii.minimum
of imonvenience, Jven the stories and legends. anded down from parent to
child had a 'meaning a moral to the story which taught the child a little
more about his environment.

However. the white man has changed this. Whereas before traditional
education yias the knowledge of how to enjoy life in the village. westein
educatjon in l'aptia New.( luinea has become a means of getting awaY front
the village, to the attractions of the outside world, the city life, the bright
lights. In Australia 'education hits been geared to help school children
towards their own, self-reliance. 13ut wh:n the Australian Acation system
was il'ansPlanled to our societ. it no longer worked towards ,that aim. A
transposed Australian education system has, made the educated. most often
the natural leaders of communities, move away from their own communities.
in search of more money and a more Western style of life. These natural
leaders. the better educated members of our society have fallen victim
of an inappropriate education system. The past education system. instead of
providing educated community leaders, has actually deprived communities
of their leaders.

Because an Australian way of life by its very presence here has
been hell up as a desirable goal. our people in Papua New Guinea still do
ni.it realise that education can be either beneficial or harmful in our society.
There are far too many people in Paptm New Guinea who believe that our
country's ideal is a societ y. similar to Australia. fo,

This was shown when Cabinet attempted to take action on adjusting our
education system to better suit the people of this country. One of the Govern-
ment's first moves was to announce that Papua New Guinean children should
no longerattend Australian curriculum schools. The decision.was attacked on
all fronts.

It seems that even the hest educated men in otir society still see a
revision of education policy towards a,system better suited to our Melanesian
society. as somehow inferior to the ideal that Australia has set in the past.

So even while we attempt to revise education policy we recognise that
there ma he. within our own society, considerable resistance to any revision
that can he interpreted as lowering educational standards.

At the same time the community. Zlemands of its government more
education fpr more people. It is not only our own people who demand this.
In June last year the British delegation to the United Nations called on° the
Papua New Guinea Government to give greater priority to education. There
is no doubt that my government agrees with these demands and sentiments.

9
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But, as alwios. mime% is limited. We must he 'me lihul e% er% cent spent on
ediication as a rcol imcsiment in the future iloyclopitient Botta New.
(itlinea n t gouti cdtkatiOn for ckliikations sake. It was lit nam which
gave such high priority to education as dic .inswer to the development
problems and social'ills ill India, to, itistalke, that forl uniersity graduates
to take work -as labourers to cam enough to loc. We note the points made
11.!. Britain at the Vnited Nations hut Nye will also team tiont Britain's
!hist mistakes,

, : ,It is essential thenvto consiocr iusimcation of the costs 01 each cow.
rionsill of edmiation, and to gear atwational goals to onr eight point plan.

I have said that in order to justify the expense of education we must
fv...sure that its benefits llow hack into our real society, Despite the problems
that we are sdready cxperiCliCing with urban unemployment and migrant
settlement development in our main centres. the majority of our people
are still in the village's of Papua New (Mine& l'hat is where 00 per cent of onr
people still live. A recent discussion with other South Pacific leaders on the
role of technological education in Papua N,L-w Guinea and the Pacific Islands.
made this same point.

We must take technology and education into the villages and gardens
to the place xvhcre most of our people five and work. It was obvious from
that discussion that the other South Pacific nations are experiencing similar
education ptoblems.

It cost in I97 2. S44.300 to place just one student at the University of
Technology in Lae. That money is a rat investment only if the student later
contributes towards a real improvement in die social and community _life
of the community. Bot it is nioney wasted if all that learning simply becomes
a ,means to gain for the graduate the comforts that academie learning 'can
bring. Our country needs to produce men who have learned how to put a
shovel to the most effective use --' not how to exchange the pick and shovel
for a desk and air-conditioned office.

If my government fHils to take the benefits %of education to the 'rural
committnities. then it -has failed to serve the vast majority of our people.
And at the salve time education will have contributed towards the destruction
of our real society as we know it. instead of towards its progress.

'ITte theme of this talk is self-reliance in education. I have spoken of
education!s role in 'producing self-reliant communhies. I have spoken at
length on this hecause-I believe that all too oftett the meaning of the words
'schooling and training' are misundeistood. They should he interpreted its
the development of skills which will be essential if our students are to work
for their own, and their communities' maximum benefit.

Training and schooling should encompass technical and practical skills.
as well as social 'and managerial skills. Before my government can revise
education policy, the desirability and priorities for these skills need to be
studied and spelled out in a full education plan.

A suCcessful educption progtamme relies on certain key attitudes within
our own society, while' at the same time the programme should foster the

.



right attitudes In pai qt. ulai Bloc ale imname, reviolloiam allil 01011
llow ni t.. to take these points one h one

toAn Lownlunilies must have their own initiative
ietmgmse the problems, and to mid solutions.

At the same time thew needs to he a sense of responsihilit) in, which
vommunaties realise that loval ploblems noted leal .solutions answers that
ale within the caltahihnes of lot.al capabilities and resources. And lastly there

needs to be effort the commitment to ensure that probknis are suecessfully
resolved,

M llo'cinincut believes that the development of these three factors is

essential to the future success of our education aims. There is no lack of
initiatke in Palma New Guinea but, as in most countries. people tend to
react to problems by demanding that the government solve them. This has
been particularh, true in the education field.

M. governmeot has encountered real dilliculties in its efforts to encourage
community involvement in our ediwation needs,

the ability to

Papua New Guinea societies will have to tailor their education demands
to the limits of their own resources. The government has attempted to assist
this aim. llowevvi. in two areas in particular secondary school selection and
boarding school fees we met opposition. l'his was not direct opposition
but resistance froni a community attitude which, as yet, does not accept
the true meaning of self-reliance in education.

The communities' reaction to revised policy on secondary school selection
which attempted to give selection powers to distriet boards of management.
was to pass decision back to education departnient headquarters in Port
Moresby.

Boards were reluctant to take up this responsibility, and there were
charges made of favouritismor as we would call it *wantokise in board
selection procedures. The House of Assembly eventually called for a return
to the selection system which gave headquarters the control,

At the same time it is still proving difficult to eobvinee people of the
vely real need for the payment of boarding School fees. Up until about 10
years ago boarding schools were free., but then there were very few high
schools. Today there are i total of seventy-two high schools and the govern-
ment simply cannot atTord to spend all its education finance on this one
aspo.1 of,education.

It is government policy to encourage day high schools. The government
believes that day high schooling better prepares a child for later life. A
boarding school olistence removes the child from his traditional and cultural .

contacts with ,his own people. and often fails to prepare him for the realitieS
of life at home. and at work ,as an adult.

Of course there are problenis with students who return home in the
eVenines to a house without eleetricity'and other comforts but these arc.,
roblems with' which he will Wave to 'cope later anyway.

II
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All this leads then to the government conclusion that in order to develop
our, self-reliant education proeramme. we must show our people' the need
tor self-reliance. °-

Until we have done that we will never be able io teach self-reliance
in the schooling system. .

However, not all our efforts in this direction have met with failure.
Rccent Papua New Guinea education gazettes have featured stories of
communities which are makine a considerable contribution tow.nts our self-
reliant aims.

In)my own electorate, at Ila'ahita printary school ir, i,.e east Sepik
district¢parents built four new classroorits., and during the construction work
passed on their various building skills to their own children. The signpost
that now stands outside the school was carved by the students themselves
the carving skill taueht to them by the father of one of the children.

At Kompian. in the western highlands: councillors and the community
came' together to find solutions to the school leavAzr. problem. I mentioned
the school leaver problem earlier. wheti.,1 spoke.ofthe dilmage that education
without purpose or relevance could do. to our society.. Korubian school leavers
have not becoine part of that problem. A self hetP plan was designed by the
people. and with local government 'assistanc . ,now employs many school
leavers who might otherwise have bzzcome_part of our countr9's youth and
unemploy:.1.3nt problem. The students cultivate an area of larki of 20 acres.
stock with farm animals and fish, and experiMent with crops. They are also
attempting to improve traditional methods of subsistence farming. The im-
portant aspect of this exercise is that, in order to -achieve this. the Kompian
people firstly recognised 'the .problem. secondly, found their .own answers
and thirdly carried out that answer with a minimum of outside help. These
are, of cburse, the essential faCtors for self help that I mentioned earlier:
initiative. responsibility, and effort.

Later these school leavers will heIp solve some of the problems of the
community which has supported them, emphasising the benefits of edvation
as an investinent in Papua New Guinea.. .

It is important and this again is a furthering of our self..relianee
philosophy that decisions on the future education policies for Papua New
Guinea. are made by our own countrymen. I think it would probably be
true to say that many 'Of our own Leachers now feel that their own education
was not ideal for `a teaching life iri Papua New Guinea'.

-,
I know that when I firs, entered the teachine profession, after schooling

that was based on the Australian curriculum, I began to question the useful-
ness of my education, in assisting me to teach the children of my own,country.
I was, perhaps. better prepared to teach Australian children.

t
My eovernment sincerely hopes that Papua New Guinea's teachers ,will

assist our efforts to change education policy, by translating their frustrations
with past policies into constructive thought for future policies. .

I wish to speak briefly here about culture, because education is thetmost
sensitive area of culture. The decisions we will make in education.will affect

i
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our entire culture the basis on which we wish to build our nation. Education
can replace culture or it 'can teach the values of it.

A particularly importani z4ect"of theiPapua New Guinca cultural
scene is liznguage or more correAy the hundreds of langui..ges,.that eXist
in our countr. -and enkitive issue, and it both unifies
and 'divides our society. Arguments have been put forward, particularly

pcoitle from other countries. -against die use of vernacular in teaching.

Howe'ver. I believe that there are sti-ong arguments' to support the use
of vernacufar at priinary level, and th6 government already allows the use
of local languaves at lower primary level, where the community expresses an
interest, and where teracLers are able to instruct in the lammaue.

. The goviefnment is now considering the possibility of making vernacular
the language iof primary .education, where possible. Communication prbblems
have b-een experienced at a primary level in"schools where children must
learn Emil.ish before they can be taught; Experiences in countries like the
Philippines. Africa and Indonesia seem to show that the basic skills of
reading.amd writing, after being tauuht'in vernacular, are used for a more
effective English language teaching programme. The use of vernacular at an
early level also seems to assist children to relate better to their own environ-
ment. appreciate their own cultural values. and make then') more psychologic-
ally sevre.

Our culture should be. of course, a major factor in deciding school .
currictilum.

In this field, too. there are considerable problems. but again, our primary
aim must he community involvement and self reliance. There is inequality
between districts in the resources available for education. If education becomes
a district responsibility, there is real reason io believe that this inequality
between districts may' widen. Examples 'of these inequalities are 'found in the
availobility of teachers from one district .to another, and such economic prob-
lems as the facilities available. for the production of books and other school
aids.

Our education policies nf community involJement and self reliance die-
tates Ihat we should allow the districts to set 'Curricula best suited to their
necds" and interests. This has already been done successfully in social studies

. courses:

The educalin denartment headquarters is attempting to, close the in-
equality gaps bet een distriets through other efforts. There:is a special-em-
phasis on involvekient of our own staff" from the less well-off districts in our
curricuhim conferekcekat headquarters.

Education po.licy on the distribution of finance can also assist greatly
in our efforts to lose the gaps.

I have discussed in broad terms the initiatives taken, and some of our
plans. which we hope will re-structure our education systems towards self
reliance.

It is in nis context that I wish to close by drawing altention to the
organisation that I am addressing the Australian College of Education.
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When our country gains her independence, the Papua New Guinea
chapter will cease Co function in its present form. Local members of this
chapter will soon have to decide the future form, and the reasons for a Papua
New Guinea college of education. .-

1 hope that some of what I have said will assist members of the° chapter
to make those decisions.
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THE NEED FOR A CULTURAL PROGRAMME:
PERSONAL REFLECTIONS

NELSON GIRAURE, T.C.

Director. Cultural Activilie4Department of Educali'm, P.N.G.

I can still remember the day when I joined the system that is, the
system of education. Up until that day I had been a Tolai child leading a
normal Tolai life. My life till that time had been full of fun, laughtet and
games. At my birth my parents had called me Giraure -which in the'Kuanua
language means. "to look after" becans.e I was born a frail child and my
parents were not sure whetheror not I would live or die. They did know,
however, that if I was to live I would need a great deal of looking after.
I survived and the name "Giraure" rang out among the houses of our
village people.

-On the day. I joined the education system this changed. I was now at
.a mission school and like ,the other hundreds of children incthe Gazelle
Peninsula I was to find I was tO have a new name. No longer was I to be
called Giraure as this was a heathen name,.and as I was at a Christian
school I was to be called Nelson. the name I was baptised with. Indigenous

, names were not suitable for. baptksm because of their heathen background.
, The missionary seemed to think that many of these -names were associated

with evil. Hence names like Winarubu which in my, language means,
"fighter"; and Kankan which means, "angry were repladed with goOd
hristian names such as Martin and 'Ronald. It:was only later in life that I
discovered that Martin means "war-like" and..Ronald means "great warrior".
So much for Christian names!. Christian names were handed out by mission-
aries with little thought to their meanings. Names such as Rose, Violet.
Lily were given to children regardless of the fact that the Kuanua people
had n., knowledge of 'what they represented. No self-yespecting Tolai would
have allowed his daughter to have been called Lily.

So my first day at school brouaht about ply first break with .my
traditions. I had lost my illage name.

The village school I attended was a Methodist School run by Tolai
teachers who had been educated by Fijian missionarie'S..We soon learned
to love going to school, knowing full well that if we were absent we would
be given a beating by the tea'cher. les*amazing how quickly we learnt. On
the whole. I was lucky in attending a mission schoOl as my first ycars at
school were in the vernacular and I had the opportunity of learning to read
and write in my own language. In this way I was much more fortunate than
those children who went straight to a Government school.

After several years at the mission school it was decided that I was
bright enough to continue my education at a Government school. The
Government school meant a wallc of about four miles each day. Despite
my years at school I was put back into Class I to begin my education in
English. It was at this school that I had my second break with my traditions.
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I was no longer allowed to speak Kuanua. All conversations had to be in
English de4pite the fact that at this stage I had no- English vocabuhiry..
Teachers made sure we followed this -Golden Rule" by forever shoutinc
at us. "Hey you, speak in English". Large signs bearine the words. "You
must speak English only". were displayed throughout the school. Children
caught breaking this rule were punished with erass-cuttiac. extra work or
smacks. l' remember beim conipletely inhibited during my first years at
school. I could no loneer chat idly with my mates. I coukl no loneer make
fun through speech. My .quick wit was of no use to me. I was. like .a
vecetable.. I was. controlled by the limits of my. vocabulary. My days were
spent listening to my teacher. Many questions I wanted to ask remained
unasked becauserl did not have the ability to express them in Enelish.
Eventually. I found it much easier just to sit and listen rather than attempt .

to speak, so I sat and listened.

Most of the content that was being taucht to us was as foreien as the
Enutish language being taueht. Althouch music has always played an
important part in the life of the Tolai people and although there is a great
variety- of Tolai songs to be...learnt. these were not introduced in our
schools. Most of our (lancing was considered evil. The Duk-duk Dance. the
Spirit Dances and those dances relatine to war were forbidden. When dancine
was introduced into th'e school or.the community, these dances were ienored.
Instead they were replaced with a variety of Highland reels which were
o:lei:gally the war dances of the Scottish people. or by, children performing
any one of a number of Fijian dances datine back to the old, head hunting
times. Our owrf soncsthe lullabies of our people.. the love sones. war
chants, work songs and the fishing songs were neelected. These were nayCr
taught 4uring our scha time and because so much of our time was spent,
at school these were not learned in the village.

In this, way we grew away from the villaue Community because the
language of the village was no loneer our lammaed and their songs were
no -logg,, our songs. Instead we arrived home each nicht chanting verses
from the hymns we had been taught or singing new' sones like. "Humpty
Dumpty", and "Baa-baa Black Sheep". Isione of us .had ever seen a sheep
let alone heard one and for myself it was many _wars before I discoydred
that it was an animal we had been sincine about and not a ship. I'm quite
sure that in Papua New Guinea today there are still thousands (if children
who every time they sirig this sone still visualize a black boat doine by.

During holidays at Chrisfnas and Easter when I was home in the
village and when there was the,occasional dance beina perrormed I did
not join in. I stood aside and watched for I was a school boy and- village
dances were not for me. Later. as I greW older and learnt hOw lustful these
dances were supposed to,be. I became completely EuroPeanised and.at parties
in the village I performed with my peer group such new dances as ri5a and
roil, the twist, and so on. So much for the music of my people!

As it was for music so it was for the other subjects in the school:Social
Studies became not the study of our yillage community but the study of
communities in other countries. We learned of the Red 'Indians. how they

.1
hunted, how their houses were built, their leeends and songs. We learned of
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the Eskimoes. of their igloos, thr hunting methods, and the animals which
lived in their land. We learned of great powers like Russia and America
and the the way in which their p6ople lived. All this was new to us so we
just sat back and listened and listened and still listenea. At no time were
we, taught about our own people. The way we lived was considered unimport-
ant: Our legends and myths 'were never told to us. Our customs were nuver
discussed. The big men in our village did not compare with the big men
from overseas.

So we grew up in ignorance of the value of our own community. Our
heritage which had been handed down for genratkins was allowed to die.
As more children went to school the dying process was speeded' up.

In art the achievements of the To lai were again ignored. Instead of
carrying on the traditions of the Tolais, we accepted a new art form imposed

upon us by our teachers. Those of us in mission schools soon learnt to
dr.tw Jesus crucified on the cross or other pictures illustrating scenes from
the Bible. We karnt how to do scribble patterns, how to fill in geumetric
designs, how to make paper string for Christmas and a whole variety of
uses for coloured paper. Such was our art instruction and soon the Walls
of our village houses became covered with stick figures in chalk- secretly
stolen from our sehpol.

A simiktr process occurred in all other subjects. Our community was
forgotten.. We were the leaders in a new' Way of life. During our primary
yews .this attitude was continUally reinforced- by our teachers. We were
told that the most important thing was tft pass in order to go on to High
School. Everything was to be sacrificed to this. Over and over again we were
told that only the foOls and the 'bush kanakas' would return to the village.
The bright children would continue on; get jobs and earn big money for
their parents. Our parents, too, were, brain-washed in this regard and heY
were very anxious for us to continue our studies,

r'
By this time we looked with horror upon iiIIage hfe. To go back to

the village was a fate worse than death. However, some children did go back
to the village. These were the 'fools' and the 'busk kanakas' who could not
pass their final exams. They went back to the village and as they grew Older

'they planted cocoa and coffee. TheN started trade stores and ran business
trucks. Soon the money began to roll in. They became important in village
life and were looked upon, with respecty by the members of the village. The
'fools' and the 'bush kanakas' had hecofne successful. Our teachers had given

us the wrong story.

In the meantime, the brighter students had been promoted to High
Schools, They studiN; for years, each growing further away In n the way. of
life of their people: At High School the speaking of ,Pidgin, or Kuanua was
considered a great crime: ,Anyone found speaking these- languages was
severely punished. Students ,caught- speaking these languages had to return
fheir weekly ration of tin meat and sticks ortobaeco. Besides this they had
to dig -latrines or spend extra time at wink in the school gardens. It was
af this time of our life that niOst of us began 'to hate agriculture as it was
nearly always associated With some form of punishment.
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Besides this. most agiicultural work was done in the heat of the dity.,,.4,
our Europeari teachers being unaware that most Tolais slept .at this time and. r"
traditionally worked their gardens in the cool of the morning. As our
teachers_supervised u:; fri)m the shade of trees or buiklings. they never actually
discovered for themselves just how hot it was.

'During Our years at High School further links with our people were
broken. The chewirrg of beteinut in any' form was disallowed. This was
considered by Europeans to be a filthy. disgusting habit. No one seemed to
realize that in village communities throughout Papua New Guinea the habit
of chewing betelnut was an important social custom and European -teachers
never failed to remind us what a dirtY habit it wits. This was told to us as
they ground their cigarette butts into the floor and blew their smoke into
our face5. .

So we left High Schoolstudents with.a new way of life: students with
little in common with the old village ways. We went out int() the world
armed with ournew education to challenge life and seek jobs. At that time
most of us were lucky as jobs were p.entiful and youths with education of any
kind were scarce. We dressed ourselves in white:eollared outfits wearing
shoes and long socks. We were the new, elite.

Later on as thousands more children like 'us came out of the schools
jobs became more scarce. Soon because of the large numbers of children
attending Primary School places in High Schools became harder tO get ancr''''
the pressures on the Primary School child to succeed were intensified. Becauge
of uconomic faetors.'higher.education beeaMe available to only a portion of
school children. The result ofthis was ,that thousands of children. dissatisfied
with village life, invaded the towns to seek the jobs which they felt were
their right. Other children returned to the villaues having little in common
with the 'people among whom they, were to live. The result.was and still is
chaos. both in the towns and the villages.

Papua New Guinea is experiencing a new problemthat of juvenile
delinquenc>. As a teaeher the break-down in village i:aditions and life has
been very apparent to me.

Like my years in the Primary School and the High School. my years at
Teachers College drew me further away from my people. At Teachers
College I was given programme after programme of European-inspired
content matter. I was considered unable to produce material suitable for
teaching. So every day. every lesson. every hour of my teaching career was
planned for me. This was something I accepted along with the hundreds of
other student teachers. When I graduated I went out into the field and taught
in exactly ,the same way that I had been taught. I taught European songs.
I taught about other countries and about other people.' I ignored the local
communitymilt was only after several years that I began to-realize that through
my teaching the children were learning how to erow away from their own
people instead of learning how to accept their community and where possible
to impr(we it.

A few years ago. I was Made to realize how impractical my own educa-
N.tion was. I was on a boat sailing between the islands along the Manus
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Coast. A European teauher and I were relaxing at _the back of the work boat
watching an uneducated Manus Islanderrolling for 'WI. He had three
lines spinning from the back C-4 the boat. Suddenly fish struck at all three
lines. Grabbing one line, the islander immediately started to pull in a fish.
Then ianoring the European teacher, he thrust another of the lines into my
hands. Immediately, I started to bull although probably I was struguling as
much as the fish. With rapid movements, the islander hauled in his first
fish. This was soon followed by another. I was still strugglinu with my line
when he reached out and pulled in my fish as well. Then turning to the
EfirOpean and back to me he raised his eyebrows, shrugeed his shoulders
and said lauuhingly, "tu mas skul".

Afterwards. I spent many hours' thinking about this incident. Had the
Manus fisherman been riuhrf Had I too much school or was I given the
wronu type of schoolinu? How was it that I. Giraure. a Tolai whose home
is only twenty yards from the sea and whose people had always been
fishermen grown up without knoyyinu how to pull a fish in?

Looking back, I think that I didn't have too much schooling but that
the school curriculum was not balanced."It contained too much that was
foreign and not enotieh about the background of my people.

Perhaps a new curriculum whose content contained not only the know-
ledge of the overseas, people hut also the knowledge of the people of Papua
New Guinea might be more useful. It mieht foster a pride in and an
understaeding of this country's way of life.

Although this will not do away with juvenile delinquency, it will
certainly give both parents and children a better.cha-ne. of making the best
possible use of educationbut a new educationan education for their
needs.

2 9
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'EDUCATION FOR WHAT?

PAULIAS MATAN ,

Secretary, Departnient of Basin cs Developuient, P.N.G.

People all the world over do things e way they do because ilat is
the way they were brought up to do theM. What they do and the way they
do them depends on many things such as their altitudes. values and beliefs.
These-were determined by u number of factors including the environment.
Climate, etc. The basic differences in people are not differences in intelligence
but differences in culture.

Papua New Guineans are vei.y good in story telling. If they want to
pass on a message tc; others elfectiVely, they, describe it in different terms
in short stories. It is usual that they remember the message for years by
recalling the stories with which they arc associated.

In this short paper. F will try to use that effective method to bring out
a simple message, always keeping in mind the title of the paper-- "Education
for What?"

..\s most of our people live in rural areas. our present government is
rAting a lot more emphasis on development there than in the past colonial
Jays. It is obvious that many of us here today are busy assisting the
government to see that its aims for rural development are carried out. ,It is
expected -that many of our students now attending various institutions will
help in 'the future. It is 'natural to expect that my paper will discuss some
measures relating to rural living.

Here I would like us to keep a rural vill.Ige man, named Dan, in mind
as an example. When he grows up, he builds boats, catches .,fish and does'all
sorts of things, not because he has been to a formal type of school but
because that is What others do...Normally, h.: is happy and contented.

Interest and initiative not to miss opi him to do more and to
be different. Competition and pride help f..;,11 to create chtinges in attitudes--
attitudes to do (flings, to others and to life. But are all changes good? It is
up to the individual to conic to some sort of conclusion. It is not surprising
to see that conclusions are varied according to people's taste. For example,
if a nice grass house is built here. I would like to move into it, while a man
next door would prefer a permanent house. Does that mean that a pc, manent
house is better than a grass house? Certainly not: It's that my friend's taste
is for a permanent house while mine is not.

In our society. Dan is a good fisherman, hunter. dancer, gardener,.
painter, carver, potter. builder. etc. He specialises in some of these things
and, naturally becomes extremely good at them. He is good with both his
hands and head. Generally. he is a- good village handyman. The things he
does and produces, _although they,may not look good to others. are valued
very..highly -by himself. He learns to make these things by practice. through
interest', initiative and personal pride. He is happy and contented.

-
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Because he puts his faith and pride in these things. he naturailly respects
them. His respect goes.heyond his things to.people around them. This respect
or good consideration for others. isspart of them. If. on the othetb-hand, there
k interference from others, then one will expect soine forms of nasty reaction.
They've got to be nasty. as the man values his -creation a lot more than'you
and I would imagine. He could gl) to the point of killing in order to protect
his,values and pride. Who else i:an do otherwise?

What I have tried to say so far is that Dan. an ordinary man, is a
proud man. interested in what he is,.doing. is self taught in the sense that
he never attended formal classes in the things which he does, has initiative
and a spirit of competition to do hetter than others. He values his skills.
workmanship and related issues more than anything else.

He will do his best to protect his values: sometimes to the extreme
of causing (Idlers harm, althdugh he would not, normally do that if his
values were not interfered with.

You may 'ask: "What htk that got to do with my topic for, today?"
If I were there ,,with you 1 would have the same question to ask. Before I
get to the point. I would like to discuss what a lot of people in rural
areas (and urban too) consider as education.

Education. tO many of our village people. would appear to be going
to Primary schools to learn the basic four Rs (Reading. Writing. Arithmetic
and Religion) before he moves ton to a _high school or other institutions.
which includes -our -universities. This would mean that when Dan has
completed his studies. no more will he carried out, except for him to get
a good paid job. His parents Would then expect parts of the salary for:their
food and clothes. And there's were it ends.

What,does Dan thing about education? Well, he thinks that at the end
of his primary education he will go .onto a high school. That happens. When
he has been ati a high school for a few years. his interest goes beyond his
earlier expectations. He naturally wants to have a good job with a good
salary.fbut he becomes more understanding. He probably considers himself
to be a very fortunate young man. more fortunate than the majority who
dropped on the wayside. These would be the failures commonly known
as dropouts. He obviously sees problems ,beyond what his parents know.
on a national basis. He wants, and is prepared. to assist in solving some
of the problems. He wants to be involved in all affairs. ,,ossibly to be

.reeognised -for his etfo:t. He is a nationalist, and is interested in helping ,to
shape our nation. He is a prize winner. a man with 'prestige. privilege and
a leader.

But Dan is only one-- he is one out of 3 or 4jyoung boys who go to
schools in this country. Where are the others'? What happens to them? How
do they feel'? Who is responsible for their feeling? What will they cause as

° a result of their unsuccessful effort? Should other people worry about them?
'If so. why, should they?

Let's follow these people. In their early primary education. they,-go to
tiChools. Not feeling to be left out, they join the group. They have no real
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interest hut they want to he in a team a team of a special group. Their
parents want -them to .he in this team just like Dan's parents and so they
are encouraged to go to sdiool every day. When they return in the evening.
the parents are curious to know how they get on at sitool. whether or not
they t!et" all their sumsright. whether or not they make any new friends.
whether or hot they were kind to others, and whether or not they win any
sport in competition.

-The chddren talk at sonic length 'about their involvement. in school
activities during the day.. The whole atmosphere there is happiness about
the school.

Towards the end of the year. many things. such as sports. are .put
askle. nit; is done so that there is ample time for private studies, practice in
past and model examination questions organised by the Standard 6 teacher.

; They beCome more worried than before about the day which is approaching
very quickly the day for the Primary Final Examination.

Soon it conies. They. :dthough concerned about examinations. are con-
fident that they win do wen after so many months of examination practice.
Everyone is ready in the classroom. There are no other papers around except
a stack of parcels on the supervisor's taHe. The teacher is not around. .

The classroom looks strant!e. it looks hare and becomes quiet. It-is
not like an ordinary' school day. The children feel uncomfortaNe. They start
to worry about the papers on the table. Many questions come through their
minds, hut disappear as quickly as they come. Then the papers are distributed.
The supervisor tells them to look at the papers and, after ten minutes. they
may start answering the exanlination questions. They look through .the
papers very quickly and find that the practice they carried out in the last
few months ere different from those in the paper. This adds to the confusion.
They start 'answering the questions. They strugde alont!. 'Then they stop.
The supervisor collects the papers and tells them that the results win come
out in a couple of weeks' time.

In the meantime, the chldren are both Worried'and confused. They are
not sure that' they will pass hut since they have had a lot of practice in those
months, they fed that they have some hope.

The results come out and...alas. the chiklten are just bdow the pass
mark. They have been good young people but the marks show that they.have
failed because they are a few marks:below .the pass mark. Does that mean
they are not good enough students? Immediatdy their heads are full of
worries. The parents become annoyed that the young people have missed out
after an these years those wt d years. They missed the initiation
ceremonies in the village. they miss the period when they should learn how
to make gardens, build houses, paint, draw, carve, dance, etc. The ories
who do not go to school and of their age are ,gradually becoming experts,
in villauz customs because they learn thoe from their parents and people
aroundithem. Disappointments. arise. They feel that they have no place in
the village because they cannot fle r fo rm, the things their age group can do.
They knoW that they are considered hy..the vinage people, particularly the
parents and relatives of those who pass in.-the examination, as failures. They
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are now dropouts. rejects. defeated, hopeless. useless and miserable. They
want to leave. But to w here? To some lonely islands? No. because they do
not know how to paddle a canoe since they are away in school when the
other children of their age learn to paddle. Will they go to the hush? No.
because they do not,. know the kinds of edible leaves, roots, grubs. etc..
which their friends can easily lind. They do not want to stay in the villaue
as they find it hard to lit in there. The only place to go to is the town or
city. They have heard ahout the opportunities for employment there. The
towns have good things such as taverns, electricity. sportiou facilities, theatres.
dances, etc. So they go there.

As they have no practical experience in such things as clerical work
and as there are JIG vacancies, they cannot find .jobs. No jobs means no
wages and this means no money for food and clothes. There is lack of
accommodation. They look around for some people.. preferably from near
their home, to spend the nights with and to eat from while they continue.
with latle success, to look for johs. They become permanent at being
applicants. In other words, their job is to find, jobs. Their friendS, although
very helpful to them, cannot hear the cost Of food any lonuer and tell them
to lea.Ve.

They become so defeated and there grows a new seed of resentment
and hatred against everyhOdy around them -their "friends", teachers, schools.
the school s,election systems. They feel that they have missed out. To them
and' their people. all.these'problems are from nothine else but the results of
school. Had they not been at school, they would still be at home. jiving Iike
those who do not attend school: They start to blame their parents for sending
them to school. They also blame themselves for deciding 'to go to school.
They ask: "Why did we go to school? See what the school has done for
us? We are dropouts. rejects. defeated, hopeless, useless and miserable. But
why should we? There is something wrong with the education system. lq:s.
and formal education for what? It is for the failures like us. for the few.
Ihe privileged ones, the prize -Mnners and the lucky ones. What about the
other two-thirds? What are they !wing to do?.Belike us? .Formal education
to us is really to pass examinations. It is to disappoint the young ones, to
encouraue them to heccime discontented. tebels. trouble rousors who end
up in gaol. Sonic people think that education is to help us to earn a good
living and live a useful -life but this is not so. We may as well form a gang
to revolt revolt auainst the system. We do not worry if we hurt someone
because we are already hurt. We have 'to share this with a -1-s. Why should
the "prize winners" get away with all these? They will have to share our
"prize", that is. of disappointment, with us."

And so they do. and they are glad to see this. They do not respect
anyone any longer. Everyone is a crook.

-
They. on' the Other hand, want to see some educational changes made

to suit this country. They consider that their views would be-very important,
as they are the ones who suffer. They consider that views from authorities
may be artificial because officers of the auth&ities did not go through the
problems. 011icers are not dropouts in fact, they are some of the prize
winners. How could the prize winners help?
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Before they come up with their views, they have to answer these basic
questions:

Is there a need for schools here? If yes. should they continue to,
encourage formal education?

--
After considering, all aspects. they, come up with the following. which

they pass on to the education authorities for consideration and implementa-

I) Immediate introduction of .a village.based education system. basically,
literacy, with minimum assistanee from the government.

(2) A six year primary programme baSed on practical activities' relevant'
to living and working in the rural or urban community.

(3) Raise entry age to 8 or 9 years plus.

14) As schools cannot create jobs. it is important that high school educa-
tion be based on manpower requirements.

The boys feel that if the authorities go ahead with the basic suggestions
above, they believe that things should 'be better. Young people will he
happier because they will not he regiirded as school dropouts but as citizens'
who will contribute usefully to our growing nations. They will be living
useful lives for which they are educated.

or
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COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT AND THE PAPUA NEW
GUINEA EDUCATION SYSTEM SOME FINDINGS

1-1161-1 PHILP, M.A., F.B.PS.S., F.1 PS.S.,

( Head of tiw school (4 Edru.at ion, Macquarie University)
and MAX KELLY

In the final analysis, education systems are concerned with changing
the behaviour of children in way s considered *desirable" by each particular
society. TheSe changes in terms of knowledge, skills, attitudes and values

are related to the goals, aims and objectives of the society itself, or at
least to those of the people in government who are made responsible for the
development of the education system. Attainment of the goals depends on
the structure of the system, on the access of children to it. on the funds
available, on the skills of teachers, on the curriculUm and on a host of
other variables.

Not least among these other variables are the capacities of children to
learn. Even in the most developed of western societies, we still do not,know
as much as we should know about the ways in which 'chirdren learn, nor
about the factors which affect the probability that they will learn. Still !es's

far less is known about the effect that different cultural backgrounds

have on learning. We do know although wc often ignore that so-called
western techniques of curriculum construction, of Aeaching stratcgiesand
models of learning are often inappropriate in other societies. We, also know

to our cost that to "copy" western models often leads to-ineffective
learning.

A greardeal of research is.needed on the ways in which children learn
in different cultural settings. This research is absolutely crucial if developing
countries,, like PNG, are to develop education systems which will enable

children to develop their potential in order to grow and mature as individuals
and, at the same time, the needs of their own societies. Our concern over a
number of years has been with research about children and their education.

Typically, educational research _about children proceeds in,three major
stages. The first is concerned With identifying and, if possible, quantifying
the characteristics of the children as they are in a given situationor society.
The second relates these identified characteristics to casual circumstances.
The third stage ideally puts into classroom practice the, knowledge so gained

so tht the teacher can intervene successfully in the child's development in
order to influence learning in ways desired by the society.

A fourth evaluation step may be introduced to assess the degree to
which the teacher has succeeded, although this is not research in the sense

in which the term is used here.

Far too often the third staue s magically produced without the pre-
ceding two and is -evaluated" by the maeician . or -the magician's
apprentices purely as a post hoc substitute for the reasoned- obServation

and experiment which the magician scorned to use. The armchair curriculum
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expert, who guesses first *Ind measures last, is far too common in education
history. It is no wonder that the Rbysical sciences look with some disdain
and no little suspicion at the pseudo science of the social scientist, including
.the educator. "This paper draws particular attention to child development in
Papua New Guinea, where one specific area of stage one identifying some
of the relevant characteristics of children has been carried out and enougl.v.
of stage two completed to foreshadow a viable form for stage three.

So far, the bulk of the work has been carriLd out by staff of the School
of Education of Macquarie University. The ne\ t and most crucial staces can
only1be accomplished by Papua New Guinean nationals. This is not intended
to imply that the work in the first stages has been exhaustive. Indeed it leaves
a large sweep of development untouched. In addition, analysis in depth and

,istOreadth of thc second stage is still proceeding and will hopefully provide
more and more insights for designing intervention techniques. Yet enough
has been achieved to indicate some valuable classroom practices for the t ffly
years of school and these can be tried, evaluated an,d the techniques modified
while other analysis is being continued. We would emphasise thqt many of
these practices would be quite different from those 'in, say, Nistralian
classrooms. The arca of investigation with which wc have been concerned
relates to the ways in which children learn to think. During 1972 it Was
broadened to include the relationship of currcnt classroom practiCes to this
learning and also the effect of the 6hild's belief in his ability to master thi
environment on his success in actually doing so. The analysis of these tfo
sections is not yet,complete, although there arc indications, both from them
and similar studies, with non-English speaking mierant children in NeW
South .Wales, that the attitude arca may be an important key to the general
problem. What thc present authors would like to argue stemS from a section
of the analysis which implies the desirability of the trial of a number of
classroom techniques in the first year of school.

One of the aspects of this arca is concerned with the relationships of
classes of objects to other classes of objects, particularly with the formation

, of "nesting hierarchies": In English, for instance, the term "human" includes
man and woman; "mammal" includes humans, cows, tigers, etc.; "animals
with backbones" includes mammals, reptiles and fish and so on. We arc
not concerned with tthe content of the classes. In PNQ, however, one
Highlands people group birds and tree-dwelling marsupials together a,;
"animals which live above the ground". while another groups tree-dwelling
marsupials with rats and other small creatures as "small fourfooted animals".
Each is an equally valid classification. What is important is not the content
but the way in which the classes relate and become more inclusive.

We must digress at this point for a moment and consider the importance
of this aspect of thinking against the totality of possibilities. There are
heartening signs recently that Papua New Guinea is attempting to design an
education system for her own particular needsgiven the economic, political
and human facts of life in this country rather than to persist with an imported,
superimposed Australian system. What form this nt!.w design will take
remains to be seen though we wish the attempt all the success it deserves. In

"such a design, the relationships of classes to each other may not be very
26
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important in the education which will be offered to the majority. Yet the
hard ffirt remains that a significant number of Papua New Guineans will
need to be trained to service, build and re-design the products of western
European technological thinking. There is considerable correlative evidence
for, and none against, the proposition that ihis training implies an ability to
handle the form of logical classification relationships and implications which
are characteristic of western European thought. For a signacant number of
Papua New Guinea childken then the acquisition of western-type thinking
skills will& important to tficir country.

To return then to our classification example. This is by no means the
only area of cognition that we have examined in Papua New Guinea, nor
is it the only area important to the developmental skills of western technology.
It is, nonetheless, a basic and necessary intellectual skill and se/yes as a good
ilkNtration of our argument. iAsir some years -past, the education system
has tried to teach western classification skills by means of set theory in
mathematics, using wooden attribute blocks. Admirable though the intention
has been, we would argue that it was doomed to failure because it begins
with a system of classification alien to the child. All the Papua New Guinea
languiwes we have so far looked at have their own classification systems, a,
indeL Jo all human lapguages. The Papua New Guinea child, like children
everywhere, is not consciously aware of his own vernacular system. To con-
front him with an alien system before he has even maslered his own sec,,o,
to be thc height of folly. This conclusion is borne out by the fact that village
children, with no school experience;-perform significantly more efficiently
than school children, at least to the end of standard five, on tasks where one.
would exptxt the school child to have an advantage. By this time, it must be
remembered, there has .been a material loss- of school children who have
left for a variety of reasons, among them being failure.

A further example of the inefficiency of starting teaching at a develop-
mental point which the children have not yet reached comes from our 1973
follow up imestigation with secondary school students in the wcst Highlands.
The majority of Form 3, tested had trouhle with problems involving area.

, Australian children have trouble in this way also, but by secondary school
age, one way or another, most of them can handle the concept. The High-
lands children were being taught by methods which work (more or less) in
Australia. But the Australian child, one suspects, comes to school with a
concept of area which however rudimentary is also that of tq,. school. The
rural highland child on the other hand brings his own people's concept with
him. Area of gardens is very important in the Highlands society for status
and many other reasons. Unfortunately, the rural concept of area is not
the same as that of the west European concept required hy the school. Highr
lands gardens are typically measured by rope or bamboo units along two
dimenions irrespective of shape. True, the eye is used to equate'surface
where poi .ble, but when measurement is ukd "area" is, in effect, "half
perimeter". Since the schOol problems involved measurement, the children
tend to confuse perimeter and area. We would argue that this confusion
would not arise if the children were initially encouraged to use their people's
system and were allowed to work out e/wm.velves. usiniz concrete material,
that it was invalid for calculation.
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The pilot study which led to this hypothesi was carried out with 41
third year students at Mt, Hagen High School. Twelve. selected at random.
were given the opportunity to work out the system for area measurement
used by their own people in terms of the formula taught by the school. All
succeeded in showing mastery of the school concept of area following on'this
teaching/learning experience, though none had succeeded before the teaching
session. None of .the remaining 29 was able to demonstrate command over
the "western" concept of area.

What sort of intervention techniques do we suggest thCn, using our
example of classification skills? First, that the vernacular groups be delineated.
This is surprisingly easy once the concept of what is needed has been gauged.
Groups of students .at Holy Trinity:.'reachers' College, Mt. Hagen, in July
1973, worked out the classification systems of.three vernacular languages and
Melonesian pidgin in one week. We suggest that children in their first year
of school be taught to .become aware.of the classification system of their
vernacular. This can be achieved with domino-type ganies and caftl games
of the "Happy Families" type, using materials made up by teachers them-
selves or by teachers' college students as part of their training. The
drawings (for the domino-type games, for exainple) derive from the local
scene. In the melpa area, for example, one "domino" set of double pictures,
might consist of A/A; A/B; A/C; A/D where `A' is a picture of a particular
leaf vegetable (e.g. Kim Kimpi) and 'B', 'C' and 'D' are- pictures of other
leaf vegetables (e.g. Kim Pompa KelyKim Pompa rup; Kim Kun Kund).
They can be duplicated on a Gestetner and the- glued on cardboard and
have colouring done by the children if preferred. The important point is
that the children become conkious of the system inherent in their own
language and culture. Then the games can change so that non-cultural, alien
objects are subst"uted for the culturally familiar objects of their own system,
but still in the s.,le class inter-relationships. Now the stage is set for a shift
to other kinds. of inter-relationships using both familiar objects re-classifiefl
and alien objects such as form the content of a great deal of the curriculum.

We have mentioned classification as an illustration of our point. As
stated earlier this is onlY one intellectual skill, even though it is a basic and
important one. There are numbers Of other areas where implications can be
drawn for the education system of Papua New Guinea. These have been
reported in papers and articles elsewhere and can be traced in more detail
through the bibliography. We would, however, like tonote briefly other areas
which seem critical and which derive from our basic research

I. Content should be presented in a form which can be easily coded as a
pattern, rather than as a set of symbols.

2. Intentional effort should bo made (probably by the use of cognitive -
conflict) to move children into easy use of syrnbolic coding.

3. Where "hangups" exist between the local vernacular and the lamtuage
of instruction, these must be taken into account by the teacher in his
prouramming.

To conclude, we are arguing for the implementation of stage three:
intervention based on research related to children and curriculum. There is

4
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enough evidence from research to begin to try out classroom techniques so
that these can be evaluated and objectives modified whet-0 necessary. This
is not to say that we should not expand and continue work in stages one and
two. But the object of education* research must not be merely more
research. Further, the application- of our findings can only be carried out
successfully by Papim New Guinea nationals working in the field. We make
a strong plea for this to begin NOW.
19th FeTsruary, 1974
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MONITORING- EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN A
FCIREIGN CULTURESPOTLIGHT THE PROBLEM

AREAS

N I J. DoNoltou, M .1:I)., T.P.T.C..

Superimoulent. Curriculum and Research --hlucaihm Department, P.N.G.

THE QUALITY OF EDUCATION IN PAPUA NEW GUINEA

Teaching practices at the niónient may tend to be ineffectual in the
development of intellectual skills in Papua New Guinea students.

There arc suggestions from recent research work in Papua New Guinea
that there is an emphasis in our primary schools on rote learning leading to
low transfer and that the general effect of primary schooling is to decrease
a child's competence in thinking skills.

AS part of a concern that children should learn something more than
rote application of procedures in Mathematics, attempts have been made
since 1964 to test pupils comprehension of Mathematics' in the standard 6
(primary) examination. A report on* the 1970 examination made the following
commen t§

Questions that were difficult for candidates (i.e. approximately less
than 40 percent of candidates were right (on four choice,' multiple choice
questions))` suggest candidates have difficulties with items "
testing understanding of decimals

testing operations in percentages
-testing operations involving fractions

--testing understanding of weight measures.
involving verbal material, particularly where the solution requires
more than one operation

;,-of unfamiliar content or format (Donohoe. 1970).

This suggests that ability to apply concepts or even basic understanding
of mathematical concepts is being poorly developed in primary school. ,

Southwell concluded that negative effects of rote learning were observable
in Mathematics with indigenous teachers and pupils in Papua New Guinea
(Southwell, 1972, p. 319).

Kelly found that unschooled children in Papua New Guinea were
significantly stiperior to a matched sample of schooled children. in particular
methods of using information in one type of problem-solving (Kelly, 1971, c).

Beck assessing a sample-of primary pupils representative of the Standard
6 population in 1963' fOund that iriany Papuans and New GClinean Standard
6 pupils had an inadequate concept mastery few the studies required in their
Social Studies syllabus (Beck, 1965).

Preliminary analyses of research by Spearritt (.i68) suggest that
vocabulary development and Command of sentence structures (language
soncepts) are 'the most* important variables affecting Papua New Guinea
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pupils' performance in the fthir major communication skills in English.
.Spearrites research statistics could only show the relevance of mastery of
sentence patterns when a fair proportion of pupds did not have this
mastery.

Examine 4s' comments on secondary mathematics examinations suggest
a similar underdevelopthent of basic concepts:

lack of understanding of the meanings and relationships between square
root and square ... no concept of metric weights ... meaning of negative
indices not understood . . . a need for estimation of answers to avoid

.such a ridiculous answer . . . a simple test of,.the meanint of the set
not well done . . . a- lack of knowledge of the meaning of an
equation . . . many students omitted the X indicating a lack of under-
standing of its meaning in this Case (Burdett, 1972).

Students preferred the easy or obvious way rather than .consider the
operations 'involved . . . did not know where to put the decimal point
. . . teachers are not placing enough emphasis on approximation'. . .

many, candidates had little idea of uradient . . . many confused area
` with perimeter . . . on the wholei most mistakes were made in selecting
a characteristic-- other words understanding of basic principles was
lacking (Whitred, 1971).

-

The Chief Examiner's Report on the secondary school certificate examin-
ation in Geography 1971 notes

A ueneral weakness in the lack of a basic understanding of the geo-
graphical fundamentals . (Power, 1972).

Mackay developed a test .of scientific concepts. His conclusion was
that Papua New Guinea Form IV students

"are performing at a level somewhere between the levels of performance
of Victorian students at the end of Form II and the end of Form HI"
(Mackay. 1968. p. 12).

Concept development in the new secondary Social Science course is
likely to be inadequate. Austibel's theory suggests that the development of
broad concepts is a first learning task, with the development of finer discrimin-
ations a later one. The Primary Mathematies course has attempted to develop
concepts in this way. teaching the global term "set" in standard I. However
the Social Science, course has not only failed to build a structure into its
course but there, has been no systematic planrang of concept development
in each unit (Whelan. 1972, p: 26).

Price's (1973) findings-- the underdevelopment of Papua New Guinea
University students' reading skills and command of. vocabularyindicate
that language concept weaknesses persist right through the educational system.
Jones (1972) has attempted some analysis of reading comprehension prob-
lems at tertiary institution level.

Items requirinu fine discriminations in meaning, including the following
words as key elements, had a success index of 50% or less:-- "as a conse-
quence . . .". "class includes", "contradictory". "essential", "excluded (the
possibility)". "not all". "simultaneously". "some".
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Words such as "contradictory". "dominant", "implied". "significantly"
indicated vacabulary as one area of conceptual difficulty. Difficulties in two
other broad areas, conditionality and in sentences involving relative amounts
indicated students 'have difficulties with sentence pattern concepts:

relational concepts are translated into absolute terms . . take the
item 'The population of the area has shown an increase.' Between 30c1r,

and 40% of the first year tertiary students (approximately Form V
level) responded wrongly to this..item; the popular wrong responses
were.

(a) The area is now densely populated
(h) There used to he very few people living in the area, but now

there are many.
(Jones, 1972)

A generalized command of Irmal logic is reached by about 53 percent
of standard 6 children in schools in New South Wales in Australia, and was
reached by 16 per cent of a sample of Greek immigrant children in New
South Wales (Kelly. 1973. p. 15). There is considerable doubt that adults
in Papua New Guinea villages ever attain this conscious Command of formal
logic and there is.evidence to suggest that few Form. IV students. have

such a command of logic (Kelly. 1971 (a); Prince, 1969, p. 126; Prinfe,
1967 ).

"The aie level for achievement of formal operations is fairly well
established in the western scene.,between fifteen and wrenteen years of
age. It does not stem to be clearly established in the non-Wesierd
scene and it is 'difficult to know how much delay to allow as comfMred

with norm!! Western development . . . In fact evidence from the
'University Preliminary year (approximately Form V) suggests most of
the students can reason with concrete objects, but find abstract reason-
ing altogether too difficult. Abstract reasoning and propositional logic
would therefore present almost impossible difficulty in the -high schools

. . ." (Prince, 1969, P. 126).

Such weaknesses in command of logic and concepts .are apparently
adversely affecting the ability of Papua New Guinea students to study
academic subjects (Mackay, 1968; Mackay, 1969; Mackay, 1970; Mackay
and Putt, 1972),

EDUCATIONAL TESTING AND PROGRESBEYOND THE STAGE -
OF FORMALISM

However it is not the current low level of educational and intellectual
development that is the main concern. Rather it is the difficulty of breaking
out of this state of affairs: Educational testing practices may be 'iiiiiificant
in various ways in disturbing the tendency of the Papua New Guinea educa-
tiop system to consolidate at the stage of formalism as so defined by Beeby
(1966).. Test writers and teachers will need to identify the sources of in-
tellectual weaknesses in an attempt, to overcome them where possible,
through making available to teachers specific information from tests on
students' specific weaknesses.
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A first priority for test writers concerned with public examinations is to
ensure that examinations do not test trivial knowledge. The problem is more
difficult than might appear for a test composed wholly of higher level
educational skills that were not twin:: developed in students could not be

.ed to discriminate between students in an external examination. Never-
theless an attempt must be made to lift the type of intellectual skills being
tested, for if testing is related to 'low level performance, teachers will be
encouraged to teach what is of little significance. . .

A second way in which testing practices may contribute to improved
teaching is by providing teayhers with definite ideas on specific teaching goals
through the provision of tests of pupil -performance in particular subskills
to be developed in various units of a course. Spe'cific purpose tests of this,
type have been nominated "mastery" tests (Wilson,.1970).

Mastery tests on units of syllabas work, testing understanding of key
.concepts, -scientific models, and specific problem-solving approaches may be
useful for the purpose of improving teaching and learning efficiency.

The use of Mastery tests for 'each of the various subjects may also
help .by including items that make gradually increasing demands over a
number of years of the course on a student's ability to use logical argument
and on his ability to interrelate sets of ideas.

For example a 'particular weakness by Western standa'rds----is noted
in the way Papua New Guinea children develop categorization skills, and
the way the Papua New Guinea cultures have built their own system of
concepts. Unschooled village subjects in Papua New Guinea do not shop
a clear developmental trend in strategies for sorting objectStowards the use
of super-ordinate categories (Huntsman, 1973). Apparently Papua. New
Guinea cultures can be compared with those of rural Mexico, ,rural Senegal
and Eskimo villages where the differences between objects are More signifi9ant
in those culttu-es than their similarities (Bruner et al., 1966).

. .

Simple non-technical cultures like those of Papua New Guinea may
develop a resistance in members to developing concept hierarchies by
insisting on attention to perceptual differences.

"Folk taxonomies so far reported in Papua New Guinea Consist essentially
of rather shallOw hierarchies of named categories ('taxa') with each
largest named category (primary taxon) either lacking internal division in

.the case of creatureS or plants of little interest -or importance or having
one, two, or occasionally more .levels of internal division. No general
categories Corresponding to 'animal' or 'plant' have, so far been reported
and like many former traditional European folk taxa primary taxa in
New Guinea societies seldom correspond ..vell with scientific taxa . . .

on .the other !land as one moves down the taxanomic hierarchies many
of the lower-order taxa do correspond well with Scientific taxa" (Bulmer,
1971).

......

The.aim of schooling is to develop in children a distinctive hierarchical .
structure of concepts because it is only in this way that' a Child can acquire
'sophisticated intellectual tools. Tests should be developed to monitor students'
progress towards such a mastery of interrelated concepts.
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The intention in producing and distributing such tests would be to negate
depressing cultural forces on the development of concepts and logic -but
flot to attempt to accelerate logical dodopment in the way that Piaget

p. 132) suggests is impossible. As Gay and Cole point out
(1967...pp. 90-94) the Kpelle (African) child who asks "why" is traditionally
beaten for his curiosity: attention in school to the teaching and testing of
the development of ideas and of logical thought In the chikt should encourage
him to ask, "Why?"

THE USE OF MASTE121( TESTS IN scwous
When and if tests Of concepts and intellectual skills are used or made

available to teachers, it is likely that a large percentage will find,ditliculty iri
defining such skills as educational' objectives and will have difficulty in
devising lessons to develop such skills in their pupils. For these reasons the
in0oduction of mastery tests into Papua New Guinea schools may prove
a di9icult innovative task.

Average teachers in Papua New Guinea trained to follow set procedures
may be reluctant to try anything they have not been thoroughly introduced
to through either pre- or inservice training.

Even when they do use mastery tests, they may fail to appreciate the
specific inadequacies of cognitive development in pupils who do poorly on
tests of concept mastery and problem-solving ability.

Such teachers may find it impossible to free themselves from set patterns
of teaching (the Minenda sentence pattern drill for day two week thirteen is
. . .) to include special periods for remedial work. They may be unable to
mak !. the necessary adjustments to their programme of work when such
special teaching is included, may be unable to organize 'the class into
diff 'rent groups during such lessons to provide, for example, for those
stteents who don't need extra teaching, and may be unable to devise success-
ful teaching strategies to Overcome particular weaknesses of pupils.

The test writer will do no harm in providing mastery tests for such
teachets in the primary school.i. The very worst teachers may not use the
tests or may give the tests to fill in time. The next level of use would be
where the teacher taught the actual items. For poor teachers this may be no
wo'se 0 an what they would-otherwise do.

Any more professional use of the tests, above this level, should at
least provide the teacher with insieht into the nature of important educational
objectives and some information on how successful he is in achieving them.
Only a small minority may use the tests in the way that is intended-providing
information that can be used on pupil development in important cognitive
objectives. The gain would be both for those pupils and teachers using tile
tests to the maximum of their usefulness, and to the educational system
more generally as teachers colleges. inspectors, and curriculum advisers work
to update the professional competence of other teachers throueh trainine in
the use of test's.
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THE QUESTION OF THE VALIDITY OF FORMAL EXAMINATIONS

PrAvided test writers use an adequate model of human intellectual skills
they have the possibility of ,deMoping an adequate specification 'of item
types to test problem-solvine behaviour in any area of interest. The problem
that does remain in that of determining whether any given set of items really
do meet the item writing specifications for the skills it is desired to measure.
That is testing problem-solving behaviour involves two tasks. The first is
providing an adequate model of problem-solving skills. The second is develop-
ing items that test particular mental skills defined by the.model. This second
achievement will more frequently be proved only with the development of
tests for restricted use in educatjonal testing.

Examinations inevitably musf be produced each year for the Form IV
-and standard 6 examinations. Items will only approximate to measures of
the skill objectives, varying with the competencies and judgments of the
test writine teams. There is no opportunity to refine and prove these instru-
ments through factorial studies. This is probably of less concern when the
purpose of the examination is merely- to give some global estimate of a
student's achievement in a particular subject area, relative to his peers.

It might be possible to develop formal examinations which were factorial-
ly purer measures of various mental skills and which .could give sub-test
scores on such skills.for more effective selection and prediction. If countries
in the South Pacific pooled their resources it might be possible to produce
tests for annUal examinations that eave valid and reliable measures of
particular skills of a quality usually only obtainable when money is being
spent on a test for restricted use by a 'cadre of professionals.

This pooling of resources could involve testing personnel in the various
South Pacific countries organized or assisted by staff from the Australian
Council for Educational Research and/or the New Zealand Council for
.Educational Research. Test development work would have to be spread over
two or three years preceding the, year in which the test was to be given.

For example it might be considered desirable to develop educational
tests that tested students' ability to use the full range of formal logic in
problem-solving.

An abHity to use ratio and proportionality with understanding in the
solution of problems is believed to require such a command of formai logic.
A study was Made of the intertcorrelations between performance.' on a test
of 10 items based on proportionality and performances on first and second
semester examinations for preliminary .year students at the University of
Papua New Guinea in 1972. The factor analysis showed a stable factor.
identifie(t with ability to deal with- proportionality, as a key factor in deter-
mining academic success (Jones, 1973).

From this study it would seem that Preliminary year lecturerS assume
it is necessary for students tOlearn at the formal operational level (as so
defined by Piaget. Flavell. 1963) and are giving their lectures at this level.
If this continueS to be the case. selection examinations such as the Form IV
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school certificate examinations ought to include proportionality ems in the

various subject tests as tests of the achievement of the stagt of formal
operational thought for any desired improvement in the vali ity of the
examination for prediction of success 'at tertiary institutiot presuming

students van be discriminated on this skill.
One reservation neMs to he made about attempt to improve tests in

this way. The temptation is ttr helieve that the main p Hem is the develop-
ment of tests that have superior power in predicting:, example. success
at the university. This may be looking for the ent14.1* rainbow. It is possible
few students have a signilicAnt L!.velopment. or variation in development, of

the skills measured in the test. It is also possible that the particular faculty
/at the university to which the hypothetical high powered thinker is admitted
has courses that are poor and tedious, by criteria of cognitive learning theory.
for developing students' mastery in suhjeet areas. When and if such courses

are offered it is plausible that superior students would show a greater drop
in motivation than poorer students. Teachine itself is an independent variable
that could be expected to produce va ation in student achievement in addition
to that predicted by a student's earlier achievement. The evidence of a high
relationship between psychological test scores and results of preliminary
year University results (Drd. 1970) can he interpreted as suggesting that
teaching in the preliminary year is of a low. eifectiveness (Wilson. 1970, p.

27).
Conditions, outside the control of the test writer, reduce the predictative

power of tests.. It is as likely that the 'rieht' student or the 'rieht' institution
is missing. Nevertheless with the provision of certain resources improvements
could be made to the tests used for selection to obtain purer measures of
significant intellectual skills.
CATEGORIZING EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES IN TERMS OF
CONSTRUCTS FROM CO(;NITIVE THEORY

What is distinctive about the type of human -learning carried on at
school must he defined. This can he distinguished from stimulus response
learning and configural learning whit:h are basic learning mechanisms lower
down the evolutionary scale (Razran. 1971) Gaene 11970) has distinguished

Type 7 learnine the learning of complex concepts. models, and rules, and
Type 8 learnine, the use cif more complex series of intellectual activities
called problem-solving. There is sufficient agreement on this- distinction in
the works of other theorists of human learningAusubel (1968), Bruner
(1966). Piaget (1964, 1971) for these two broad categories to form a first
basic classification for teSt writers (Donohoe, 1974. p. 34):

Counitive theory points to the following aspects of mental structure as
key variables in educational performance:

(a) J:ommand of a wide range of concepts.
-(b) the psychological interrelationships between concepts in the mind

(c) ability to use. ideas in.solving intellectual problems and flexibility
in trying a variety of approaches -

Id ) command of various levels of logic associated with various stages
of intellectual development

(0 command of specialized problem-solving skills developed through
academic study of particular discipline studies.
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In each of these areas the educator and test writer need to define the
particular learning needs of Papua New Guinea students. By way of illustra-
tion the rest of this paper will he LI:Noted to studying particular learning
problems of Papua New Guinea students in studying Science. A discussion
of the particular problems Papua Guinea students face in the other
areas listed above in learnine concepts and problem-solving skills is

discussed in Oonohoe (1974). Copies of this essay have RCI1 sent to the
libraries of all tertiary institutions in Papua New Guinea.

KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS IN PRIMITIN'E SOCIETIES

It is a fair assumption that children in Papua New Guinea will find it
dittjcult to accept particular scientific models (i.e. systems of concepts with
associated rules for inquiry and analysis of phenomena) because the tradi-
tional patterns of thinking will be more often simple empirical, associative
thinking, of the type associated with beliefs in th e. efficacy of magic.

Primitive society ... . is characterized by magical knowledge. Magical
knowledge relies upon empirical thought. the only type of thought pos-
sible in a society without the mental skills. specialities, and symbolism
necessary to develop a rational system of ideas. On .the basis of size
alone, there is no possibility of a complex division of labour necessary N.

for the development of a rational system. As the society is simple. its
thought is simple. and its knowledge consists of a catalogue of means-
for achieving ends (Magical power) arrived at by the association of
empirical observations. The only goals in primitive society are empirical
,ones.

TABI.I. Knowledge Sy.stemc

Willer. J. The Social Determination of Knowledt:e. Englewood Cliffs. N.J., Prentice
Hall, 1971.

-Connective levels of thought .(p. 25)

Theoretical

(2) Obsersatkmill

Magical
Empirical trial
and crror methods
for -practical use:
like produces like:
things once in
contact continue
to act at a dis-
tancesimple as-
sociation. no ques-
tioning of type of
associations: mul-
tiple causation as
multiple associa-
tions (p. 27, p.
34).

COMMENT
Mystkal . Religious

End state is thco-
rctic and unitary
--an ocape from
thc empirical-
world (p'7 28) not
connected to other
thcorctic ideas
communica tion
imposs ible be-
tween those in and
those out of this
state about its
nature.
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A system of con-
nected concepts:
Religious behavi-
our is an attempt
to (it the world to
non-empi r i cal
concepts,fp. 29).

Scientific
All, think,ing
which combines
rational, empiric-
al and abstractive
thought is scien-
tific (p. 31), e.g.
developm e n t of
scientific theory
set of rational
relatio n s,h i p s
existing whcn
elaborate empiric-
al rcla t ionship
arc connected
through abstrac-
tion with a set of
icomorphic ration-
al relationships (p.
33).



Practical result+
However with ac-
ceptance of mul-
tiple causation
and because there
is no way of col-
lecting and inte-
grating associa-
tions at abstract-
ive level, ncw bits
of knowledge do
not build uptsn
old ones hut
merely add to
them. Thera are
no internal dy-
qamics for im-
proving know-
ledge system (pp.
27-8).

Witchcraft of the
Azande of central
Africa (p. 40).

TEST OF KNOWLEDGE SYSTEM

No test possible.
Rationalistic ar-
guments outside
this system o f
thought. And em-
pirical rclat ion-
sh ips cannot ex-
plain the whole of
the abstr acted
meaning (pp. 28-
9).

Only tests of
validity of _con-
ceptualization are
direct re vclat ion,
mental insights,
and thc rules id
deductive logic (p.
29),

EXAMPLE

Test isomorphism
oif empirk-al and
rational connee-
tions (p. 3".4)

superior efficiency
in explana tion
and prediction (p.
37).

Buddhist concep- Wesico r i s t. In no society has
tion of thc world ianity, Moham- scientific thought
(early form) (pp. madanism (p. predominated
92-95). 104). only visible in

sub-cultural
groups (p. 105)
e.g. those accept-
ing and using
Darwin's Theory
of Evolution (pp.
125-129).

ones arising from day to day issociations and basic human needs. In
a primitive society all knowledge is magical. The modern notion of
magical knowledge is just that, a, modern notion. To the primitive no
other kind of knowledge exists. All thought is empirical, all action is
power related, and thus all knowledge is magical (Willer, 1971. pp.
39. 40).

What is missing from magical knowledge, but present in scientific
paradigms is a set of relationships between abstract concepts which are
isomorphic to a set of empirical felationships (see Table). This gives a theory
or paradigm. From the paradigm one can discover which facts or empirical
relationships are of 'particular significance, what tests will show the iso-
morphism of the rational and empirical relationships and in which direction
future research is necessary for the development and refinement of the
piradigm (Kuhn, 1962).

Magical knowledge is inefficient being of the form, "A then B", where
"A" and "B" are particular empirical terms. Neither the conditions nor
the relationships can be generalized condensed, and. integrated so that
magical knowledge is a catalogue whose size is limited by the storage
capacity of a particular society. This contrasts with scientific knowledge which
is extremely economic in form, by virtue of its wide applicability, and of
markedly superior explanatory and predictive power (Weller, 1971. pp.

27-37).
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Knowle(lge systems in mulitional societies in Papua New Guinea
are known- to he just (hese types of catalogues finite, and passed down from
generation to generation (Bulmer, I. p. 28).

Bulmer suggests that tlw pragmatic mtture of traditional (and magical
thinking) is likely to result in Papua New Guinea children quickly accepting
scientific explanation on the basis of its superior predictive ability. His writing
ignores the problem that in developing a true scientific understanding (and-
not just another "A and B'' understan(Iing) the child will have to he taught
a new type of intelketual thinking the learning and use of paradigms; new,
that is. in the degree of logical rigour required in the cross checking .of
ahstract and empirical relationships required in 'ideal scientific thinking.
However in thk regard the New Guinean,child may not he alone- --possibly
many secondary school children in Western countries do not fully develop
thk understanding of the nature of seience or are not taught it.

The contrast between a mmlern scientist and a primitive is often mis-
leading for only a small number of persons in .European societies live
even partially scientific lives. It would he untenable to argue that primitive
man does not employ the same principles of deductive and inductive
logic that European man does. What leads the primitive to magical
acts and helief., is not his systeM of logic hut his errors in correlating
irrelevant causes with partcular outcomes (Lessa and Vogt, 1965, p. 34).

It is possiole secondary students in Papua New Guinea still hold,to such
a magical view of knowkdge. Students in Forms '3 and 4 were fOund to
have more positive attitudes towards natural scientific control and manipula-
tion of the environment than villagers, but they tended to.underestimate what
in fact were the attitudes of minimally educated villauers, and were lacking
in a truly critical outlook themselves (Maddock, 1973, p. 272, p. 282). This
is suggestive that they only and erroneously- ,conceive their superiority in
scientific thinking to come from their empirical thinking and hence may
not have really understood the difference between scientific and associationist
thinking.

Education itself may he seen as a ritual initiation into some equivalent
form of magical knowledge. which is possibly the way the older villagers
regard it:

The Ahelam community near Maprik in- the Sepik District of Papua
New Guinea see modern education as a Means for man to achieve
greater influence over his changing social and physical environment. But
in what way . . I do not know.
One councillor said to me recently that the (primary) school at Balu-
pk4-ne is like "Hketagiva" a ritual for small boys. the high school in,
Wewak like "Kutagiva" a more important and exciting ritual, and
the, University like "Buti" . . power . . . from association with the
ritual objects of the most powerful. tamberan.. . . (Neve, 1971).

ft is not impossible that students could complete secondary schooling
without grasping the essential nature of scientific thinking, given the type
of 'knowledge systems primitive societies construct. Testing of scientific
thinking therefore should he addressed to the particular intellectual activities
that are unique to scientific thinking.
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PRIORITIES IN TESTING SCIE1NTIFIC THINKING

One of the fundamental issues in testing_ scientific thinking, therefore.
will be the testing of students' understanding Of paradigm construction as
a way of interpreting events in an economical way. What is to be

tested are the students' understanding of. and even skills in. the formulation
of mode's and propoSitions, the derivation of hypotheses for empirical test-
ing, and the use of hypotheses to prove and imbrdve a model.

Another objective that ideally would be tested is the student's ability
.to formulate a problem for scientific testing and to -plan and carry out an
appropriate investigation. The test would provide information'on the student's
ability to free himself from arbitrary dogmas (which, ideally. science is not)
his ability to make critical judgements from evidence and his ability to
detect misinformation and the extremes of belief (Schwab, 1973).

ITEMS TESTING SCIENTIFIC THINKING

The following two items appear to test students' general understanding
of the task involved in model construction:

One model for thinking about electricity is to think of a battery or
generator as a kind of pump for electricity, and the conductors in a
circuit as carriers of electricity, in which the electricity flows in a similar
way to water. This model can be used to explain many observations about
electricity.

Which of the following observations cannot be explained by this model?
A. Doubling the strength of, the battery increases the current flowing

through a given wire.
B. The current gets weaker if the battery loses its strength.
C. A magnetic needle is deflected if placed near a wire Carrying a

current.
D. The thicker the wire, the more current can flow through it (1973

School Certificate Science Examination).

This item may be categorized as evaluative thinking with verbal material
where the answer required ,is a systemusing Guilford and Hoepfner's (1971)
categorizations of mental skills.

The following item is also of this type:

A crystalline solid may be thought of as a group of spheres in three
dimensions, each sphere connected to its neighbours by a stiff spring.

The spheres are vibrating in various directions. A number of facts
about crystalline solids are given below. Before each fact write the letter
of the response that best states the applicability of the model as an
explanation of the fa6. Note that only one response should be given
for each fact.

(A drawing of spheres connected by springs in three dimensions is
shown.)
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Responses.
A. The fact is explained by the model.given above.
B. The fact can be explained by modifying the model as follows: the

amplitude of vibration of the spheres depends upon the temperature.
C. The faet can be explained by modifying-the model as follows: there

are irregularities in the.arrangement of the spheres.
D. The fact can be explained by modifying the model as follows: the

elasticity of ihe springs is different for different solids.
E. The fact cannot be explained on the basis of the model, even by

chancing it as above.
9 Facts:

Solids contract on coolinc.
Solids may be compressed slichtly.
Solids do not diffuse through one
Solids conduct heat.
Some solids are harder than others.
The speed of sound throuch steel is :treater than its speed through lead.
(Blpom, Hastincs. Madaus, 1971. p. 612).

This' item may be categorized as evaluative thinking with verbal and
figural material where the answer required is a system (Guilford and
Hoepfner. 1971).

Other question types particularly related to scientific thinking are the
following:

another.

A new disease infecte
die off. The people in t
were appea-ring. Which
tit this observation?,
A. The decrease in the

ads in an area and caused most of them to
area noted that many more flies than usual
the following explanations seems to best

CJ

bet- 'of toads feeding on flies allowed the
number of flies to increase.

B. The weather conditions were much better for the breeding of flies
than for 'toads:

C. Toads cause flies to breed more rapidly and increase in number.
a Flies cause toads to stop breeding and decrease in number (1973

School .Certificate Science Examination).

This item may be categorized in Guilford and Hoepfner's (1971) terms
as evaluative thinking with verbal material where the answer required is an
implication.

Type B--to test ability to evaluate hypotheses;
Hypothesis: Young birds can learn to migrate south in the Autumn
by accompanying their parents.

Each of the following items states observational or experimental facts.
For items ( I ) and (2) mark space
Aif the fact or facts tend fo support the hypothesis
B if the fact or facts tend to refute the hypothesis
C-- rif the fact or facts are irrelevant to the hypothesis
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(1) In making the trip from Northern Canada to the Argentine, adult
golden plovers fly in groups due south from Labrador, above the
Atlantic Ocean, 1000 miles from the eastern coast of North America,
thence over Brazil to the Argentine. The young golden plovers fly
in groups by way of the Mississippi Valley and over the Gulf of
Mexico, thence over Bolivia. and Peru to the Argentine. On the
return trip the old and young alike take the Mississippi Valley route.

(2). Cowbirds build no nests of their oWn but lay their eggs in nests
of some thirty species of other birds; here the eggs are incubated,
hatched and the young reared by those foster parents. When the
first migratory trip is completed the young cowbirds are found in
the south neither among the thirty different destinations of their
foster parents, but instead in one locality occupie,.. predominantly
by their own kind.

(3) In the light of the facts given in items (1) and (2) .what is the
status of the hypotheses at this point?
(a) It is established as probably true
(b) It is refuted as probably false
(c) It 'remains as much unsettled as at the outset.
(Bloom. Hastings and Madaus, 1971, p. 607.)

The reading difficulty of the above item would make it unsuitable for
use in Form IV in Papua New Guinea but the level of logic required would
probabty be within the capability of many Form IV students.

Such items appear to test some of the general intellectual skills which
are the ultimate justification of much academic study or science. For this
reason items of these types should appear in science examinations.

PERFORMANCE TESTS OF INQUIRY SKILLS IN SCIENCE

In Social Science, Agriculture. Geography, Technical Studies and Science,
students can be assessed on their scientific thinking skills in individual or
group exercises, in practical or academic activities. This may -allow a fuller
investigation of pupils' development of these skills in ways not testable in
a short formal or internal examination, and may allow the only opportunity
of assessing whether students can use scientific problem-soliting approaches.

It may be particularly important to test the development of this ikill*
in a group situation when the information desired is whether the student
has developed thinking skills useful for a future specialist or generalist
position in the cash economyor even in the village. For problems technical
or general are usually solved by groups.

Where external examination scores are prot:essed on the computer to
take account of teacher assessment, as they are in Papua New Guinea, it is
relatively easy to give a weighting to such 'skill in scientific thinking.

The outstanding student will be noticed by the teacherand given
recognition for his superior skill through the use of a teacher assessment
component in the final examination score. It might be difficult to pick out
such people in a short pencil and paper test. It is more difficult for the
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teacher to devise procedures to rate all students in the skill. It may be possible
to get students themselves to rank each other on scientific-thinking ability.
By asking students to rate the best twenty in scientific thinking in each
subject area, excluding themselveS, it would be possibleto recognize students
'noticed most frequently by their peers as excelling in these tasksand herkce
a rank ordering of pupils could be made. The teacher could check the
validity of the class's ranking by determining agreerinent between himself
and the class on the top and bottom few--and by determining whether
alternative explanations for the class ranking, such as 'the most outspoken'
could reliably be excluded.

CONCLUSION

Educational tests may contribute to increased teaching and learning
efficiency through the use of tests to monitor achievement of what for the
students are novel, uncommon or foreign 'intellectual tasks. The construction
of models in science is an example of an intellectual activity that is unfamiliar
to traditional intellectual activities in Papua New Guinea cultures. Currently
there is evidence that even some Papua New Guinea tertiary students con-
tinue to have a very poorly developed understanding of the nature of
scientific activity (Mackay, 1970). Consequently educational testing in science
should be addressed particularly to monitoring the development of an
undedtanding of modeLconstruction and use in Science. A similar analysis
of learning problems in learning concepts and thinking skills should be used
to plan the development of tests in academic subjects to maximize the use-
fulness of these tests. ..
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SOUTH 'PACIFIC EDUCATIONAL RESOLVE
(S.P.E.R.)
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South Pacific: Identity

. Like the indigenes among you. I was born, bred. educated and -have
lived in the South Pacific all my. life.

Like'many among you. I am a parent in a family that was born, bred.
educated and that have lived in the South Pacific all their lives.

-Like you. I have only the South Pacific with which to identify. I do so
identify: but, as one whose ancestry was washed by Atlantic waters, and
whose canoe came but recently in an' historical sense to these waters.

It is at this point that I am unlike your Peoples. Your ancestry in and
occupancy of South- Pacifio waters goes back into unrecorded, legendary,
carved and mythically dancedhistory. You who have more pigmentation to
your skin are the indigenes; I, with less pigmentation, am an historically
recent migrant.

The South Pacific belongs to you and you belong in it. You know it.
You in- and ex- hale it. Migrants are learning about it and to live with it.'
Migrants are still at the stage of exploiting it rather than truly living in and
with it.

The impact of the differences between indigenes and migrants has yet
to be spelt out in the fullness of their implicatiogs. The differences between
us the indigene and migrant will, I consider, more fully enrich the Pacific
when we who are migrants perceive what you have absorbed.into yourselves
because you are.people of the South Pacific; perceive, that is. the meaning to
you of your way of life. Tiine is. for example, one main concept that the
masterful technologist. is coming to zickneledge as his area of enslavement.
Yet, time is a prOcess Pacific indigenes have continually incorporated into
their being.

The central arguments of this paper are:
I. There are differences in emphasis and values between the ways of

life of Pacific inOigenes and migrants.
2. Those values that are accepted by the indigenes as valid and signifi-

cant to them should be preserved and fostered.
3. In .order both to preserve and foster these-vatties you choose to

preserve, you must of necessity, I consider, whatever'else you do,
control and operate the educative processes in your country.

4. In order to be abre to live your own way of life at the quality
ymi choose for yourselves, you need to. establish, maintain, promote
and modify your own educative processes.

-5. An educative process can, finally be valid only to the extent that it
supp6rts and furthers the way of life for which .it is designed.
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South Pacific: Locality

Going, though not gone, are the days when a migrant raconteur and
mythologist such as Anderson' could write that:

"Scattered over 14 million square smiles of Pacific ocean islands is a
race that appears homogenous in physical characteristics, language,
customS, and religion; that other great divisions according to racial
characteristics are Indonesia, Melanesia and Micronesia."

Since those words were written in 1928, Hawaii in the northern Pacific has
- become another state in the United States; and New Zealand, Australia, Fiji,

aqd now Papua New Guinea, countries of the South Pacific, have become
nfitions in their own right.

The last half century has been one in which the. peoples of thc South
Pacific have become conscious of themselves as entities and in which the
differences among the peoples of the South Pacific have made of homogeneity
a near meaningless concept.

The South Pacific as an area is different from the Atlantic at so tnany
key points of comparison other than by virtue of the natures of its inhabitants,
that to list them all would be to digress too far from the main theme of this
'paper; and to obliterate the chances of rigomus enquiry into the cause:effect
relation among some.of /he more salient of these differences but here arc
three:

The Pacific is an area of water, not of land, mas'ses. Water a sea-way
once and an air-way now has conditioned and oriented the peoples of the
Pacific, with the possible exception of Ab- and Eue-australians, from time past.
Pacific peoples, cut off as they are from other countries by water, have grown
up as self-dependent peoples relative to peoples in European countries. Peoples
of the Pacific follow their own ways of life as proudly as any people, but with
less fear of, less pressure from, less subjection to proxemia, and with less
self-consciousness of the need to prove either to themselves or others that
each is a separate and distinguishable people. Each knows deep within itself,
without having to trumpe_ it. that his is and is proved to be a people with a
distinctive life style.

Migrants to the Pacific. though still aliens and' foreigners. gradually be-s
come transanimated by virtue of living here. No pressure is placed on a
migrant by the indigenes to yield his European ways, yet by the day and
by the generation migrants to the Pacific are unremittingly suffused as PacifiR
dwellers.

We migrants bring with us our own brand of individualism, class con-
sciousness, which we brandish loudly. We s'et up. in your land, our school
systems and social administration; but as the years pass we see our system
bend and buckle irr the- unremitting waves of the Pacific life styles. What grew
up in Atlantic areas is brought out here and is transmuted." It is transmuted
if for no other reason than that one can only migrate with a ctrcass; a
structure, a by-product. One cannot bring the process, the source of the pro-
duct. The roots and therefore, the living, growing, pulsing source of the
product the process, stay behind nOhe soil that nurtured them.
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Meanwhile. peoples of the South Pacific have their own brands of .indi-
vidualism, factionalism, fragmentation and ephemeralism."" These emerge in-
Pacific peoples as they live their lives, each 'ari accepted and respected person
in a large family kinship, and not as a lone individual in a 2-generation
family facing daily a competitive, mass. depersonalismg technology.

It 'is just here. with regard to their ability to produce as a technocracy
and as a bureaucracy, that the areas of the South Pacific are today compared
unfavourably with the peoples of the Western and from the northern hemi-
spheres, some of which peoples also open their comMerce with the world
through the Pacific.

There follow, it therefore seems to me. three basic questions for newly
emerging nations in the South Pacific to ask and reask themselves:

What do people apply in their lives from what they learn? and this
, process I prbpose to call Education A.
What, in fact, can people teach iithers? which exercise I propose to
call Education B.
.What is the most efficient and effective structure in which Education A
and B occur? which system I propose te call Education C.

Education A:

Each society of peoples has today. as it has had throughout its history,
its oWn way of educating its members. There is for people all over the South
Pacific nothing new whatsoever in the concept of education. Elders and revered
person's have long -been and are responsible for seeing this education .carried -
out. They are responsible for living it. for setting an example. Education and
life for them are one."'

An educational process of this style perpetuates a way of life, maintains
stability in a way of life. It is the, most conservative of all personal and social
practices. more conservative than spiritual ritual. ceremony or totemism.

. because it, education, -is the process that preserves tllose bulwarks of social
and personal beliefs. Such an educational process makes, in a way of life for
the strong bonds of belonging among related peonle. It is the nasery bed for
a people's self-concept."' It is an educative process that 9oncerns itself with
values: It is a pervasive process because it is incidental within and not isolated
and pursued separately for clear cut ends. Significantly and, at first, it may
seem paradoxically4 it is, therefore, pursued clearly and sought eagerly by
each for himself, lifelong and continuingly.

Change imposed on. or denigration to this process of education Edu-
cation Aoccurs at peril of national disintegration. We have seen the disin-
tegration happen under colonial rule in the Pacific. We saw it at the beginning
of the 20th century erode the Maori way of life in New Zealand; we have
seen the effects on Aptralia's Aborigines, which effects are reasonably
described as catastrophic for those peoplewe have seen its inroads into the
Fijian way of life. You in Papua New Guinea will know whether or not you
have averted the disintegrative influences.

When I refer to Education' A, I refer to the basic, continuing, lifelqng.
face-to-face' educative process that goes on in each of us you and me. It is
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one of the main processes by which wejive day by day our way of life, with
pride and loyaIty; and by which we live Iife with what for us is order; and
by which we live with and erow in the personal strength of our self-concept.
Education A promotes in an individual a socially cohesive, inteerative ap-
proach to the way he behaves, and it does so. 1 'repeat. because it enables
each of us to. grow .as an individual strong in our self-concept. Education A
iS the proces that nations constantly seek to retain or regain and to which
its people endeavour to return if it is lost or undermined. Its strength derives
from the personal nature of education, from the learning we enjoy from
experiences that we encounter within our daily life.

There are within Education A three major components. It is eagerly
sought by the youngest; it is, reinforced by a battery of experiencc s. within the
family, and among families in the community; and it is protracted and
infinitely valiable for each individual at different stattes of his growth, and as a
result of his encounters with other individuals. Education A occurs as each
of us applies in the ontext of our society what we learn. Once applied
and tested by each of us for ourselves, we are ready to apply it beyond the
context of our society. among others. Education A knows only the limitsthat
come from being human, and from living in an environment and from our
perception of that environment.

A nation that dismisses or denigrates this Educative. Process A, during
any- stage of an indivadual's lifetime, invites disaffection and confusion arnong
its populace and a delay to its growth as a nation; and. transnationally. Such a
nation is held back in its erowth by. as we are want to tsay. "the nature of
human nature"; by, if. It is a technological nation, strikes, unrest, sabotage,
pofitical upheavals. What the people of that .nation are in effect saying is
that there is within them an unresolved clamour to engage in Education A.--
in the application by them of what they have learnt and are learning..

There is, you see, within Education A. no sense of under-privilege, or of
disadvantage; no necd for talk of re-current education; nor talk of compen-
satory programmes. There are no grounds for thinking in terms of deficit:
no need to escalate plans for remedial prberammes. All of these neeative and
intervtntion concepts belong, if you notice, within the laneuage of.the Special-
ised, technotronic, economically that is, materially aspiring, but Edu-
cation A-inadequate, nati6ns. They are concepts that have grown up in the.
last 100 years. which is nearly how king we have had Compulsory Education

which is not Education A.

'Education A has much more to do with people in families than with
national systems. It is. that is, education that goes on among people of all
ages. from fiirth to old age. at the family hearth and in their communities
as these are nominated by families and their members. It is education of and
by adults adult educalion. It is early childhood education for it begins

. prenatally and continues postnatally. It is a conftuous process as each applies
in .his life what heilearns. It is lifelong in two respects: first, because each of
us is eager for learning and for applying that learning; second. each of us is
available to assume the role of co-learner throughout life, sometimes being

r needed by others for our experience, and needed at other times for our
creative .or divergent solution to an issue that faces the. people as a whole.
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Education B

We have pursued fe a long time and alone a narrow path beyond
its natural value. We becameenamoured of it and invested so much of our-
selves. and .our resources in it. It is Education B the teaching process,.
especially that within the schooling.systern but also a considerable chunk of
what is attempted at home that has considerably supplanted Education A.
Toddy most people think of Education B when education is rudritioned. It is
Education B that most:evolving nations turn their attention, in the belief that
Education B is what has given so many western peoples in technologically

,:advanced and organized nations their advantage. This is where confusion has
,risen. The confusion arises because there is a component of education in

, teaching and in schooling. but for too long we have failed to.examinc'what
that component was. We failed because we had not carefully and logically
enough defined what eddcation was.

Cause and *effect easily become blurred in this confuSion. It is, there-
fore, a valid and essential exercise for an emerging nation to enquire ..into
the advantes claimed for western .style living with the cost in terms of
money. enerey, direction and emphasis of the school system it has evolved.

In the course of the enquiry, notice the way in which compulsory
schooling needs, at escalatine costs:

buildings and ask. "What kinds? What for?"
equipment andask, "What kinds? What for?"
teachers and ask, "What kinds? What for.?"'
ancillary services and ask. "What kinds? What for?"

As western and eastern countries beein now after nearly IN years to:
count the costs in terms of money for buildings, equipment, teachers, ancill-
ary services: count the costs jn terms of schoOl failures, school drop-outs,
*disaffection with school by pupils, 'dissatisfaction with the school's products
by employers: count up the immediate and long term effects on the commun-
ity, they, also Ipe_begun to look for other way,s of developing the quality
of education in order to develop their 'countries.' The issues are well-known
by now. They include students who have rioted: parents who have set up
separate schools, escaped monks who have vociferated personally and in.their
writings; teachers who have innovated; researchers who have switched from
pure and so-often redundant to action-research, in their quest for
educational reform.

Education B has indeed within it- so little that is in fact educative for
the individual that it would be better were it to be renamed and divided
accordingly into whatever in 'fact it is instruction, indoctrination, propa-
eanda, jnterventiOn. imposition. Whatever is educative in Education B is so
because of what individuals discern for themselves, and that they apply
effectively, in their own lives. It is effective in the short term if it applies only
in their own lives. It is effective in the long term if, also, it eontributes to
and beyond the society of which an individual is a member: It is incidental
applied learning that occurs in the teachine process that causes me to retain
this item in this category. ft is this same incidental applied learning that has
kept up the hopes of many millions of teachers why schooling is so pro-
longed and why learning is reearded as a slow, tortuous process. If I were to
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be thorouK consistent to mtb own argpment. 1 would refuse .to accept
Education B and refer to teaching and irs Education A component for
that is what Education. B is. the Education A coniponent in teaching. But I
go on being inconsistent because of the extensiveness of the use of the term
"education" when, in fact. it is teaching People are talking about.

Unless it is analyzed and stripped of its pretension Education B remains
nothing more than a parasitic appendage that was spawned in an elitist vein
to be protective of certain kinds of hard-won and much fought for knowledge:
and that was bastardized by a technological age. That age mimicked the
elitist vein in desperate attempts to cio two things at once: to justify the
wholesale exposure of children to a forin of mass instruction meaningless to
more than 90% of them: and also to aspire to elitist ends and values be-
longing to earlier centuries, values ill-fitted to 20th century technology.

Education B has so little in it that is educative that it is, in and of
itself, a dead and lifeless adjunct to our present way of life. Were it not that
the roots of the learning process (Education A) grew and were applied
in the family, there would be no way for a school system"' (Education B)
to continue Attempts. it can be noted, to function educatively otherwise than
through the family have failed everywhere. They failed in the ancient Roman.
Indian and Chinese Empires.' They 'are faltering today in Russia and
Israel'"' and. in a different way, in Western society. EdUcation B fails to the
extent that it becomes organized and organization-dominated: it becomes.
that is, divorced from the nurturant roots of society. The young will sit it
out, compulsorily. shake. their heads after 10.000 hours of it. discard it and
begin to live.

Education B is a clear example of a system created by Man that has
mastered Man. Man is now subservient to the system he has created.

A nation that would make it possible for its people to fulfill the self of
each of its members places..its priorities for Education B low in its perspective.
It respects above Education B that:

(a) All people are co-learners. There ard no experts in learning, only
varying shades of ignorance; there are no other people as wise in
experience,as the person himself.

(b) The strength of a nation is founded on practices that strengthen
the self of the unborn and of those under three years. A nation
that overly focusses its scarce resources on primary, secondary
and post-secondary schooling, in order to satisfy the yearnings
from unsatisfied needs of the young adult and the middle-aged,
is a nation aged befoie its time.

(c) Change for older people occurs most profoundly and effectively for
them in relation to their self-involvements with the youngest in
societY. Children bring themselves up by bringing up those around .
them, who are changed by bringing up and ling with children.
A nation alert to the Education A enquirlts tof and evaluations
by young people who have explored and examined ançl experi-
mented during the first five years of their lives is place to be a
strong and positive nation.
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Whatever there is by way of 'educative process in Education B distills
from the climate or atmosphere of the school, that is, from the relationships
among people in the school; and these in turn make possible the preoccupa-
tion, by younger and older people alike, with study, knowledge, thinking
with, that is, fostering, practising and exercising skills of intellectual endeavour.
It is not theknowledge in itself that, matters, for that is mere encyclopedic
quizzing. ft is, rather, the way a human biain sorts and sifts, deduces and
induces meanings *and properties drawn from isolated facts, relates them,
educes relationships und'correlates, th,Y. ri educative,. And such assembling
and re-assembling and,' too, dissembling can be achieved by use of a
very wide range of materials if ...me 'FA) chooses. The educative in every
pr6cess emerges for an individne through the quality of the symbolism the
individual, generates from the 12arning he does, using the materials and
the people of the environment.

A greater educa, 've component could be introduced into Education B
if the three major d/..,sions of the schooling system were comprehended and
accepted each in hs own right. The first two (a) custodial care of the
young in a safe place, and (b) instruction of the young in basic information

are the components with the least educative possibilities. The third
thinking symbolically, convergently and divergently is where education
can begin to emerge in Education B.

Education A hi The School System

, Education A occurs in the school system as between co-learners,
whether of the same age, older or younger than ourselves. It is that brand of
learning in which we apply what we are suye about: but, also, when we
unwittingly learn, from, with and through some one else. Although Education
A is likely to be felt to occur most frequently and poignantly as a result
of facesto-face interaction, it occurs also from and within fleeting or sub-
stantial incidents and from indirect relationships with people.

Education A is an indicator of our readiness to learn. It cannot be
--cessarily premeditated; and, it is an explanation as to why some Jearnings

-nse to one and not another in some conceptual areas and not others.
e do attach ourselves to one person, one teacher, one adult, one con-

temporary and not to another. We do seek out special people with affinity
for us. We do find it easier to learn from or with one than another, to apply
what one says or does or thinks than another. Often it is called good
teaching, or imitation, but these are simplistic explanations for the highly
individual reactions that occur among people, from which we learn and
which are the base of Education A.

In practice, Education A is what has kept alive the constant quest
for Education B. It, Education A, belongs in the third division of Education
B: in. that is. thinking symbolically about the information in Eudcation B.
Education A goes, however, far beyond this division of Education B and has,
too, a self-learning, original, thinking component.

Education B and the generative component of Education .A are mutually
, reinforcing. The fine edge of Education A is honed as a result of the
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interplay and the interactions. Education A is ever alert to perceive education
in division three Cif Education B. It is Education A. and the relevant
components for it of Education B that Beeby"' noticed and that opened
Bruner's"' optimistic view of the ages at which children can learn if the
conditions are appropriate.

Education A is a basic growth process, 'a process throhgh which each
and every individual eagerly seeks to involve himself at tasks that are
significant to him at a level at which he can cope and shape to his and
society's satisfaction, at his pace and in his directions.
Education C

This third division is necessary in order .to draw attention to the other
componerit in western society's provision of "education" that, by its existence,
obscures the real task, that of Education A. ,

This third division is what is known as the State's or the nation's
Education Departrhent. That is a contradiction in terms. It simply is not
possible to have such a body. It simply is not possible to departmentalize
education.

As was noted above, it is possible to categorize and-classify and depart-
mentalize 'knowledge, teaching, instruction, ancillaries, services of transport,
examinations, intelligence (C) testing but that is not education. It is not
el;en in the service of education. It is in the service of custodial care and to
facilitate instructional processes, at the best, and intervention, propaganda
and inquisition, at the worst.

However, the. term Education Department is now so entrenched that it
must stay. Because it must stay I describe it as Education C in order to
keep reminding us not to let talk about it confuse any talk about education.
The edicts of bureaucracy, in the name of education, are not and cannot be
educative ;n themselves and to the extent that they release any, educative
thought in an individual they, cannot be departmentalized.

A change of title would be one way of reducing confusion but the
selection of a name would immediately label the Department. Imagine
"Departmel of Instruction", or of-"Imposition", or of "Propaganda". Such
titles are too revealing. So a blanket, acceptable, innocuous term is used
and abuse is suffered by the legitimate concept within that term. The abuse
takes the form of people regarding education as a panacea, a woollyvedged,
airy-fairy something or other, a bit of all things to everyone and nothing too
much to anyone. Whereas for me, for you,, for every individual, education
what I apply in my life from what I learn is for me and you and every
individual the very heart of me and the sense I make to Myself and others.

Education C the structural, organized, bricks-and-mortar system and
Organization that is called The Department. the responsible unit for
Education B is yet another stage removed from having anything significant
to contribute to Education A.
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Folk Ntovements)n The Pacific

Papua-New buinea is emerging as a nation at a time in the histoiy of
the South Pacific when its neighbours to the east and southeast are themselves
re-exploring what education means to them. One of the steps they have'
taken is to flex their own educational endeavours in a folk movement
indigenous to the South Pacific. The emergence and grOwth of this folk
movement from the people, the families, the communities, allow of no force
or systematized organizational ,structure. Wherever one looks in New
Zealand -among Maori, or among Pakeha; in Australia among Aborigines or
among Euraustralians;in Fiji among Fijian groups or among mixed European-
Indian-Fijian groups the movement has its own -flavour and character.

All are countries where Education B and C had been introduced by a
migrant peoples; are countries in which the indigenes liked and benefited
least from the ofTerings of the system. In New Zealand the folk movement
began in New Zealand among Pakeha as long ago as 1941, has spread among
Maori people to become a national' and cultural. silent. social revolution."' In
Australia the movement began among Aborigines and spread arnong Euraus-
tralians, where it is now fast becoming an equally silent social revolution.
In Australia the spread to Euraustralians Was activated. 1 would point out.
b) a Maori-Aboriginal tandem partnership:-

In Fiji the spread of the concept of a fully fledged Family Education
movement with government backing has been achieved through an amalgam
of the endeavours of the indigenes of the three' South Pacific countries
Maori, Aborigines and Fijians.

Nor have the indigenes of Papua-New Guinea been unaware. As early
as 1970 the New South Wales Bernard Van Leer Project at the University
of Sydney's' Department of Adult Education'" welcomed a young Woman fTni
Port Moresby as Churchill Fellow. Shc.: is a .person who has the ability to
link with others of her people and begirfwhat cOuld become a folk movement
in Papua-New Guinea. Papua-New Guinea, will, I am sure, have scores
even hundreds, ma) ,e thousands .like her.

The role in this folk movement of those who are migrants to the South
Pacific is one of co-partner in consultation as invited from time to time. A
first essential for such consultants is always to accept the concept that the
indigenes that is, thq/folk themselves shall control their own educative
processes. Precedents" fol'' such control exist on a broad canvas and the
effects on indigenes and communities of having control over their own
learning processes are now clearly enough demarcated to be worthy of
further examination.'

Separatism by indigenes from others is an' acceptable aspeit of this
movement, where such separation is positive, constructiYe, chosen, agreed
to by all concerned, predictable, definitive, competence and self-concept-
building.

Education B is weil established and will continue in South Pacific
countries. But it will change. A re-schooling process will occur. Sehooling
is now being questioned for its effectiyeness by up to 97r/e of those Who
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attend school. In particular, it is questioned for its effectiveness to the
liftstyle of the indigenes. Those few indigenes who succeed in the system
despite the system -- and who hope to succeed in the system and despite
the system, can scarcely be expected to do anything substantial to query the
system. Deschooling, that is, is not on. Too many have too much invested
in the schooling system for nations to deschool. But what is on is re-schooling.
The present 'choices can be lived out and fulminated by the disaffected. The
present choices can be fed freshly from new roots in community, fLimilly and,
personal education, which will spread its influences throughout the many
stages of the present system and adually change it.

When all the evidence is compiled the argument for folk education
heeins to be impressive.' The evidence builds on the way in which we
learn; on, that is:

the swiftness of learning in the early years, especially the 14,4 three,
and of those livine with the young of these years;
the eagerness for learning in the early years. especially the first three,
and the infectiqusness of this eagerness among those living with the e
young of these years;
the renewed desire for learning by those responsible with 111e young.
especially in the first three years;
the personal nature of the learning process.
Education the application by us of what we learn:
occurs, then, not in age by age divisions, but is a life long process;
begins. then. not at school. but in the family:
continues, then, not for 5-10 years, but also before 5 and after 15;
continues, ihen, not in a "teachers and pupils" relation, but as among
peoples of all ages and combinations of ages as co-learners.

Educationally we are all potential resource source for others. We re-
plenish' our own sources as we interact with, experience and use the resources
that other's are; and we experience others in and following their relations
with us. We, children and adults, learn about, from, through and with others
of all ages. It is this inter-personal, inter-actional, relational and observa-
tional, this perceptive, this openly functional educative process that, the
indigenes of the South Pacific peoples together and separately can promote
as a major contribution to the world in the 21st century,

The educational formula that has been evolved by tens of thousands of
families in and beyond the South Pacific over the last 25 years, has been
built around the following principles:

All people, young notably, are eager to learn.
All people, of all ages, involve themselves in lernag.
All people, of all ages, begin their learning in and continue' their learning
through the family.
All people, of all ages, acknowledge the need for and seek resources
appropriate and relevant to themselves.

When these principles operate these organizations and administration
procedures follow:
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I. Any administration that emerges is always subordinate to people, never
their master.

2. Those who are affected by policy make policy.
3. The search for Education A begins with the individual learner and phases

in administrators from Education B and C as consultants and as resources-.
4. The control of Education B and C resources is with the administrators

and also with the learners' representatives. There is, that is, an inverse
Tatio between 3 and 4. The learner makes decision_ in 3 and the admini-
strator (In his capacity as administrator) makes decisions in 4; and each
consults theotIler at all levels.

Currently one base at which peoples' thinking is being exchanged, at
which action is being researched, and 'at which current folk movement
piinciples are tieing evolved in the South Pacific, is the Department of Adult
Education, University of Sydney. Impetus for the evolution of resource
thinking has come from the Bernard Van Leer Foundation of The Hague:
the Department of Aboriginal Affairs, Canberra; the New South Wales
Directorate of Aboriginal Welfare; and from the voluntary contributions of.
Te Roopu Awhina Tamariki, a group of 34 Maori Supervisors from NeW
Zealand Family Education Centres and Play Centres.

Aiising out of the evolution of that thinking there are now in operation,
and under proposal, changes in primary schools. Schools are being-set up
that carry througVibe Family Education concept beyond early education."'"
That is one development. The otl}er and more extensive development has
been.the confidence with which parents who have gained their competence in
and 'beyond the family in a Family Education Centre have continued to
support their children at the existing schools, .but who have as parents
contributed to change in the schooling system.

Epilogue

As a child grows, he learns. We, who grow with growing children,
learn. The growth and learning by all in society c ,,ur o pacc''' is the
strengthening force within a nation..proud f i worthy and dignified ipotaple,
who therhselves are proud yet humble aboitt tlkir endeavours and reinformed
about their culture."'

South Pacific Identity

: Locality

: Transition

SUMMARY

( I) White pple are migrants in the South
Pacific.

(2) The South Pacific belongs to coloured
people and they to it.

(3) Peoples of the Pacific and the Atlantic
live and value differently.

(4) The South Pacific has its particular
unborrowed contribution to make to
education.

(.5.) The transition to a South Pacific edu-
cative process is already occurring and
has been for a quarter century, silently.
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Education A : Is personally what each applies in daily living and thinking
with meaning to self and others from what he has

personally learnt.

B : Is an acknowledFinent of the perceptively resourceful ways
in which we learn from interacting with "teachers"; is often
called intuitive, symbolic, creative or iinaginative; ack-
nowledges that we learn by interacting with others, but
questions whethcr.we can be taught anything except know-
ledge.

C : Is the compulsory system of schooling. It has developed
as big business and, mistaken for education iS called,
mistakenly, education. It is, indeed, three systems in one:

an administrative system for the supply of hardware in
the name of education and which now is the educative
system;
an historically and sociologically variable interpretation .
of knowledge purveyancing;
a custodial institution for child. penning.

If there is education in Education C it could be because:
the individual resolutely and resiliently extrudes his own
incidental educaticin from within the economically
sanctioned liturgy.

Resolve : I Maoris of New 'Zealand. Aborigines of Australia. Philippinos
and Fijians have a lien on this folk movement in educatiom--

(2.) The key to the folk movement is self-involvenient with
responsibilitr

(3) The evidence for a folk movem, it is impressive.

(4) The direction of a folk movement is pro- human growth; 'and
growth of the self-concept.

(5) A formula for a folk mOvement is evolving.

..(6) The role of the administrator is as a second line resource.
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CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT IN PRIMARY
EDUCATION-THE PAPUA NEW GUINEA SITUATION

ALAN ISOAIMO,

Superintendent -Curriculum 'Primary. Dept. of Educotion, P.N.G.

- ,Papua New Guinea as a whole has emerged from a primitive stage to
what is called a communication stage. It is as if a peron jumping from the
the earth to the moon within a day without realizing what was on the way.
Primitive stage education was centred around:

(a) Tool-making
(b) Gardening
(c) Fishing
(d)- Hunting
(e) Food- Gathering
(f)- Observation of tribal laws and taboos
(g) Religion based on Man and Nature.

The FPature of the primitive education was that it was informal. This
meant that ,iildren learnt by observing. listening and doing. As situations
arose Education was relevant for their daily living. It was all about Learning
to live in the children's own environment. Primitive education did not over-
look the physical development of children. Children performed certain
functions according to their physical maturity, character and their place in
the community. Their belief was what the community believed. Their role
was what-44 community expected them to do. The rightness or the wrong-
ness of their behaviour was judged by their parents. the sorcerers, the chiefs
and the village elders, who were strongly backed by the gods and he
ancestral spirits.

The communication stage is a time, a thing, a culture, that has been .
introduced in Papua New Guinea. It is the present and the future. With short
contact with the Western world we have learned that special features of the
communication stage are radios, televisions, telephones, satellites, telegrams
and so on. It is all about speed, time, place and the result, in communication
in the modern world. Modern technology then, has become the controlling
factor in educational planning and school programming in developed
countries.

What of yesterday. today and tomorrow of Papua New Guinea Primary
Education? Yesterday was the primitive stage, today is a mixture of yester-
day and, the communication stage and tomorrow is unknown. However.
tomorrow will depend largely on today's decision makers on political,
economic ahd social development.

The communication stage marked the arrival of the white man. There
were three major groups of white n2en. First, the missionaries. Whose purpose
for education was to spread Christian ideals and to prepare some of the
lovl people to become preachers .of Christianity. Second. the group whose
interest lay in business. such as the production of copra; rubber. and many
other raw materials. Their aim was to use as many men as they* could get
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in plantations. The third group was the administration one. These people -rA

were interested in educating people who would eventually take up adminis-
trative jobs.

Today, in- many ways, the three groups arc coming together in formulat-
ing the content of school curriculum. It is of relevance to, briefly, outline
the different stages of curriculum development in Papua New Guinea,
particularly, during the directorship of Dr. K. R: McKinnon, the former'
Director of Education. Until the early 1960's the relevance of education in
Papua New Guinea was never or hardly questioned. The realization of this
has brought about.five developmental staees:

I. Imitative stage
2. Derivative stage
3." Venturesome local stage
4. Modern local stage developed .by subjectS
5. Integrated modern local stage.

'e
The first stage was a simple iMitation of 'Australian curriculum. (An

experience common to all developing countries.) The second stage was an
attempt to adapt the Australian curriculum to local conditions.

The third stage was the development of a local curriculum. ThiS import-
ant stage commenced in'1960 when a committee was formed witti the purpose'
of producina a detailed and unified syllabus desianed specifically for Papua
New Guinea chilaren. The first results of the committee's work was the
1963 syllabus and venturesome and innovative, "for a radical new approach

-to the teaching of English. based on situational presentation of new language
concepts and practiCe:through aroups was fundamental."

c,

The fourth stage, the staee at which we areepow, is t..te deve!opment of
curiiculum material in the various subject areas. Thc fifth Etage, the one
which Dr. McKinnon believed lies in the distant future is the integration
stage. However, it should not be assumed that the various subject syllabuses
are not now integrated.

They (subject areas) are in as much as they complement each other
in persuing the goals of priniaryeducation. However, the primary syllabus
is made up of-a number cf sub-syllabi than being a sh.le document. Some
overlap and some gaps are inevitable as a result of subjects beine developed
separately.

A major concern for curriculum devciopers has been that.because of
environmental factors. Papua New Guinea children f...ve laaged as much
as three years in comparison with the normative date fet has discovered
for European children. This concern led to an interest' in ihe experimental
work of Dr. Dienes. Dr. Dienes stressed a discovery approach to learning
through the manipulation of apparatus and material, and which sought to
develop basic ,intellectual skills. The exciting proMise of the mathematics
programme is the likelihood of i!eneral intellectual development relevant to
all areas of learning.

The mathematics progfamme has then 'peen considered a core subject
to subsequent develOpments in wher areas. The oriainal Dienes influenced
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programme was written in 1968., It covered the first three years of school.
-Subsequent evaluation led to a decision to rewrite the programme before
proceeding with the final three years of the. programme. The rewrite is
known as Mathematics for Prinutry Schools. The second year of this pro-
gramme is now in some schools.

THE RELEVANCE OF EDUCATION IN P.N.C.

The development of each subject area was reinforced and accelerated
since the 1971 General Primary Curriculum Seminar. This Seminar was
attended mainly by local officers representing all sections of the community.
The main discussions were centred around school-leaver problems. Conse-
quently there arose two major concerns:

I. A concern for those pupils advancing to higher education and who
are likely to live in the momentary section of .the society.

2. A concern for those children leaving at the end of Primary to return
to their villages.

(and currently there is a concern for the future unemployment of school
leavers- secondary or primary).

Generally the feeling of the seminar was that Primary Education in
this country is inadequate for our situation, with special reference to the
education for girls. Following the Resolutions of the seminar attempts have
been made to make education more and more relevant to this country.
The creation of Community Living subject area.ohas enabled .us to make
schools part of village life. The general principle us that wherever schools
are they must have close ties with their environment when programming.

1

With this principle, and as an example of some Probleins we face in
curriculum development it is worth mentioning the position of one subject
areaEnglish. Currently the position of English in primary schools is
being discussed. Discussions are centred around mainly on communication
probleins. especially in lower primary. It is hoped that vernacular teaching.
or ye acular as a medium of instruction. may be introduced in lower
pri . However, this is an area where political decision is also involved.

DIFFICULTIES EXPERIENCED

Since the introduction of the formal Western system of education
several things have been learnt. One of whin is the cost of education. It
is to be noted that the cost of_education in this country is grdwing faster
than the national income and faster than the number of children being
educated. The cost will continue to rise because of our emphasis on mass
literacy and because of the rapid increase in population which will need .to
be'literate. To change and develop curriculum in this situation is impossible
to do everything at once. Money. time and special personnel are needed to
make and implement a change.

MONEY

Money has become one of the biggest deciding factors in the producnon
of school material. In order to-minimise the costs the policy is to produce
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material locally within our tancial limitations.. The advantage in so doing
is that the curriculum content become more and more relevant as well as
less expensive.

PERSONNEL

In the past overseas personnel were used to develop curriculum. With
the localization programme we face the.problem of identifying suitable local
oflicers for each subject area-development: As curriculum development
absorbs middle level officers we face difficulties in maintaining, them. As
soon as officers show abilities for higher level job positions they are
promoted to higher level jobs.

CURRICULUMWHAT IT IS
This is a big topic and each one has his own idea of what it is. Cons'e-

quently it will be influenced by people's own ideas. However, we have come
to- a compromised idea which may', be expressed as "the summary of the
selected learning experiences for- children in a formal .or informal situation.
and which would be useful to them in--their lives."

We see Curriculum, Development as changing. adapting and innovating
the curriculum content in- order to make education relevant for a certain
situation.

In our situation Curriculum Development has become a trial-and7errOr
exercise. In many cases we lack the necessary information, general or specific,
to guide us in our curriculum development.

Papua New Guinea has so many cultural groups of people. so many
cultural values and systems. so many .ways of looking at the world, so that
the only solution would be to have several curriculum centres for each group.

.
The information needed to present material at the right level is lacking

in our situation even though we have the guidance of men like Piaget or
Bruner.. In this respect we need to have more time for trialling our programmes
or .for the whole curriculum development.

CURRICULUM IMPLEMENTATION

Some of the greatest difficulties lie in the intlementation of whatever
programme we put Out are:

(a) Teachers are confused with so pan)/ channes.
(b) Teachers' ability to implement a new idea or programme is very

limited.
(e) The cost of the implementation of a new programme limits us.
(d) Communication throughout the country is a failure in most cases.
(e) The acceptance of new ideas by teachers, curriculum advisers.

inspectors, teachers' colleges and the pUblic, takes a long time. for
the success of a new problem depends largely on the understanding
and the attitudes of the iniplementors. not disregarding the attitudes
of the recipients of primary education.
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e TOWARDS A PHILOSOPHY OF PRIMARY EDUCATION

Very often Papua New (luinea (or the Department of Education) is
criticized for not having a philosophy of education at all. Teachers Colleges
in Papua New Guinea often comment that the 1967 syllabus is hopeless as
it has no philosophical basis. In fairness to the:authors of thg syllabus it
should be commented that careful reading will lead one to say that it is
based on the philosophy of change. However, this is not enough for our
purpose.

Really curriculum development has been in a .hotch-potch fashion. That
is. due to the rapid change and consequent problem \ye began to develop
each subject without really knowine the direction. On the whole curriculum
development has given us the golden opportunity to ask certain fundamental
questions.

1. Wlua are the Basic Divciplinev Curricahmt DerehTment?

The answer is best illustrated by the triangle which, on one side we
have educational psychology and another with the educational *sociolog.y.
and the third side with the educational philosophy.

Educational Sociology

Educational Psychology

Educational .Pffilasophy
Curriculum

Most people would agree that educational psychology takes into_
account the developmental and the principles of learning applicable in
the learning process. In this respect we constantly ask the question "how
do Papua New Guinea children learn in their environment'?" This enables
us to provide a curriculum whia will be based on the Papua New Guinea
children's learning behaviour.

Educational sociology considers the schobl as a social institution and
its relationships with other social institutions, for example. the faMily.
the tribes, the villages, etc.. in providing the learning situation. The best
illustration would p'e the revised soclal studies syllabuses which gives
children the opportunity to study self, then family. clan, tribe. and other
countries and,people by the end of Standard 6.

But Educational Philosophy is respovible for givine the direction of
the learning process.,Among its functions is the search for valueS, the
preferences to be followed by the users and implementors of psychological
and sociological principles. It is believed that psycholoeical and socio-
logical principles are the same the world over. The difference lies in
the value commitment of educators, that is, parents. teachers and others
who are more mature and who guide the less mature. In setting out our
educational aims and objectives the Papua New Guinea Values and views
are definitely taken into account. In fact steps have been taken to get
local beople to make curriculum deeisions.
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2. Education for What?
The most otwious answer for a developing country is education for

change. One wouki tend to ask "what change?" There has been much
discussion among our subject developers, teachers, curriculum advisers.
inspectors, and local people as to what education would be most suited
to this country. The subject developers' (responsibility lies in the fact
that they have to know, understand, and be able to put into curriculum
what it is that children should learn.

Briefly, subject deyelopers have been following principles as out-
lined:

(a) Curriculum planners and developers should aim to:
Provide a curriculum which will eneble educators (implementors-
teachers, curriculum advisers, inspectors ahd parents) to become
more sensitive to' the needs of the Papua New Guinean child, with
his special aptitudes and capabilities. faced with all the seen and
unforeseen problems of the country as'it develops.

(b) All curriculum planners, developers and implementors should have
in mind:

(i) The individual and his personal development.
(ii) The necessary skills he will need to live and function

effectively as a member of his community,
(iii) The skills, knowledee and abilities he will need to develop

as he becomes involved in his community.
Personal development should aim to develop:

citizenship.
ethical standards and .values

-- health practices and
vocational interests.

The necessary skills involve:

the skills of communication and recording
-- critical, rational and scientific thought and

work habits and attitudes.
Involvement in environment should aim at developing:

consumer skills
relationship with environment and

--appreciation of.the Arts (local kind introduced).

3. The above question has led us ,to Closely look at education in Papua
New Guinea. Perhaps the same question could be framed in another
way- Wiwi is the National Purpose (4 Education?

It seems the question is best answered by looking at the country
. as a whole.

; (a) Is Papua New Guinea a democratic country or other?
00 Does Papua _New Guinea have respect for Human dignity?
(c) Does Papua New Guinea recognize and accept modernization?' If

so how much acceptance there is/will be?
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Of course, the answers are obvious! However, it is to be realized
by all educators that in a democratic country the nation is designed to
serve the individual, not the reverse. In other words democracy tries to
harmonize the freedom and well being of the individual with the strength
and well-being of the society. Consequently school curriculum should be
individual-school-society-centred rather than subject-centred.

In the main Papua New Guinea recognizes and accepts the dignity
of man. School curriculum should cater for the development of the whole
child as a human being.. That is, school curriculum should be concerned
with developing a child mentally, socially, spiritually and physically,
taking into account local cultures, beliefs, and practices.

If Papua New Guinea k committed to modernization (which it is)
it is to be realized that emphasis is to be placed upon sciem education
in order to understand and control the natural environment, upon health
education to preserve and enhance the quality of human life, and upon
social science education to help the children see themselves- in relation
to their environment. On important purposes for education as a whole
should be to equip the children so that they can participate in, and
contribute to, the modernization process, that is, the process of creating
a style of life that will have the imprints of traditional strengths even as
it adapts new ideas and technologies to its existing ways of living.

As a general aim all educational programmes should pmvidetithe
element of understandina and awareness. character and judgement neces-
sary to deal with new and changing situations. !Chat is, an education
for today and tomorrow should be one which prepares children for sctial
changes seen and as yet to he seen, and it, should prepare them not only
in terms of skills, but also in terms of character, perspective and per-
sonality capable of adaptine to new situations. Putting it in another way,
Primary Education should deal adequately with the physical, mental,
spiritual and social dimensions of well-being connected with the events
of life and the progression of.life in a specific environment.

THE TURNING POINT IN PAPUA NEW GUINEA

The first question is what is the turning point in Papua New Guinea?

Why? The. Papua New Guinea tendency in creating elitism and its
experiences in the school leaver problems, together with modern trends in
education, necessitated the turn or change. For example, today education
is individual- society-centred rather than subject-centred..

Conlequently the turning point arises from the past view of curriculum
as the total effort of the school to brine about desired outcomes in school
and out-of-school situations. The Papua New Guinea view of primary
education is that the success will depend on the efforts of schools together
with cominunity efforts. That is, community variables, including people.
become teachers (or the community as whole becomes the teaaher) and
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school teachers become guides' and advisers. The school should be part of
the village or the community.

Thus. since the introduction of the 1967 syllabus, and especially the
new approach to teaching maths, primary education has been adopting the
conceptual approach. That is. primary education is not only concerned with
skills, but also with bringing about psychological changes in learners as a
result of their activities in an educational institution or in their community
cultural activities..

A WAV OUT: THE LOCAL ENVIRONMENT

I. Traditiottal (*allure::

There is a need for the child the familiarize himself with his own
culture through practical rneans. That is the child should continue to..
be an active participant in his environmental, cultural activities, including
gardenina. fishing and, hunting. For rural dwellers traditional cultures
are strong supported and the people live by these. A child who may not
have the opportunity to get out of his own cultural environment has to
live by his culture. In his case he has to learn to take their place in the
non-changing cultUral element a well. School curriculum should be
organized so that the child will be familiar and find his identity through
his culture.

2. Western Culture:

This is a foreign culture which is already valued highly by Papua
New Guineans. Its special feature is the technology and the language it
uses to communicate and advance. There is a need for the child ,to look
into this culture. He needs to see the advantages and the disadvantages of
this culture.

3. Cultural Integration:

The environment is always changing physically and socially. People
are involved in this change, especially, in social change. The child's
physical build changes, his attitudes and personality change. Everyday
the child sees, hears and experiences something new. Depending on the
location of the school and who the teachers are and people with whom
he makes contacts, his personality may tend to be more towards one or
the other culture. As cultures blend to become one the child should be
able to see where he fits in.

4. Tlexible Perm mality:

Due to the changing Papua New Guinea environment, schools should
educate a child so that he is better able to adapt himself to change. That
is, a child leaving after Standard six should feel secure to live either in
a rural or urban environment.

The child's personality should be such that he would be able to adapt .

himself to. and interpret national dims so that they will suit him aS a
person and contribute towards the community. For example, currently a
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great emphasis is placed oh the ecommile development in this country:
"a rapid inerease in the proportion of .the economy under the control
of Papua New Guinean individuals" or "h more self-reliant economy,. less
dependent .for its needs on imported goods . . ." (1973/78 Government
4mprovement Plan). This may he changed to suit future rising. needs.-

The major implication of,such 'statements is' that the future Papua New
Guinea Society will be ecohomically productive 'leading towards self-
reliance or self-sufficience.

For the school-leaver, his responsibility would be to innovate his
traditional means of self-reliance in order to meet arising needs.

5. LanguageA Ailedium of Instruction:
Lamtuage is generally defined as a medium of communication. As a

medium of ins'Iruelion the aim is to communicate an idea or a message
to a pupil. This assumes that the pupil can already speak and understand
the language of instruction. In this case the pupil at the lower primary
only needs to be taught readinu and writing& Towards the upper level
the pupil may also he Jaught literary and grammatical aspects of the
language:.

In Papua New Guinea situation this is not so. That iS. most of the
children entering school do not speak English. It seems logical, and
educationally, psychologically, and socially, sound to begin school with
a vernacular as a medium of instruction. However, we realize that we
will face many difficulties as you are aware that we have 700 different
lanuuages in this country.

Whatever the language policy may be, in all cases, the aim will be
to achieve fluency in some or all of the following: understanding: thinking.
speaking, reading andwriting.

6: General Aims of Primary .9pcation:
In view' of what has been Said, it is felt that if education follows

the following directions, we will do greater service to the future men
and women of this country.
(a) Make .Primary Education sufficient in itself. That is Primary Educa-

tion should be such that it is adequate' for pupils following any stream
of life at the end of Primary, whether the stream be higher education.
a vocational ventre, or back to the village situatiou.

(b) Provide a curriculum which Will meet the needs of the puOils in
their own environments, and to produce the. kind of men and' women
who will actively be inquiring, flexible, innovation and who ckn face
uncertainty and ambittuity and can _creatively formulate neW'ideas
to meet changes in whatever environment they may be.

(c) Provide a curriculum which will enable the children to be familiar
with their'traditions and to find their identity through their cultures.

e Id) Primary Education 4muld not' simply aim oto enable an illiterate
child to deciphci olds in a textbook, but also enable him. io be
better inteurated in 11,, environment, to have a better grasp of life
in his community, to enhance his pelsonal dignity; and to have
access to sources of knowledge which he May ,find useful to lead
a satisfying life.
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DEVILS OR ANGELS? PUPIL MISDEMEANOURS IN
PAPUA NEW GUINEA PRIMARY SCHOOLS

GEOFFREY ('OYN:% B.A., MT!) , M.A.C.E.

Ptincipal Research Officer, P.N.G. Education Department

Amongst the earliest detailed information about pupils' offences in
schools is a set of regulations drawn up by John Vaus for the .Aberdeen
Grammar School, Scotland, rthout 1553. Corporal punishment was adminis-
tered for these offences:

Using the vernacular
Lateness
Inattention
Lack of preparation
Moving about
Speaking
Fidgeting, (Hoskins. 1)54. p.

Four hundred years later, an American Study of pupil misdemeanours
produced a similar list. Pupils in an Arnerkan High School reported the
misbehaviours they were punished for; the most frequently reported mis-
behaviours, in descending order. were:

Talking
Inferior School Work
Disturbing class
Inattention
Laughing
Tardiness
Cutting Class (Garrison, 1959, p. 153).

Common to these ,lists are talking, inattention, disturbing the class
(moving about) while "Lack of preparation" sourids, similar to "Inferior
school work". It would seem that pupils' misbehaviours or at least teachers'
perceptions of what are misbehaviours. have not changed much.

., Studies done at other times, in other countries, whether among primary
or secondary schools, and whether among teacherS or pupils, have produced
rather similar lists the types of misbehaviours pupils most frequently
commit. (Highfield Wid Pinsent, 1952; Coyne, .1973; Wickman, 1928.)

Most investigators of the problem of pupils' misbehaviours in school
have, concluded that these problems are anti-social behaviour. Teachers,
whether reporting on the frequency of misbehaviours, or their seriousness,
tend to rate high on the list problems of lying, truancy, disobedience, disturb-
ing class organisation, cheating, destroyinR school property (Wickman, 1928,
p. 113).

Later studies have also, shown teachers to be most concerned with anti-
social attitudes. WhetStone (1967) comparing teachers and school counsellors,
reported that teachers were more concerned with pupils conforming to
socially approved behaviour. MUtimer and Rosemier (1967) used the Wick-
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man list of behavioural problems to coli liare teachers and pupils' views
of pupils' behaviour: teachers were found to be mainly concerned with
anti-social behaviour. To lor. Scarpetti and Lane (1967). comparing psychOlo-
aists and teachers, came to a similar conclusion. Coyne (1973) also found
Papua New Guinea High School teachers showed least approval of a pupil
whose behaviour was anti-social.. Stouffer and Owens (1955) investigated
whether any new problems of pupils' misbehaviour had arisen in the 25
years since Wickman's investigation. They found only three': reading
comic books. chewing bubble'gum and watching television.

Stern (1963) in his review of teacher,pupil relationships, found the
problem of power and control: to be a persistent aspect of this relationship.
Teachers appear to sw-Abeir primary role as providing training in the
knowledge and method of academic subjects. with their main 'concern being
to secure behaviour from each individual which ensures his working har-
moniously with everyone. When British primary and secondary schoOl
teachers were.asked to rank six educational objectives, they ranked Instruc-
tional Training equal first with Moral Training, ahead of Social training.,
Education for Citizenship. Education for Family Life, and Social Advance,
ment (Musgrove and Taylor. 1965).

Mat lin and Mendelsohn (1965) surmised:from their work that teachers
may tend to give better grades to the pupils who display socially approved
behaviour. Feldhusen. Thurstone and Bennina (1967: 1970) 'came to. a
similar conclusion. Morrison. McIntyre and Sutherland (1965) found-Scottish
primary school teachers used three highly consistent dimensions in their
ratings of pupils. the first. being 'Good Behaviour. Hallworth (1964) reported
a similar finding. and a hiah correlation between these three factors and
academie achievement and intelligence.

Common components of the concept of socially approved behaviour
include being obedient and Working quietly. Cohen (1971) found sturient
teachers who are highly dogmatic preferred pupils who are obedient and
willing to accept the judeements of authorities, as well as being quiet and
preferring to work alone. Ferron (1965) compared teachers according to their
level of education in Sierra Leone: he found that the group with less educa- -
tion were more in favour of pupils working quietly and being obedient.

An important aspect of the results of teachers' views of their pupils is
only just. beginning to. be studied: that teachers' views of their pupils':
abilities significantly influence pupils' academic results. In other words, if
a teacher perceives a pupil Is a good pupil, that pupil wig have a better
chance of 'doing well academically. In their reView of recent investiaations into
teacher and examiner expectancies. Rosenthal and Jacobson -(1968) tenta-
tively concluded that sometimes a subject's performance of an 'intellectual
task may be unintentionally determined by the expectations that the examiner
has about the subject's performance. In their own larae-scale experiment.
involving primary school pupils. ,they found that favourable expectations
by teachers led to a significant increase in the academic performances of
their pupils. And Pidgeon (1970) reviewing the results of streaming in
English schools, concluded that the reiatively large differences in the levels
of performance between the most and least able pupils in England are due
in no small part to the expectations of -their teachers.
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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

It appears that investieations into pupils' misbehaviours have revealed:

1. The. type of misbehaviour most commonly reported does not change
much regardless of time or country, or whether the school is primary
or secondary level.

1. The misbeWaviours reported are almost all over anti-social behaviour.
3. Teachers *view these misbehaviours. as serious since they interfere with

their classroom cOntrol and classroom decorum.

4. Those personality prOblems of children which do not directly interfere
with classroom decorum (being unhappy, slovenly in appearance, dreamy,
shy) do not_concern teachers as much as do anti-social behaviours which
do interfere with classroom decorum.

5. Teachers whO Show most concern about pupils' misbehaviours may tend
to be more dogmatic and less well edt<ated than their teacher peers.

6. Pupils who misbehave have less chance of doing well academically..

SURVEY OF PUPIL MISDEMEANOURS IN PAPUA NEW GUINEA
PRIMARY SCHOOLS

During 1971-72. reports from school headinasters, the Papua New Guinea
Teachers' Association. District Superintendents and Inspectors. DNtrict
Education Boards, and informal lines of communication, had prc !uced
enouah information on pupils' misdemeanours and schools' punishments to
make the members of the National Education Board of Papua New Guinea
feel concern. The members could readily see that there were discrepancies
in disciplinary practices between schools in the same districts, and between
districts: that a misdemeanour could receive different reactions according
to which school or district it occurred in. E'urtherm(ire, there was inconsis-
tency in responses: a serious misdemeanour might merit a milder form of
response than the response evoked by a slight misdemeanour.

The first problem that needed to be investigated was: what mis-
demeanours were the pupils committing? Only then could the pattern of
punishments be looked into, and, judgerneld.s made about the relative con-
sistency of such.

However. if teachers were to be asked what misdemeanours their pupils
commit in schooi. it seemed thatassuming a teacher did answer the
questionhis response could be biased in that he might omit what he
considered to be major misdemeanours, since this might indicate he could
not handle his pupils properly: or he mieht not wish to "tell tales" on his
pupils.

The best way to overcome this possible bias, it Was thought, was to find
out from teachers what misdemeanours they knew about. This is not asking
teachers td report on themselves, or even necessarily to report on their own
pupils. The teachers were to be asked:
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Will you please list all the kinds of bad behaviour in children that you
have met or heard about. ih schools. Do not give the causes of bad
behaviour, but only say what behaviour is undesirable or bad.
fn addition, a sample of the population which could be expected to

have information about children's behaviour in primary schools was asked
the same question.

This population consisted of Standard 6 pupils, members of the Boards
of Management of primary schools. District Superintendents and Inspectors.
Members of Local Government'Councils and District Education Secretaries.
(For this investigation, Boards of Managemert were considered to fairly
represent parental opinion since most members are usually elected by
parents from among parental nominees. The parents approached in this way
had the advantage of being more readily contacted, and it was assumed
that they would be more literate than the averaae parent.)

Whilst from a theoretical point of view it may be impossible to
generate the 'complete universe ol items in the domain of pupil mis-
demeanours (Nunnally. 1967, p. 175). the population approached for
information in this domain could be reasonably expec:ed to report a great
number of misdemeanours. To further ensure this, attempts were made to
produce the maximum response rate from the population surveyed.

COLLECTING THE INFORMATION

The six groups chosen as representing Papua New Guineans directly
concerned with education are large in number and the members are widely
scattered. It was decided that the only practical way to conduct this first
stage of the survey was to send out a questionnaire by mail. The procedure
was to send to each informant, in the one envelope, a letter explainine the
purpose of the survey, a sheet asking for information in the words already
quoted. and a stamped envelope with the address of the investigator on it.

TABU; I. Sources of information and response rates

Informants

bistrict

No. in
1972

18

Total
forms
sent
out

Percent
of pop.

No. of
returns

Percent
response

Superintendents Districts 18 100 10 55.6
Boards of

Management 1.592 118 7.4 60 50.9
Primary School

Teachers 6,383 118 7.4 51 44.1
Standard 6

Pupils 25,884 118 7.4 48 40.7
Local Government 155 34 21.9 11 32.4
Councils
District Education
Secretaries 57 51 89.5 28 54.9
Unknown 5

TOTAL 458 214 46.9
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No one was asked to provide any information which could trace the
papers, but each paper had a number on it which was a. record of to whom
the paper had been sent for statistical checks on sources and rates of
response. Five papers were returned with -the number removed. These were
tabulated as Unknowt1 Informwjt in Table I.

Two,follow-up letterrs were sent out, the first two months later, and the
second a further month later.,The population chosen and the response rates
are shown in Table I.

TABULATING. THE INFORMATION

Once the responses were in they were recorded on a master list. No
attempt was made at -categorisation at this sum!, the aim was basically to
eliminate repetion of. information. Once all the information had been
recorded, it was found that a total of 146 misdemeanours had been reported.

However, closer examination of this list enabled reductions to be made.
Firstly. some items had been recorded twice. Then certain cateeories were
imposed. and the examples given of misdeeds then included. The best
example of this was the cateitory of damaeing. It was felt that the object
bein g. damaged was _not particularly important. but whether damage did
occur, and whether it was to school property or teachers' property. So more
than 21 items,, some rather repetitive, were grouped together. into two
categories:

Damaging teachers' property.
Damaeing school property.

Altogether. 96 items were then on the final list.

FREQUENCY RATING OF MIADEMEANOURS

A group of experienced Papua New Guinea educators was then asked
to rate the items as to frequency of occurrence in primary schools. The
group is shown in Table 2..

Tmu.t 2. Groups who ranked misdemeanours according to frequency.
Respondents Number

District Inspectors and Superintendents
Primary School Headmasters doing an advanced course of study at

the University of Papua N..:w Guinea 8

Primary Teachers doing a Headmasters' course at two Teachers'
Colleges .

55

TOTAL .87

These people. coming from all parts of Papua New Guinea. aremature,
experienced qualified teachers. It may be fairly claimed that their combined'
opinion presents a view that is representative of the education situation at
the national level.

Respondents were asked to tick each item according to whether it was
very common. common, unusual, very unusual. The items were then tabulated
according to the number of ticks, and a frequency distribution established
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for each item and each category. Responses 'were then totalled for the very
common categories, and the percentage response:calculated using the
mum response rate of 87 as the basis, whether or not all 87 respo ents had
ticked the particular item.

The misdemeanours which reportedly are the most frequent in Papua
New Guinea Primary Schools are shown in descending sorder of reported
frequency in Table 3.

TABLE 3. Frequency of misdemeanours in l'apua Nese Guinea Primary Schools
Rank

I Talking
2 Laughing
3 Coming late fin- school
4 Telling lies
4 Working too slowly
6 Speaking place talk (the vernacular)
6 Swearing
6 Leaving rubbish .in the classroom/school yard
9 Disturbing other pupils
9 Being careless in work
9 Laziness

IMPLICATIONS OF THESE RESULTS

I. The question of the acceptability of local languages by teac,- needs
further investigation. It is common for newly independent I 'unifies to
seek to develop a national language. and to use this as th: medium of
instruction in schools. Already the PNG Department of duc is
expldring the possibility of allowing teachers the option to el
languages in the early stages of Pi imary Schooling. However. the y
of the tenacious hold of Latin and Greek as the medium of 'instruction
in European ichools for several hundred years. and recent difficulties
encountered in Asia and Africa where countries have attempted to intro-
duce a natiohal language as the medium of instruction in their schools,
show how difficult it is to change one medium of instruction for another.
One possible interpretation of this study is that while the Department of
Education may think it has psychological and pedagogical grounds for
allowing the use of the vernacular in its primary schools, teachers on
the whole do not ,eem to share this view. Any attempt to introduce local
languages must therefore be prefaced by strenuous attempts to change
the thinking of teachers on the role and status of local languages in the
classroom.

2. Teachers need to concern themselves with character training. and be con-
scious of what sort of pupil .they wish to produce. It would seem that
misdemeanours in Papda New Guinea classrooms are similar to those
of Scottish classrooms over 400 years ago. In both situations teathers
showed concern with pupils speaking the vernacular, coming late to
class, disturbing the class and talk*. However, ihe disquieting feature
of this is that we like to think that our schools are happy places where
children come to learn things relevant to their geographical 'situation. way
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of life, and aspirations. We alo like to think that our teachers are
trained to help the child develop his ,,..iersonality and4talents to the 4u11.
And we like to think thzt the classr,,o'n is a 'place where the child- will
learn through discovery and experience. However. judging by the list,.of
most Trequent misdemeanours...there is little evidence to show that ti.ese
assumptions are true in our primary schools at the moment.

The picture of a typical Papua New Guinea classroom that emerges
from the list of most common misdemeanou:s suggestf;---that tzat'aers
are -most concerned with classroom decorum. The most comm:. mis-
demeanours are clearly those Which interrupt the work of thf wachers'
instruction, or the pupils' individual or colicctive work. But the question
must;also be zoked: what sort *of pupil would eineIe finally-from. a
classroom in which talkingand laughing were removed, where the human
foibles of late arrival, of working siowly, 'disturbing others, being lazy,
were non-existent, or where the crimes of telling lies-, speaking the
vernacular, or leaving rubbish around, were bartished. Might- not the
final produc, of such a classroom be himself a misfit, an aberration?

3. An expatriate inspector of P.N.G. High Schools remarked- some years
ago that expatriate teachers did not complain about the%ehaviour of
their pupils, and -concluded that on the whole the Papua New Guinean
pupil is less exuberant, less noisy, and less likely to answe'r back than his
Australian counterpart (Were. (967. pp. 43-44). The present list of
most common misdemeanours in P.N.G. primary schools sugaests that
the averaue classroom presents no really serious discipline Prciblerns. One
mUst agree with Were that the typical Papua New Guinea primary school
child is a well-behaved pupil.

APPENDIX

Reports of most frequent misbehaviours in pupils, arranaed in descending
order of occurrence.

1. Vau.s (1553), Scotland (Secondary)

*Using the vernacular
Lateness
Inattention
Lack of preparation
Moving about
Speaking
Fidgeting,

4., Garrison (1959). U.S.A. (Secondary). Pupil's Report

Talking
Inferior school work
Disturbine class
Inattention
Laughing
Tardiness
Cutting class
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-Coyne- (1973), Paput New Guinea (Secondary) Teachers' Report

Disturbs class organisation
Regresses occasionally (playful. childish)
Stubborn
Bashful
Negativistic
Timid
Domineering
Haughty and selt-satisfied
Non-conforming
A good-guesser

2. Wickman (1928), U.S.A. (p. 30) (Primary) Teache'rs' Report

Whispering
Inattentive
Careless in work
Tattling
Disorderly in class
Interrupting
Failure to study
Shy, withdrawing
Day ,.dreaming
Lack of interest

N.B. This list is the most frequent pupil misdemeanours in one school.
The better known list is the most serious misdemeanours.

3. Highfield and Pin.sent (1952), England Primary and Secondary Teachers

Restlessness, fidgeting
Indifference, laziness, apathy
Boisterous, noisy behaviour
Persistent carelessness
Forgetfulness, unpunctuality
Persistent chattering
Casual absenteeism
Deceit: Cheating, lying
Bickering, wiping, interfering with other pupils' work
Evasionsliding &It of own share of duties.
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A STUDY ON MATHEMATICS IN PAPUA NEW GUINEA

ELIZABLTH SOUTHWEI.1 , B.A., PIP.tn.,

Lecturer in Mathematics. Westmead Teachers' C(4..ge

In the last fifteen years or so.. there has been a marked increase in the
number of cross-cultural studies carried out id various parts of the world.

"Studies have been completed in several African nations. in Asia and in the
Americas. Most- studies have involved either minority groups or developing
nations.

The stimulus for many of these studie has been the work of Piaget and
Bruner. Piaget's developmental psychology and Bruner's theory orlearning
hameinspired the replication ande,extension of some of their' studies in widely
spread-areas of the world. In this way. much has been learnt of the patterns
of learping and stages of cognitive development in developing countries and
of children in general.

Cross-cultural studies have a significant purpose in relation to developing
-ountries. In general. it can be said that cross-cultural studies in psychology

.ntribute to the increasing knowledge of the process of human development.
When it is possible to study the effects of different environments on the
development of children. generalisations can be made as to the value of
these respective environments.,,

The other very important contribution of cross-cultural studies is the
testing of the universal validity of psychological theories. Can the results
obtained in metropolitan Australia be generalised as a theory applicable
to all mankind? Cross-cultural studies which confirni or negate psychological
theories evolved, in western societies add gretilly to the validation or other-

, wise of these theories.
As educability is measured by a wide range of tests. it should be possible

by means of quantitative techniques to discover not only the basic con-
stituents of intelligence, but. also its cultural and genetic determinants.. For
this reason, also. cross-cultural studies are needed.

Accounts of studies carried out in the American. African and Asian
regions indicate that cultural differences affect an individual's perfor. ance
on psychological and educational tests. These-differences involve more than
content and the habits established by education. They involve manipulative
habits, symbolic reactions, possibly the entire approach to the -perceptual
world, where skills, both individual and tribal, have been developed over
generations.

SOME ASPECTS OF MATHEMATICS EDUCATION
To any who have studied the work of Piaget in particular, and Bruner

also. it will be fairly obvious that concepts whieh are important in mathe-
matics are given special prominence. Conservation, for instaft:e. is a vital
concept. of numeracy but much more so for more advanced mathematics.
Geometrical and spatial concepts are fundamental to livi, the clad
inclusion concept leads to more complicated aspects of n . as Well
as giving greater insight into everyday situations. .
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. Might I suggest that this special prominence is given because of the
nature of mathematics as a subject. and hence of what might be termed
mathematical thinking. Mathematics is not a collection of unrelated facts
(although. unfortunately, many have learnt what goes by the name of
mathematics in this way) but a structure built up logically from subordinate
concepts to superordinate concepts. Mathematics is the study of the relation-
ships between concepts of different or the same order. For example. takine
a more general view. 'red-Ns a concept children can erasp by having
experience of a large number of red objects. and the superordinate concept
of 'colour can be eained by experience on the child's part of a lame number
of coloürs. including red.,The understanding of the concept 'coloar' depends
on how well the child has understood the concept of 'redncsN'. o blueness'.
c...i.i.:Because of the nature of mathematics where one-concept depends so
Much on previouslY acquired concepts. the thinking required-Th- niaster
mathematics is very much akin to deductive or loeical thinking.

What, then, is the special place of mathematics' in developing countries?
If a developine nation is to take its place aloneside other nations of the
world. it must develop its technology to 'the extent where it can compete
with more highly deveh)ped nations. Increased' technology means a certain
standard of mathematicsnot for everyone but for those few who will work
specifically with the technoloeical advances required. Because. however,
mathematical thought is so allied with logical thinking, 4 is desirable for
everyone to become as proficient in mathematics as is necessary in order to
have an understanding of the determinants of change. particularly in periods
of rapid change.

The formation of concepts forms a large parN/f- a mathematics course
in the primary school. 'The achievement of understandine.. however, is an
essential element of an effective educational system. It is also essential
that the child's introduction 'to mathematics be in terms of concrete experi-
enCes. Otherwise, the subject lacks meaning and purpose.

Understanding in mathematics can be the aWareness of simple properties
and relationships. At the other extreme. it can be the recognition and com-
prehension of complex patterns 'and structures. We can speak of different
levels of understanding. For instance, when a child is learning the concept
of asquare'. he may recognise the shape if one pair-14 sides is horizontal.
but not when it has been rotated through an angle of 450 . That is one level
of understanding. A deeper level of understanding is achieved when a child
recognises the square in any 'position.

BACKGROUND TO PRIMARY MATHEMATICS IN PAPUA NEW
GUINEA

Many of you will know better than the writer, the course which
mathematics education has taken in Papua Ne Guinea. Notwithstanding.
the main stages in the development of the present mathematics prbgramme

the primary schools will be briefly reviewed.

Concern for the teaching of mathematics had been felt for some time
and difliaulties. such as relevance. language and the heritlige of rote learning
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were obviour.s. The Education Department undertook the development of a
modern Mathematics programme.

1964: Four project schools began work under the guidance of Professor Z.
Dienes. then Reader in Education at the University of Adelaide.

1965: Instructional material was produced by the project schools.
1966: The project continued.;,A conference of teachers and training college

staff was held.
1967: A draft syllabus for Primary Schools was prepared. District courses

were cond.ucted. The Temlab programme was written. Teellab con-
, sists of a series of cards and aids. covering a three-year course in

number sets. measurement. geometry and logic.
1968: Temlab was introduced in. primary schools'. Mathematics advisers were

appointed io fifteen districts.
1969: Revision of Temlab began. Trial programmes were sent to Professor

Dienes for evaluation.
'1970:. Writing and evaluation in schools of Revised Temlab. Year 1 pro-

gramme. began. .

1971: Revised Year 1 cards were completed. Writing of Year 2 was
completed.

1972: Year 2 programme trialled and- evaluated. Year 3 programme was
begun.

1973: Year .1 programme ready for distribution. Year 2 programme reaidy
for printing. Years 3 and 4 to be completed. Limits for numeration
and manipulation set.

1974.. Year 2 programme introduced in some schools.

DESCRIPTION OF INVESTIGATION .

(a) THE TESTS

A battery of twelve tests was administered to the subjects! This included
the following tests:

I. MATHEMATICS UNDERSTANDING TEST

This test was used more extensively than the other tests for analysis
purposes and consisted of sixty multiple choice items with foar dis-
tractors..These sixty items covered the range of the syllabus in 6athe-
matics, with questions on number, measurement, logic, geomeyty and
sets. Nineteen items wftich were more directly related to Temlab were
included.

2. RAVEN'S PROGRESSIVE MATRICES
A test of general ffitelligence. It consists of five sets with twele items
in each set.

3. HICK'S SCHOLASTIC APTITUDE TEST
A test of general intelligence. It consists of two parts. verbal and
numerical.

4. VERBAL TEST
This contained fourteen items on ,vocabulary, six similarities and fifteen
sentences bor completion.
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5. GOTTSCHALDT'S" EMBEDDED FIGURES
This is a test of visual perception.

6. FORMBOARDS
This test of visual perception contained twelve items.

7. ABSTRACTIONS
This test consisted of twenty items in each of which the subject is asked
to abstract the relevant pattern and complete the statement.

8. ANALOGIES
This was a test of geometrical analogies designed to test a subject's
ability to reason and perceive patterns.

9. SERIES
A test of number ability.

10. GENERAL INFORMATION
This was a thirty item multiple choice Wst, covering everyday objects
and events, national and international events.

11. PIAGET I
This was a test using oral questions and demonstration to which the
subjects responded with written answers.

12. PIAGET H
dej

This test .involved
at

he individual manipulation of simple apparatus.
(b) THE SAMPLE

A total of 551 subjects were tested. These consisted of 224 local teachers,
60 European teachers, 139 local students in their final year of training, 113
local and 15 non-local Standard VI pupils. The sample was drawn from five
different regions of Papua New Guinea, as follows:
District Standard VI Trainees Teachers Total
Central 4 23 79 126
Madang 30 6 41 77
Morobe 24 34 76 134
Eastern. Highlands 24 40 23 87
Western Highlands 26, 36 65 127
Totals 128 284 551

(c) ADMINISTRATION OF THE TESTS
The testing programme occupied nine weeks towards the aid of 1971.

(d) STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES USED
The following statistical procedures were used on data collected from

551 subjects.
(i) the analysis of test scores in relation to differences in performance

of the four groups tested:
(ii) the factor analysis of all tests;

(iii) the analysis of certain variables in relation to the teachers' per-
formance on the Mathematics Understanding Test;

(iv) the detailed item analysis of the Mathematics Understanding Test.
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RFSULTS OF STUDY
(a) COMPARISONS BETWEEN GROUPS OP SUBJECTS

En order to compare the relative perforniance of the- four main groups
in the investigation, i.e. European teachers. lpcal teachers, teacher trainees
and local Standard VI 'pupils. the mean score. for each of the twelve tests
was computed.

The European .teachers did significantly better and consistently better
than all other groups in ,all tests. The trainees did significantly better than
the local teachers on ten tests and significantly better than the Standard VI
pupils on all tests. The local teachers did significantly better than the Standard
VT children on all tests..

These results are very much as might have been predicted and are a
reflection of the 'length and quality of education and training which the
different groups have experienced. The European teachers, on the whole,
have a better educational background than any of the. local groups. The
teacher trainees. because of the gradual raising of entry qualifications required
and the lengthening of the training course. would expected to have a more
sophisticated approach to the test battery than the group of local teachers.
many of whom have a much more limited educational background and
training: Since the local teachers did signific.ihtly better on all tests than
the Standard VI children, it would appear that there is no significant change
in the quality of the Standard VI children, and that the significant difference
in the performance of the two groups would be due to the training and
additional schooling the ...:hers have had.

(b) FACTOR ANALYSIS

As the analysis was fairly complicated due to the nature of the tests
used and the methods of approach adopted and has little immediate bearing
on the other parts of the investigation. I shall briefly summarise the main
results.

A verbal factor, a general reasoning factor 'and a numerical reasoning
factor were isolated. It is therefore reasonable to state that factors, such as
verbal ability, reasoning ability and number ability contribute to mathematical
achievement as it is measured by the Mathematics Understanding Test.

(c) THE EFFECT OF CERTAIN 'VARIABLES ON,MATHEMATICAL
UNDERSTANDING

To discover what effect such variables as sex, length of teaching exp-eri-.

ence. length of training and education, and country of origin have to
performance on the Mathematic, Understanding Test. an analysis of var,iance
was considered. The distributions in the sample were of such a character
as to make a formal analysis of variance dubious. To overcome this problem.
it was decided to use a technique specially programmed for this kind of
situation. The Mitkel Multi-level Chi-Square programme was applied to the
data from the Mathematics Understanding Test for the four groups, European
teachers. local teachers. teacher trainees and Standard tI pupils. 537 subjects
in all.
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The Mitkel Multi-level Chi-Square technique used by permisSion of
Dr. M. Kelly and Mr. G. Mitchell of Macquarie University. N.S.W.. produced
main effects and first, second and third order interactions, between the
Independent variables of,sex. experience, training and origin and_the depen-
dent variable, the Mathemalics Understanding Test. To ,deierrnine the
.meaning of interactions, reference was made to the subctireutations shown
on the computer printout. These subcalculations consist of the raw data and
expected frequency for each category used.

Significant interaction were shown as follows:

Main effects: experience, training. country of origin
First order inteeactions: ..sexTorigin, experience/training,

experienceloin...oraining/origin
Second order interactions: sex/experience/trairilne.

sex!'frainineorioin
Iexperience/training/Iriein

Third order interactions: sex/experience/training/origin

From the andlySis of the subcalculations and interactions, the following
conclusions weru drawn:

I. Inexperienced. untrained subjects do poorly on the Mathematics Under-
standing Test in relation to the rest of the sample.

Experience affects performance on the Mathematics Unqerstanding Test.
European teachers appear to benefit more ..by experience than local

subjects: the latter show sonie improvement in the first few .years of
teaching. but their limited educational experience and backeround does

JuUct .possible deueloriment of_their understanding
of mathematical concepts and skills. Perhaps the reason for this k to
he found in the home. and the curriculum and teZhine methods at the
primary school level. If short term successes are linked closely with
content of the material taught and the learning by rote at earlier stages,
then the rate of application of new ideas, new methods and experience
is going to he curtailed.

3. Training affects performance on the Mathematics Understanding Test
also. There is a definite gain in ability with the second year of training.
This applies more to local subjects than to Europeans and slightly more
to male locals than to female locals. This is understandable if the
European teachers start their training courses better .prepared by
previous education and experience and more receptive of --new ideas
than the local teachers. A 'ceiling effect' .would seem "to be involved
with the local teachers making greater gains relative to their positions
at the beginning of the course. That tke local female teachers also make
definite gains in ability in the second year of training may be similarly
explained: that this gain is less than that of the 'male local teachers
might he due to the fiict that they. start with less experience but never-
theless. are 'fully equipped to benefit from their course of training,

4. Female locals are much weaker in performance on th: Mathematics 1
Understanding Test than male locals.
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5. European teachers perform better on the Mathematical Understpnding
Test than local subjects. While, there is little difference between the
performance of the two sexes for Europeans. the local males perform
very much better than local females.
Further related results of lesser importance were found.

From the above results based on data obtained, the two major variables
which affect mathematical achievement as measured by. the Mathematics
Understanding Test, are years of training, and hence of schooling, and country
of origin. Experience is an important variable hut llas limited effect and
sex is a significant variable for locals only.

(d) ITEM ANALYSIS -

Several item analyses were carried (-mt. using a computer programme
prepared for the Department of Education in Papua New Guinea for the
analysis of public examinations. Each item of the Mathematics Understanding
Test was analysed for each of the following groups:

230 local teachers
60 European teachers

134 Teacher trainees
113 local Standard VI pupils
15 non-local Standard VI pupils

551 total number of subjects
Local teachers with Forms III. IV entry qualifications and experience in

Temlab
Local teachers with Forms I. II entry qualifications and experience in

Temlab
Local teachers with Primary school qualifications and experience in

Temlab
Local teachers with Forms Ill. IV entry qualifications arid no experience

in Temlab
Local teachers with Forms I. II entry qualifications and no experience

in Temlab
Local teachers with Primary school qualifications and no experience in

Temlab.

The §ixty* items of the Mathematics Understanding Test were divided
into ten/groups according to their content. Through the analysis of each
item it p,.as hoped to determine any areas of inathematics in which definite
deficieticies exist, to compare the performance of the groups tested and to
discoVer if experience in teaching Temlab gives a teacher an advantage in
understanding mathen..tical concepts.

In general. the European teachers were superior to all other groups
in each section, and the local Standard VI pupils were in general the poorest.
Teacher trainees are better on overall performance than local teachers.

On items on place value there seemed to be less differentiation between
the trainees and the local teachers. The items on geometry, requiring rec.IE
only, were better done than most other sections. Very few items wer well
done by any of the groups and deficiencies were apparent in all Joups in
all sections.
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Experience in Tem lab seems to have no bearitut on a subject's ability
to answer these questions correctly. though teachet s Omary education
and no experience in Tcrulah did surprisingly well cn son% items.

fel OTHER RESULTS
I Alongside the major results deduced directly from an analysis ol the

data obtained in the invstigation. there appeared indications of other
conclusions which would'he very significant for education in developing
countries. There are definite indications of the negative effects of rote
learning. One instance of this negative influence is that local teachers
show sonic improvement in the first five years of teaching but further
development is inhibited by limited educational background. lt would
appear that, since short term successes are linked closely with the content
of the material taught and the learning by rote at earlier stages, then
the rate of application of new ideas, new methods, and experience is
curtailed. The sceond instance occurs in the comparison between per-
centages correct on the -I efulab items for the various groups. In some
cases, where a greater percentage,of the non-Temlab group answered
correctly than did the Temlab group. would seem thp .ibiects are
unable to apply their learning to situations other than th .,hich the
fact- was learnt. This reinforces the view that Temlah .me the
object of rote learningind does not necessarily lead to reative
applicUtiOn of basic mathem uatical tho.g.ht processes.
Another byproduct is that the faci!ity tir handle the symbolism of the
English language varies according to the subject's exposure to western
education. This iS indicated by the facwr analysis of the Mathematics
UnderStandint,' Test. One of the facts isAated seems to be a com-
ponent measunng the subject's need to intyrpret symbols before per-

.---fming the required task.

IMPLICATIONS OF RESEARCH TO EDUCATION IN PAPUA NEW
GUINEA

fal EDUCATION MR GIRLS
It was found that the performance focal girls is much worse on the

Mathematics Understanding Test than that of local males. In view of other
research, it may he ;,,..ceptcd that ri general females do not do as well as
males in numerical skilk but do better in verbal skills. Notwithstanding,,it is
surprising that the performance of this particular sample of females should
be so much worse than that of the males on a test of mathematical under-
standing with a high verbal content.

The most plausible reason for thk is a cultural' one. Even 'in some
develcped countries. 'he opportunity foe eduation for girls is not as great
as for boys, and the expectations of the society in which they live impose
various forms of constraints on them. In Papua New Guinea, females are
considered very inferior to males. "IThey have no place in the village councils
and are not considerc,1 in any decision making. Traditionally. their role is
one of sunservience to the male.

Many girls and women have broken away from their traditional role
and have managed to hold places in secondary schools and university.
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It is cen difficult in ..me areas of Papua New Guinea to persuade
%ilkige people to allow the daughters to attend school. This is no doubt the
reason for the smaller number of local females in this study than Would
normally he expec(ed in a sample of this site. This prohlem was recognised
hy the pre%iois Director of Fducation in Papua Nev. Guinea.

"There is still a sex imbalanceltonsequently. there will he too few
educated girls compared with the number of educated boys. Ffforts are
still being made to improve these ratios by pi ,iaganda. persuasion and
even by the coercion of not providing school facilities if a substantial
proportion of girls are not allowed to enrol. There k no indication that
.the problem will disappear although it does diminish as each area
develops.- (McKinnon. 107I f

Despite the tendency for the traditional attitudes towards women to
hreak down, there still remains a negative attitude tOwards the achievement of
girk in schools. Girls are just not expected to do well. They are not given
any incentive to do well. They are merely tolerated in schools and expected
to return to their village. marry and bear children.

Pidgeon ( N710 quotes studies in which the expectations of teachers
and parents appear to affect the performance of .children. As sonic of these
studies involved children from differc.:t cultures. it may he agsumed that the
same results of role expectation would occur in Papua New Guinea.

It is anticipated that as more and more girls throw off the inhibiting
effects of their traditional background. and more gain success in various
aspects of the community, the achievement of females in general will improve.
This k not. however. to decry the homemaking responsibilities of the local
women. It is important to remember that women, with their close personal
contact with 'young children. are in an adniirahle position to create attitudes
and lcourage aspirations.

As the education system develops within the context of the developing
nation. it is conceivable that more and more women will become teachers.
In this position. ths.y again will ha% an lpportunity of influencing the

-attitudes and vdlues of their pupils.

I h) TEACHER LDIRATION
Developments in the recruiting and training, both pre-service and in--

service, of local teachers have taken place. Already a hig advance ha.; taken
place in the raising of the minimum entry qualifications to Form IV and the
extension of all !raining from one year to a minimum of two years. Increased
recruitment at the secondary school level means there must he a 'greater
number of children proceeding from prirnary to ..i..Londary education. It
also means a mucn greater strain on the limited , .. of training colleues.

Results of this investigation mdkate that the developments in training
which have 'already taken place have had positive effects for the subjeCts
tested. These positive results should continue to raise thi. standard of the
teachinu of new recruits. It seem-,. then, that the immediate problem is

concerned with the teachers who are already in schools. Many of these
teachers have heen the victims of the situation in which an urgent need for
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teachers ner,uaded various agencies to give limited training to people with
minimal ..difications. The situation could be summed up- in the words of
the report of the Reeional Symposium on the lnservice Training of Primary
School Teachers in Asia. held in the Phi)ippines in 1967.

-These countries have had to resort to emergeno or crash training
programmes to produce as qiiickly as possible new ieachers for the fast
expanding school programme. As a consequence, there is rather a hiuh
proportion of unqualified or inadequately trained teachers in primary
schools in many Member States who must be given reuular in-service
training courses to ensure that the quantitative expansion ill education
is accompanied by. qualitative improvement.- (p.

Particularly in developing countries. pre-service trainirg cannot serc a
once and for all function. With rapid chance taking place within the social.
political and' economic areas of the country. it is important that teachers are
able to cope with this change and adapt themselves to acquiring new know-
ledge and discovering the means to teach it most etTectively to the children
in their classes. Adequate provisions should be made for all teachers to
participate in the in-service training courses which are most suitable for
ihem at their present stage of training and experience. The results of this
investigation indicate that substantial in-service traininu is needed before
the sixth year of teaching

(c) Cl/RA/CU/PM R/..VISION
The finding that experience in teachinu Temlah hears little relation to

a teacher's ability to understand basic mathematical concepts must call in
question the whole philosophy behind the introduction of the Temlab
prouramme. Certainly, the implementation, of such a prouramme as a nation-
wide syllabus must he. considered further.

One should 'ask "Is there any underlying reason for the result concerning
Temlab experience and teacher's understandinu?" The ohvious answer is that
Temlab experience does not help a teacher, and that is the conclusion I

have reached, though I recognise the ciyency of other interpretations related
to Temlab content in the test, the verbal content of the test, the allocation
of teachers to classes, the limitations or otherwise of primary school entry
qualifications and the method of implementation of the Temlab programme.

. An important issue, too.' is the motivw ion for the chamte in mathematics
syllabus. No one can ,deny that such a change is a couragc as one but some
(Lewis. 1968) would doubt the wisdom of its timing in relation to the present
social and economic situation in Papua New
289) points out. "any iornial education syst
in which it operates." ind again. "this wo
designing curricula.or planning a school syst
ddinition of the aims of the society and of the ai is and objectives of
education within these- (Philp, 1969. p. 281). The two principal motives
for introducing the Temlab programme were to release the system from the
cycle of mechanical teaching and rote learning about which a comment will
be made, and to cr ite a greater feeling of prestige amongst the local people.
Knowing that, like many developed and other developim' countries ,of the

uinea. As Philp (1969. p.
ts to serve the society

Id sug est that, when one is
1. the is need for a clear
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world. the children of Papua Ncw Guinea were learning 'new' mathematics
wa3 expected to help Papua New Guineans feel better able to cope with
the problems Of nationhood in relation to the rest of the world.This latter'
motive, it is admitted, takes into consideration tit: political and social
development of Papua New Guinea.

. :The next point to note is the lack of continuity of thP. Tem lab .pro-
arainire. The litst three ears of thc pi ogranwic were introduced in schools
in 1968. The rest of the programme was not considered until the first three
years had been revised. By May, N73, 11. and a half years later, the
programme for the first year was ready for distribution, that for the second
year was in the hands of the printer and the revision of the third year pro-
gramme was well under way. The delay in preparing subsequent material
and the lack of continuity which ensued, has led to all kinds of frustrations
ou the part of the children, who ha' a completely different course for one
to three yea; s, then revert to the traditional course or cease to study
mathematics altogether: teachers who teach years one to three with no
certainty as to what direction the course is takii and advisers who feel .at
a loss to help teachers gain the most from their experience with Tem lab. The
lack of determination of the upper limit of the course concerned many
people. Another aspect of the development of the programme which has been
of concern to a number of people is the continual introduction of new
materials and methods.

Again and aaain, it seems that consideration of the Tem lab programme
calls for an exarnin.ition of its relevance to the children who are expected
to participate in it. Undoubtedly, when the Revised proaramme is handled
well, the children are athinsiastic apil respond ,well. This only highlights the
necessiry for the teacher to be well-trained and confident himself. Iu.does
not. however, overcome the problem of relevance for the child in the villaae
school tar removed from urban areas and with no desire or no hope of
i%intinuing his education past the primary school, or even till the completion
of 2riniary school. The proaramme as it is now, could limit theperformance
of a child: who is not going to complete the course, in the skills which will
form the basis of his ahility to participate in the economic development of
ill:: village.

As might be expected, languaue is of considerable importance to the
development of !ducation in Papua New Guinea. here are indications that
the ability of the subject to handli. the Engfish ranttuaee well_is partly depen-
dent on the person's exposure to western education. New-..mathematics,
unforiunately, ri kes der:lite et-mands on lanauage ability. This is particularly
disturbing at a' tr 'vhcri oci subjects are struggling 'to express themselves
in a foreign lan,ItuP ... The termir .3logy alone may prove a handicap to
children who aro ir rit twoCt's3 o learning English as a second language. It
is difficult enOuOi with u.i _rstandin. relatively simple words of
objects and ideas a: sociated with their life, wrthout trying to associate un-
familiar word:, with z,hstract concepts. Admittedly much can be taught.
without the use of technical na nes hut in concept development, it is agreed
that verbdisation k important.
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The method of teachine the Revised Tem lab programme is also very
important. As indicated hcorc. the enthusiastic, well,ttained and confident
teacher will be able to allow ,:hildren through activity methods, to discover
'important mathemau...al concept, for themselves. but the enthusiastic. well-
trained and i-. the exception rather than the rule. Conse-
quently. the teat.: ',:onies as mechanical as it alwa.i; was with the result-
ing disastrous eh, iiegative,attitudes'and lack of growth. The, teacher.
despite all the at' ;s to pretend otherwise, still retains a position of con-
siderable imrta. in the communication of knowledee.

Tem lab. lit the oriental or Revised form, carries with it the danger
of making idat,._.;latics teaching a very stereotyped rigid type of teaching.
'Fhis must he avoided at ail costs. Of course, it is recognised that teachers
with inadequate training and littie mathematical background of their own.
feel more secure if they have a set framework for their lessons, but it is
hoped thai before the_end of the next decade, teachers will be much better
equipped thatt they are at present to teach as individuals to individuals.

There arc two further points to consider. The first is;the organisation and
practical operation of a system of mathematics involvine cards or similar
aids. The success-of such a scheme depends ort the ability of a teachei
organise his class in groups and to organise the ,waterial necessary for each

'grouV He needs to be able to supervise ,ite class.in their various activities
and maintain the material- in the kit so that continuous and continual Ilse
can he made of it.

Secondly, in vie.. of the rapidly changing society. particularly in urban
areas, a continual effort must,be maintained to make the mathematics taught
relevant to the lives of the children in schools. Certainly, there muSt be
sufficient flexibility in the progragame not only in mathematics, but in all
subjects. to enable teachers to deklopltheir ideas, as it is hoped ti- with
the.further improvement of tea-her education and in-service training, the
creative abilities of the teachers '.sll be brought to the fore.

. It may be. for instance, that in, many of the village schools. basic
numeracy is all that is needed. There is for some, however. a definite advan-
tage in perseverine with new Mathematics. Differential syllabi may be needed
at least as a temporary measure.

Since the existence of indigenous number systems forms an admirable
starting point for the understanding of -place value and multibase arithmetic,
more attempts 'should be made to incorporate these inoigenous number
systems intO IN:al school programmes.

fd I ROTE. LEARNING

. Some of the effects of rote learning Lye been isolated by this study.
They include the failure to understand whp k...; been leaint, the inability
to benefit front experience. the inability to apply what has been learnt to
another situation, and the tendency to revert to methods of teaching which
are themselves mechanical ;Ind meaningless.

Vire all these deficiencit which result from rote learnine are imrort-
ant in the sense that they. have tegative effects, the main effect of limiting
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reasoning an, thinking, is the most disastrous. It is in the promotion
of deductive .ing that -nathematics can have a powerful elkct.
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SECONDARY SOCIAL SCIENCE LI*: l'A °.6A NEW
GUINEA DEVELOPMENTAL SUCCESS,

IMPLEMENTATION FAILURE?

JOHN F. POLLOCK, M.A.

.40ing Principal ( urriculum Officer, Department 01 Educadim, Papua New
Guinea

Social Science is now a compulsory subject for all secondary and tech-
nical school students in Papua New Guinea in Forms I. 2 and 3. and will
be in..oduced into Form 4 next year After, next year History and (jeouraphy
will n .)nger he taught in the 'schools.

ManyAil you are no doubt aware of the historsoof the development of
the Secondary Social Sv nee Projeet in Papua New Guinea. For those who
are not. let me briefly sketch in the backuround.

The Project becan in 1967 when a 'Social Relations Conimittee' was
established to prepax a syllahtw outline for a course in social relations and
to consider problems reLted to its implementation. The next Major step was
taken in'1968, when Prof. James Ritchie of the University of Waikato. New
Zealand, conducted an intensive survey of the Social Relations Syllabus
and then submitted to the Director of Education a report entitled "A Social
Science Curriculum". Included in the report was a summary of matters
related to the organisation, implementation and nature of the Social Science
course, as well as the ,:ilabus itself. The syllabus was later modified by
Professor Sol Eneekand Dr. Dexter Dunphy of the University of N.S.W.
and by officers of the P N.G. Department of Education.

Work on the development of the curricuium was carried gut by officers
of the Curriculum Branch of the Department of Education, with'the.assistance
of the Teachinc Methods and Materials Centre of the U.P.N.G., which acted
as the co-ordinating body for .he project. From 1970 there was .1 full-time
.:urriculum officer working on thc project. and this number h;:d grown to
Iwo full-time and one part-time by 1972.

In 1970 the Form 1 course was introduced on a trial basis into 10 schools
selc...ted to provide a sample of rural and orhan. administration and mission.
and hoardinc and day schools. This selection also provided a cross-section
of highland, coast and island areas. Materialsf-wcre developed and trialled
throughout tJe y?ar. and the course was introduced in Form 1 in all schools
in 1971. w,L th- Form 2 course introduced in 1072.

From .,r; .valuation of the Forms 1 'And 2 trials, it was decided to conduct
pre-trials, as --!11 as trials. for the Forins 3 and 4 courses, during which
teachers in :. IF schools woukl he provided with syllabus and a few
basic background readings. hut generally left to develop their student materials
and present the curriculum accoldinti to !heir own interests .tritl talents.

The rationale behind pre-trials wtr: to enable teachers to participate more
fully and actively in the writing of y )urse materials..Thc Form 3 pre-trials
began in 1972 and those for Fohn 4 in 1973. will comment further on their
success later.in this paper.
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The objectives of the Secondary Social Science course are:

I. to develop understanding in relation to other individuals, social groups
and the society in which the student will function

2. to know and understand the central processes of society. particularly as
these affect the development of the country

3. to learn skills of social enquiry and social action so that through an
analysk and evaluation' of social processes a student may increase his
potential contribution to his country

4. to evaluate his growth as an individual in a changing society and at the
same time tead him to a commitment of active participation in social
life.

The curriculum has ,-lopted a meth(' ology of stuay drawn from the
Social Science disciplines History. Geography. Sociology. Anthropology.
Psychology. Economics'and Political Science. It emphasises the way in which
eaeh of these disciplines can help to'.analyse social problems. rather than
the content of ti.e pariit 'ar discipline

Underlying the curriculum are three main categories of .assumptions.
related to the social context of Papua New Guinea, sccondar education.
and curriculum principles.

Without going into detail. let me outline sonic of the most significant
assumptions in each of these c;Acgories

I. Assumptions drmcn fmm the social context of P.N.G.

The curriculum is concerned with social change its nature and charac-
teries and its effects in P.N.G. and ti, rest of the world. The curriculum
recognises that P.N.G. is undergoing rap, social change. and attempts.to
organise learning experiences in such a way that the individual secondary
school student will be able to fit into this changing society when he leaves
school. It was framedfin terms of the educational requirements of a country
whose people are mainly villagers, and for whom modern western society
is not necessarily a suitable model.

2. Educational assumptions

The most significant assumptions here relate to the continuance of
selection of students from the total of primary school leavers and a 1,rther
reduction ih numbers proceeding beyond Form 2. Thus the curriculum has
to provide for two separate terminal Years and for-an increasingly select
group of students who will become the educated elite and decision maker;
in much of the country's administration. In relation to teachers. Ritchie
assumed that they would continue for some time to be largely expatriates
from Australia. with a fairly high turnover rate. The latter is true. but the
numbers of indigenous teachers are increasing rapidly and so are the
numbers of non-Australian expatriates as a proportion of the total. and it

would appear likely that this trend will continue.
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1. Assumptions iclated to curriculum principles
The most important of Ritchie's assumptions in this field ..are:

I. there is a spiral structure in, the development of the curriculum. i.e. con-
cepts introduced early in the curriculum are developed throughout the
four-year course:

/. the spiral structure of content will cycle around an itulividual'A experience;
3. "learning to lea," is to be as important as learning facts. generalisations.

theories, methods, and approaches to probfems.

The outline of the course, with its themes and emphases in each year
is as follows.

YEAR I
Theme: Similarities and differences
Emphasis: Contemporary Papua New Guinea, with some comparative case

studiq
Topics: IndividuiA, group and community

Self study
Family
School
Village
Local study- Pvondetta
European culture as seen in.the FApean in Papua New Guinea

YEAR 2,
Theme: Change and development

Emphasis: Traditions and .origins of contemporary problems and
merits

Topii:s: Aspects of personal development
The chanvinc family
The chan:ing community
Aspects of national deVelopment:

In Papua New Guinea
In Indonesia
In Japan

The world powers

YEA.R

Theme: Adaptation
Emphasis: Man's relation with his environment and increasingly his man-

made or influenced. environment
Topics: The early development of man

Comemporary man in his environment
Society as a system
The rise of urban centres
The impact of technology
'Iodern urban centres
Problems of urban society
.Problems of rural society
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YEAR 4
'Theme: The modern world
Emphasis: Established tields and projected developments
Topics: Organisation of contemporary P.N.G. society

Man, his environment and the future
Development of ideologies
International relations
Culture
The village in modeTh society
The future

In stage I of the project. the materials developed are of three kinds:
I. reacher's Guide. Part I: background readings and points of view related

to the content- of the topicprepared especially for the teacher.
2. Teacher's Guide. Part 2: a translation Of the statements in Part I into

detailed suggestions for classroom teaching and learning experiences.
3. Accompanying M4erial: it. range of teaching and learningdmaterials, from

slide/tape presentations. sets of ' slides, tapes. picture sheets, maps.
diagrams. case studies. readings. etc.

In Stage 2. the Teachal^s Guides Parts I and 2 are combined, and there
is much less detailed guidance given to the tenher in the way of teaching and
!earning experiences.

Now to turn to the main part of this paper---has Secondary Social
Science been a developmental sUccess and an implementation failure?

If measured in terms of the quantity of materials produced and the
apparent quality of those materials then Stage 1 of the project would have
to he regarded as a developmental success. This is hardly, surprising when
one considers the amount of time and money involved----time not so much.
in years bUt in man-hours .of people in Universities, teachers' colleges, schools
and departmental headquarters.

T.think it would he fair to say, and I must , oint out that I had
nothing whatsoever to do with the development of Stage I of the curriculum.
that Papua New Guinea is amongst the leaders in world education in-the
quality of its Social .Science course----certainly it stands as an example to
most.Australian states in this respect. for having made the decision That a
social science course was.to be developed, and that the main reason for
its development wasthe desirability of a course in social education for all
secondary school stue Ins, the Education epartment. leaving aside the
petty and not-so-petty squabbles..that ci.aracterise all institutions where people
haye their oWn wheelbarrows to push and their own empires to build, went
ahead and devoted a large amount of mbney and drew on a great deal of
varied expertise to ensure that what was developed was. what was wanted by
the designers and needed, as far as they coidd ascertain, by the students.

. Compare this, for example, with the rather ludicrous situation in N.S,W..
where. after over five years of so-called curriculum development, practically
all that exists is a set of headings and a 'statement of aims and objectives
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that together supposedl represent a social science curriculum. Further, this
curriculum is still not operational in more than a few high schools in die
-state.

I would say that a major success ir (:tage I in P.N.G. was the fact that
the course got off the ground. got into Luc.. schook despite the opposition of'
entrenched subject groups amongst the expatriate teachers, and now exists
in a tangible form, that allows the teacher Who,is totally new to the course
to read th background to the content of a particular topic. analyse the
concepts and inter-relationships involved in it. survey the, materials he has
to teach with, and choose for himself whethc adopt the approaches
suggested or develop his own.

This detailed approach to thc teaching-learning situation is one that
had. been criticised frequently by both teaehers and non-teaching comrien-
tators. What both groups fail to realise is the simple fact that many teachers.
particularly those new to a subject such as thi which is forcrYtt to both their
academic and cultural backgrounds. si-tply do not havv !he ability_to be
able to develop their ov.n course of study front a hare outline..Others do
not have the inclination, and most simpt; do not have the time to spend on
creative and innovative curriculum development. Most of all, the critics
choose to ignore the word 'guide' in Teacher's Guide, and make a mental
substitution 'bible' or some other proscriptive word. Curriculum Branch
personnel, iii in-service courses and advisory visits, have stressed from th
beginning that these are guides only. and haveactively encouraged teachers
to depart as much as they like from the guides while still keeping within
the overall conceptual framework of the course.

Yet it is in this very area that of innovative and imaginative teaching
that the Social Science course might be tern d an implementation failure.
One cannot say with certainty why this is so hy teachers choose the easy
way out and refuse to budge from the detailed widelines set down. but the
following are, from personal observation and om discussiops with other
observers. soMe of the reasons: .

I. Teachers new to the country and/or the sub ect atc initially feeling their
way many teach the course only once d hence n;:ver get beyond-
this stage.1

Some eihers. through lack of time or interest, find that following the
Teach ri Guide to the letter is the eas est way out.

3. In ma y schools Social Science in Form I is timetabled in sueh :1 way
as to t. ka up all the bits and pieces of teachers' time Ieft after the rest
of the timetable is finished. This often results in the allocation of Social
Science classes to teachers with absolutely nil background in any of the
soci. sciences who can do little else but pursue a rather mechanical and
non-understanding approach to the subject.

4. Softie secondarj ..rs have insisted that teachers follow the guides
to the letter. (In c; e do not have subject specialist inspectors--
inspectors are sum . ne able to assess teachers and give them advice
across the whole range of subjects in the schooll
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5. Many headmasters have insisted on all classes in a year having id,:ntical
tests, thus forcing them to follow the same eourse.

One particularly disturbing feature of the implementation of the Social

Science cur riculum has been the tendency 1,, expatriates, wedded to the
traditional disciplines of History and Geography, to regard Social Science

as "wanly rubbish-, or, as one teacher with two months' experience entitled
a paper he presented at an in-service training session last year, "an amusing
brand new toy". What sort of professional integrity exists in the teacher
who, not content with sounding off in the stalfroom, continual , tells his
Form I class that Social Science is "a load of rubbish" and what the . need

to learn is "some solid facts" no doubt a detailed knowledge Of the Wars
of the Roses or the techniques of trench warfare in Flanders rather than an
understanding of the functioning of their own society a rather sad commen-
tary on the inability of many teachers to understand what social science is
all about and to condemn out of hand before even giving it a trial.

The obsess. ,n with rote learning of facts k, of course, reinforced hi/ the
test and examination mania which bedevils our education system. For years
students and their parents have been fed on the cargo cultism of "jump
through the right hoops and you will get a good job" the right hoops. of
course being those formed by the marks gained in formal tests and examina
tions. It is now becoming painfully obvious that in this country i least, the

pot of gold will not necessarily lie al the end , he educational rainbow.
evA the magic Form 4 certificate, and that educ.,,,on for living is something
of value in its own right. 'I-his is. no doubt, partly a result of the introduction
of the'sophisticated approach of Social Science in a country not yet fully
aware of the pitfalls of western-style formal education. Still one of the most
common questions I am asked in the classrooms of schools that I 'sit is

"what sort of job can I get by studying Social Science'?"

Lest I he misunderstood and seeni-to he concentrating too much on
the failure 'aspect of my topic, or lest- I he accused of excessive and unfair
criticism of teachers. may I make the following points in balance:

I. There are a great many interested, creative, dedicated and *satisfied
teachers of the subject. Most expatriates seem tr,9 enjoy it. the second time
around, and the local teachers are almost unanimous in the' -ing.for it.

2. Thereure many things wrong with the course. Despite the me od of its
preparation; there are topics which were trialled inadequately or not at
all, topics which have become out of date, and topics which are just
plain boring.

3. The focus on the individual and the familiar surroundings in Form I.
which is the most' criticised section of the course. might be very good

*in academic sociological and educational theor but is it what kids want'?
There are 4nany teachers who would argue,.from a sound acquaintance.
with children of this age, that what they are more interested in is the
distant, the unknown and the exotic.

4. Inspectors have sometimes played a negative role in the successful imple-
mentation,of the course by teachers, through insisting on approaches to
both teaching and assessmera which are contrary to the philosophy of the

course.
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Let mo now turn to St: It2e 2 of the project. that is. Forms 3 and 4. 11 ith
which I have been closely connected in both he developmental and imple-
n len tat ion phases.

Stage 2 \A as mounted on a much smaller budget, in fact half at $10.0(0
for each year, than Stage I. In addition. the Teaching Methods and Materials
Centre of the U.P.N,G., hich had been heavily committed to Stage I,
withdrew front the Project after the pre-trial year of Form 3. The. result was
ill obvio.qs need to cut doWn on the money spent on materials, and a lack
of manpower available to wtirk full-time on curriculum development since
the beginnin' of 1973 there ho }won )nly two officers in Curriculum Branch

p working on the project.

This meant that there W.1 s. kahl . a much greater need for teachers to
participate in the detelopmenta vocess than before. Did this happen? In
a simple aliswer, No.

In 1(172. the pre-trial year for Form 3. six high schools ifere involved.
These,were selected front the 1() trial schools in Stage 1 and were to contain
interested teachers. The idea of the pre-trial year was to supply teachers with
an outline of the aim:, and ohjimives, of the course, with some background
materials, and to allow them freo reign to develop the course as they saw

'it. Since nearly all the teachers involved in this year were interested, competent
and experienced in [orals 1 and 2, the 'year could prokily e judged to
have heen successful.

In 1973, the trial year, the sante six high schools 4., 'wed and to them
were added the seven technical schoolslcolleges t,: tory. Most of
the teachers Mu) had been participants in the pre a moved from
the hieh schools or were not put on to the classes t! ne course. They
were replaced by teachers who were given Forn . matter of normal
timetabling, and so we found that they rangd Ooro 01.2 interested and
competent to the positively disinterested and ev:a; antirthef:.; In the case
of the technical schools and colleges, most of the wach,:is had no knowledge
of, let alone-experience in, Forms 1 and 2. 1 d, state this as a criticism
of these teachers, ipany of whom made t valuu. t-mitribution to the trial
year, but their contribuiion . would no douh! .4,c been better had they
been aware of the precedine two years' cour:.::.

1973 was ako the pre-tr'ral year for Form 4. The pre-trials were held in
the sante six hieh schools as the Form 3 trials and consequently were subject
to the sante limitations. Further, there Wati insufficient time available jo the
two curriculum officers working on the project to develop more comprehen-
sive materials than would nórnii: y he the case in a pre-trial year. in order
to compensate for these problen,.. In terms of topics the Form 4 course is
far more difficult for teachers to find background material and they' are lek;
likely to have had a backgrpund in the topic areas in their academi training.
Such topics as "the Organisation of Contemporary P.N.G. Societ ". -The
Development of Ideologies", "International Relations" and "Cult e- re-
quired an amount of preparation beyond the time available to most t
teachers, and beyond t".. resources available to them as well.
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Frequent conferences amol112.1t the teachers ink oked. tvgether with
niemhers of Curriodum Branch. could haw helped solve theso developmental
prohlems in Forms 3 and 4. Fnfortunately. because of lack of funds. this
V.as possible Only in the case of teachers in the ,Port Moreshy area. and, even
thk was thwarted by the unwiliingness of one high school principal to release
one teacher during school time. I was able to make personal contact with
teachers and students outsi& the Port:Moresby area once or twice during
the school year. hut this -was an unsatisfactory suhslitute for combined
meetings of teachers.

,Despite these problems the first term material which has been introduced
.into :ill high schools in Form 3 this year has met with a generally enthusiastic
response from' teachers and students.-leachers particularly comment that the
cOurse is hetter than Forms I and .2. hut this may well he simply because the
topics covered so far lean more towards the traditional disciplines of history
and geography.. rather than because of the quality of the thaterial produced.

Again we find the same arguments and complaints arisin14 from ex-
patriate teachers who have not taught here hefore. or who have not,..tatLht
the subject before, and wItOse horiziyis sometimes end with the English
Genend Certificate Examination or its lounterpart in .E.ast .Africa or Australia.
It is too eitrIv_yeLto_asecrtain-whether their-approaCh to teaching the subject
will embody the concepts and methodology envisaged by the course developers

my colleagues and I are apprehensive that the temptation for teacher- and
subject matter-orienicd teaching will prove too great for many of the ex-
patriate suhjeti specialists. (One notable exception to the generalisation
made above about the new expatriate teacher i the graduate from Canberra
CAE it i interesting to contrast someone who has heen trained in the
teaching of social science and who understands its rationale and methodology

.with the majority who have not and do not.)

In the Original thinking about the project, it was envisaged that there
would he in-service courses held throughout the country for teachers. students.
headmasters. district inspectors, and members of university .and teachers'
college staffs. This was possible to a certain extent in the case of Forms
I and 2. hut lack of finance has prevented anything of a really worthWhile.
nature being done on a largescale for Forms 3 and 4 in fact, it has not
even been possible to arrange an in-service course for trial teachers prior
to their commencing teaching the course.

'Hie potential value of such a course must he faiuly obvious when we
look at the hreakdown of teachers engaged in the Form 4 trials this year.
of the 20 teachers involved. only One has heeri involved in the trials since
It)70. Seven were involved in the Form 3 trial last year and of these only
One was not new to the subject. Two have taught Forms I and 2 before
leaving 10 who are experiencing social science for the first time in the final
year of a four-year course.

Looking at the course overall, we must ask, "Have we achieved the
ohjectivA a the course?" ...the answer' is simply that we don't know, as
there has yet to he mounted a large-scale evaluation of the outcomes of
Stage I. Ecedhack from trial teachers in Stage 2 has indicated that, in
general, the aims for each topic are realistic and are being achieved. hut
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this does not mean that we haw neeessaril) produced the thinkine member
of societ) that we are hopme for.

ln conclusion. and rewrtnig to the title of this paper, I Would answer
the question posed hy sa)im.! that. in my judgetnent. there have heen
elements of success and failure in both the developmental and implementa-
tion phases. Materials have been put into schools and have been found
wanting by most students and teachers, Form 1 is wid'ely condemned as
being too boring, and die number of people involved in Stage 2 of the project
has not permitted the same breadth of knowledge rind experience to he
used as in Stage 1.

On the success side. we ,ee a course of study which is comprehensive.
generally well-written and educational!-) sound, and which provideS for the
teacher. however inexperienced, a' set of background readings. lesson outlines
and student mAerials which will allow him to enter the classroom with some
degree of confidence about the outcome of his lesson.s.

the implementation failures have conic about tlirough a lack of under-
standing on the part of some teachers. headmasters and inspectors as to
what the course is trying to achieve and how it is trying"to achieve thisfl-an
ahtipathetie-Mnd-sometimes antagonistic attitude on the part of many ex-
patriates. and a lack of imaginative and innovative teaching hy some
teachers. indigenous and expatriate alike.

Against this we must rank the general acceptance of the Form 2 and.
particularly the Form 3 course, the 'almost universal, acceptance of the
whole course hy the indigenous' teachers, and, in most cases where the
teacher's attitude and prejudices do not Militate seriously apinst it, accep-
tance and enjoyment hy the students.

And this. I would suggest. is the most important point of all.
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THE PLACE DF ACRICULTUR-E IN THE SCHbOL
CURRICULUM

,A. Si 1 III ft! ;NI), 11.SLAGIt., VS., 1 .A.L.L.
Convuliani Oepartmem ,If tducanior.

Most of the people in dev'eloping countries live in rural area, and in
ost of these countries rural production is' the economic wealth bast:.

's therefore to the improvement of rural production that these countries
must chiefly look in 'order to make economic progress and to raise the
standards of living of, the people.

It is probably for this reason that agriculture has been introdut:ed into
the school curriculum in many dm:loping countries. The' recency of this
development is obvious in the following tahle which shoy..s the years of
inauguration of school agriculture courses in 'some islands and territories
of the Pacific region:

Navuso Agricultui:al SchoolFiji
Ratu, Kadavelevu School, Fiji
Guam (Marian Wands) ....

Vunamami School, Rahaul. P.N.G.
French Polynesia
American Samoa
Ponape Agriculture and Trade School, Caroline%
Papua New Guinea
British Solomon Islands Protectorate

While the-economic dependence of these countries on rural production
provides an obvious reason for their interest in agricultural education it is
not so obvious why the Achoots have been chosen as the vehicle for this
education. Perhaps one reason is the fact that the schools represent the most
widespread educational facility in such countries, and' are seen as an
important agency for the dissemination of ideas considered to be of national
importance. Perhaps one factor is oztirmism in the possibility of affecting
attitude change in the younger generation more readily than might he
possible with an order more conservative generation..

The level at which agriculture has been taught has tended to be deter-
mined largely by the age at which most children leave school. Where _most

-of them leave at the end of primary schooling. agriculture has been taught
in the upper primary school: but where the majority of children stay rth
into the junior secondary school, agriculture has been taught at this level
where it is likely to be more successful.

1958
1960
1964
1965
1965
1965
1966
1967

Nevertheless, with a few notahle exvptions. the history of school
agriculture in developing countries has been a most disappointing one. The
subject lacks prestige in the eyes of the pupils and parents alike: far from
strengthening the interest of young people in rural oCcupations, the effect
of school agriculture often seems to have heen the reverse --=to strengthen
the determination of pupils to do all they can to escape from rural occupa-
tions and to find some other employment.
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Many contrihutine factors N coil to have been lesponsible for this
4ituati,on:

I. The paucity of teachers who have been trained to teach agriculture
properly has undoubtedly acted as a serious limitation to the success of
this subject.

2. 'In the ahSence of a suitable syllabus with variet.y an tellectual chal-
lenge,-..school agriculture has often consisted of more thdn corn-
pulsory periods of manual labour in the garden, often in the hot sun.
This has naturally given the subject a poor image in the eyes of the
students who conipare it with other subjects studied hy their colleagues
indoors.

3. Lack of an adequate time allocation in the school programme has meant
that teachers have not had enough time to do anythine effective with
this subject. 'Hie prestige of school agriculture can never he high vIthen
it consists merely .of one or two hours gardening each week.

1. But the most powerful factor operating against the success of school
agriculture is that it is seen hy students and parents as a preparation for
a-- ret um-to-subsistence-1i ving-on-thc-fantf.

The'prestige of a school subject in the eyes of students tends to depend
heavily on its vocational significance. A subject that is seen as a preparation
or part preparation for a well-paid occupation will enjoy high prestige. Thus,
school agriculture in Australia has high prestige in those schoors where it
is a ivatricOlation whj&t or-where at least one segment of local agriculture
is a .very profitable occupation. But it 'WS low prestige in schools where its
ohvimir-significance is a return to wbsistence agriculture, for in almost

all rural communities in the world, low social prestige is accorded to sub-
sistenc i! agriculture as a way of life.

This situation is unlikely to be changed by the provision of well-
trained teachers, an imaginativi syllabus or a generous time allocation in
the weekly programme, for it is the to:deeply entrenched community attitudes
to subsistence living.

Therefore to the 'question, "What is the place of school aericultum in
the currieulum'?" the inevitable answer in .many developing countries may
well be "As a separate school subject, it has no place".

Even in those countries where thiS pessimistic judeement appears to be
a completely correct one, two factors demand a re-examination of thc
sit uation

(a) The fact that the majority of students Whose homes are in, rural areas
will have tA- spend the rest of their lives engaged in rural pursuits and
will be unable to find employment elsewhere,.

(h) From a 'national point of view it is highly desirable that such students
be given sonic understanditut of the means whereby agricultural .pro.-
duction can' be improved,

Because sehool agriculture has often been unsuccessful whert offered
as a separate school subirci vet sonic understanding of it is thought to be
highly dtsirahle. interest , 'dirtied to some other ways of- introducing it
into the curriculuni. Sevc.ii interesting new developments can be described.
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An increasingly popular solution to this dillicult problem is to include-.
some agriculture in a general science course. Such action requires a re-
statement of ohjilctives in general :Hence to accommodate such additional
material; it also requires _that the agricultural material he subjected to a
highly selective proCess in order to achieve its, aims without overloading
the science syllabus.

In 197 agreement was reached on the -followine objectives for a'basic
:icience course in Fiji:

A. MAN OBJECTIVLS
I. To contribute to the mental development of students by giving them

experience in the processes of kientilic thinking in problem solving situ-
ations and by encouragine \independent thinking.

I. .10 develop various attitudes such as:

-objectivity- honesty in assessing' evidence, critical attitude to i!on-
elusions. willingness to re-evaluate evidence.
coucernIfor_comer-vation-4-wide---use-I---of---mitural-resourccc.--

--concern for quality of life insofar as it depends on understanding one's
,environment. .

3. To develap the students' understanding of their present environment and.
their 'possible' future environment. particularly the land and its products'

B. SPECIFIC OklIXTIVES
.1. .To provide some understanding of the basic biology of organisms and

Communities.
1. To develop understandings and attitudes as far as possible' through

participation in group practical work and experiments.
3. To lead the student to understand the workings of his body and some

important principles of hygiene and, human. nutrition.
4. To lead students to understand the problem of the balance between

populatiOns, including-human populations, and land and sea resources.
5. To develop an understanding of the need for conservation of natural
- resources.

6. To provide an understanding of how man uses the natural resources of
the land and sea for good production. and the need for care in preserving
and developing these sources of food production.

It will be noted that objectives A3 and B6 make adCquate provision for
the inclusion of agricultural -themes; but it is when such objective:, 'are
translated into specific syllabus content that difficulties may arise, for so
much depends on the background and training of the syllabus wri:ers. A
special consultative group meeting in Fiji in May, 1973, suggested .the
following agricultural- content of such a syllabus:

choosing types of plants and animals
altering soils
managing growth-- -through nufrition

through' disease control
through climatic control

managing production
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but it was assumed that this would he preeeded by the basic t)iology of
organisms and would 'be followt.i.d bv ecosystem biology in which the implica-
tions of agricultural practices would he discussed.

It Will he interesting to see who her this and similar trends in other
countries result in the dcvekipment of a science syllabus which .J.Iccessfully
integrate physical and biological science with some fundamental concepts in
agricult ural science.

It is worth noting that agriculture forms 'an important part of a subject
called Rural Studies which has infiltrated "into the secondary curriculum
in the United Kingdom. HoWever the primary motivation for the intnluction

. of this subject is the psychologi':al and social needs of children rather than
political considerations has0 on the place of agriculture in the national
economy. In a working paper "Rural Studies in Secondary Schools': pub-
lishedby the Schools Council in l969,' the subject is justified by two criteria,
namely:

. ,... .,

"(a) The care of growing plants and the keeping and study of animals
mect a need thatis fuildamentatto all htfiffin beings. TEE- satis-
faction of this need consequently ehriches die persomility and pro-
'vides an acceptable formative influence on allopupils. In brief, unless

r they have these experiences, boys and girls will grow into less wdll
informed and less mature adults. x

A ,(h) The subject deals in detail %Vith the p sical arid social aspects of
flit: 'environnient and these are certa nly the most constant, and
probably among the most important educational' influences) to
whi%h young people are subjected."

In an influential paper2 read at the fifth Waivani Seminar, McClymont
argued a 'strong case for the whole curriculum to-be directed at developing
an understanding of the kiind and man's relation to it and dependence on
it. McClymont's main motivation in this paper is the urgent need to provide
education that is relevant to the future life .of the majority of the children:
It is not enough to include one subject that is/relevant' to the needs of the
pupils. but the whole curriculum should be caSt in this. mould. McClymont
visualises an integrated physical science, bioloeical science, agriculture and
socialtscience course in which the central aim should be "to teach about
land A a system involving flow of energy from sunlight to plants to animals,
with man as a haFvester of. both plant and animal energy: the cyt.iing of
nutrient elements between the soil, atmosphere. plants' and animals including
Man; and the-interdependence of all forms of life primarily through provid-
ing food for each other, and the resulting phenomena of nutrition, disease
and population regulation, and their implications for man in terms Of agri-
culture, conservation. diet, hygiene and population control . . . The teaching
should in the terminology. of current syllabuses, integrate nature. study.
science (especially biology) and aspeets of geography. social science, hygiene
and agriculture with one another and with locat ecological, cultural and

...
economic factors".3

A ifiajor value of. MeClymont's paper is that it has provided much
needed guidance for those who arc zit present reshapine science programmes
and including in them elernents of agricultUre and agricultural ecology. But
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c.

it pay eventually have a much wider influence in curricuhim construction
when the need for preater relevance in secondary curricula becomes a more
urgent issue.

There is reason to doubt whether the inclusion of agriculture in general
science, courses will prove to be as effective in providing the provocational
preparation of future farmers"°s'O much desired by governments. It is possible
that the following lisnitatioRs will always ,operate:

(a) at best the agricultural content of science courses can consist only of
a study of general principlo with little or no opportunity for these
principles to gain meanirig by translation into practical husbandry.

(b) because of the scarcity of teachers trained in agriculture. the teaching
of these topics must often be in the hands of those who know little
about the subject.

It is- for these and otfirr: reasons that much interest now centres "on the
innovative approach of the Modern Stndie's course now in the process of

---- development-and-trial-in- Fiji.-
\initial steps 'towards developing this conrse had their origins in dis-

cussions centred on the following needs of pupils.
I. -The need to demonstrate the relevance of the curriculum to -the present

and future needs of pupils.
2. The need to Provide pupils with practical activities which:would he

meaningful if centred on real-life situations. These activitiifs were initially
citified "situation experiencesi,

3. The need to introduce children to ,some of the fundamental economic
concepts of a modern cush economy.

4. The need to promote the develOpment of the rural sector.
The main purpose of the Moderiv Studies course is to provide links

between schooling and life activities in the locality, including their ecOnonVic
aspects. The course is to be viewed as' a vehicle for demonstrating the
relqvance of the curriculum for modern livine in Fiji. As far as possible.
understandings and skills are to be developed through praaieal actiyities
and projects in which'S'tudents are actively invOlved.

The course is Offered in the third and fourth,forms antl consists of two
strana. The compulsory basic topies are used to introduce students to
certain universal economic and commercial understandings' and skills that
have application in avenues of economic development.

The projects form the second strand of the course and_will eventually
embody some.degree of choice 'according to the locality. The main aim of
these projects is to provide opportunities for students to study and participate
in projects of particular relevance to their environment. .

The, first two projects are at present under trial in selected schools. The
projects have the following ch4racteristies.

"1. Although both are rural a broiler chicken project and a veg.etable
growing project they are suitable for schools located in either urban
or rural centres.

a
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Because many teachers supervising the projects will have had little or
no agricultural trhii1ipg. the teachers' gukles have been written in con-
siderable detail. They provide background scientific information, suggested
sequence of lessons and activities. full lesson notes and technoldgical
instructions: as well. the teacher.'s guide attempts to stimulate the interest
of the teacher.

3. For each project there is also a pupil's pamphlet. These are written to -
he readily undefstood. arc fully illustrated and contain lists of suggested
activities. quegtiohnaires. drawings to be completed and so on.

4. Although the first projects are organised on a group basis, there is imple
provision for pupil participation in the practical part of the project..

5, Both projects are used as, vehicles for explaining the modern/ scientifit;
approach to plant and animal production, both deal with economic
aspects of such production and both draw heavily on concepts developed

ge,ncral sc-iencecou-rst..

The modern Studies course is certainly an exciting development. lt
'remains to be seen whether the projects are too derranding on the super-
vising teachers, whether pupil interest in the school projects is folloWed by
some attempts to develop larger projects in the villages and whether the'
projects are at all successful in changing attitudes to traditional agricultural
practices in the villages.

R1.1.11tENcES

I Rural Studies in Secondary Schools: School; Council Working paper 24. Evans/
Methuen Educational. 1969. p. 17.

Strategy'' for Agricultural Education: G. L. McClymont. reprinted from Ward.
Marion W...(Ed.). 1972.
Change and Development in Rural Ilelanisia. Proc. 5:h Waigani SeminaThUniversity
of Papua New Guinea and Res. School oc Pacific Studies, Australian National Uni-
versity. pp. 59-66.

"Ibid.. p. 5.
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POWFR OVER THE ENVIRONMENTAN ATMUDE
TO THE WORLD

M. N. 1Iflx4K, .ir D., 1)11'.11)., l'11.1)., N1.1.( .1 .

1.ectwer, 1)epartIllytt If riluratiolt, /lli%i'rSit If Novelotle.

Science teaching is relatively young in the evolution of a formal school
system in Papua New Guinea. A "natural science- syllahus had existed in
the primary school programme for a long time prior to the dcvekipment of
the present Three Phase Primary Science 1T.P.P.S.) programme in the early
MO's. hut had been sadly neglected or completely ignoreNLv.i.the teachers.
and high school science dates hack to dhout 19o0 when the Alternative
Science Syllabus for N.S.W. was taught in a few schools, to he first examined
.at Intermediate Certificate level in 1%3.

_Science-teaching -is. regardeds,an iniportant component of formal school
programmes all over the world, and there hasbeen important focus on science
as a major facet of the programmes for a' developing country. This focus

hy the attention paid to science teaching hy the then Director
General. of UNESCO. Adiseshiah, in his Camilla Wedgewood address in
Papua New Ouinea in .1065 (Adiseshiali. 1%5).

In his discussion on the purposes of science teaching he claimed that
its aim should he to .introduce students to that innovative mindedness and
capacity for inventiveness and experimentation. so urgently needed in the
worldin other words, an attitude development aim.

Most of the major science curriculum projects throughout the world
have included attitude development in their aims, fairly typified by Arnold
Grobman's statement ahout the objectives of the Biological Sciences Cur-
riculum Study i U.S.A.:

Tfie' goal of enquiry instruction is the production of informed citizens
who raise purposeful questions about their world, who have ahility
evaluate rigorously the answers that are proferred to their questions: and
who can make. hard and intelligent decisions (p. 202).
In discussing the cpntrihution that science education can make to the

world. Rowe (1970) stresses an important attitude to fate control:
Perhaps the higg'est viintrihution science makes to western, societies is'
its emrphasis. home mit by the way western peoples have absorbed the
philosophy, upon intervening in one's own future .

For children in any culture who grow up in environments marked by
passivity. governed \by superstitions. hound hy fear, empty .of dreams
or ruled entirely hy forces outside themsel&i. science has something
special to say . . . (11-1-1).

She ctaims that prediction rests on helief that events are not totally
capricious, and that what one doLls to a system makes a difference on how
the parts acts.

Burkman (1079i is another supporter of the concept that an important
function of science eduCation is to bring about a change of attitude from
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a ta sill to a positive vicw ability to dc,i! with his environment. He
sees this :minute ()I' power ove'r the environment as important for the educa-
tional programmes ()I do eliping (..ountries .

l'hat these views are shined by the framers of the formal education
programmes in Papua New Guinea is horn out h) the stated aims of the
Papua New Guinea high school science syllabus, which include attitudinal
components in four of the Ike objectives listed.

lhe aims are to develop in the students:
I. an awareness of, interest in and curiosity about the natural phenomena of

his onvironm,ent, and a commitment to seek a scientific explanation of
these phimonienal

2. n understanding and appteciation of his relationship to his environment
Nd confidence in his abilit y. to affect changes and improvements in the
ens ironment :

33. an understanding of a selection of significant st.1 ,aitic facts and theories.
and the ahility to apply them in relevant situations:

4. his critical thinking ability. and it reduction in tendency to adopt opinions
haed on unsupported or unrcliahle evidence:

5. an understanding and appreciation of the methods of, science, and the
past. present. and possihle future contrihution of science to nlankind.

Like nlost of the rcst of the world. however. -Papua New Guinea has
failed to do anything about attempting to evaluate whether the attitudes
arc heing successfully achieved. If they are not being achieved. then the
formal education system is not producing a crop of educated people with
the positive type of attitude needed for development. If they are being
achieved in the students, what about the people who do not have access
to the formal system?

The research repoi'ted in this paper was a pilot study to attempt to
develop an attitude measuring instrument which could be used in the cros,s-
cultural. nlulti-lklgual situation in Papua New Guineta. and obtain a nunlerical
assessment of attitude related to the attitudinal aims inlplieit in the science
syllahus stated objective's. It applied a .technique of defining the behaviour
expected of people holding the specific attitude and using the defined
behaviour to construct multiple choice items for an attitude instrument.

SCIENCE AND CULTURE
The attitudes that people have are derived from the belief systems of

the culture of the society in which they live, and although there is still
much argument on the topic. science can be considered to be part of the
culture of any society, however simple.

Malinowski ( 1948) proposed that no people. however primitive. lack
Jeligion. magic. scientific attitude, or science. but that science is related to
reason and observation, while magic is related to what he imlled the "domain
of unaccountable". This view is supported by Levi-Strauss (1966) and Lessa
and Vout 11%51. Lessa and Vogt consider that it is errorsin correlating
irrelevant causes with particular outcomes. which leads the :primitive" to
magical acts and heliefs tp. 3941.
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the -.1oinain ot the 1111.1tA 011111:1hle- cists een ii ith.iih:ed
hin its clent has been rediitl throne!) Ow applit.ation f st-lene and
technolop. Scieffists make the s.tme stilt iii cuuor' iii correlation eer do
as primitive people do, but they are more likely to detect such errors due
to the constlitent iltiw ii ci'immunit'ation not available to isolated, simple,
societies.

Cargo eults.lhise been described as a result of the disturbance of deep
seated beliefs by the intrusion of modem technolor% lrom outside. and could
he considered as duelto such errors in correlation. Lawrence (1%4) points
out that the Madang careo-cultistx were unabk. to regai-d "cargt;" as rthe
product of kinnan endeavour and skill. incessant struggle experiment and
achievement of the independent intellect. 1mit .n Lteir view it was knowledge '
revealed by special deities tp 231.

The wrlter takes the position that science is the use of human intdlect
to estahlkh models of explanation for natural phenOmena_. from empirical
Observation. and- from mental maniptilation of such observations. and that
in this sense, the ethnoscience of folk communities and "modern science" in
the metropolitan world sense have common ground.

Very Rule is'really known about the scientific and teohnological aspects
of Papua New Guinea culture. ilespite the work t'if anthropologists. and the
recent focus on ethnoscience:

Ethnoscience received considerable attention at the 1970 A.N.Z.A.A.S.
conference. at.,a symposium on structure and Nature of Education for Science
and Technology, ..1..vhere is was considered that the ethnoscience of the pupils
ean play an important part in the erilssroom (Andrews. 19701.

'the ethnoscience of a community -is One of the factors which affects
the attitudes of its members, and these in turn influence attempts to, alter
attitudes, such as through the formal school system. The importance of the
influence of folk attitudes on the teaching of science in developing countries
has been recognized. as in the lLN.E.S.C.O. Report bf.the Advisory Com-
mittee On the Application of Scienee and -1..chnolol..4 to Development
(U.V.S.C.O.. 1970, para. 17):

hether the education of future scientists and technicians. of a more
scientitioally oriented general public, or both...is the concern all such
attempts must include an examination of the traditional world response
and of the extent to which traditional attitudes, basic assumptiou and
concepts are accepted and used by the school population in everyday
life.
The traditional 'world response may be the Kource of particular diflisulties
for school chiklreh in their learning of western science. Also it ean
profoundly affect efforts to use school science as a first stage in the
education of scientific and technical personnel.

Stone (1%7) was concerned about the develvments in high schoo`V\
science in African countries. particularly the IntrodtIctioh of overseas science
curriculum projects such as Nuilield. and American projects, and emphasised
the need for diverting some of the funds devoted to the promotion of such
projects. in Africa to the development of research into the intelleetualoback7

grounds in which thty arc to operate.
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ticv of his cultur.e.,:4, ode 114k:twill), grasps realtY only as it is Pre-
sented to him in hN. '41
This view is surq't.'1,wili 41,. It`,111 11 968). Who sees language as being

dissected along lines vote sitme gie jtative htnguage of the observer. All
observers are not led 11'Y ti'..nguisiik: -1131nysiN1 evidence to the same picture of
the universe. unless, trieir itctentinds are similar or can in SOMC
way he calibrated.

The common atii0/1"-,, verv techifiLlttes which have beeh tried in
other par'ts of the woat' .tecliti!'hetilt 'to translate into the Papua New.
Guinea situation. Onct,T1,-. 1,1 tO frame a :;et of abstract state-
ments and ask respoulL14;11';rY t.Ai what, decree they agree with the .

statements. such as igree "disagree", "strongly dis-
agree". The semantic li er Ihigtic is another device which has been
used.
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CROSGULTURAL STUDY OF VALUES INVOLVIING INTERVIEW
AND TRANSLATION

t
One successful study in a cross-cultural. multi-lingual situation in the

affective domain was-the Kluckhohn and Strodtheck (19( 1) study of values
on five Indian. American and Spanish American comniunitils in the
American west. In this study an instrOment was developed in whi i concrete
situations were posed. together witir concrete statements p(istulatin, alterna-
tives of value orientations which the respondents were as:.:-,! to rank in order
of preference. The instrument was prepared in Spanish. Navajo. Zuni and
English versions: 'he instrument was_ administered in interview-trans!Aion
situatRIns involving the assistance of an,interpreter.

One of the value (Wientation pOsed in the Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck
study is one they called the -man-nature orientation. for which they
postulated a three-pilint range of variation, namely "subjugation-to-nature-.
"harmony-with-nature-. and "Mastery-over-nature-. '

c .1 :
Although. considerable argument-van be.':advkinced as to whether the

latter is fully desirable in the modei-n world, it iS this offentatkm which is
aimed .at by the teaching of sciencethe atlitude that what one does to a
system makes a difference on how the partslaet (Rowe, 1970).

,----

The Kluekhohn and Strodtbeck imartunent consisted of -22 items which
took about iwo hours to administer. Two hours was considered-about the
limit of concentration yor interviewer and intervieWee. Its success in the
study of values, and its use of posed concrete situations rather than the
use of abstractions. Ntig!lested a technique for developing an attitude instru-
ment.

RATIONALE

People possess a set of values which is determined by the interaction
between the individual and the natural and`social enyironment in winch the
individual lives. This value (wientation is manifested,in the attitude held to
circumstances in daily life. The attitude is given overr expression bv either
verbal statements about choice of action or by actual choice of behaviour
when situations arrive in daily life.

Although the actual choice:of action doe:s not always agree with the
verbal expression. the latter is the most practical way available to the
researcher for assessing -attitudes.

The man-nature value orientation defined by Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck
(1961) is seen as giving rise to a continuum of attiwdes from negative at
one extreme to positive at the other,

A person holding a positive attitude is defined aS a person who.believes. .

or has faith in the susceptibility of the universe to himian ordering'and
understanding (Kimbh11. 1967-681.

Five objectives W.ere established to provide the basis for items in the
attitude measure:

Ins
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S.

I. When faced with a situation in which it is ,proposed that an. explanation
(if sonic natural phenOmenon be souieht. or information gathered about
it through the 'avenue of observation and,, ivestiaation. the .person will
accept ,observation and iavestigatitm as a proper and iiiiportant method

seeking cxclair; in or information:

2. when posed with situations in which _it is proposed that knoWledge of
the enVironment can be applied to manipulation of tile environment for
man's bcneiit. the .person will accept that sirdi manipulation is possible
and may be :lesirable;

3. when faced with examples of technology. and asked to accept man's
role in snch tcehoology; ;I..! person will accept that such technologies
result front man's effort': witn knowledge gained about natuial phenomena,
and not from some ';magicid:' source unrelated 40 human effort;

A4. when faced withsituations in which a cultural model is challenged..the
person will acccIpt that such models .can be tested by experiment and
observation. and be willir-cz to subject the model to such testing:

5. ,when faced with a situatiolin whicha cultural model has been challenged
by experimenfor observOn which has produced evidence which contra-
dicts'or conflicts wittlItTe model, the person :will indicate- willingness that
the model should be modified in the liuht of the evidence.

A. person who has a positive attitude is expected to respond to the
majority of items in the instrament in thc manner prescribed in the objectives
above. A person who has a negative attitude is expected to respond in
reverse faOtion.'

THE STAGES IN 'DEVELOPING THE INSTRUMENT

TAttriginal intention was to have each item stem cotisist of a descrip-
tion of a concrete situation based on one of the five objectives, followed by
a question asking for an open ended statement of the respondent's position
regarding the statement. The quesstions were to be asked in interview, the
answers recorded on tape. and finally coded kir a positive intermediate of
negative position on a three-point scale.

To this end an original pool of about 40 items was prepared and tried
out in 'sinall scale interviews with groups'of two to three high school or
teachers' college students at a time. This trial revealed limitations in the
open-ended format, and the item pool was then recast into a three alternative.
multiple choice format, with one alternative representing a ne2ative position,
one a positive position. and one intermediate position. the respondents
heing asked to choose which of the three alternatives was closest' to their
own ideas.

The following is an example .of an item developed for Objective 4.
Some people bought some land on the side of a hill-where there was, a
big cave. The people who lived nearby told them they believed gardens
should not be -put on the hill because the cave would make the gardens
d ie:
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What chi you think they shoukl do?
(a) Go away and never use the land.
(b) Try gardenine on the land tf; see whether the gar&ns would grow.
tc I Ask other people nearby what they thoueht the cave might do

to,the gardens..

The items were cast into three .formsForm A of 36 items. Form B
of 32 items, and Form C consisting of 23 items which v. common to
both Form:A and Form B. These three forms were given a large scale
preliminary trial with- teachers' college and .high school students in a group

'interview situation, wfisre the questions were read in English to the _group,
and the respondents marked their response on an answer sheet:

Analysis of (his trial showed that the items were diseriminating well
between individual respondents, and open-ended discussion after the instru-
ment administration revealed that the students .were strongly of the opinion
that uneducated villagers would select the negative responses.

The three forms were then tranetted into Pidgin, and a major fields
trial conducted on a sample of fourth year high school students and illiterate
plantation and town labourers. The students were interviewed in English
and thelabourers in Pidain, the'interviews being:conducted in face to face
situations.

The final form was translated into Raiapo Enga and Hiri Motu versions,
to be used with the English and Pidgin forms in a major research trial.

..tge
RESULTS OF ANALYSES OF "IE PRELIMINARY TRIALS

As the instrument \vas to he used in major comparativ research, the
aim was to develop 4 unitary scale of high reliability. In the first Jarge
group trial with TeaChers' College and high school students. coefficient alphas
were obtained of 0.6! on Form A,. 0.79 on Form B. and 0.60 on Form C.
These values were considered verx encouraging, as the sample represented a
restricted, top of the ranee sample. lackine illiterate villauers. The Form C
consisted only of 23 items. expected to he about the same number as the
finalized form.

In the major preliminary trial, the prediction borne out by the group
trial was realized, with a coefficient alpha of 0.92 for, Form A. 0.90,for
Form B. and 0.88 for Form C. An inter-interviewer correlation of 0.95,
significant at the 0.01 level, was obtained between scores obtained on half
interviews conducted by one interviewer and the Other half conducted by a
second interviewer, indicating little error due to different interviewers.

From the items in Form A and Form B. 26 items were selected on the
basis of the hiehest correlatjon between the item score,and the total score,:
usine Form C _as a moderator on the common items.

The wording of the final items and the Pidgin translation were improved
on the basis of the experienced gained during the trials, and then both
versions were given to translators to ,produce a Hiri Motii and a Raiapo
Enea-version.
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'THE MAIN FIELD TRIALA COMPARATIVE STI:Dy

Technique of Interview

The next sta,,:e was to conduct a major comparative study on a broad
spectrum sampkn to give the attitude scale a major field test under the
research conditions for which it was designed_ ) 1 1 ILite and ten subjects
were interviewed twice. about six weeks apart. under faLe to (ace conditions
using interpreters where the Papua New Guinea language ve..rsiyu,i were
administered. Eaeh story- forming the item stem was read al,(teltciice, and
the respondent asked to select 'which alr:rnati,e was closest to the 'way he
or she would think or act in the same circumstances. I he answLfrs were
recorded on tape. and at the sante time coded on to a data sheet. Each
item was followed by open-ended discussion was also' recorded on
tape. The students were also asked to predict what an,,ers they thought
their village counWparts woukl give. 'Ehe time taken foMe interviews
turned out to be approximately the saMe as in the Kluckhohnd Strodtheck
(1961) study. ranging from about 1! houcs to two hours in lerwth.

The Sample and Conditions of Interview

Most research in Papua New Guinea has been of the focussed type.
concentrating on a small section < the population. usually a single ethnic
group or single class of educated Papua New Guineans. Although'focussed..
studies provide valuable research information, broad studies are- also needed.
As Mead (1968) points out. much Of the anthropological Material available
is too particular ut be of much help, with its mass of detail on kinship
patterns and related behaviours. The comparative study' usinv the "Environ-
mental Phenomena Attitude Scale- was deliherately aimed at a wide repre-
sentative sample to obtain more generalizable results of value to the educator.

The multiplicity of languages and the interview format employing
interpreters withAlliterate subjects. inherent cominunication and geographical
difficulties. the high-cost from personal funds and the need to complete two
administrations between fvtay and 9ctober to avoid conflict with final
examinations in the schoulls, imposed restriction on the si7e of the sample.,

Schools were selected because they had enough-FOrm 3 and Form 4
students speaking a single language who could be matched fOr comparison
purposes by an equivalent group of about the same age, speaking the same
language. but with three years of primary or four yearS of vernacular literacy
schooling or less. SubjecBwere selected from the Western Highlands and
Chimbu -Districts, representing the highland dimensiOn, and 'From Madang,
Central and Gulf Districts representing the coastal dimension. The' sample
structure by subject's language and degree of formal education is given
in Table I.

English or Pidgin was used for interviewing the high school students,
while their villager counterparts were interviewed in Pidgin. Hiri Motu or
Enga, as appropriate to the region.

L.
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TABLE I. Sample Structure, Face to Face Interviews, Y ears of Schooling
and Language of Interview

Years. Formal Langaage of Piterview
Engl. Pidgin H'ini Enga Total

High Sch(71- 10 !" 47 1 0 0 0 57
Student.i 9: 3 0 5

4 ( Vernacular ) 0 0 0 2
Minimally 2-3 ( Primary ) 0 10 5 2 17
Educated 1-2 ( Primary ) 0 7 1 2 10
Subjects /14 i 1 0 5 12 1 9

T al 49 16 110

Subjecte defined as urban if their school or place of abode and
work was-in a iecognized town or city. and rural if it was far enbugh away
from a town or city to make easy and regi.hr access difficult and infrequent-.

Random, selection was used wherever possible but the subject pool
was often only just large enough to provide the number of subjects required.
[(was also aimed:to keep the cells of the design as close to equal as possible,
but this also proved an impossibility because .of the difficulties encountered.

A team of interviewers, and interpreters was needed to cope with the
sample, with different interviewers hiving to be used in the different 'regions.
with the researcher acting as a common factor throughout. Training of
interviewemili,t0e standard procedures to be adopted was done using tapes
from the prelinary trial interviews, practice sessions of dummy interviews.

wherever possible having the-interviewer observe at least one actual
( interview in progress. In most cases where interpreters were used, an assistant
was also present who spoke the language and acted as a check interpreter,.

A number of difficulties were, encountered in ,obtaining minimally
educated subjects for the sample. Many people who were approached were
not willine to be interviewed, particularly when names were asked for. Names
were ne,FUed to identify subjects for the retest interviews. In Port-Moresby.
friction ween high school students and their counterparts who had dropped
ott school created difficulties in establishing -contact and persuadine
minimally educated subjects, to be interviewed. In Kerema and Huia, the
drift of young people who had left early in their .primary school years to
Port Moresby reduced the ntimber of available subjects.

Conditions of interviewing for the students were maintained fairly
uniformly, with' vacant classrooms or offices . being made aVailable, but it
was not always possit,!2 to control conditions for the village interviews.
situations allowing for maximum rapport being aimed at. Where interviews
were conducted in the open. friends and passers-by were almost invariably
present,. and attempts to prevent their being present usually resulted in a
turmoil which was more disturbing to the interviewee. Girls prOvided a major
difficulty in their reluctance to be intesviewed. and their soft-voiced jesponses
were difficult to hear and record.

Processing of Data

Coded computer answer sheets were processed by an:IBM 1230 machine:
and a CDC 6600 computer at Florida State University, using programmeS
prepared for and written by the researcher.
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Residts of Instrument Analysts

In the first rounof interi/iews. the distribution, pattern illustrated in
Figure 1 was obtained and thtz coefficient alpha obtained was 0.84. -the retest
round alpha was 0.89. These reliability-coefficients were high enough to give
confidence in comparisons between means.

FIGuRE I. Distributirm of .scores for studentynd nththnally educated subjects
in the first round. of fare to face interviews.

-4
20

0

5 -a

------...... ------

MINIMALLY EDUCATED

STUDENTS

A Split-half reliability analysis carried out on a sub-sample of 13 subjects
where one half of the interview was conducted by the researcher and the other
half by a second interviewer, gave a split-half reliability of 0.80 (Nunnally:
1967, p. 194). This value reinforced the preliminary round conclusion that
error due to different interviewers had:little effect.

,Retest reliability. obtained by correlating the second round scores with
the first round scores was 0.77. significant at 0.01. However, there was a small.
statisticahy sienificant increas::, in mean between the tirst and retest admink-
trations, . probably attributable to a retest effect. The six weeks .between
administrations was much'-.1horter than the six months or more recommended
by .Nunnilly (1967) fOr -retest reliability trials. .

Results of Comparative Studies

The comparative sludy embodied in the main trial sought to seek
information about the attitudes held, as meastired by the Environmental
Phenomena Attitude Scale, by students and their minimally educated counter-
parts. The results of this:` comparison provide evidence for the construct
validity of the instrument.. As defined by Cronbach (1971). a construct is a
deliberate creation chosen to organize experience into general, lawlike
statements. Construct validity cannot be established in a single study, but
in this study a result compatible with the niodel from which the construct
was derived provides the fi-st piece of evidence in support.
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he consti:uct "attitude towards investigation, cOntrol and manipulation
of mural 'phenomena" was postulated: The cumulative evidence from the

search 'of anthropologists suggests that if the formal school system is in
any way succeedine in its objectives; (he kores of villagers who lack formal
schooling should he much lower,on the scale than those of high school
students.

It is not beirig suggted that any:difference between the two groups
can be attributed to science teaching alone. but it is assumed that because
of the special nature of science and its demands .on students, that studying
science would .have made a significant contribution to such a difference,-

In a 2 x 2 x 2 analysis Qf variance design used to test education.
. regional and life-style effects, the )esults obtained :lave a major sienificant

difference between the student and villaeer, means, but no significant dif-
ferences for the urban-rural or the highland-coastal effects. The results are'
summarized in Table .2 for the following null hypotheses:

I. Educational. Effect (E)
Ho: there is no difference between the mean scores on the Environ-
mental Phenomena Attitude Scale gained by the sample of hieh
schod studentykind by the minimally educated subjects;

2. Regional Effect (R )
Ho: there is no difference l.:tween the meali scores on the Environ-
mental Phenorliena Attitude Scale gained by the coastal subjtils-.
and the hiehland subjects;

3. .Urban-Rural Effect (H)
Ho: there is no difference between the nlean scores on the Environ-
mental Phenomena Attitude Scale uained by the urban subjects and
the rural subjects.

.

Hypotheses on the interactions were not investigated as, they were not
considered meanineful to-this study.

The. analysis model was, as follows:
M + R + E -1.- S ± RE + SE 4- RS -I- ERS ± ERROR

.-
TAiii.L 2. Fare io Face interviews Analysis of Variance

.tlewa
N . Students 69.2 Min. Educated 55.6
I /0 -Coastal 63.9 Highland 62.9

Urban 6!.2 Rural 64.4
Grand 63.3

Coasuil (RI)

Urban Rural
OM (1/2)

Highland (122)

Urban Rural
(IjI) (112)

Siudent.% (Ell Cell Sample Size .. 17 13 13 19
Nican - 68.6 69.2 70.2 69.2
Standard Deviation 4.9 2.4 2.7 4.6

Afinimall Ediumed Cell Sample Size 12 4 15 17
(E2) Mean . 54.3 56.3 54.5 57.5.

Standar& Deviation 4.7 3.9 7.9 6.0
Variable Sum Sq. ill F Cril,. F P -i'. F E E2

R . 6.79 1/102 - 0.27 0.00 0.0
E 3945.11 1/102 11.76 0.001- 157.71 0.78 0. 1

H 26.98 1/102 - 1.08 0.00 0.00'
RE 0.01
HE
HR

'..42.65
0.00 .

EHk 12.85'
Frror 255.1.50
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The difference between the student and 'minimally educated mean of
13.6 gave an.F ratib' of and an epsilon (E) of 0.78 (Cohen. 1965.
p. 105). Epsilon is a statistic providing a universal measure of relationship.
used with analysis of variance desiuns. Where degrees of freedom. insthd of

-numbers of subjects are used to calculate sources of variance (Nunnally.
1967. p. 136).

,The high epsilon shows a very strong relationship between scores obtained
99 the scale land membership of the student or villager group. which shows
Cp very .we11- in the bimodal distribution illustrated in Fiuure._1.

Figure 2 gives plots of means for the three main effects. The major
significant difference bttween student -and villagers is clearly shown in the
top pair. as are the small non-significant differences .for the other effects
in the lower, two plots.

.Malejemale effect was also investigated by recasting the analysis of
variance desian. but only a small. non:significant difference was found
between ttie.means of the scores for males and females.. ,

The stronu.eduC.ation effect is in the direction predicted from the ruodel
used to develop the construct, and is therefore considered sUpportive evidence
for construct validity.
Flou'RE 2. Plot (4 means given in Table4Vr analysis of variance in Model

2: Education. Regional and Urban-Rural Effects.

The Predictions

The predictions made by students as to .the answers expected of their
minimally educated village counterparts were also analyzed and compared
with their own scores, and scores actually obtained by the villauer sample.
using t-tests.

The twO null hypotheses tested were:
I. Ho: there is no difference- betwcen the mean of scores predicted

bY the students for minimally educated subjects and the meitn of
scores actually obtained by them.
Ho::,there is no difference between the mean of scores obtained by
tfie students on the Environmental Phenomena Attitude Scale and
the mean of the scores predicted by the students for uneducated
people.

The first hypothesis 'was tested by a -t-test appropriate for the difference
between twb .means with different variances ( Yamane. 1964 ) and a t-ratio
Of .18-78. significant at the 0.001 level. obtained. A Pearson product moment
correlation . between the student scoros 'and their predictions of :---0:26.
significant at the 0.05 level, was obtained. These results are summarized in
Table 3 and Figure 4.

r

The siimificant negative correlation indicates that there was a distinct
tendency for students scoring high on the scale to predict scores lower on
the lanue than predictions made by students scorinu lower. The open-ended
follow-up discussion revealed that the students in aeneral held a very
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patronizing view Of the attitudes held by their village- counterparts and
attributed the difference to villaeer ignorance throuelf not having been to

-school and -not havine studied science.

. 3. Compari.wn of Student Predictions with Own Scores

Siudeni Sc4,res

Prediclions

Number in Sample 59 .

Mean 69.2
Standard Deviaticin 3.9
Number in Sample 59
Mean 47,6
Standard Deviation 8.0

r 0.26
P <0.05

r2

+Ratio 18.78. Degrees of Freedom () 85, Critical 1* 3.43, P<0.001

FIGURE 3. Plot of means of actual scores obtained by students and the meanS
of predictions, coastal and highland students.

TABLE 4. Onnparison of Predictions with Scores of Minimally.,Educated
Subjects.

Alininudly Educiued Number in Sample 48
Mean 55.6 rp.13 -0.51
Standard Deviation .6.0 P

Predictions Number in Sample 59
Mean 47.6 rpli2 0.26
Standard Deviation 8.0

t--Ration 5.88. Degrees of Freedom () 129. Critical -1. 3.29. P<0.001

FIGURE 4. Plot, i4 nteans of pctual scores obtained by minimally educated
subject3 and means of predictions 'nude by students, coastal and highland.

The t-ratio obtained for the_ seAcond case 'was 5.8& with calculated
degrees of freedom 129 (Yamane. 1 964).- signigcant at the 0.001 level, and-
the'rtUll hypothesis was- rejected. The ri)int biserial correlation obtained from
the t-rttio (Cohen. 1965. p. 104) was 0.51. indicating about 26 per cent of
the variance being associated with sample membership and the scores. The
resultS are summarized in' Table 4 and Figure 4. This difference is not
nearly sd strong as the gap predicted by the students.

CONCLUSIONS

The pilot study silows that it is possible to develop,-an imtrument which
will produce scores at a hieh level of reliability in a cross-cultural, multi-
lingual broad-spectrum sample situation in Papua New Guinea. The results
are consistent with the rationale for developine the instrument and indicat
that a strong difference in attitude towards investigation. cont. ,1 and manipu-
lation of natural phenomena. as measured by the environmental attitude scale.
occurs between 3rd and 4th year high -schocils ahd Weir counterparts of about
the same age. speaking the same laneuage. but with minimal formal schooline.

This difference is pervasive and uniform across reeional boundaries and
in towns and rural centres, and in both sexes, there being no significant

'differences in the hiehland-coastal, urban-rural or ,male-female dimensions.

Open-ended discussion indicates that science teachine the schools
is having an important effect on the differences in attitu-des between the
products of formal schooling and those with littlF or no schooling. In fact
it appears that .there has been a. sound degree of success in achieving the
affective-domain :aims of the science syllabus.
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Students patronisingly see themselves as a race apart from their villag!'e
counterpart and attribute- this difference to schooling, although the actual- difference does not appear to bç as great as predictet.1..by tlw students.

The question raised by any attitUde study is to what degree the answers
really reflect the true feelintts of the respondents, rather than a perception of
what they think the researcher wants Every precaution was taken in this
study, in the way the items were framed, in the administration and the open-
ended discussion to detect any such deliberate attempt. and .no evidence of
any such efforts were detected. If it does exist it must do so on a massive
scale. because,of the consistency of.the results.

The instrument nevertheless has obtained only verbal response. and
whether a person's-actual course of action, when really faced with a situation.
would he the same as It's stated intentions. is another issue. However.

; verbalized statement of attitudi .has some value. -and if pervasive, can have
L. important effects on courses of action.

Concern has:often been expressed at the gap that formal schooling in
developing coutitries creates hetytoen the elite product of the schools and
-the people left behind in the villa2es. There is a current campain in Papua
New Guinea's ,schools to promote interest in local culture and programmes
of "community living". in an 4.1 ttempt to relate education to the needs of
the country.

, This study provides one measure that indicates that in effect the gap is
a strontt and real one in the area Of attitude to the environment..This could
lead to tension:and'calls for a major rcthinkintt about schools, their curricula,
and their functions in Papua. 1Cew Guinea society.
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A RELEVANT TECHNICAL EDUCATION

P. M. PYERS, ,R.M.I.T.,

Heachna.vter,Goroka Technical School, PNG.
1

"As the man made sectors of human environments grow in importance,
technology, rather than being merely an activity' of man, partakes more and
more of the nature of man".'

It would be Wrong to accept. that the criteria for assessing social and
technological well-being in a western country shouki be used in Papta New
Guinea. This is the basis of our problem in trying to assess what the future
here might be. We have imposed a system of existence (we know it ds
:ommercialism committed to economic growth) nn the population of this
;ountry for which they did not elect. Indeed in our eyes no election, no
alternative, exists. This k the way.

,The Australian Administration has endeavoured to impose here a system
of government, commercial management, social welfare and technology which
in fact is quite foreign to indigenous culture. We have a police force, a
chamber of commerce; an electricity authority, a returned services club and
even an apprenticeship board, just like we have back home.

I d6 not mean to be flippant and'this is notto denigrate or belittle the
efforts of those administrators and educators who have worke^o hard for
progress here. What could we do but what we knew, and what Could, we
teach but what we knew to be "better" and what we "knew" would work. The
achievements in chzinging social organization and education in this country,
in the last few years at least, have been mammoth in relation to expenditure.
My 'point ig that we should not now be surprised that the sort of feedbaCk
and statistics we are receiving as to the success of ctur operations are not itt
keeping with what wc expect in the Australian dr WAtern model.

Now that Papua New Guinea has the opportunity, and a measure of
background, to identify itself and to see what its nc,ds are, then perhaps we
will see a breilIaway from some of the forms of. ornisation whieh now exist:

The country is committed to change and that change is running in the
direction of Western materialism. Our dilemma is how much change in' this
direction is likely to occur and how quickly is it likely to take place...Do we
face an increase in economic activity or do we face a leveging 9ff; Or even
a regression?

We should all be aware that growth and progress :in the generally
accepted setke are 'very closely !hiked to economic 'planning and politiCal
expediency. The demand for skilled manpower and thus the training of such
manpower must be based on predictions, and predicting at this time is.a
hazardous game. It remains a fact however that high level and skilled man-
power, technical education must be geared to the foture needs of the economy,
and the overall capacity of the government to support it.
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"A simple systems approach to training and econon* develOpment has
Ween outlined in figure I which illustrates manpower production based on
co-operation and good communication between education, training (A),
industry (B), Government ministeries (D), professional institutions and trade
unions (C ). Manpower when produced by this process is of no use un1es8
effectively used by sound management ( E ) with devclopment plans (F) to
produce overall natiottal economic development (G) .2

0
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.4 systerns'appirsach to Manpowet production,.
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machines
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each sector of
industry and
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int restructure.

To complete the system there must be feedback.-from (G) to (A), (B),
(C) and ( D ) so that trainine at all levels k suited to, and controlled by, the
needs, either local or national. -

The feedback will-help to ensure that education and training programmes
prepare for the rapidly changing job market and give them the necessary
skills, knowledge and attitudes to profit from further on-the-job training.

This is particularly important in the developing countries where it has
been found that only zibout 50 per cent of the people with a vocational
education actually fill jobs for which they were prepared.*

What is so often lacking, particularly in -the developing countries, is ,

effective communication and co-operation between the groups ( A ), (B),
(C) and ( D) in the diapani. Each one should be in close liaison with the
other three.

ln the developin.L7 countries (A ) if often given undue financial support
and priority in the miskikoi belief that technical education by itself can
produce trained manpower.. and will automatically increase the industrial
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2t.),.,,itY of i)

development and pr0od," itct/rIse nation 0 condition for industrial
developmeid is miS1ake4 l4(1)'s kb: \' it. 1 L'chnical education is a necessary,
but not a suffi( ient, r

`/'

),((- ,1)YMettl. M'khpower is produced bv. Co-
operation between ( A )', (i.) and ( i hut the output must go through
the process denoted by Iv '

111`,It

I would like to stio,e- ioo kvd al9'. in the held of technical -education
for Papua New G tune:J:7,4011 117:st.=narate areas:
(a ) the tertiary or pk )11:' architect, sprveyor and

accountant (\f the
.07) the skilled manpov'c' tiru, hkJ() ... I 0 ts

tr)Licsnlarl

leavers. the villag,:,;(1 I urban squatter. .

educitted(c ) the general publie, il',-, r .01j ti"ewly prilnary and secondary

1i1 dealsv!
Democratically', I )11 *t irnporti th tile general public first and it is My

opinion that this is thc.,- rilus''itiltri,:)Uf area. in, the absolute sense, however
education in developirq ordr to Uletiones iI-as to reverse the seemingly
natural order of thin ill tit in with the pressing needs of time

,and economy.
a, oil leve.I ,

Technical educati erl;,,,Liy eiwitzti. Is tile ninst experplive of the education
categories. It requires It'"' 1.fabhie iNed ccluiPhlent and facilities, specialist
staff and, residually. the t,40,ire 00 tintrilisation of such facilities and staff
leading to increased ek-fic" -II in Jetornalociation and travel. These factors,
seem to have been fi filaiecht)icil l'alining the situation ;

developing countries, the einderella and usually
ex,stent in roost ..

remains so almost to tli i; ''' 'I; for 1,.N
t lij ;I,: eduegion is

4'llii. figurc ;.:cas just-hek4 1' I cation :i in 1977- 'Inci 1973.

Tertiary Level Technkj EV
0 .rrotle0Ux

I believe it woulti 0- ".,t,itism, fo presume that expanion
exploratiOn and survei thQvill significant!, :

y increase the need for .
higher technical educatiori%il tif 11 ) k)uard- It Would be a safer speculation
to predict a general le 41,,IfIrlf I Ki horrlic activity or at least a
slowing down of the 10- - and thiS t0 he (iticernihle with,in the,,, ,1( gl'owt1), 'Ids of eco

next few years.
le,:cl tchnic.,

The need for higll livfeehrioIn Il educ`it,i0n Was recognised with the
oliening of the Institute L, thv lieigY, how tne University of Technology,
in Lae. Courses there OrL 11 . at full LIN of Engineering, Architecture, Survey
and Commerce. Cour-40 ai Orilfessihnal and subProfessioual levels,

(h. i

It should be notej ' 's ilor
t teltiary

(-- tett! vel education is carried out in Agri-
cultuie at the Vudal ^(Itel)1301(40, lillege, New 13ritain and forestry . di

hintlereu hy the facts of historY, (they

stues
at the Forestry Schix1.3 pa\ beent' seems ,that moves to rationalisy, the
facilities of these instite 11-i tin),.,$)
were established at diffe("1 gcograPhY. and the very divergence of
the studies undeliaken,

This rationalisatklo
micilities

pigiler P
.
these imstitutjons Is no doubt being

of the size- of P.N.G. ill I I \' lt devcinpnlent can afford two separate
link, or .L UeatiOn Itconsidered by the ofii-4.: It). is doubtful that a countrY
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universities (one on a dual campus now that Goroka Teachers College is to
be part of U.P.N.G.) let alone a 'separate Agricultural and a separate
Forestry institute.

It is difficult to predict when these institutions will begin to cater for
the existinv need for high level technologist but it is well to be awate of
the dangers of overproducing. I am predicting and speculating as to economic
and industrial growth but 'it stiems there will be places for many ytlars.
Producing graduates is one thing it's a !Ian hut, as even the developed
countries have come to realise, there is no substitute for the real thing of
the work situation and only the years will produce the experienced, confident
technologists to make the nation truly independent.

116 The need for the preservation of national heritage and cultural identity
has not escaped attention at the University of Papua New Guinea and this
has been supported by the establishment of a Centre for Creative Artsogit the
University. The Creative ,Arts Centre seems primarily concerned with
traditional or primitive art and with the preservation of historic cikral-
material. The attempt to push young artists, already subjected a\sclioofing
and other westernizipg influences into, reproducing traditional images has
resulted in Art in P.N.G. becoming something of a freak show. The centre
seems lesser concerned with the broader development of Art and 'Design for
contemporary Papua New Guinea: And here I refer particularly to the fields
of environmental, industrial and interior design.*

With the emerging new life style, the proliferation of machinery, an,d
gadgetry, the flood of information and the aceclerattd rate of technologicA
change, planned environmental design should not be left to the hopeful good
intent' of commercial interests or the unco-ordinated efforts of architectS and
accountants. A separate study in tNs field should be established as soon as
possible and the, University of Technology seems the best venue. This of
coluse will need "rg be supported,.hy job opportunities for graduates in a
Ministry for the Environment or similar body and legislative backing.

\ Skilled Manpower Tradesman, Technical Education

"The literate person has learned how to learn and this ability is trans-
ferred to other skills: he is familiar with various modes of communication and
has pcquired his literacy through the use of several cognitive .and motor skills
such 4 reading and writing.""

Given the above and the fact that most students enter secondary school
just that little too physically immature fur heavy manual work the Department
of Education lias since 1968 operated a system known as the "Two-two
System". The first two years at secondary schools are designed as a unit
aimed at fitting those who terminate their studies at this stage for low or
medium level occupations in the urban structure. Of those who qualify for
two further years of education and the Schaal Certificate about twenty
percent are offered the opportunity of transferring to Technical Schools or
-1 have been alarmed to learn that the National Cultural Council of P.N.G. has as its
members officers of the Creatise Arts Centr2 of U.P.N.G. and that the Centre is a
major beneficiary of the Council.f!)
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Colleges where they ::an .1ttain their School Certificate with accreditation in
the core academic subjects Of English. Maths and Science and Social Science
with two units of either Building or Mechanical Trades Technology.

One of the practical drawbacks to the scheme, from an operational'
point of view, was that traditionally minded headmasters of secondary schools
jealously retained their better students and .used the Technical Schools as a
bogey fo; those slacking in their studies and as a dump for the educational
non-conformists or Asciplinary problems. My most unpleasant memories as
a headmaster of a Thehnical School aft° associated with "remittance men-
from high schools.

Credits used to be given toward trade certiti9tion by way of a year off
the apprenticeship indentureship and this did ttract a larger number of
better students to the technical insstitutions because the students saw that

__they were increasing their range.of option:.

When a certain arnount of employment scarcity came ahput 1971-72
and ,employers could afford .to he more choOsey it became obvious that the
l'irger enterprises pi:eferred io take their apprentices from the high s hools.

icy could keep then indentured for a longer period (chcaper_labour and
train them their own way for their own Ilpecilie needs. In' 1972, 40r; of all
apprentices indentured were from secondary schools.

The credits were subsequently dropped and on the limited figures
available for 1973 graduates, indications are that whilst the percentage has
marginally increased there remain- a large percentage of graduates from
technical institutions who have to had work in other fields and a high per-
centage of high school graduates going into trades.

Included in the information gathered to support this paper was a reply
from Kennecott Pacific a subsidiary of the giant international mining explora-
tion enterprise.*

'The popular myth that technical and commercial skills can be acqUired
with a minimum of brainpower is obviously 'still perpetuated in the academic
minds of sonie High School Teachers and others not only here hut the world.

,over.

Until the entire concept of running technical and commercial training
parallel to four normal high school curriculum subjects (i.e. English. Maths.
Science and usually So'cial Studies) is scrapped then it is eVident that either
the academic or the technical, commercial subjects will suffer. Since it,is
imperative that the goal of the .School Certificate he achieved, it is therefore
usually the technical, commercial training that is skimped on to the detriment
of th' Would be tradesman."

Late in 1973 the committee of Technical Education (a sub-committee
of the National Education Board I wrote to the Governing bodies of technical
institutions requesting suggestions about possible changes to syllabuses.and

'I am gratvful to M. Orahame limkden, of Goroka Technical Colleue: the fipures and
basic information he has eathcred have been the bask of much of thk paper:
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administration arrangements for courses. The folk)wing is a passage of the
submission, I made on behalf of Goroka Technical Sehool's I3oard of
Governors at that time.

"l3ecause we at Goroka Tech. are primarily concerned with Contintious
raining, I will concentrate most of my comments on that area. However
before doing so let me point out that we see it that the basic premke for this
type of training is the assumption that a great proportion of the graduates
will find their way into trade level, technological occupations. This has been,
and, it seems, will continue to be pre-vocational type training with progression
through the apprenticeship system to trade certilicatiOn. This premise seen.k
to be based on an even earlier conc41 that the apprenticeship training of the
old European variety is still the be4f way; of producing the kind of technologists
required by Papua New Guinea. It seems,those of us engaged witk continuous
training programmes- are endeavouring to produce graduates suitable for
indenturing into trade occupations in Australia because we have invosed an
Australian mode apprenticcshir:, ,:ystern on this economy.

I personally believe that this system is wrong for P.N.G. in that it is
far too inflexible, especially in that it commits young men to one trade arca,
with one employer for a period of up to four or live years at a time of life
when these young men are incapable of making adequate choices about
their future.

Indigenous employers have already shown a reluctance to take on
apprentices-'under the current system..A module system of trade competence
accreditation based on work experience .and assessment by some authoritative
body (such is the Appienticeship Board) would be much more viable here.
Such a syst. . could certificate tradesmen in four, tive or fifty years and need
not align itself .with any foreign and confusing categorizing of trades froiet
other places, e.g. fitter/welder; plumber/welder; steel fabricator/welder;
shectmetal worker?*

It would seem hoWevcr that whatever the 'after school' training will be,
the role of the schools and colleges will be tied directly to it. I dispute that
this is a wholly good thing. Vmployers have been quick to show us that
they prefer to do their own specialist training (e.g. their preference tor High
School graduates whom they could keep for arr extra year under the old
credits system). Maybe we should be going back to teaching a' more basic
technology based on problem solving with materials and containing elements
of applied physics, applied maths, trade communication and commerce with a
heavy emphasis on, the need for on the job project experiehce and the
inculcation of good work attitudes and habits.

Whatever form our pre-vocational education takes one thing is for
certain and that it -that it must be a job choice decishm and.more particularly
a post secondary school decision. The situation at present with our highly
capitalised technical institutions competing with Higb schools is economically
bad and wasteful of resources both human and material:

'I believe there %sere only mo persons apprenticed to indigenous employers in 1972.
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With the withdrawal of our Teclmical Schools and6Colleges from the
'School Certificate 'Stahe.s these institutions could be given a wider and more
flexible brief: they could become centres of technological innovation in their
regions and offer a broader ser.vice to the cOmmunity as well as be a source
of basically trained, work oriented personnel for technical occupations. I

believe it is high time that we in Technical Education started setting the pace
and.stopped relying on' private industry and commercial employers to tell us
what to do and- how to do it. For what I have in mind there may be a need
for a deal of liaison and co-operation with the Department of Business
Development (nee Trade and Industry ) but at the moment I doubt that
Department's capacity to do much more than send itself impotent memos
and transfer accountants from one centre to another.

I aM sugeesting that our Technical Institutions become large scale or
giant vocational centres with entry at post secondary level (not all trades need
a Form IV y professionally staffed and prOperly financed.

The point could be made that we could miss this pre-vocational step
altogether and use the schools colleges for block courses in service training,
only. But we arc already catering for this work and continuous training as
well thus many of our facilities would be wasted. I believe that in order
to make optimum use of c):- facilities and the nation's resources we should
be re-orienting our schools and colleges to the ' 'de of operation outlined
above.

realiSe that what I have sugs,iested is' broad in concept and is not
immediately possible; it ignores many details and logistic considerations but
I sincerely helieve that this- is the way we should he going and the sooncr we
correct course the better.

The P.E.T.T. courses outlined in Td 24/73 seem to be a step in the
right direction."

Pre- Employment Technical Training 6 to 12 months
intensive pre-employment training post Form A.)

I I

It is gratifying to learn that the e rrently proposed five year plan for
r- the Education Department includes p ovision for prevocational technical

education to be post secondary and that the proposals for syllabuses are wider
and more flexible. Current technical education syllabuses at Form -3 and
Form 4 level seem to ignore the Eieht Point Plan and the need fol- a home
grown product.

It is also interesting to note in the five year plan provision for the
possibility of establishing..something of the nature of a National Service pro- '
gramme for High School graduates to carry out community work and that
participation in such work would be a pre-requisite to furthcr study beyond
the Form 4 hurdle.

Technical Colleges would seem to be the obvious. strategic locations
for these forces for communal good. (The accommodation facilities released
by the non.pursuit of the School Certificate could be used.) The Colleges are
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already equippd with highly valuable equipment and trained trade staff.
However the equipment items the y. inchide woukl have to come out of
the showpiece demonstration role they now occupy and become working,
earning assets at well. Many existing technical college instructors would need
to throw away their dust coats and lectures and roll up their sleeves again;
they would need to adopt a more flexible- role in line with the Eight Point

lan's requirements.

(I have tried to have built in Goroka :in assembly/recreation hall
designed with indigenous rnaterials but the European trades staff would not
touch it, using the excuse that the work is not in the syllabus! Also the
submksion went four times to the local Building Board before they relaxcd
their insistence on.a steel frame.)

I see that the National Service scheme could be the basis of a scheme to
re-orientthe thinking of tertiary students back towards the needs of the people
through grass roots contact at the rural/pedestrian level. But it needs to be
a .big thing, well organised and well run. Any half hearted efforts stich as
running it entirely through District Co-ordinating Committees, as ,has been

. .

suggested, will risk disaster And a reverse effect to whavis intended. .

. I feel that if, as .the proposal projects, entry .to the National Service is.
for Form 4 graduates only then the dangers of the use of the Service as some
sort of political tool to appease the unemployed should be minimised. If the
Service gets off the ground then there will be pressure in this regard and
such a move should be watched verycarefully. There are ample examples in
the African scene notably the scandal of the Workers Brigade of Kwane
Nkrumah in Ghana, pointing to the dangers of such schemes.

The f;eneral Public

toObjects in a primitive environment are personalised and-tied to the whole
of man's existence by religion and- ritual as well as possession and use.
Ownership, purpose, function, form and decoration are all one. The pro7
liferation 'of mass producea goods of foreign material for foreign use'S has
disrupted the traditional man-object relationship in Papua New Guinea. The
impositionof the commercial system and its associated materialist philosophy
and attendant technology have further contributed to this alienation of the
,people from their surroundings.

Education in the technology of ihodern living has been virtually non
existent yet. foreigners are always incensed or amused at any incongruous
use of fomign materials or objects. What should we oxpect given the facts?

The teaching of academic,. subjects, English, Maths, Science, Social
Science or History has always taken precedence in our schools in the'
expectancy that a better way of life would somehow, magically follow. Most
graduates from secondary schook find themselves projected iuto clerical
tyPe ctceupations and never acquire the understanding of material technology
whia is basic t6 modern living: There will be many Westerners who read
this and wh'o claim a similar level of naivety,in- this regard, but they sleny
themsehies credit for the years they spent with mechano sets, tricycles, clad's
hammer and muni's Cgg beater.
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My contention k that whilst we do have some manpower training we
have .little or no technical education. And this is because our educatiod
administratOrs have never really recognised that education in basic technology
should he a fundamental component of 'general education.

There seems -to tie little we can do at this stage for the pre-school age
child or for those in primary education although I would like to be able to
look at this area more, thoroughly. 1 recognise that the Department has taken,
steps to ensure village participation' in school construction and that the
primary science courses arc a step in reducins the gap but is this enough?
1.am Aire we could do more.in secondar schools tloth by increasing the
status of technological studie and giving .ne subject more time. This should
not result in a cost any''greaterthan of the present, as existing Manual Arts
and Home Economics courses should be modified away from the Australian
model towards a more meaningful locally based study. I have been advocat-
ing, a general crafts room for secondary schools here since 1963 but we
persist with replicas of the Austialian woodwork and metalwork classrooms.*

The .idea of base level conimunity technical schools or centres was
conceived about 1962 and a number (about 25) were establkhed. They
were a one or two man institution, usually with an eZpatriate .tradesman in

. charge, teaching basic building, plumbing and mechanical skills together
with agriculture to village people. The idea has caught on and we now have
a la* number (about 70) of what wc now call Vocational Centres. The
new name changes the emphasis awaY from the general concept of a sit

,down, book !istitution to one which aims atldirect-economic or produet
return training.

Entrants to Vocational 'Centres must be post Standard Six and over.
fifteen years (Ad.

Whether these institutions are generally worthwhile is very difficult to
'assess, as whilst I am sure the Department could furnish evidence of genuine
success stories, for particular cases, 1 question thc return as compared to
capital outlay in the way of facilities-and overseas staffing salaries. National
,planning_figures indicate that because of higher priorities localizing of staffing
in this. area will not commence irf terms of real numbers until about 1978.
Other inhibiting factors with regard to these vocational centres are, that in
the-urban situation, like the forms of formal technical education, tacy are
dependent on general economic trends, while in the rural situation the com-
plicated and involved system of land tenure makes it almost impossible to
select applicants on the basis of their prospects for success. Coming from a
society where everyone has the right and ostensively the privilege, of making
good, we presume the same here, whereas many young Papua New Guincans
are born on the wrong side of the tracks, as is were, with no rights to land
or village stature; their only chance is to make it to, and in, the academic
school and leave home.

These vocational centres cater for a small proportion of the country's
population and 1 feel-greater attention should tv paid to the great majority

*The course for Secondary TeacheN in this subject at Goroka 1tts been.re7named Desigq
& Technology and has more realistic goals.
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of villagers to whom technical attention is a byTroduct of imposcd develop-
ment, a haphazard. catch-as-catch-can process of observing, copying,
modifyinit, innovating and making do.

First attempts at change front the known are usually a shorifall but
there seems no way from the ethnic unspoilt beauty of the. native village to
modern suburbia (if that is a desired goal save but through the government's'.
low cost housing development and the subsequent shanty town.

The dilemma of what to do for the villager is no less urgent in the
technology and technical 'education field than it is in the general education
field. We just cannot afford the type of ,facilities and staff or the time
required, but as an educationahst, I belive'we could at least take heed of
.what I have always regarded as the foundation of all good teaching, which
is to set a good example.

Technology in Papua N#w Guinea has always been geared to the
Australian Government's capacity to provide rather than the indigenous
capacity to digest. Imported steel trusses take precedence over poles because
of our impatience With villageland rites; foreign, imported asbestos sheeting
is preferied in boys dormitories to pit pit matting, or even locally produced
plywood because of contract, competitive tendering; a local ceramic 'trick
industry virtually went broke through lack of government support! In 1969-
1970 53% of new motor vehicles 'registered in the Chin Thu District did not
make it back to the registration office.

There are "other examples of bad design and misused opportunitiFs for
development through natural assets. The glass, throw away bottle in, bare
foot country must place the government in- line foc prosecution for neglect
whilst the vast labour potential of the highlands villagers lies waiting for the
exploitation of the ! rich ceramic raw material at their feet.

Little genuine attempt.has been made at a marriage of materials and
methods to involve a greater level of indigenous participation but this has
been partially due to the attitudes of the local -people who, encouraged by.
the schools system, have adopted' a pasSive role in the relationship and
taken a "what do I do, how do I do it attitude". (There is good ammunition
here for Illitch and Reimer in their postulation that schools are diseducdtive.)

It is time we stopped subscribing to the convenient social virtue that only
what is good for business is good for everyone. The time is ripe for strong
legislative directions in these matters and it is pleasing to- note the measures
already adopted with regard to packaging and trading in this regard..

At this point the emerging countries should stop to look nt the one-third
of the world which has so far become industrialised. They may well ask:
"Is it worth it?" With the expanding development of machinery we have seen
the, limiting of the individual sphere of action; with each development crimes
less pride of achievement and more sense of frustration. This was summed
up by Professor R. H. Tawney, as long as fifty years ago: 'The burden of
our civilization is not merely, as many suppose, .that the product of, industry

"I recogase Public Works Building Research Section as having done research in this
regard.
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is ill-distributed. or its conduct tyrannical, 'or its operation interrupted by
bitter disagreements. It is that industry itself has come to hold a position
of exclusive predominance among human interests, which no single interest,
and least of all the provision of thc material means of existence, is lit to
occupy. Like a hypochondriac who is so absorbed in the process of his
Own digestion that he goes to the grave before he has begun to live, in-
dustrialised communities neglect the very objects for which it is worthwhile to
acquire riches in their feverish preoccupation with the titeans by which ri ches
can be acquired'."

Indeed we may well ask "Is it worth it?" but I think the answer
-Yes. if we proceed with caution".

"There are a thousand opportunities to gain from the wisdom of the
white man, yet there is no need to make .the ten thousand mistakes of the -
white man:"'

I do not ,want to be another prophet of doom; the worst, I hope, is over.
lluch has been achieved and the plumbing to the Council House in Henganoli
or the Papuan Club in Moresby is repaired today by indigenous plumbers
some are even members.

Much credit is due to the teachers, instructors and educational admini-
strators who have worked so hard here, especially the. men and women of
the Technical Division of the Department of Education, who have responded
to the government's and private industry's call for courses in a great diversity
of technical skills, often nainst getat difficulties. Even greater credit niust
go to the young men and women of Papua New-Guinea who have made sue)
giant strides in such short a time.

Papua New Guinea is on the threshold of nationhood. It has been
given.a start in the mode of western technology and I hope a warning/about
its iffeqts. Where to from here is something for the new nation to decide.

R \J. Forbes The Conque,t.uf Nature.
H. R. Mills .Teaching on Training.
H R. Milk Teaching and Training.

#.7,-H. E. Kiem,e. Africa: Make them Craftsmen.
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SOME DIFFIULTIES IN IMPROVING THE QUALITY'
OF TEACHERS IN PAPUA NEW GUINEA

LEWIS G. LARKINC,, B.A., M.F.D., M.A.C.E.

Senior Lecturer & Head of Ethwation Studies.Deintrtinent, Mudang Teculters
0)1 lege.

Introduction

Beeby in his book "The Quality of Education in Developing Countries"
introduces the term "qual,ity" in a classroom context. lt is his thesis that
education in a devdoping country passes through a number of stages and that
for a country to improve the quality of its education to a higher stage it must
improve thc quality of its teachers. This he states not merely achicye'd by
lengthening or upgrading the course of teacher education.

"The majority of teachers in a system at stage 2 (formalism) cannot
because of their limited general education be specifically trained to
adapt successfully teaching techniques based on. goals and the modern
problem solving apProach characteristii: of stage 4."

The factor which Beeby sees as determining in large measure the capacity
of ail), school system to advance to a higher stage is .the level of general
education of its teachers.

Since Beeby's book was published in 1966 the level, of general education
of students on entry to eachers' colleges in Papua New Guinea has dramatic-

impioved from se.:ondary Form 1 or 2 entry, to the majority of students
at Madang in 1972-73 now having Form 4 entry qualifications. This improve-
meni: in the geiTeral education of students has lead some teacher educations
in Papua New Guinea to consider that progress through Beeby's stages has
been taking place. Both Leach,.1972, and Smith, 1973, see this improvement
in the general educarion of teachers as indicative of the fact that the more
rent graduates of teachers' colleges have reached a stage bordering Beeby's
stLge of "Transition" and his highest stage of "Meaning"'-'

This paper questions' whether improvement in the quality of recent
student-teacher graduates is as dramatic as suggested by Leach and Smith,
and whether Beeby's answer to improving the classroom quality of .education
is simply a matter of improving the general education of teachers.

The research documented in this paper examines the area of student-
teacher 'authoritarianism' and 'nurturance' not considered by Beeby in his
description of teacheis at each educational stage." The assumption on which
the research rests is that among the qualities possessed by a teacher operating
at the highest stage.,will be the personality characteristics of low authori-
tarianism and high nurturancc. Similarly, for an educational system to move
from Beeby's stage of 'formalism' to the stage of 'meaning', a corresponding
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. improvement will be 'seen in the general adueation. of the teachers and that
thesL\ teachers will become less authoritarian and more nurturant in their
attitudes toward children.

Research in Western countries indicates that courses in teacher education
are generally effective in reducing conservatism, dogmatism and authori-

joianism in, student teachers and that gains have beep identified in terms of
warmth and rapport with Children by trainees.'

initial Focus of Enquiry: Do student-teachers in Papua New Guinea
make similar gain during their two-year period of teacher education to
students in Western countries?

The present author hypothesised following from the works of Hagen
( 1962 who doeumented'strongly nuthoritarian attitudes as characteristic of
child-rearing practices in pre-literate societies, that no significant change in
the. authoritarian attitudes of students could be expected during their two
years at'teachers% college.

A second focus of the research examined the 'learning style' or 'edu-
cational set' of both teachers% college students and two samples of primary
school pupils.',' Determining whether the majority of students and pupils was
either 'conceptually set' or 'factually set% appeared necessary to interpreting
Beeby's stagi of meaning within a -Papua New Guinea context.

Mthodology

The Minnetota Teacher Attitude Inventory (M.T.A.I.), used by Camp-
alell in his Queensland study as a measure of nurturance, has been used in
this study.' The testing was eonducied at the commencement of teacher
training at teachers% college. The M.T.A.I. is alleged by its authors to identify
teachers who have and those who do not-have good rapport with their pupils.
Ype .and Fruchter (1971) have analysed the factor content of M.T.A.I. and
they reported that the items of the iriventory measured 'a permissive, accept-
ing, warm, sympathetic, sUpportive attitude towards children', in contrast
to 'an authoritarian, pessimistic and reproachful evaluation of children'.8
Other important factors identified were: the cOnflict, between teacher and
pupil in interests; the rigidity and severity of teachers in handling pupils;
and the teacher's attitudes towards pupil's independence in learning.

To measure 'Authoritarianism% the 61,ifornia F scale was used at the
commenCement and the completion of teacher''fraining."

.The student-teachers'Alirectiveness' vas measured during their 'practice
teaching' using a variant 'of the "S.P.O. technlque.".

This modification of the test was ised so that it could be used by
students as a self-assessment of their teaching styles. This student self-
assessment was completed by a group of the second-year students prior to
their graduation. . .

To measure other general attitude changes, which are typical.of students
during their two years at a teachers' college, the "Study of Values by Allport.
Vernon and Lindzey was administered at the commencement and replicated
at the completion of the students' teacher-training course."
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In order to gain some idea of the extent of 'field dependence' among
students, which in turn provides a clue to the students' style of learning, an
'embedded figures test' was administered to second-year students and to tstn
control groups which comprised primary school pupils.

Finally, to compare initial specified attitudes with those measured prior
to the 'students' graduation. the Mann-Whitney U statistic at a .05 level of
significance on a one ;aile : test was applied.

Results

The results of the M.T.A.I. tests are set out in Table I. A mean score
of 24.14 for the graduating student-teachers indicated that they were very
low in nurturance and had only made slight, but not significant, gains during
their two years at teachers' c, liege. Compared to norms of student-teachers
in the U.S.A., the measures of nurturance of these Papua New Guinean
student-teachers would be below the fifth U.S.A. Percentile Rank. However,
compared to Daeufer and Leton's study (1969) the Madang students were
not significantly different from other graduating student-teachers from

Mean

1972 Intake N..go

1973 Intake N.141)

TABLE I

Minnesota Teaching Attitude Inventory
Scores for Madam; Teachers' College Students 1972-73

Feb. '72 Nor. '72 Feb. '73 Nm., '73 0,5; Vim;Owlet,

K-26.31 3."--24 14

33.56 R-29.17

N.S.

N.S,

The F scale results are presented in Table 2. On the seven-point scale
used, a mean of 4.86 for a graduating student and a mean of 4.53-for a
graduating headmaster were indicative of fairly strong authoritarian attitudes.
The results revealed that no significant change took place among students
during theit two years at college. The F scale scores of graduating student-
teathers in the U.S.A. presented by Scarr (1970) range from a mean of 3.15
to a mean of 3.36. Innocent 'comparison would suggest that Papua New
Guinea student-teachers were considerably more authoritarian in uttitude
than their:American counterparts."

TABLE 2

Mean F Scale Scores presented as Hem Averages
for Madang Teachers' College Students 1972-73

Feb. '72 Nor. '72 Feb. '73 Nm.. '73 05. Significance

-1972 Intake N9() 4.64 4.67 4.86 N.S.
1972 2nd Year

Students N.1211 4.72 4 92 N.S.
1973 Intake N.140 4 58 4.74 N.S.
1973 Headmasters'

Course N.22 4 64 4 53 N.S,
(July)

The S.P.O.T.S. technique is purported tc4. be a practicable, reliable and
valid measure for assessing teacher `directiveness'. A low score is deemed to
indicate that the teacher has a 'directive' teaching style. Following a practice
teaching period prior to graduation, fifty-five second-year students completed
anonymously the S.P.O.T.S. schedule to appraise their own teaching style.
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On the nine point scale used the mean of means was 4.1 and this was taken
to infer that the student-teac1ors, by their own judgment, saw themselves
as tending to he 'clirective' in their classrooln manner.

Figures 1 and 2 outline the pattern of values of the separate groups of
male and female students. The measures of both groups revealed a similar
trend which indicated little difference in their values over the two years
at teachers' college.

Within the pattern, previously mentioned, religious and social values
were strong and pofitical and aesthetic values weak.

Surprisingly in that initial year of Self Government, the student-teachers
showed a markedly low interest in pofitical matters.

Two points seem worthy of attention in regard to the pattern of values
established. First, the weak aesthetic value scores must be interpreted with
caution as the questions used to measure this value lacked appropriateness
to Papua New Guinea. Secondly, of some interest to the Missions will be thc
finding that the majority of the student-teachers retained their strong religious
values while at Madang Teachers' College.
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The results of the embedded figures tcst arc prcscntcd in Table 3. As
demonstrated by Witken et al. (19721), ficld independence, or differentiation,
may be ekpected to improve until seventeen ycars of agc approximately."
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From the data titled Table '3 it way he inferred that the student-teachers who
were tested at the age previously mentioned of maximum development in
differentiation were in fact only at a comparable score level to that achieved
by the expatriate, Aelected inked race and Papua New Guinea pupils in
standard six at the Madang Australian Curriculum School, On the other hand,
the Saga lau children, following a Papua New Guinea curriculum. were
significantly more field dependent (,-.(1 1) than the Madang children.

TABLE 3

Embedded Figures Test Scores for Teachers' College
and Primar7, School Pupils in (he Madam( Isrea Oelolwr. 1973

Levi,/ of .S.ivnilnloure
Teachers' ollege N. 92 (Second !eal students) N 28.66

Headmasters in 'naming N.22 N 26.33 !

N1adang Pitman,' (Std. 6 Ausi. Curriculum,
-- Expatriate N. I N 29.5

Papua New Guinea and %fixed Race N.10 N 32.5

Total Madang.Primary N.25 to.7

Sagalau (Std. ft Papua New (Mint:a ( urricu-
!um) N.27 N 23.4

Conchisions

N.S.

N.S.

N.S

It may be inferred in -iew of the findings of this research that students
at Madang Teachers' College during 1972-73 were weak in nurturance and
strong in authoritarianism and furthermore than no significant change took
place in these attitudes during the two years the students were in college.
Since it had been assumed for the purposes of this research that weak
authoritarianism and strong nurturance are important qualities for a tcachcr
at Beeby's stage of Meaning, the inference distilled is that the majority of
researched student-teachers had not attained desired levels of these qualities
that are found in teachers of Bceby's highest level.

In addition, it was found that the majority of student-teachers and
children in the research samples wcrc classified as field dependent. The
corollary of this finding, namely that such young people have a `factual
learning style' rathcr than a 'conceptual learning style', has importance for
futurc curriculum planning in Papua Ncw Guinea."

The recent history of curriculum development in Maths and Science
at the primary.school level in Papua New Guinea has been a "Conceptual-
discovery" approach which has neglected to take account of the fact that
many Papua New Guinean children have a 'factual learning style'.

A Plea: It is implored that wider research be cOnducted to establish
whether these findings can be verified in other areas of the country. Should
similar results be obtained then cognizance of tfiis basis of learning should
theri.be reflected in future curriculum planning and subsequent curriculum
developments.
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Further Implications

It has been implied in this paper that a course of teacher education has
been unsuccessful in helping Pjapua New Guinea students make signficant
gains in nurturance. The cause of this circumstance is suggested by such
writers as Hagen I 19621.1" He asserts that the traditional pre-literate .society
and the authoritarian personality co-exist and that this personality trait of
authoritarianism is predisposed by the child-rearing practices of such a
society.

Hagen further contends that the pre-literate society whose members
become generally less authoritarian is the one that implements a rapid
economic advance while its members accept the introduction of supportive
technological advances and a continuing search for innovation and further
progress. It appears, therefore, that it will be only at a similar stage of
development in Papua New Guinea that it can be expected that teachers
who themselves have had a less authoritarian and more nurturant child
rearing will dkplay this nurturance in their attitudes toward children. To have
the majority of teachers at Beeby's stage 4, Papua New Guinea must await a
change in the social personality of the society itself.

However, it should be understood that what constitutes stage 4 or
'meaningful teaching' in a highly developed Western nation may not be feasible
or even desirable in Papua New Guinea. As an example of a lack of cultural
consonance, the "conceptual-discovery" approach adopted in Maths and
Science in Papua New Guinea has been cited. The apparent failure of some
of these prognimmes stems from the fact that many pupils and teacher's alike
cannot adapt adequately to this approach to learning.

Further, an authoritarian society typically values conformity, yet stage 4
teaching is based on independent and divergent thinkers and a good meastire
of individualism in both pupils bind teachers. Already many Papua New

. Guinea, school children are socially divorced froth their parents and village
society. If these qualities are made educationally desirable for the majority,
the social gap between the village and the school will be widened.

In addition, schools th stage 4 level of teaching need substantial library
and suitable resource materials to support programmes of individuat pupil
assignments. In the typical economic circumstance of compromise, found in
all developing nations, it would be unwise to provide too rapidly vast sums
of money needed to equip all of the schools with the elaborate materials
needed for 3tage 4 teaching.

Ifrit is itot yet feasible .to produce teachers at Beeby's stage 4 level of
meaning, what realistie goals are there for Rather education in Papua New
Guinea?

It may be contended that Papua New Guinea con have as a suitable
education goal the attainment of meaningful. teaching within the present
stage 2 or.lower. stage 3 of Beeby's framework. Another research infers that
tcrachers valUe and rely on the detailed `Programmes of Work' prepared by the
Department of Education.0
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In particular, it appears a practical suggestion that considerable effort be
expended in research, preparation ,and extension of further teacher-oriented
Programmes of Work'.

Concomitantly; there is a definite need for student-teachers to learn to
use thtse 'Programmes of. Work' more effectively. Students need to learn how:
to assess the leverof ability of children: to be able to follow a programme
at a pace in keeping with the ability levels of the.children: to know when a
certain section of work should be repeated; and to know when it is time to
move on. Also there is the need for studenrIteachers to learn how to adapt
a programme where only a syllabus outline exists. Fundamentally., schools
in Papua New Guinea need to makeeducation more relevant to the child:
Thus, programmes in cultural studies and agriculturewill hopefully play an
increasing part in education in the immediate future.

.Teachers' college staff have been represented on syllabus revision com-
mittees in the past, however, there.is much that college staff members could
do in initiating curriculum development, for they .are in the unique position
of seeing the difficulties faced by students in usitig lesson materials.

The above merely represent a few suggestions aimed at improving the
quality of teaching in Papua New Guinea. The positive points made in this
paper, however, are that it is unrealistic to talk about improving the quality
of teaching to Beeby's highest stage of meaning and that the immediate goals
must be the attainment of education relevance and meaningful teaching
within Beeby's stages of 'upper formalism' or 'lower transition'.

Reehy, C. E.. The Quality of Education in Developing Countries, University Press,
Cambridge. Mass.. 1966. p. 88. Stages described by Beeby include Stage 1 Dame
School: Stage 2 Formalism: Stage 3 Transition: Stage 4 Meaning.
Leach, G. J.. An Education ,Curriculum for Papua New tuinea Pre.wrvice Student-
Teachers. A paper presented ia connection with M.F.d. studies, James Cook' University,
1972. Mimeo. p. 17.
Smith, K., A Rationale for Future Planning of English Courses 1974 add Iteyoml.
A paper presented in connection with M.A. studies in Psycholinguistics, Essex
University, 1973: p. 3.

3An authoritarian person is characterised by compulsiveness, rigidity, intolerance of
ambiguity, submission to power; conventionality and plinitive morality.
A nurturant person tends to' be warm, acc,:pting, sympathetic. permissive and sup-
portive in attitudes.

iNfazer. G.. "Attitude and Personality Change in Student-Teachers of Disadvantaged
Youth", The Journal of Educational Research, Vol. 63, No. 3. 1969. pp. 116-120.
Scam S., "How to Reduce Authoritarianism among Teachers: The Human Develop-
ment ApproSch". The Journal of Educational. Research, Vol. 63. No. 8, 1970, pp.
367-372.

7'Hagen. F... On the Theory of Social Change, The Dorsey Press, Illinois, 1962.
6'Educational set' or 'learning style' tefer to the method of study hesr suited to a

student. A child who learns hest by di5covery methods is considered to be 'conceptually
set'. A child who finds this form of learning difficult and prefers 'rote' learning methods
is considered to be 'factually set'.

%Campbell, W. J.. "Some Effects of Affective Climate on the Achievement Motivation
of Pupils" in Scludars in, Context: The Effects of Environments on Learning, ed.
Campbell, W. J., John Wiley & Sons. Sydney, 1970.

'Yee, and Fruchter, B.. "Factor Content of the Minnesota Teacher ittitude Inven-
tory". American Education Research Journal, Vol. 8, No. 1. 1971, pp. 119-133.

"Adorno, T., ct al., The Authoritarian PersMudity, Harper Bros.. N.Y., 1950.
ln both the M.T.A.1. and the F scale the sentence structures of the items were
simplified to ensure that the items were understood.
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10Tuckman, B.. "A Technique for the Assessment of 'reacher Directiveness", The Journal
of Educational Re.search, Vol. 63. No. 9, 1970. pp. 395-400.
Teacher 'directiveness' refers to a classroom interaction pattern dominated by the
teacher.
"s.p.o.T.s: (Student-teacher/tutor Perception Of Teaching Styles).
Allport. G.. Vernon. P. and Lindzey, The Study of Values. Houghton Mifflin and
Coy., 1970.
Daefer. C. and Leton. D., Mode/ E/enwntary Teacluing Stations Micronesia: An
Evaluation Report, Ikpartment of Education. Trust Territory of the Pacific Island,
1969.

13Scarr. S., op. cit.
Witkin. H. A.. Goodenough, D. R. and Karp, S. A "Stability of Cognitive Style from
Childhood to Young Adulihood" in Learning Performance and Individual Differences:
Essays Readings. ed. L. Sperry, Scott Foresman & Coy., Gknview, Illinois, 1972.

An keeping with this statement, Eysenck, for instance, asserts that many of the newer
educational techniques now widely embraced such as the conceptual mastery of
materials and the use of discovery learning may in fact defeat the child who comes
from a less socially advantaged background.111
Bruner's comment on Eysenck's position is:
"It is an important criticism, and while not all tile evidence is in there Is enough of

it at hand to suggest caution. None of us knows whether and in what combination
social class and genetic variaoles lead the less advantaged child to be more or less
'cpnceptuar or 'factual' in approach".17

Research by Brinkman would further support the position of a connection between
field dependence and a factual learning l'tyle
"The conceptualiy set and factually set learners do tend to have characteristic mOdes
of learning and thinking which are representative of their overall pattern at adjust-
ment. To attempt to improve a person's learning ability by altering his educational
set in a conceptual direction is to view this phenomenon in grossly oversimplified
terms".1,

14Eysenck. "The Inequafity o Man". Temple Smith, 1973.
17Bruner. J., "Advocate Ey k versus Scientist Eysenck J the Contlict Environ-

mentalist", Time Education Supplement, 16-11-73.
1"Brinkman. E.; "Personal:ty relates of Educational Set in the Classroom", Journal

of Educational Research, Vo 6, No. 5, Jan., 1973.
1"Hager. E., op, cit. ,-
201.arlefng, L. G.. Roks and Rol of Conflict oi Teachers in Papua New Guinea, un-

published M.Ed. thesis. University of Queem.and, 1972.
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THE 1971 REPORT ON HIGHER EDUCATION IN PAPUA
NEW GUINEA A LOOK BACKWARDS AND

FORWARDS

A. H. NASD, B.SC.(ENG.), B.SC.(11ONS.), M.ED. (W.A.) PI-1.1).(MICHIGAN)

Dean: School of Architecture, Art and Engineering, Western Australian
Institute of Technolog.y.

SUNIN1ARY

The author was a meMber of the Brown CommitteL established in 1970-71
'by the Commonwealth. Government of AuStralia to inquire into higher
education in Papua New Cuinea. In this paper the recommendations of. the
Report' and the reasons for makina them are reviewed alone with possible
implications of delays in acting on some of the major recommendations.
Current changes in manpower requirements from those of 1971 are also
considered.

I. INTRODUCTION

Late in 1970. the Commonwealth Government of Australia estaNished a
committee to advise it on aspects of higher education in Papua Ne4 Guinea..
The terms of reference of the Committee were as follows:

In the light of the Government's announced policies and programmes and
the need to develop institutions and courses related to the Territory's
needs, to inquire into and-make recommendations in respect of institutions
that conduct post secondary and tertiary courseg on,

(a) The immediate chanees considered desirable to rationalise and co-
ordinate development of the institutions to achieve
i. Balanced growth of enrolments in keeping with the availability of

school leavers and the projected demands within Papua New
Guinea for trained manpower:

ii. Maximum ecconomies of scarce staff and physical resources:"...

. (b) The longer term Changes_considered desirable for these purposes and
the nature, composition and powerS'of permanent machinery requited
to achieve them-and advise the Government on these matters;

ic) What it considers to be the most suitable arrangement for the man-
agement of institutions. other than the University and the Institute
of Technology. includ,ing any yam ions desirable in the conditions
of service of their staffs:

(d) The arrangements considered desirable to determine the status of the
various academic awards. including the criteria that should be, used
to assess courses and ensure consistency of nomenclature.

At its first meeting in .December. IWO the Committee prepared its plan
of action after being briekd by Mr. C. E. Barnes, then Kinister for External
Territories.
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During the tenure of the Committee a select committee recommended
that the country should be prepared for self-uoVernment by 1976, The
questions of self-government and independence were then, as now, major
political issue in Papua New Guinea.

Major stated objectives of the Government's programmes of development
in Papua New Guinea were to "increase products from agriculture, livestock
and forestry and to promote the advancement of the people through training
and education".4

Having in mind the economic and political conditions in Papua New
Guinea, and realising that the country was in a situation of rapid change, the
Committee "tried to avoid m ng recommendations which would reduce the
options open to 'the Papua Jew Guinea government which will take over
authority in the near future" Thus, though the .Committee could see itself
free to make firm recommen ations in some cdses, in others it refrained from
so doing. Rather it planned to create a situation where changes could be made
easily should a new covernment make a different assessment of the situation.

Hence the Committee saw as one of its most important objectives thc
establishment of machinery within which institutions of higher education
could function efficiently and in co-operation to best aid the Government in
developing Papua New Guinea.

It was noted that in developine equittries such as Papua New Guinea,
development programmes will involve a greater degree of overall government
control and direction than would' be the case in more developed countries.
This factor also influenced the Committee's thinking':

One important matter referred to the Committee was the determination
of manpower requirements and the priorities to be allocated in this respect.

Considering that:

I. the time to educate profesCionals and follow this with appropriate
work experience to make them efficient and effective operators is
considerable, and

ii. the number of hich school leavers prepared for education in pro-
fessional fields is limited by thd number of high- school places and
teachers available.

it becomes apparent that tithe was vital and that the Report should be issued
and implemented as soon as possible.

To enable it to prepare the Report the Committee made visits to various
parts of Papua New Guinea, including Bougainville, met with educators and
students, politicians and other prominent citizens, employers and other
interested people. and visited educatronal facilities and projects involving
manpower. The Committee made four visits to Papua New Guinea and had
several meetings in Australia to sift the information obtained in order to
formulate recommendations.

The final Report was presented to Mr. Barnes on September 14, 1971.
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Since that time Papua New Guinea has achieved self-government well in
advance..of what appears. to the Committee, a very optimistic date. ThuS
logically it Could 'be expected that the implementation of the Committee's
recommendations should be accelerated.

However, at the time this paper was prepared the only positive action
taken at Government level to imPlement the Report's major recommendations
has been the drafting of proposed legislation. the creation of the office of
Higher Education and the establishment of a three man j:ommittee to consider
universities' finances for 1974-75..

In the following sections of the paper the !various recommendations and
the reasons underlying them will be discussed and finally some of the possible
implications of delaying their implemenlata n will be considered.

..

2. PROFESSIONAL MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS
At first sight the task of advising on the professional manpower require-

ments to ensure the development of Papua New Guinea appeared formidable.
The Committee considered submissions from individuals and organisations
regarding manpower requirements, and sifted through manpower surveys and
predictions made at various times.5 As these predictions were not made with
the Committee's terms of reference in mind, careful study and analysis was
required. Predictions were based on a 1966 census which was a sampling
rather than a full census. Consequently their accuracy could sufter.

.The Committee also examined throimhput rates of primary and secondary
schobls and the maximum numbers of student through these and teachers
colleges in the near future. From the considerable array of material considered,
some of which is listed in the bibliography." it finally became clear that, be-'
cause of the particular situation in Papua New Guinea, the task of predicting
manpower training requirements might not be as difficult as it would have

11/4.,.... been in Australia. Two points became apparent.
i. The available trained manpower could not meet all needs immediately

or in the longer term and consequently priorities would have to be set.
ii. In terms of the Government plan of development for Papua New

Guinea professional manpower requirements in the Public Service.
business, scientific, engineering, medical and allied fields could be
determined fairly easily.

The Committee also noted that the Papua 'New Guinea Manpower Unit,
which had divided the workforce into five manpower groups. Classes A to Ef
respectively7 had deternfined that the overall manpower supply and demand
would be approxiinately equal for the 1971-76 period. However it had estab-
lished that there would be heavy shortfalls in the professional and sub

r.

-

p Aessional classes (the first required 3,929 with a supply of 588 and the
se ond reqUired 6.635 with a supply of 3.831) with a substantial oversupply of
"s illed workers"." Unfortunately most of these have had only limited high
school training and are .not equipped for employment in most skilled
occupations. .

The Report proceeds to detail the professional manpower requirements
(other than for public administrators and teachers) together with the supply
expected from existing or currently proposed educational facilities. The
position is summarised in Table I."
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TABLE I

PROFESSI6AL MANPOWER

ESTIMATED TOTAL DEMAND AND INDIGENOUS SUPPLY

I)

Category

1971 To, 197,6 1976 To 1981

.1.1=11

Percent ol Percent of
Additional , Expected current Additional Expected current

Manpower Indigenous Shortfall Availability Manpower Indigenous Shorif:dl Availability

Required Supply (a) to meet . Required Supply (a) to meet

Demand , Deman

Air Pilots/Engineers 240 (b) 240 '3 X
,

(b) 300 /
Architets ' 76 14 62 543 129 98 31 132

Civil Engineers 214 35 179 611 il 342 116 226 295.

SectricAl Engineers 67 12 55, 558 109 60 49 182

Mechanical rigineers '33 . 25 8 132 39 65 . L-26(c) Nil

Surveyors 117 22 95 532 185 86 99 215

Accountants 317 4i 272 704 527 96 431 549

Physical and .

Biological Scientists 368 26 342 1,415 612, 105 507 583

Lawyers 123 18 105 (183 ., 202 34 168 594

Medical Practitioners 184 34 150 541 228 51 177 447

'Dental Practitioners 29 13 1,6 223 45 25 20 180

Admihistrators 182 58 124 314 , 221 194 c27 114

Managers 1,133 37 1,0% 3,062 1,845 64 1,781 2,882

Note: (a) Numbers were estimates from courses conducted or approved. They did not include Committee's recommended

increases.

(b) Training programme was under review, There were four indigenous trainee pilots in 1971.

.! (c) The negative sign,indicated a surplus,
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Whilst actual shortfalls are considerable and suggest there is not much
movement towards localisation the "percent of current availability to meet
needs" figures are more hopeful. Thus there were expeeted shortfalls of 55
electrical engineers in 1971-76 and ILI in 1976-81. However. whilst the output

- of 12 in 1971-76 would have to be increased nearly 6 times to meet the needs.
a doubling of the 1976-81 ohtput would more than meet theni.

It is noted that in almost all cases some increases in indigenous graduate
output_would be necessary to eompletely.mect requirements. but that in many
instances this increase was not great. In fact mechanical engineers could be
in oversupply in the 1976-81 period, The figures led the Committee to com-

/ ment that localisation in most professions should be possible by the mid-1980's.

This seemed a realistic tareet date for it was noted..that most professionals-
would need four of five ,'cars after qualifying from courses before they. were
efficient practitioners. A further period of about five years' experience would
be desirable before they could be expected to effectively occupy senior p6s-
itions. Thus a period of ten to fifteen years (including tertiary egueation)
would have to pass before full localisation would be possible with the process
beginning in lower level positions.

The -Committee also felt obliged to.write that "we do not sce much
likelihood of this general Situation being improved even with the expenditure-
of greatly increased' resource's. Professional people canhot be trained overnight.
But . . the demand for professional people at least in the engineering fields
could decrease considerably if the numbers of semi-profesSional technicians
were increased".").Notwithstanding this the Committee believed the shortfalls
in civil engineering, accountancy. and physical and biological science were of
concern and recommended increasses in -output of 50(.1. 300%. and 220%
respectively to make localisation by the mid-I 980's a reasonable target.

Because of the time required for post,graduation practice it was believed
that localisation of lawyers could *not be' achieved till the end of the 1980's.
Likewise indications INcre that expatriate doaors would be required for many
years to come.. _

Although the'Committee did not have sufficient information available it
believed that the number of requited managerS would include a majority hot
requiring full professional qualifications and that those graduated could well
be sufficient to meet professional heeds. Others could be trained in appropriate
short courses.

-
To meet the proposed extra outputs of professionals at present throughput

rates for tertiary institutions would .have -required nearly 300 more students
from high schools each year. Whilst the Committee felt this number could be
available, it was. concerned at the extra costs involved which were estimated
at $4 million annhally plus $9 million for capital expenditure costs it did
not believe could be justified. as only about one third those entering educational
institutions graduated. Hence it stronely recommended that the Tertiary
Education Commission should give seiious consideration to ways of improving
the throughput in professiOnal courseV
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3. SUIPPROFESSIONAL, SKILLED AND SEMI-SKILLED
MANPOWER

In the Report a detailed analysis is made of the supply and demand of
Manpower in these categories. Special tables refer to training for public
service positions: for clerical and allied trades: for building, carpentry and
related trades: for mechanical, electrical, metalwork and related trades: and
for other miscellaneous trades.:'

. Whilst there were shortfalls the Committee was generally happy to pole
'that the devdopment programme appeared to be producing-a suitable number

of trained people. This was particularly irtie in the Public Service, and clerical
and allied trades, where it appeared that full localisation would be achieved
in the 1971-76 period.

In the building and allied trade areas numbers were considered_ satis-
faetory, though there was a shortfall of I.000 in the 3.500 required carpenters.
joiners and cabinet makers. Howevec, the. Committee believed the number
being trained would -be sullicieht to till the "highly skilled" positions With the
rest being prepared via "on flh t.. job" training. Hence no changes were
r;:commended.

.

-,

In connection with mzchanical. electrical. metalwork and.related trades,
fairly general shortfalls were noted but it was believed most of these could be
overcome by "on the job" training. However. the supply of electricians and
industrial engineering technicians caused concern. Whilst 839 electricians.
radio mechanics-- and telecommunications technicians were required in
101-76 for localisation. only 485 were expected to become available. The
provision of 125 extra training plac4 per year would overcome this problem.
Likewise for engineering and other technicians the shortfall (200 supply as
against 830'required) could be met by providing appn, \ in tatdy 75 extra places
per year. and recommendation for these extm places was made. (The cost
to provW.training for these extra stuclents. would e only of the order of
$400.000 capital outlay and $160.000 rem-rent cos per year.) With the pro-

/
vision of these extra places it was belkved localisation in all manpower
categories considered in this section could be achievell by 1976. _

, In seeking to optimise the use (If available resources the Committee
noted there could be dual:use of equipment by students training as profession-
als, and as semi-ppofegsional technicians and hence recommended strongly that
in Papua New C;uinea duplications of 'facilities should be avoided by using
relevant laboratories and other facilities of the University and Institute of
Technology for semi-professional courses. Likewise it recommended that
industrial technician courses be offered in technical colleges whilre facilities
could be used for the dual purpose of eaticatitig tradesmen and industrial
technicians. In particular and -having the peculiar conditions existing in Papua
New Guinea in. mind,the Committee recommended that the Institute of Tech-
nology should offer a range`of semi-professional as,well as professional courses
particularly in the engineering fields. Whilst noting that the outlay of compar-
atively small additional funds as recommended should give localisation bj,
1976 for .technician and skilled personnel and the inid-1980's for most pro-
fessionals the Committee considered that much additional training could be
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achieved at low cosi in vocational centres which are set up throughout the
country to .introduce rudimentary skill's to those who cannot win places for
training as skilled through to professional people.

4. TRAINING OF TEACHERS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATORS

These areas involved large numbers of workers and were considered
'separately in the Report: The expected shortfalls of trained teachers was so
great that large numbers of 'expatriates must be used for many years.

Public administrators. particularly those in senior positione. have a vital
' role in aiding the new Government in self-government and finally independ-

ence. And it appeared that. whilst specialist expatriates could continue to be
employed to work within government policy in many fields. it would be
nationally desirable that government advisers should be indigenous people

4.1 The Training of Teachers

For a literate population universal primary education is a prime need.
Likewise a.sufficient number of:secondary high school places must be pro-
vided to ensure the How of students into tec4nical colleges. argicultural
colleges. universities and institutes of technology to provide the skilled man-
power already referred to in sections 2 and 3.

Though beyond the scope of this paper. the section in the Report
detailing the development of the 'primary and secondary teaching services in
Papua New Guinea is of considerable interest.'2

It was only after World War If that die Papua New Guinea Admiiii-
stratiim entered the field of education and considering the handicaps
practically no indigenous teachers, limited funds. an ethnic group with ways
quite different'from those in Australia, an adult population mostly uneducated
by our standards and unable to speak English. the language of instruction
its endeavours are commendable. Prior to the advent of Administration
Schools all teaching was done by the mission based schools. The growth in
importance of Administration Schools is illustrated by the figures below.

TABLE 11"
INDIGENOUS PRIMARY ENROLMENTS

Year

AOministration

School Type Total Enrolments

Recognised
Mission

Unrecognised
Mission

1967 11364 .0 156.344 168.708

1957 67.982 131,299 38,905 238.186

1970 79.924 131.918 30.000' ta) 241.842

Note: (a) This is an estimate, as no records were kept.
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The upgrading of mission schools to standards set by the Administration
.(recognised mission schools) is noted as is the considerable growth in the
numbers in Administration Schools.

The situation in Papua New Guinea at the time of the Committee's
inquiry can be best illustrated by, quoting from the Report."

The Pupils
2.27 ... (Unlike) Australia. going to school in Papua-New Guinea, is
something of a hazardoAs undertaking . . . (A) child in Papua New
Guinea has on average only a fifty-fifty chance of going to school at all
... (In) many villages he has no hope at all of attending school.. . If he
does get into a primary sehool, it is unlikely that...he or his parents will
have any real idea of what it is all about. Education is something brought
by the Europeans. and, as the majority of schools are operated by
churches or missions, is often associated with the Europeans' religion ...

2.28 Haiing begun primaTy school . . . the child has . . . to learn the
--Europeans' language. In most cases his parents will not speak English

and it is quite likely that his first teachers will not have a very good
commanil of the language . . (He) will also have to acquire an equally
foreign range Of concepts. Basic ideas of number, quantity, time and space
are _often quite different from the Western concepts. and the child

'entering school will probably have had none of the learning experiences
in these concepts that his Australian counterpart has had through his
play, language learning and his everyday experiences.

2.29 With difficulties such as these . . . many children who start; do not
complete their primary education. Under the new education system it is
hoped that bx_1976 three-quarters will get to standard 4 and 60%. to
standard 6. With standard 6, however, comes the Primary Final Examin-
ation on which the child's future education largely depends. Only about
40% to 50% of those in standard 6 will be able to .find a place in a high
school . . If he does not win a high school place the child has some
cfil.ance going to a vocational centre. !nit for most this is not possible.
Students who have missed out on entry to high schools generally feel a
deep sense of failure if not shame; some have been known to travel
hundreds of miles to other districts in search of a place they were unable
to gain in their own district.

2.30 Having won his high school .place . . . most of his teachers will be
Europeans. In general they will bc young Europeans . . . (who) however
well-intended, will have little appreciation of his background. his different
ways of thinking, his difficulty with the English language or the sensitivity
of his feelings. Despite the improving retention rates under the new
system. there is still some chance of his dropping out of Form II. One-
quarter of the students will also transfer to technical college at this level.
Truly a difficult situation!

The adequate training of a sufficient number of indi.genous teachers to
restaff the largely expatriate teaching service is a large task. The Committee
noted that by 1980 more than Nalf would still be expatriate despite endeavours
at localisation.
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As a euideline the Committee accepted the Government's desire to build
up a total primary teaching ftce of about 11,400 hy 1980 to permit at least
507 primary school population enrolment in all districts provided adequate
expatriate recruitment .was possible. Unfortunately expatriate recruitment
was then laeging. The Committee saw a need for an additional ISO teacher
training places by 1975 with a further 300 to 400 per year up to 1980..lt was
concerned to note that even with these considerable increases in primary
teacher training places the goal of 50% primary education enrolments would
not fv: achieved by 1980. It was also noted that primary education was likely
to take on a higher priority after self-government judged .on activities in other
developing countries, and that for universal education by 1990, some two
thousand extra places per year would be required after 1980. This then points
out the tremendous problem facine the country.

The need for expanded secondary education has been mentioned. In 1971
the predominantly expatrite secondaiy school staff numbered nearly 1.000
'and the Committee estimated this would have to he increased to 1.660 by
1975 and 2,550 hv 1980. This growth of more than 250% in 10 years would
require 170 extra training places per-year without allowing for wastage. In
recommendine the provision of .2()0 additional places the Committee was
aware that the need for secondary teachers would not be met.from indigenous
sources bUt believed this would be a workable number of places and would
not leave the Government with a surplus of training places once the backlog
was overcome. With this scheme more than half the high school teachers
would- still he expatriates hv 1980 but there would be a considerable move
towards localisation by 1990. Undoubtedly the question of preparing an
adequate number of teachers is one of the vexing problems A4 -education
in Papua New Guinea.

4.2 Education for Public Administration

Commenting on the role of administrative staff in developing countries
the Report states: .

If experience in other places is any indication of what will happen when
Papua New Guinea becomes self-governing, it is safe to assume that, of'
all .areas, public administration will he the most sensitive politically.
Localisation of administrative staff is of critical importance in that public
confidence must be secured by the knowledge that it is local officers who
have responsibility for advisine Ministers for initiating policy recommen-
dations and for implementing policy decisions . (The) Adnfinistrative
College is a key Government instrument -in implementing localisation
policy. It must be Public Service oriented, even though it will make use
of facilities outside the Public Service in doing its work The Govern-
ment must decide what kind of Public Servce it wants and what kind of
administration it wants. The Administrative College must accept*the lead
when it is given. Consequently it cannot expect to have antonorny at this

The Coriimittee.has access to the white paper "Accelerated-Localisation
dnd Training relating to the expansion of the Administratian College- (as
tabled in the House of Assembly on August 30, 1971) and strongly recom-
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mendcd that the proposals hq expand the faciliti;:s at the Administrative
Collep be expedited. .

In keeping with views expressed above and.noting that whilst the Admini-
strative College Was located next to the University of Papua New Guinea in
Port Moresby, the hical Governni.mt College at Vunadidir was poorly located
and with poor facilities, the Col,/mittee recommended that local government
training also be conducted al 1!.4.-, main Administrative Co

Whilst there should 1% close liaison between the University and the
Administrative Collegt. the College should. for the time being. remain 'as a
governmental instrumentality responsible to the Public Service but under its
own ordinance .0(1 ,:ouncil. The Committee did not see this as a permanent
state but rather .me essential in the early years of independenc.

5. THE CO-ORDINATING MACHINERY AND OR(;ANISATION
OF TERTIARY INSTITUTIONS

This section of the paper can be introduced by a quotation from the
Report.

Our terms of reference ask us to make recommendatiOns about the nature.
composition and powers of permanent machinery required to rationalise
and co-ordinate development of institutions that conduct post-secondary
and tertiai.y courses.,This is the central and probably the most important

, of our duties)"

The Report contains recommend-ations in two parts. The first in Chapter
7 refers to the formal machinery to rationalise and co-ordinate development.
The second, in Chapter 8. relates to the prolification of educational institutions
and associated problems and suggests ways in which these problems should be
tackled.

5.1 The Co-ordinating Machinery

lhe Committee noted that little co-ordination existed in higher education
in Papua New Guinea. In considering the form of a suitable co-ordinating
body. the peculiar problems of Papua as a developing country had to be
considered. The classic problems of co-ordination and rationalisation in

tertiary education efficient allocation of resources, the provision of the right
number and type of institutions, adequate numbers of appropriate student
places in educational establishments, adeqnate academic staff, and the.need to
achieve adequate student inputs and outputs all had to he considered.

These are concerns of most bodies co-ordinating tertiary education
including those in Australia. But Papua New Guinea has an added and vital
factor to be considered. This 'is the need to use the educational system to
develop the country according to prepared plans.

Thus the Committee considered the traditional form of co-ordinating
committee, which is generally Its independent of the Government as possible.
was not appropriate to Papua New Guineap Rather the body would need to
liaise closely with appropriate government instrumentalities, in this case the
Department of Education, the Office of Programming and Co-ordination
(overall planning) and the Public Sorvice Bohrd.
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Also. whilst it accepted that it may he considered illogical for educational
establishments who were claimants for monies to be represented on 4 body
considering those claims, it was believed that officers of senior educatio al
establishments (the UniVersity and Institute of Technology) could contribu
greatly to the development ofthe overall educational plan for the country..

To act as a counterfoil to official representatives, community represent-
atives were also considered desirable and.to ensure the body was not tod large
and at the same time was balanced. it was proposed those from the community
should number three or four.

Finally it was considered desirable to have as Chairman an independent
who was not of the government, nor of any of the institutions directly
concerned.

Th'e recommended constitution of a Tertiary Education Conimission was
as follows:

An independent Chairman appointed by the Government.
The.Director of Education.
The Director of the Office of Programming and Co-ordination.
The Chairman of the Public Service Board.
The Vice Chancellor of the Univetsity of Papua New Guinea.
The Director of the Institute of Technology.
Three or_four members representing the community and appointed by the

Government.

The broad function of the Commission was to advise the Government on
the one hand and the various institutions-on the other, on methods and means
needed to. provide, develop and co-ordinate higher education against the
background of resources available for the purpose: and.to help in developing
the cOuntry according to stipulated. programmes.

But what of that important function the examining of requests for
finance? The Committee recognised that wtth the structure proposed this was
not an appropriate task for the Tertiary Education Cdmmission.

Hence it recommended that a separate Tertiary Education Finance Board
should be established but that its members should also be members of the
Tertiary Education Commission in order that they could be fully conversant
with the education system and planning find developmental programmes.

The 4-inance Board, whose proposed function was to examine and advise
titt. Government on. financial proposals of thC University and Institute of
Technology and on other financial matters in the tertiary educatioNfield was
to consist of the Chairman of the Tertiary Education Comniission and two
others from that Commission provided they were not members of staff of
institutions whose finances were under inYestigation.

fn its final comments on machinery the.Committee noted that in Papua
New Guinea education "tertiary" would have a different connotation to that in
'Australia and hence prepared a list of institutions which it believed should
be under the Tertiary Education Commission umbrella. Included in this group
were senior high schoo' enrolling students at the grade five level (it was
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-recommended that these should be junior colleges' rather than high schools),
technical and <similar colleges graduating certificates and diploma holders,
and all teacher colleges as well as the University and Institute of Technology.

5.2 Organisation of Tertiary Institutions

In this area the management of the University and Institute of Tech-
nology were specifically excluded from the Committee's terms of reference. As
mentioned it was recommended these bodies should be represented on the
Tertiary Education COmmission but other institutions were not. The Com-
mittee saw a need to have a number of organisations concerned: with tertiary
education in clearlyklefined vocational areas, to act as forums for discussion
of common educational problems and to advise the Tertiary Education Com-
mission regarding the needs of these groups. The Committee looked at various
common interests as focal points for such organisations but ultimately decided
the common vocational factor was probably most,relevant.

The matters to be discussed by members of these organisations were to
include the following:

Levels of entry of students, rationalisation to best utilise academic staff
in short supply, student selection, the sfudent wastage problem, transfer of
students between different educational institutions and other problems
including that of resources needed. The Committec was aware there were many
problems of concern to academic staff which could be minimised if not solved
by discussions proposed and hence Zv., these Association of Tertiary Coll6ges
as important prgankations. Initialli it suggested association could be formed
in,vnnection wieh teachers colleges, with paramedical institutions, and with
technical colleges and others associated with engineering type education."

It was proposed that committees for each group would have represent-
ation from al member institutions, from relevant faculties of the University
and/or. the _Institute of Technology, together with representatives a ftiture
employers, and possibly others who wuld aid deliberations. Liaison with the
Tertiary Education Commission was to be maintained by making the Chair-
man of each Association CoMmittee a member of the Tertiary Education
Commission.

6. OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS

The recommendations made included the following and it was anticipated
that most if not all ma5uld have been referred to the Tertiary Education Com-
mission:

I. The question of raising student throughput, rates in professional
courses

ii. The provision of further places for technician training and the
determination of the fields in which they should be offered.

The provision of additional places in primary and Secondary
teacher training colleges.

iv. The expansion of the Administrative College.
v. The offering of semi-Prosfessional courses at the University and

Institute of Technology.
vi. Tfie offering of industrial technician courses at technical tolleges.
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vii. The provision of facilities to equalise opportunities for females in
higher education.

viii. The introduction of junior vlleges (with appropriate stair and!
courses) to replace senior high schools.

ix. The phasing, out of the preliMinary year (or its equivalent) at the
University and Institute of Technology. .

x. The offering of standard qualtit!ations:
Certificates industrial technicians after form iv plus I or

2 years.

Diplomas semi-professional technicians 'after form iv
plus 3 years.

Bachdor professional after form iv plus 4 or 5 years.
degree

Honours. professional after form iv plus 5 or 6 yea4.4.
degree

Postgraduate after I year Postgraduate studies.
diploma
Master after 2 years or postgraduate studies.
degree

xi. The amalgamation of certain courses ?aid activities associated with
senior tertiary education bodies.

7. THE PRESENT POSITION

_Unfortunately there has been limited action on the Committee's recom-
mendations. It is understood this is not necessarily because of -major
disagreement with the Report but rather because the business of moving to
self-government and independence has resulted in apparently less pressing
matters being relegated.

Also Cabinet in Papua New Guinea appointed a Committee of Inquiry
int() UniverSity salars. Subsequently the terms of reference of the Committee
.with Dr. Gris as Chairman was changed to consider the best form of univer-
sity development. As this could bring forward recommendations differing
from those of the Brown Committee it has contributed to delays in imple-
mentation.. These and associated matters together with the updating of
manpower requirements willnow be considered.

7.1.. Co-ordinating Machinery

Draft legislation for a Higher Education Bill in Papua New Guinea has
been prepared. It is believed this follows closely *the recommendations made.
However. in December. 1973. advice indicated Cabinet had not considered
the bill fully. and evidence suggests such consideration will be deferred till

'tnid-1974.

. The Office of Higher- Education which it is understood would service
the Higher Education Commission has been established with a Director who
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is responsible to (h.,: Minister of Higher [ ducidion who is also th.,: Minister
of Education.

I. In July. 1973. K. S. Inglis. Vice Chancellor of the University of'
Papua New Guinea noted that though the formal responsibility for
higher education still rested then with the Australian Minister for
External Territories. higher education was a field "in which the
Australian Government has evidently decided to take no further
initiative-.N Hence in the absence of the Commission or some
similar bo4 there is no official leadership other than that to he
offered by the executive office of Higher Education.
In the., past the two universities in Papua New Guinea submitted
roIlint trienium submissions detailine their longer term planning
and immediate and longer terM financial needs. These were re-
viewed b,.. Sir Leslie Melville who made.recommendations to the
Government. The GoVernment could decide on grants to be made
and be sure that educational plans were appropriate to its i)wn
development programme. This arrangement has now Z:nded. Hence'
there was no official body to receive the submissions and comment
on them. Ilt was exPected this would be done by the new Tertiary
Education Commission and the Tertiary Education 'Finance
Boord.I.This resulted in concern at least to one of the senior
educ44imahfinstitutes which assumed that "the Ciovernment does
not 4'ish have either of the .two universities- place before it
major innovations not proposed in earlier submissions and sub-
sequently approved".' However, it was hoped that machinery
would exist for the consideration of a new.submission for 1974-76.
to be submitted early in 1974 in which fresh thinkinc recording
policy could be formulated. It is noted that subsequently a 'three
man conmilitee comprised of Messis. 11:2,ilai (treasury), lanamu
(President of the ..Antaz.`nn Bto Local (iovernmero Council) and
Professor R. Karmel (Chairman of the Australian Universities
Commission) was establishe to cons Jr the uniYersjties' finance
1974-75.

Thus lack of implementation of ii maehincr recommendations
appear to be inhibiting fut4re positivL. educational plarmine.
Many matters of importanLe requir'. rceoluns ...ndations to the
Government and/or -policy decisions htore not been considered so
that delas of up to two Year:, have-occurred in these matters to
dat.:. Perhaps the most serious watters are those liste0 as

viii and ix in item 6. The question of raising dm ,ughput rates
will need much consideration and carcful action. For example the
Committee noted annual costs of S4 million were needed to provide
extra output in professional areas. However, it could not justify
this b;:couse of the low throughput rate. Looked at another way it
coukl he stated that large annual costs are beimg currently spent
on failing students.
It is pleasing to note that some tertiary institutes are looking at
some aspect's of pass rates but the problem is one requiring a wide
ranging analvsis and the development of a detailed' overall pro-
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gramme such as could be directed by a body similar to the envis-
aged Commission.

At the time of writing the author did not have full information to
indicate the nature of action taken on recommendatiOns.. However.
comments front various officers concerned with education in Papua
New Guinea indicate that:

i. The number of training places for electricians and radio mech-
anics have not been appreciably increased and though tech-
nicians in, Engineering training places are available they are
not beivg filled.

ii. The number of students offering in some professional fields is
quite inadequate and that wtrys of directing into appropriate
courses should be devised.

iii. No attempt has been made to set up secondary teachers
colleges near universities. However.'there has been general
agreement that the University of Papua New Guinea should
take over Goroka Teachers College.

iv. The teacher training programme expansion falls short of
recommended targets.

v. Little action has been taken to implement the senior high
school/junior college recommendation and-target dates of 1978
to 1983 have been unofficially mentioned:

On the positive side, the need for different types of technician training
has been ascertained, assistance has been made available to help encourage
females and married couples in hicher education (apparently with a dis-
appointing ressponse) and very importantly, development of the Administration
College is progressing well. Also the University of Technology is expanding
itS offerings in the semi--professional field and the two universities have co-
operated in offering joint courses leading to degrees in forestry and agrf-
culture respectively. But again these are all independent actions and the
important co-ordination and fixing of priorities is lacking in the absence of a
Commission. Integrated leadership is required to initiate action when and
where appropriate.

7.2 Associations of Tertiary Colleges
As these have mit been established (other than in connection with

,teacher education) the need continues for official forums to help in the co-
ordination of tertiary education and in solving the many and varied problems
of comm,on interest to the diversified training establishments. Again it is
heartening to see the co-ordination developing in some areas. But this usually
occurs to meet a specific need and not the general problem. It seems that
smaller establishments would still find it very diflieult to find a forum, for
discussion of problems. Thus, because of the absence .of a system similar to
that proposed dialogue on the many common problems is still largely lacking.

7.3 Manpower Figures
Revised manpower figures'" do not vary sufficiently from those in the

Report to cause concern. Thus the only real concern now will be the possible
lack of additional training places for industrial technicians, the lack of a firm
decision regarding the., provision of an adequate number of teacher training
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places. and the lack of positive actiou to ensure that students are enrolled in
appropriate courses as determined by' the develtipment 'programme.
8. CONCLUSION

The findings of the Cmmittee of Inquiry together with major recom-
mendations have been comidered. Some of the possible implications of the
delay in implementing recommendations have been considered. Those of
greatest concern are probably the lack of co-ordination and setting of prior-
ities in tertiary education, the considerable continuing annual cOst associated
with low student throughput rates, the concern that adequate training plaees
in appropriate areas may not be established to give the required balanced
work force, the lack of forums where educators can discuss the many common
problems of education in Papua New Guinea, the inhibiting effect on forward
planning and the pr,hable delay in achieving localisation.

It was noted that individual organisations Were acting in accordance
with sonic recommendations in the Report.
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THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION IN PAPUA NEW GUINEA

A. S. DUNSTONE, M.A., M.ED.,

Stall Member Rarongo College, Rabaul.

This paper will be divided into three parts:
. (a) A brief historical sketch
(b) Teaching by Themes at Rarongo College
(c) Some questions about Theological Curricula

(a) A brief historkal sketch.

The first theological College as such in Papua New Guinea was built
by Dr. W. Lawes in Port Moresby in 1882. In 1884 the first. student from
this college was set apart for the ChriStian Ministry. The lecture-method of
taking notes, to be reproduced for the teacher in the exams was the, norm of
instruc. inn. Methodists near Rabaul from 1885 and at Salamo from 1931,
Anglicaas at Dogura from 1912, in a very informal way followed this
method of teaching. The Roman Catholics sent one man overseas to train
for the priesthood and he was ordained in 1937; but there was no Roman
seminary in P.N.G. until the Marist Bishop Thomas Wade opened St.
Joseph's major seminary in 1946 on Bougainville. And up to the 1941
war, though- they claimed sixty thousand converts, the Lutheran Mission had
no ordained pastor: the college at Logaweng was opened in 1956. It seems
that between the two wars very little advance was made in theological training;
but the 1939-45 war changed many things and throughout the world there
has been a great improvement in theological education, much encouraged by ,

the Theological Education Fund of the World Council of Churches. In Papua
New Guinea every church and group of churches has recently built or rebuilt
its theological college. The Roman Catholics are at Bomana, the Lutherans
at Lae, the Evangelical Alliance at panz, the United Church near Rabaul,
the Seventh Day Adventists near Kdkopo and the Anglicans are building on
the University site. And all the churches have radically revised their pro-
grammes. Most of the theological education now starts with students who
have completed Form IV (R.C.s Form VI), as against twenty years
ago when Standard VI was a high qualification. All are experimenting
with new ways of teaching, though we have time here for examining only
one entirely Tevised curriculum. (The others are covered in a fuller study.)
Thus theological education is still in the van of educational development in
this country, as it has always been.

(b) Teaching by Themes at Rarongo College.

The staff at Rarongo College were especially worried by the fact that
students were not forming an Integrated picture of theology. That the same
concern was felt in Africa is evidenced by Sundkler, who devotes twenty
pages to 'the search for an integrated curriculum'. The staff were ago
concerned that students were so often not learning, but simply reproducing
notes. Therefore the College Council, which inchides experts both clerical
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and lay in various fields, revised the curriculum, especially in relation to the
first two years of the course. In this task it was assisted by Gaunt'''. Teachers'
College .and Malmaluan Training Centre and gladly acknowledges, their help.
The 1970 intake the academic year in Pipua New Guinea begins in
January was the first group to study under the new curriculum.

(a) The method used ih the course.

For-the first two years there is a general. introduction that lasts for four
or five months; and then instead of teaching by subjects: for example Old
Testament, Pas /oral Theology, Church History, a variety of significant
themes is studied. Two or three weeks are devoted .td each theme and the
attempt is made to look at it from every possible theological angle. The
example of suffering k given below.

7

A start is often made with a role-play. In this case it may be about
someone *suffering from incurable cancer, or a pastor visiting the, parents
of a chPd who has recently died. It may be about a young Melanesian
Christian confronted with the evil power of black magic. Thus an initial
attempt is made to root the whple study in the life-situation of the ministry
in Papua New .Guinea. As a result of the role-play, many questions would
normally be raised about God and His care for His people. So one passes
naturally into the theological ihenaes of providence, pain and, if one is not
careful, into-all the realms of sin, the study of which could of course occupy
a whole term. Assignments would have been set at.,the beginning of the
series .on the Exodus, or Job, the Suffering Servant in Isaiah, Jeremiah or
Hosea. All the students in the group could take the same passage, or they
could be divided so that insights could be gained into the various parts of
the Old Testament. The experience of the Old Tcstarnent heroes contautes
to a contemporary understanding of'what God moans by allowing suffering
in His World today.

If the students are alert, it may well be that they will turn to.questions
of man's inhumanity to m.in, in Vietnam,,South Africa, P4kistan or Ireland

particularly if they happen to be called Christian countries; and they may
also ask about God's inhumanity to man in earthquakes, pestilence and flood.
Studies wili be undertaken, alone or in small grouP.S, of I Peter one of
the fullest New Testament treatments of Inc subject -- the Passion Narratives .
and. Revelation. The history of the church provides a vast selection of
men and women who il:Ave suffered for .heir 1.7-.ith,- or who have borne
suffering patiently and bravely for the sake of C117ist. The climax of the
study could weP be the production together of a sermon or series of sermons
for use either at that time or later in theiministry of the students.

Such is an example of a period of 'Leaching that might be described as
general, thematic and integrated. Obviously there are many such themes
that could be treated in this way; and .so the preparation of a curriculum
demands rigid exclusion of many interesting topics, in an attempt to coVer
the widest and most typical areas of life to which theological judgement
must be applied. In other words one should study a microcosm of the whole
of life.
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(1)) The Themes studied in the Course.

Thc themes for study chosen by the staff of Rarongo with assistance
were as follows:

1st Five Month Session. General Introduction; including 'How to study',
'What is anthropology?', 'What is meant by the Inspiration of the Bible?',
'What is the Church?', 'How do we pray?', 'What is Theology?', 'What is a
minister?', etc.

2nd Five Month Session. Themes Group I. The Relation Between
Christian and Traditional Melanesian Thought.

Cargo Cults (5) leading to
God
Thc World
Man

Suffering
Spirits
Dcath

Within this scheme there is room for any other themes that a group of
students wishes to develop. If the fuller treatment of some leads to thc
exclusion of some others, the staff is not worried.

The educational principles and techniques behind thc treatment should
have become familiar; and the students shoulcl be both willing and able to
pursue other themes in their ministries, either alone, or in company with
other Christians or non-Christians.

3rd Five Month Session. Themes II. The Christian- in Society.
Home and Family Lifc
Leadership at th& local level
Why political parties?
Thc Christian's responsibilides in society
Must the Christian always obey the state?
Should a Christian stand for thc House of Assembly?
"Church or Local Government?"

(All these issues may seem to many Christians in deVeloped countrics
to bc settled and obvious. This is far from thc case in developing countries
and thcy have often lcd to bitter arguments and divisIons.)

41h Five Month Session. Themes III. What is the Church?
Why thc Chureh?
How should thc church bc governed?
What IS worship and how shall it bc made relevant?
Thc sacraments
The ministry of thc church
The role of thc layman within the church
.The church as a teaching and caring community
The church as thc body of Christ in the world
The ecumenical movement.
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Each of ches t. general themes can obviously be treated in the same sort
of way as Sufferipg, outlined above, though varkfty of presentation and
development is of cAnirse sought. It would bc possible to chOose many other
general themes and also other specific topics under the general headings.
Though, as will Wargued later, there is a minimum of inforthation necessary
for all theological students, it is in fact likely that no group of lecturers will
use exactly the same b:Oe material: and it is equally likely that no group
of students will want to pursue exactly the same questions. Thus the outline
syllabus is open-ended and student-centred, When the system was begun
there was a hope that each course be led by at .least two lecturers, thus
feedingin a diversity of theological scholarship. That hope is only now being
realised.

Such are the first -two years of formal theological 'education at Rarongo.
Tnose who have shared in the course have found that it opens up exciting

possibilities of development. But after two years at a theological college,
the chureh has felt that it is time fOr a man to go back into a church situation,
as assistant minister or chaplain. He can then discover whether the principles
leant at college can be applied in real life. A year of internship splits the
college course. After this year the ministerial students return for two more
years at college. First they must take a close look at the past three years,
pinpointing the failures of the course and of their own work. Then they go
on to more traditional education in the theological disciplines, repairing some
of the .gaps of the first two years, pursuing former interests and branching out
into new stulies.

There is plenty of opportunity for specialisation, in chaplaincy work,
Christian education, translation, home and family counselling, Biblical
'languages and drama. With this general training it is hoped that these men

and occasionally wOrrien will go out into their ministries equipped
to serve people in all their actual needs.

(c) Other Relevant Factory.

No summary of the Rarongo course would be complete without a men-
tion of sonie other facts.

It is the policy of the United Church that as much training as possible
shall be given to the wives of the students. This inevitably leads to a division
into English and Pidgin classes, since the standard of education of the wives
varies from four years- of high school or more to almost no formal education
at all. One deaconess is set aside for the work, a full-time member of staff,
who depending on her qualifications will also share in the teaching of the men.
The church believes that the wife must be able to support her husband in
every aspect of hi's ministry.

The first two years of the cOurse are open to men or %Omen who do not
intend to proceed to ordination. They could take it out of pure interest,
since the church has said thattheological education is the education of the
whole church to fulfil its ministry in the world'. Or thcy can plan to. take
(or they may have already taken) a certificate in education .and thus be
equipped for specialisation as R.E. teachers. In the admission of laymen
Rarongo seems unique in P.N.G., though "in the 400 theological schools
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in Asia, Africa and Latin America on the lists of the Theological Education
Fund, 33% of the students have no intention at the time they enter of
proceeding to the professional niinistry: 56% of the schools arc carrying on
'some form of theological education for the laity".

The full Course is open to women; for the United Church has accepfed
the principle of the ordination of women.

The geographical area covered by the United Church is Papua New
Guinea and the Solomon Islands, which thus already transcends national
barriers and incidentally raises administrative problems in moving students
from the British Solomons into Australian Territory and back again. But
students come to Rarongo from beyond the arca covered by the United-
Church. The Presbyterian Church of the New Hebrides, a condominium of
France .and Great Britain, sends its ministerial candidates to Rarongo; and
the church of the Marsha lls and Caro lines provides the only American citizens
in the student body. Thus the college can justly claim to be international.

Malmaluan Training Centre, which offers a wide variety of training,
mainly for those who will not be ordained, is only eleven miles aWay and
Gaulim Teachers' College 27 miles. They are both sister institutions of the
United Church. Were all three on the same campus as had once
been hoped mqch more could .be done together; but exchanges of students
and staff still add impetus to the tife of the colleges and the church, and
encourage happy relationShips between full-time church workers whether
ordained or not. Another result of having these neighbours should be that
the Rarongo staff should bc kept awake to develOpments in the educational

Vudal Agricultural College and Vanukanau Roman Catholic Teachers'
College are local sporting rivals.

Many of the students now come straight from high school:

They are therefore often in their teens and the proportion of single men,.
is quite high. This is very different from even five years ago, when experience, .
maturity and proof of being a good husband and father were at a premium
in the eyes of the candidates' committees.

(d) The Advantages of the Rarongo Approach.

We must now ask whether the themal approach outlined above fultils
the kinds of hopes that have be-en raised for it. The teaching starts from
Mehmesian- thought and claims to deal with the problems that are met in
Melanesia to-day. It should therefore be relevant to the needs of the
students themselves and the people to whom they will minister. .Irrelevanee
has been one of The stock charges brought against traditional ministerial
training in both developed and.developing countries. For the same reason the
Course should avoid the danger of deculturation. Many expatriates and
indigenes have been worried that especially in its theological colleges the
church seems to. have taken men away from their own culture and made
them half-European.
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There is of course a real sense in which the Gospel is against all cultures;
for the claims of full obedience to Christ will always mean that disciples have
to transcend the accepted ideas of their own day and place. The danger
in the past has been that people of all races have misinterpreted this deep
truth. It has been thought that Melanesian and African Christians have
to break away from Melanesian culture and identify themselves with European
ways of thought and action. These are theologically neutral or they can be

I, even anti-Biblical, as in the European obsession with wealth and comfort and
its general materialism. The Rarongo course aims to take the cultural

'background of the students very seriously indeed and to show its relationships
with the Biblical.culture. In fact during the early part of the course many
young people learn much about their traditional way of life that had lain
dormant or half-forgotten. Having assessed their own culture they should be
better able to see the Biblical demands upon it.

Trained to apply Biblical and theological resource material universally,
a student should have the tools with which to examine any problem that comes
his way, whether it be theological, moral, pastoral or social. It is a training
in method and technique as much as in facts.

A graduate of Rarongo should have an integrated view of the theological
disciplines. lt, is remarkable how this idea of integration keeps reappearing
in almost every discussion on the renewal of ministerial training from every
denominational point of view an interest which perhaps justifies the length
of this chapter in comparison with the others.. That Roman Catholics
appreciate the need for integration seems clear from the section in Keller
and Armstrong devoted to 'ways of achieving convergence'. "The theological
formation of seminarians, which for'historical reasons has deteriorated, needs
to be refashioned so at\to unify the efforts of all the teachers and direct them
towards a new and mo rk. complete integration of the theologicaNeurriculum".
The need is expressed 1)00 to break down the fragmentation of courses and
to integrate theological study and spiritual development.. A Swedish 'Lutheran
writes: "African students are most concerned to discover some 'ornmon
denominator, some universal\ rationale by .which the diversity of 6rious
subjects can be integrated, a pri ciple by which organic unity can be ac 'eyed
in the whole body of knowledge ith which they are confronted". A Rarongo
gradUate should have the materia with which to build this integrated hbUse
of learning. He should see, for ex'mple, how the doctrine of the Bodi( of
Christ isrelated to the church and to the institution of the Lord's Supper .ind
-how both are normative for the ministration of the sacraments in the I ght
of the history of the church. N

-
Of four types of learning in schoolsProfessor Kerr 'says "The epur

groupings of disciplines.would furnish a framevork for a planned progra Me
of general education which would give the ehil\d\ adequate experience o all
the ways of knowing and doing. It might also avoid\i.datit*ent repetition a
limited range of kinds of experience.- Rarongo's hope.is that, it gives just Jtich
a planned programme of general theological education. 4

The first two years of the course are centred more upon the st dents
than upon subjects. This has at least two direct advantages. It mea s that
if there is a. topical subject of urgent cont'emporary interest not noted.on the
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course-outlines. it is still possible to spend weeks studying that subject, instead
of what is in the outline. For an y. theme could have value in stretching the
minds of the students and the staff and in practising the method. Such
flexibility is specially opportune in Papua New Guinea when the whole social
and political climate can change in weeks and when burning issiies of yester-

day can become moribund today. The other advantage is that every student
can proceed at his own pace. A bright student who can recall all the Biblical
references about, for example. the Christian and the State can bc given a far
tougher assignment than one who must spend hours finding the basic texts.
Naturally any good teacher grades his assignments according to the abilities
of his pupils, whatever apprt)ach he may be using; but there seems to be
a greater inbuilt freedom in the present Rarongo course.

Finally (inc may note the advantages for the staff in teaching by themes
rather than subjects. They are always discovering fresh facets of Melanesian
belief and culture and so broadening their understanding of the students'
backgrounds. This is true even for indigenous staff, since there is such great
diversity in the cultural backgrounds of the different tribes.. Thc staff is

constantly forced to make its teaching relevarvo at least one representative
section of the population. And academically they are kept on their toes.

(e) lhe Disadvantages of the Rarongo Approach.

Professor Hirst has made a searching criticism of teaching by topics.
He is writing about schools in England, rather.than colleges in developing
countries. but mutatis mutandis his criticisms are relevant. He argues that
few teachers have the inter-disciplinary knowledge to do this effectively: and
that before .it is possible to have a bird's eye view of a topic many facts in
each discipline must be learnt by the student. Thus the criticism affects both
staff and students.

It is certainly impossible fok a theological teacher to keep abreast of 'all
developments in all theological disciplines specially so in the Tropics
where in practice in' most missionary situations timc for reading and research
is often limited by.the .calls uf administration. Therefore it was hoped that
each theme would be treated by at least two members of staff, eaeh .bringing
resource-material from his own specialist area. For one alOne to attempt
it is hubris. Here however one must make what must appear a racialist and
paternalistic distinction. It-happens that most expatriate teachers of theology
in Papua New Guinea and other developing countries had some tertiary
education in other disciplines before taking up theology; and that they tlien
experienced a fairly broadly-based inter-disciplinary theology before specialis-
ing. The greatest problem will be when indigenes 'take over an inter-disci-
plinary cour-se. For a few years there will inevitably be men with a somewhat
less synoptic view of theology than 'their apatriate predecessors. Therefore if
the cfiurch is aiming at an almost entirely indigenous staff by the end of the
decade, then teaching by themes may be a little premature.

Hirst's other objection concerned student knowledge. There are certain..
basic facts without the knowledge of which i man could not bc said to be'
theologically liCerate, just as a man who does not know Twelfth Night and
Hamlet is illiterate in English literature. Some unpublished reports about
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theological education have emphasised that "we cannot do away .with a basic
stratum of factual material, because the kmndation of the Christian Faith
rests on facts" in spite, one may add, of. Bultmann's popularisation of
Luther's and Paul's Soh: Fide. For this reason the first term and the hist
two years of the course are devoted more to the teaching of subjects. But
even during the thematic teaching it is surprising how much knowledge of
a subject men acquire by the back door, provided that the back door is their
own back door and that they are interested in opening and closing it them-
selves. The official visitors from the Association of Theological Schools had
read the literature about the Rarongo course: they came sharing Hirst's
reservations, but went away surprised at the grasp shown by the students of
the essential biblical and theological facts.

Another danger is that intere;4 in certain areas of theological knowledge
will mean that other equally important areas will be ignored. Thc themes
treated in each course must be constantly under review by the whole staff,
so that each member can ensure that the broad areas of his specialisation are
satisfactorily covered.

Many Melanesian students like text-books. Concerning both the Church
and, the Christian in Society ;here is' no shortage of literature; but the first
five-month session is on the relition between Christian and traditional
Melanesian belief; and on that very little has been written. The students are
thrown in at the deep end and it is not surprising that some flounder. It is
easy to adopt a superior attitude, emphasising the value of personal initiative,
but the shortage of text-books about some themes must be raised as a real.
problem concerning some thematic teaching.

So much for some educational disadvantages; but every course must be
looked at in its own particular historical and geographical setting. We have
already commented on thc totally inadequate staff-student ratio at Rarongo
in 1971, though it was educationally an exciting if exhausting ycar. The
system needs a ratio of at least one to twelve, which has now, 1972, been
aehiewd. The course_also needs a good college library; and though there
has been a reasonable supply of books, there has not been enough room
for corporate or private study. But another serious question that must be
asked is whether Rabaul will become a back-water; for a course like this
ought to be f9llowed near a thriving centre of 'social activity. Rabaul has a
volcano that might ,obliterate it at any time; it is in an earthquake zone and
in July 1971 it suffered two of the world's most severe earthquakes of that
year: and 1972 _has also seen severe earthquakes in Rabaul. There are
moreover land-problems with the Tolai people, who areclaiming the Gazelle
Peninsula for the' Tolais. So the days of Rarongo might .be numbered.

To conclude, there is an approach here which is fresh and relev:tat.
giving staff and students a comprehensive view of ministry and perhaps laying
the foundations for an indigenous theology. There are obvious dangers in it;
but it might well be worth pursuing in other parts of the developing and
developed -- world.

(c).Some questions about Theological Curricula.

The foregoing chapters clearly indicate that much pioneering work has
been clone over the past few 'years in improving theological education in
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Papua New (uinea. The progress has been influenced hy educational theory
from luau\ countries: tnuI there has been niocli co-iperativ: iospiration, ifs
with teachers' groups and centres elsewhere. But there still rcmain somc
questions to' be asked about all this effort, from the specific point of view of
curriculum theory. Criticism cannot he applied in so clear-cut a way as in
other educational fields, as the difficulties in, making suggestions for united
curriculum development. Next, two' statements will be quoted of modern
curriculum theories at work. Finally will conic a critique of theological
curricula in Papua New Guinea in the form of questions that need to be
askeCi.. This will he done not from the stance of a judge. hut as one enquiring
ministerial trainer among Ilk brothers,

(a) The difficulty in attempting a single asse.vcment and critique of the
variety of rollege.s. represvnted iii M...1.T.S.

lts not easy, to make general ,.omments about the whole collection of
colleges. Here arc sonic of the reasons for this problem: The ohjectises of
the sending churches are hy no means identical. Sonic seem to he training
managers for DistriCt Offices. others, priests who will say mass, hear confession
and attend to all the °pastoral needs of the Ilock, others, preacheN and
evangelists fora mainly itinerant ministry, sonic teachers of congregations,
others, overseers to care for huge areas and yet others, scholars who, they
hope, will be on an equality with scholars in other- disciplines and in other
lands. It may be that sonic colleges are given by their churches a conimission
that covers all these objectives,

i. The members of some churches are suspicious of the development
of rigorous thinking in its own right. Like some dogmatic poli-
ticians they fear the power of critical acumen. For there is a danger
that their young men could break. out from a narrow Presbyterian-
ism, Biblicism. RoManism into a fuller understanding of Biblical
ahd Catholic faith!P There might be a danger of indifferentism or

red rag to some hulls ecumenism. In the study of Religious
Education being carried out mainly from l.ancaster University the
question is asked: "Is a truly 'open' approach really compatible
with ('hristian education?" Most educationists however would put
the development of the critical faculty high on their lkt of priorities.
The entry standards to the colleges arc not identical either Liduca-
tionally-or spiritually. Thus there is :in obviOus difference from the
uniformity found in most primary and secondary schools and
universities. There is also considerable variety in the age and
experience of students, a variety that can be extremely fertile, but
can conir' I prod uetion of curricula.I,:

iii. There is t, crsity of student cultural background,. at least as
great as ultu t.icial schools in Birmingham.

iv. 'Not all %all :Ire of equal academie ability: and the church cannot
command the brightest academics, as can many univer-sities and
colleges elsewhere.

v. I.ike lecturers in places of tertiary' education the world over, not all
the staff have professional qualifications the field of education.
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Nor do they collie from the sikme stKe of academic background,
being from New fealand, the U.S.A., Australia, Fngland and
Germany. Nor do they all have long experience in the country
and only a few are indigenous.

vi. It is uncertain whether in practice any church will regard the
programme of the seminary as terminal, or whether they will be
willing to pay for refresher courses and release their best men for
su,:h courses. .

vii. The education offered at these colleges is many-sided, being both
'liberal' and 'utilitarian' at once; and in this they are unlike many
other places of learning. They are aiming at the development of
persons, thinkeN allil specialist workers at the same time.

viii. C. F.. lieeby, with hk distilled wisdom and common ;sense, might
well argue that it k impossible to reach the heights envisaged in so
short a time: and that in fact there is a mixture of all sorts of
levels in all the colleges at 011,..e. thus making uniform progress and
asscsinent almost impossible,

So in relation to gencrid purposes, sending bodies, students and stall'
there is great diversity'. Yet, in spite of the difficulty, it is proposed to makti
sonic criticisms in the light of modern curriculum theory. In order to have
sonic frame of reference, we shall first quote two curricular prescriptions, one
designed for primary schools in developing countries the other for. universities
in Australia.

(h) Pertinent aspei ts. of curriculum Ilu:ory.

An, important part of modern curriculum theory.is the study of objectives,
knowledge content, learning experiences and evaluation and their inter-
relationships. Weyer; has applied this theory to the situation of primary

-:lehools in P.N.G. and comes out with the following suggestions for a timetable
for curriculum change:

i. The recognition of the need for change.
ii. The analysis of the existing system, to aseertain the stage of de-

velopment already reached:
iii. A study of the problems and needs of the particular society.
iv. A study of the characteristics and needs of that A)ciety's children.
v. An analysis of the economy to delineate what resources tore avail-

, able for 'c4lucation.
vi. The forWlation of overall goals for education with reference to-

national goals and the value system operative in that .society.
-vir- Major policy decisions to help decide how these goals find fulfilment.
viii. The formulation of precise operational objectives for each stage of

education. .

ix. The sNction of appropriate sphject, matter psychological approach
learning activities for the most efficient change 'in the curriculum
at each stage.

x. Planning units of study and detailed curriculum guides.
xi. Plannitig and instituting an evaluation process for use during pre-

paration, during use .iind at completion of use of the new curriculum.
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If we.change the word 'society- 'aura and society' and 'children to
'theological students', we have a workable suggestion about curriculum
development in theological colleges in P.N.G. It is suggested that on some
of these tests, the colleges and churches score quite highly. There is a
publicly reeognised need for change:. the Churches have studied the problems
and needs of their societies;.'and they have given conSiderable thought to the ,
Most rational financing of their theological education. The colleges do try to
study all the needs of their students, to do with the .extended family and with
education. The enquiry is engaged in finding put the answers to number
the formulation of precise and agreed operational objectives. The critique'
from a curriculum angle follows, but we may anticipate by remarking that it
seems that the greatest failures have been in x, the provision of curriculum
guides, in xi regular and organised evaluation at every stage; and that some
churches have not been specific enough in -their formulation and statement
of viii, precise operational objectives.

Beevers is concerned with general policy. Falk and Dow are concerned
with the actual working out of the policy in .relation to university teacriing.
Their criteria are as follows:

1. The objectives of the course must .

(a) reflect a full knowledge of the discipline;
(b) reach the standard required to. contribute to the specified

degree;
(c) specify dearly the norms, knowledge and 'skills to be acquired;
(d) be alipropriate to the previous knowledge and academic de-

velopment of the students;
(e) be attainable, by the students within the constraints of availab'

time and the facilities which are provided.
The methods of presenting knowledge require:
(a) choice of economical and efficient means for learning, whether

by lectu.res, teaching in carrels, programmed instruction, etc.;
(b) other learning situations which have bt:en devised (whether in

laboratories, by presentation or essays or class papers, etc.).
To give the opportunities for understanding of norms .and for
the Cultivation of skills that are objectives of the course;

(c) testing ,and eXaminin procedures which are both valid and
reliable checks of the whole range of course objectives. Such
procedures should test the stated objectives and nothing else.

3. The teacher must communicate his:interest and enthusiasm in the
discipline and show a concern that individual students come to
share it.

Set out diagrarnmatically it would seem that Beevers and Falk and Dow
arc saying thc same sort of things as Kerr, with different sub-headings in
each box. A model for curriculum theory for theological training in Papua
New Guinea is set out below.

It may be noted that the objectives of all the colleges have been revised
during the last ten years. The graduates are now different products from
their predecessors, for example in their conception of the role of the pastor,
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in their ecumenical attitudes and in their general academic competence. The
knowledge-content is similar in the sense that men are still learning about the
Bible, church-history and theology, but many chattes have been made in
what is taught about these: and many other subjects have been added, includ-
ing anthropology, sociology, Greek, ecumenical studies and comparative
religion. TIrre is greater breadth to the learning experience, with many more
methods ollearning`and teaching than once were used, programmed learning,
role-plays leading to discussion, listening to radio, langunte-laboratories, the
use of varied art-forms, etc. Perhaps there has been less experiment and
progress in the methods 9f evaluation than in any other part of the curriculum.

Against this background of curriculum theory, we now ask some critical
questions about the progress of theological education in Papua New Guinea.

(c) Critical questions

The churches and colleges have been looking at their theological educa-
tion with critical eyes. The consultation in Fiji in 1961, one of whose visible
results was the fouodation of the degree-awarding Pacific Theologieal
College, forced all the churches to ask what was being done and what .ought
to be done..

The consultation at Lae in 1968 hi2hlighted many inadequacies a d
the meetings at Bomana in 1969 and Rarongo in 1971 have opened further
doors. The foregoing pages have attempted to indicate the enorm ,!s strides
already taken. Obviously nobOdy would want to pull 'down completely th-e
imposing structure that has been built in Papua New Guinea. But there are
still inadequacies in theological e lucation Fund through M.A.T.S. The fol-
lowing criticisms arise from .a study of curriculum theory: they are .put in
the:form of questions, 2rouped under the headings of staff, students, culture
and curriculum.

i. Are the churches yet convinced that theological educators should
be qualified in educational theory and practice as well as in
theology? The study from which thiA thesis arose was inspired by
the writer's personal c6nviction that for him good will, experience
and common sense were inadequate at this, stage in the -country's
development. Perhaps not all teachers of theology understand or
put into practice basic educational principles. It is interc.sting and
perhaps relevant that some university lecturers in Europe have
recently undergone crash-courses in educational theory and
practice. One may also note that at the M.A.T.S. students' meeting
in September 1971 there was discussion about staff qualifications in
teacher training.

ii. Are all the staff currently involved in the life of the 'people of
P.N.G.? The question needs to be asked of all staff, including the
Roman Catholics and the Lutherans, eVen though most of them
have been living in the country for a long time and speak at least
two of its languages. Unless there is current involvement at a fairly
dtcp level, there are likely to be g ;11 the teacfiing.
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iii. There are many highIS' qualified expatriate academics on the staffs
of the college's, probably more than anywhere else in P.N.G. except
at the university.in Port Moresby and the Higher Institute of
Technology in Lae. 'But there is a generally, though not universally,
expressed desire for mainly indigenous facuhies by the end of the
decade. Indigenous scholars are likely at first to have a less broad
education background than their expatriate colleagues. The question
presents itself whether this comparative laek of experience and
breadth should affeet the development of the curriculum?

iv. Is there currently sufficient evaluation of the teaching skills of the
lecturers?_ Are their methods under regular review by the students,
by their colleagues and by outside educational experts? In 1970
the students at Rarongo and in 1971 those at H.S.R.S. were asked
to and did evaluate the teaching of the staff to the pain
of ieertain teachers.

v. k there adequate insurance That at every stage students can under
stand the lair.:ha,,!e of instructim? It has already b._en noted that
both and Martin Luther Seminary have investz:d.in firIy
expemive English-lantzuagttoehina equipment: and at Banz therc
is an intensive first-ycar course aimed to help the studnts to uivicr-
stand both spoken and viriuen Ennlish. But the F.uspicion remains.
since .,onie of ihe bri:.j.htest suidents still find the languaue,of sonic
lecturers beyond their ken. (Research is ehrrently being carried
out in Frig land among the children of native Emdish-speaking
parents with smaller incomes. There is,a 'real difference between
the lanthiage which the children hear at home and in class at
school: and it js suspected that there is a real lack of communi-
cation. causing 0owness in some pupils from such homes.) The
problem or comprehension is of course allied to that of the supply
of suitable textboOks.

vi. Do the colleges attempt to ensure that at every stage of his progress
the student is aware of what he is doing and why he is doing it?
T.he' ratioihale of mtich military policy towards 'other ranks' right
through to. the vo,)rkl war could have been summed up in the jinL:le:

Yours is not to question why
Yours is but to do and (lie.

And there seems to be reason to doubt that it was a success-
ful po) icy. But I do) not think that such a policy would succeed
today among die conscr:Imi in th: armi..:s of the democracies.
Perhaps too there woukl. be a !rcater advance 'in theolo,olical edu-
cation in developing cotintries and elsewhere if there were
a more ckarly spdled Out policy of student involvatient in college
administration and curriculum plannity. After all. stOdents in
Papua No:w Ciolinea have heard of student strikes and demands
for a share in university a(lministration all Over the world. (Some
theological collegs in Africa have been forcal to lie dormant be-
cause of student unrest.) There Lis not a student observer in the
M.A.T.S: executive committee: but the students are wanting a par-
ticipant with viqing rights.
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I hive tli,! college.; provided II:in.:el-it:4: enough public guide.,
to what is happening at every sfage in the life of the college? lt
is not only students. hut staff and other interested outside bodies
who wish to look hack and forward and :ce how current activities
fit into an overall pattern. (13eeause of transport difficulties only a
tiny proportion of church menthers in an'y .:ommunion in P.N.(i.
would he able to attend a college Open Day. And sometimes there
is a touching sense of almost numinous awe when church members,
in the vicinit for other reasons. are able to visit the college.)

vii. Has theological education taken seriously enough the society and
the cbarch of its stud,:nts? Much can of course he learnt from the
past: and every college now has some imthropology on the time-
table. BLit the society is changine rapidly.. The new elite 'Obviously
needs attention: but is there sufficient preparation in the colleges
for those who will minister to the non-elite, to those who will not

on to high sc!7ools and universities and to those wlm will have
never had any education at all?

The, country is moving at such a rate that the churches must move
quichly: hut on the other hand, do huildings that cost half a million dollars
lit in with the chilture of the people at least in regard to their theological
colleges? (The tact that the church should build and own big blocks of flats
and offices in the towns has not raised eye-brows. '1 hey. are re;tarded as a
good investment. expatriate-oriented magical money-spinners; and anyway
the inhabitants arc often expatriate:- But a.theological college?)

The remaining que-aions concern evaluation, and assessment, of students,
of the methods and content of teachimz: of the learning activities and the
whole life of the college. The basic question Is whether aT. college has
looked at all sides of its development in the light of modern educational
theory? Has its view of curriculum been as large as Herrick and ..1.yler
suggesti "All the learning which is planned and guided by the sehool,_
whether it is carried on in groups or individually, inside or oufside the
schoor?

viii. Have the learning activities been under constant review in.the light
of all modern methods of teaching? _Or are there places where
chalk and talk are still all that the studcnts normally meet
(e\cept when visitors are expected)? Present students still rebel
against newer methods. though they object to reverting to the old
when they have experienced the new. Future students will have
seen newer methods in their primary and secondary schools and
will wonder 'what the reason is if the collel.:e does not use some at
least of these methods.

R. Have the eolleees worked out the relationship between the know-
ledge-content of the courses and the attitudes are to be inspired? Is
the knowledge-content adequate; and is it under almost annual re-
view. so that the students are given what is needed in tit,: 1970's.
rather than what was nec'ed in t-he I 960's.

x. Are the methods of student-assessment in line with the hest. though
not necessarily the most modern. thar educationalists have devised'?
Are the colleges experimenting with their examination and assess-
ment systeni; and above all arc these systems planned so at to
organise saceess, rather than failure?
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xi. Are the learnine -experiences in the college developmental, rather
than static? "It is necessary to plot a developmental sequence of
cumulative growth both in power and in content, in order to deter-
mine whether the subsquent contexts merely yield new information
While requiring ne same powers of comprehension and the same
level of thinkinu, or whether there is an increment in- both."
"are must, be taken that in specifying objectives for different
ability levels. The teacher is not setting expectancy levels for the
less able which may turn Out to be self-fulfilling prophecies." It
must be asked whether -this care has always been taken, since,
especially in developing countries, it is easy to underestimate the
potential- of some students.. They may come from an area with
traditionally little primary education, or be, the first people from
their village ever to receive tertiary education. But enthusiasm often
more than compensates for the lack of background: and some df
the most unlikely students can reach stardom.

These dozen questions arc worth asking. No one wants to produce
neurosis in the staff of, the theological colleges. Perhaps it would be better
that they should stay khere.fhey are, resting on their laurels and consolidating
for a year or two, since so many innovations have been urged by them upon
the efi'urches and been -accepted. But curriculum development is an ongoing
science and for.. its successful pursuit regular assessment and evaluation age
essential.

a
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'SELECTING AND TRAINING PAPUA NEW GUINEAN
EDUCAnONAL ADMINISTRATORS

V. MCNANfARA, B.A., M.ED., Pli.D., M.A.C.E.,

First Assiswnt Director, Dew of Education, Konedobu, P.N G.

The Interdependence of Burcauc:atic Procers, Firmness of Goverment
Purpose and Social Climate

I have been asked to present this paper as a iecord oi more than a
decade:of actNities of the Education Department's 10C,11;;ation programme.
lu doing so I will refer frequently to detailed papers bj those who have been
directly and fully involved hi initiating and developing phases of the pro-
gramme and writing up report:: on what has been done. I do not claim
responsibility for the initiatives. kowever, as Ln official who 'has been
closely involved in, the administration of the programme, I shall attempt to
present an overview, with a description of the general features of the pro-
gramme, its outcomes and its problems. In doing so I would like to describe
how the dysfunction between, on the one hand, the necessarily slOw and
gradual bureaucratic processes of staff selection and training and, on the
other, thc categorical nature of a political decision resolving a major social
dilembia (such as Gorton's decision to decolonise in May 1970), places severe
limits an rational administrative planning.

The effective implementation bf politically chosen goals (by a responsive
bureaucracy) is a key factor in the efficacy, and therefore the reality, of
political power. On the other hand, the efficiency, and therefore the overall
effeciiveness of the bureaucracy, is equally dependent on clarity of political
goals.

In the sixties the Department's localisation programme was seriously
impeded by confusion over political goals arising out of a colonial and
Australian climate that was largely unconcerned over the immediate future of
Papua New Guinea (or at least unwilling to make any clear commitment).
When a clear commitment to early self-goVernment was made, the firmness of
political purpose and the urgency of social demands have created pressures
for a rate of localisation training and placement far beyond the capacity of
the bureaucracy to cope effectively.

For several years, education department initiatori of localitation action
were being frustrated by their inability to get public service authorities to take
any decisive action on creating appropriate positions for, advancing
potential Papua New Guinean executives. Now; public service attempts to
localise at a reasonable level of efficiency are being. frustrated by a social
and political climate, and related expatriate staff retention problems, which
undermine plans for phased transfaer.. -

After discussing the administrative history of the Education 'Depart-
ment's localisation programme, I would like to, draw out some implications
for the future concerning the inter-relationship of social climate, political
commitment, and bureaucratic process for the evolution of a functional school
system for an independent Papua New Guinea.'
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A. A DESCRIPTION OF THE. LOCALISATION PROGRAMME.

1. The Process.
The process is described as it has now evolved. The historyty4 its

evolution is outlined later in the paper.

Da loz (1971) has described the executive development scheme largely
as it now operates 111 the education system. Essentially it is a process through
which potential executives are provisionally identified and then screened
through a series of lists for training and try-out as junior (head teacher level);
middle-level (inspector level), and senior (District Superintendent level and
above) Executives. Identification and screening is on the basis of systematic
use of reports of performance at Executive Assessment Workshops, in the
field, in training courses and at seminars. Throughout the programme selected
candidAtes are tried put by being given acting appointments at levels for
which they appear to have potential, then confirmed and/or advanced or
returned to a lower level, depending on performance. This proCess attempts
to avoid the lasting consequences of -the Peter principle" by finding out, by

, means of a short-term acting appointment, when an officer has reached his
"level of inefficiency",and, where this is so, returning him to his former,
lower, level.

In giving only a brief summary description in this paper, I would not
want toleave the impression that the development of the programme was a
simple exercise. Indeed, over a ten year period a great deal of work and
skill has gone into the development of the scheme.

Gibson (1968) refers to the tendency under the old regime to select
dependent compliant Papua New Guineans for advancement in the Public
Service where what is required for an independent Public Service is persons
capable of independent and functional decision-making. Throughout the
programme, certainly up to the present (possibly increasingly in the future),
administrators of the programme face the problem of conflict between those
who wish to give advancement opportunities to the compliant, loyal, obedient
public servant and those who wkh to identify the person capable of thinking
for, himself and acting for himself, even if this does lead to conflict with
his superiors.

Hicks (1970) and Da loz (1971) described the initial development of
the Executive Assessment Workshops, perhaps the key piece of bureaucratic
machinery in finding suitable persons for _trial as executives. Workshops
consist of three or four days of intensive activity, usually for three groups of
seven candidates, each group under observation from-three assessors. Activi-
ties include psychological and general written tests, f-nd considerable inter-
action in leaderless groups.

Mulford (1973a) reports research into th. ilitemal efficiency of the
workshops, indicating a high degree of inter-asset r azreenlent, the import-
ance of having a suitably experienced psychT)logist in ?Pr}, sessment group
and the possibility (fealised in practice) of reducing the length of thc
workshops from five days to 31 days. Mulford (1973b) later compared the
performance, on E...ahara session unit courses-at the University of Papua New
Guinea for the 1972/73 vacation, of candidates ranked high (6), middle
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(9) and low (3) on the executive assessments workshops, and those candidates
who had not been assessed on workshops (81). Difference in University course
performance between candidates categorized as having high and low work-
shops performance was significant beyond the .01 level, while the difference in
performance between those ranked high on the workshops and those who had
not been to workshops was signuicant beyond the .02 level. Similar results
are, available from the performance data at the University of Papua New
Guinea for the year ending 1973 of candidates selected by the workshops
as having: exccutiVe potential. During a week-long inspectors' seminar in
1973 thiF-perforrnance of Papua_. New Guinean inspectors selected by work-
shOP-1-.v.a.s.....compared by three senior Uepartmental officers who were not
ayt7are of their wOrkshoP performance.. Seminar pertormance correlated with

-_:-..y.i.orkshop ranks. When the field performance of 28 associate, acting or
rT'substantive District SuPerintendents was independently assessed by senior

departmental officers, the performance of those with high workshop ratings
(14) was compared with that of those with middle workshop ratings (8) or
no data from workshops (6). The differences in performance were signifi-
cant (in the expected direction) beyond the .001 level. Similar results were
obtained With 40 trainee lecturers at Teachers' Colleges.

One of the quite serious problems with the executive assessment
workshops is the high cost of mounting a workshop when account is taken
of the cost of salaries for senior level assessors and for the candidates, the
cost *of transport to a central point for three assessors and seven candidates
per group, and related costs of accommodation for four or 14e nights. To
put this in cash terms, the average workshop involves three assessment groups
(9 assessors and 21 candidates) and costs $2,500 (excluding salary). During
the 1973 year fifteen workshops were held. The proportion of officers identi-
fied with executive potential approximates four out of ten.

Mulford (1973c) describes attempts to develop pre-Alec-don procedures
that would increase the effectiveness of .workshops and therefore reduce the
number of workshops required and the costs entailed. Initially it was intended
to do thk by a pencil and paper test (the WM questionnaire) comprising
itcms designed to scale attitudes to bureaucracy, sense of political efficacy,
open and closed mindedness, flexibility, task/person orientation; etc. It was
found necessary to supplement the written test with an oral interview by
a senior rocalisation officer on an open-ended case study. Actual performance
on woi-kshops of 54 candidates, previously assessed by the' pre-selection pro-
cedures, indicated that of those pre-selected as likely to have executive
potential, 60% were assessed as having potential (as opposed to only
40% where candidates had not been screened by the pre-selection pro-
cedure).

As selection procedures have developed, the flow of potential executives
has increased. Moreover, with the passing of time the executive development
scheme has yielded candidates with proven potential at progressively higher
levels, so that the training programme has had to diversify considerably.
From fifteen officers attending a first "senior officers course" in 1963 (Gibson,
1968) to 20 officers attending headmasters' courses (for training as primary
school headmasters) in 1968, the scheme has developed (1973) to a total
of 340 full-year* training places (over and above teachers' salaries provided
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to staff schook). Of these, 39 were for associates (supernumerary staff in
training) to Teachers' College lecturers and to executives in Teachers'
Colleges, in district education offices-and at' headquzirters. Forty were for
university pbces, including free-place and diploma courses, seven for the
Public SerVice Higher Certificate, 31 for courses in Australia, and eleveh
for courses overseas. The remaining 220 places were for headmasters and
Form 3 equivalent courses, including a small number (20) for training of
technical college 'staff, vocational centre instructors and manual arts.teachers.
In 1974 the lower level courses (headmaster and Eorm. 3 equivalent) will
shrink to 140 to enable a complementary .growth in the higher level courses
(total full-year places available 360). Of the 140 lower level places,
only 65 will be for training and qualifying prirnary school headmasters. One
of the replacement courses is an -Educational Leadership" course, to train
,generalist executives for mikldle level executive positions in various divisions
of the education system. A growing number of courses, too, is for pedagogical
rather than executive training.

-2. The Key Role of the Bureaucracy
It would not have been possible to achieve national localisation goals in

any measure at all without the commitment, over a long period, of interested
and able staff capable of devising functional bureaucratic machinery to
achieve these ends.

In part, of course, the effectiveness of the localisation selection and
training progrlimme, once 'started, was a spin-off of features which were
developed as part of the general education system but which did help in the
selection and training of effective-lOcal decision7rnakers. One of these is the
regular process of annual assqssment reports .on (and to) both-teachers and
seniar executives an .iniportant feature of_ departmental staffing and
advancement policy witty obvious implications for the selection and training
of local executives. Another was 'the policy Of largely open administrative
decision-making whjeb incorporated machinery deliberately set up for the
sake of involving affected parties. This fequired routine reporting of progress
and presentationof proposals for- action. The exeeutive had to be prepared
to work out his-proposals, present thetp, have them subject to e Ilenge and
debate, defend- them -and implement a final decision which took account of
the consepsus of the decision-making group. Examples would be the fort-
nightly:departmental staff meeting, the annual week long senior officers con-
ference of thedepartment, the annual week long regional ratings conferences,
meetings of the National gducation Board and District Education., Boards,
meetings of governing bodies and other committees of institutions.
*In faci the number of trainees was considentbly greater. ii miny of the courses were
for six months or.les.

Over and _above these were special features of ti;c education system
which were developed for the purpose of implementing tile localisation pro-
gramme. Perh'aps the most important of tht.se was the ;Executive .Development
Committee, a weekly meeting of divisional represent ; ehaired by the
Deputy Director, which reviewed progress on localit . made decisions to
facilitate localisation across all divisions and super% %:d the impleinenwtion
of these decisions. Necessary concomitants of this machinery were regular
and detailed 'minutes recording decisions and identifying action officers
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responsible, and weekly reviews to ensure e eetive implementation of deci-
sions. An inevitable spin-off of this proc s Was that divisions that were
initially disinterested in localisation beca e stimulated by reports of the
activities and achievements of others and iradualIy became iictively involved
in the localisation process. Indeed, as t pressures for localisation increased
and the worth of the selection process Tame demonstrated l2y its products,
the executive development committee resembled at times a "head hunting"
exercise, with divisions almpeting k enly for those identified as having high
executive potential. Inducements eld out by the division; competing for
talent took the .form of attractivc-fraining programmes with high level target
positions of the carrot:

Another important piece of machinery was the. establishment and funding
of a large mimber (see,above) of supernumerary training,.pbsitions over and
above those required to operate the schools. Opportimities range from
courses in Papua New Guinea and overseas to supernumerary associate.
appointments (for example, associate District Superintendent) and overseas
travel. In effect, this meant calculAting, in advance for each financial year
the number of staff likely to.he availabk, detrmining a figure to meet in-
service training needs, and planning 'Cxpansion of the school system on the
basis of the balance. .This granted enormous flexibility in the posting and
payment of trainees who could, quite independenty of cumbersome and
extremely restrictive public service promotional procedures, be posted as
associates at appropriate levels, granted the full powers of the position, paid
at an appropriate rate and left to deMonstrate their ability, without running
the risk of applying the'"Peter principle". This would not have been possible,
certainly not so easily, without the existence of the National Education Board
and the Teaching Serhvice Commission, and eciThiequently the acceptance by
the Treasury and the Public Service Board. with little question, of a precedent
which it had been,completely impossible to establish at an earlier stage of the
programme's operations eGibson, 1968).

It is realised that other GOvertiment departments, now anxious to
localise, but lacking machinery of this kind with its associated flexibility,
have been seriously hindered in their localisation programmes. However, lest
they think that the' provision of such machinery is sufficient, it is important
to recognise that the Education Department's localisation programme would
not have been possibIC without a .very heavy am:Icontinued investment of
skilled, able and well trained adtninistrators. This investment, which was
encOuraged -and developed by a succession of Directors of Education, for
many years received no support from the Public Service Commission. That
is to say, in reviewing the past ten years of the Education Department's
localisation programme, it is important to recognise that throughout that
period a total of six and never less (at anx one time) than three persons
who -had, or attained doctorates during the period took an actiVe interest in
the development of the programme, often in addition to their other com-
mitments. Over and above this highly qualified group', the devglopment and
implementation of the programme was facilitated by the presence of a number
of other persons who, while theymay not have obtained doctorates, would
be regarded by their trained colleagues as having the ability to attain such
qualitications. In summary,' the initiation, developmvnt and implementation
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of a-sophisticated and eventually extensive programme required a substantial
and Continued input of able and trained persons.

B. OUTCOMES
One uncontested outcome is an improvement .in efficiency of selection

and training, confirmed by the eagerness with which senior Education
Department personnel have been selected for high level posts in other
departments. A related advantage has been the time available for try-out
and testing in .practice of the suitability of those selected, leading in general
to far better .placcarent than would otherwise have been possible. For. .. .

example; tIcere have been a number of notable cases whereIpparently able
people have been appointed to senior executive positions on an acting basis
and then, having demonstrated over a period of a year or more inability to
cope with the Position; ha7e been withdrawn to other postings, allowing
further try-puts untikuccessful placement was effected.

A further satisfying outcome to those involved in the .scheme has been
the impressive level of confidence and competence- displayed by seasoned
prodUcts of the programme now occupying senior executive positionS. For
the average executive trainee this achievement has certainly ektended con-
siderably the psychological limits of what it was considered possible for a
Papua New Guirrean executive to achieve and the overall result has; indeed
surprised many who were involved in the ,early planning of the programme.
I suppose it is a truism now but it would seem that the executive abilitY of
the Papua New Guinean leaders was long underestimated.

There are still, of course, serious shortcomings and these have iMportant
implications for the planning of future training programmes. Given the fact
that the rapidity of the localisation process has made it impossible oinclude ;
more than one or two university graduates among those trained or senior
executive positions in the system, it is hardly surprising that mary of our
senior executives have considerable difficulty in handling the abstractions ,that
underlie bureaucratic procedures, educational and national planning exercises
and other common features of sophisticated, modern,. adrninistrative
niachinery. Mulford and, Young (1973 ) have summarised research evidence
on cognitive studies in Papua'New Guinea which indicates that the, intellectual
structures underlying contemporary. western administrative machinery are
culture-bound in a way that is foreien to Papua New Guinean thihkingi It is,
for example, a particularly difficult exercise for a Papua, 111pw Guinean'.
administrator who has had little training in manipulating reality through 1-..
symbols to project, say, enrolmerit trends, compare these with' projected
employment trends, and -draw conclusions about the school leaver-IA-661cm-
in 1979 which will have sufficient force and reality for him to take' urgent'
and. positive steps to re-shape the education system.

I

. !It is equally difficult for him to visualise the logical implications of
bureaucratic discipline with its differentiation of roles, and priOr consultation
of all those whose role is involved in a particular decision-making arca. Yet
this realisation is necessary if lie is to ensure that the flcrw of relevant t
information is maintained to those most directly involved, sd maintaining the
confidence of the bureaucracy's executives in its capacity to apply its
specialised skills in a systematic Sway to the solving of the probloms that it
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encounters. -In both the foregoing situations the normal, untrained tendency
is to handle problems on a "one-off" basis and to make deeisions on the
basis of immediate pressures rather than a weighted evaluation of immediate
and long term consequences.

Bulmer (1971) warned of the danger of ddveloping a western motiva-
tion of competitive individualism, yet there ean be little doubt that competition
for positions has been the major motivating force of the department's localisa-
tion programme. Promotion,stresseS competitive selection on the basis of
relative performance, from classroom assessment through the executive
assessment workshop to final selection for an ever narrowing number of
positions as the executive moves hieher up the ladder.

Localisation M. Joyce (personal communication ) suggests that
some candidates' see this as cOmpetitive tribalirn rather than individualism.
Generally the commonly expressed wish of the Papua New Guinean student
to -help my people" refers to the tribe rather than Papua New Guinea as
a whole. Certainly, too, those who have achieved positions of national
leadership in the education system still seek relaxation primarily among their'
fellow tribesmen. The fact is, there are serious grounds for concern .by the
average Papua New Guinean executive trainee over relative tribal success in
the dxecutive 'rat-race' in contemporary Papua New Guinea.

When the anxieties arising out of this situation are combined with a
lack of the training in abstractions necessary to perceive an organisation as a
system .of interacting elements, then it is not surprising to find indigenous
executives- making decisions which are reearded as authoritarian.

Perhaps the most significant problem for long term stability of the local
bureaucracy is the extreme inequity of the distribution of senior executive
positions amongst districts. An analysis of 196 executives either in executive
positions or in training' at the beginning of 1973 indicated that the Central
District, witfi 6r of the country's population, supplied 33% of those training
for senior and middle level position,: in the education system. Sixty:nine per
cent came from six districts with only 19% of the country's population
not surprisingly those districts which had longest contact with the outside

,world. (Central, .Enit New Britain, Bougainville, New Ireland; Manus and
West New Britain). M 'senior level (District Superintendent and above) the
concentration was even greater with officers from those six districts occupying
91% of the positions localised. During 1973 deliberate steps were taken
to involve in executive assessment workshops more officers from those
districts which, due to a later start with education; had relatively few
executive trainees. At the beginning of. 1973 the four highlands districts,
with 40% of the country's population, had six per cent of its executive
trainees.' An analysis at the end of 1973 of postings for 1974 indicated verY
little improvement in the position, to seven per cent.

When this fact is drawn to the attention of senior Papua New Guinean
decision-makers (largely ipso facto officers from the districts of 'longer
contact) the feactiOn tends to be remarkably similar that of expatriate
.public servants at the commencement of the localisation programme. Use N
made of such arguments as "Of course.. What could you expect? They
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haven't got the education. Promotion must be by merit, not by political
grounds. They'll have to wait until they can catch up in education."' When
the discrepancy* in the share of high schools- is pointed to, there is resistance
to any proposal to re-distribute educational opportunities of the expense f
those districts which have got more than a head start.

One of the most seriouS problems is an outcome not of the localisation
, programme but pf confusion over goals at the higher levels of bureaucracy,
which, up to and for some time after the point where Gorton decided to
de-colonise, slowed u,p the ratc at which executive trainees were selected,
placed and advanced, so that the Department has nowhere near sufficient
suitable executives available for posting at the rate now demanded. Appoint-.
ments to senior positions will soon have to be made with far less than the
minimum of experience considered essential. Three years ago, McKinnon
(1971) was seriously worried by the" prospect that, given that an officer
required two years in a position before he fuhy understood the requirements
of the position and became professional in the discharge of those responsi-
bilities, it might well be necessary to consider systematically skipping levels
in a progression of two years each from leci 3 to level 5 to level 7 to level 10
(Headquarters Superintendent). While a select few of the present executives
have had these levels and amount of experience (for example, the present
Director), a more typical case might be some of the current appointees to
departmental headv.x..:is. While these are able officers with considerable
potential, they are short on senior experience at exercising responsibility.

For example, in the period 1970-1974 (virtually since McKinnon expressed
his concern), a number have moved from class teacher level to level 10
(Headquarters Superintendent). They are generally about seven years out of
Teachers' College.

When, at independence, senior expatriate administratoq exercise their
option to leave the country, it is these headquafters associates who will
largely replace thein.

Another casualty of localisation practice has been the associate basis of
training which, while it has worked in a few instances., by and large has not
surmounted' the difficulties of intercultural communication and confidence
The associate scheme envisaged appointing a supernumerary Papua New
Guinean alongside ao, expatriate incvmbent, then gradually transferring re-
sponsibilities to the (liii*ua New. Guinean appointee as he became ready
for it, with the expatriate r, 'ring to a position of consultant, providing alvice

.on request. The phasing of the actual transfer of powers has been an
interesting paradigm of the localisation schcine as a whole. At the early
stages of the programme few powers were transferred and the common
complaint from the Papua New Guinean associate was that he had little
real influence on decisions. When this was countered with an instruction from
the Director to expatriates to hand over the powers rapidly and then act in a
consultant role, a point was very quickly reached where most consultants
complained that .their advice was rarely sought. "1 here can be little doubt

*For example. in 1973 Cer District and East New Britain. with 10% of the
popul tion het,peen them. had 2 of the national slThre of Form IV phices. The

dktricts. with 40r; of the population, had 15.7'; of the Form IV places.
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that thislperience Mil be a major factor in the rapid exodus of experiencea
expatriates once they have the option of going (at independence).

In reality, of course, there are serious disagreements about the rate.
at which localisation can zjnd should occur. A professional criterion would
operate in terms of the rates indicated above by McKinnon. . A political
criterion, on the other hand, would require almost instantaneous localisation
of some, if not all, positions. A cultural criterion, citing the inappropriateness
of expatriate models for local traines (for example, in tertiary institutions)
would prefer to err in the direction of too rapid rather than too slow
localisation, rejectimz abstract and international "standards".

The historical reality, of course (i.e. the way in which a major social
revolution actually takes place, on the political and social rather than the
bureaucratic plane) means that the above considerations are rather academic.
Rather than a smooth planned transition the Education Department's
lo,:alisation programme has been more akin to the tempo of events preceding
and following an eruption. slowl developing in response to unrecognised

'pressures, little happening for a long time, thinifs seem iniz to izo on as before,
then ever5ithing happening at once.

C. HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

- For relative newcomers to the scene, it often comes as a surprise
to learn' that the beginnings of the localisation programme date back fifteen
years or more. Former Director of Education Johnson (1970) paid

tribute to the Public Health Department as the first to Initiate an executive
selection and training programme. for Papua .New Ouineans in the fifties.
The-first general stepS by the colonial administration in this direetion were
the results of an administrative din!ction by Minister for Territories Hasluck
itf the early 1960's. In 1961 and. 1962 .Gibson:had plans .under:way in. the
Education Department and by 1963 he had mounted the first Senior Officers
Course in Port Moresby, operated by Walker.

The reason for surprise ,at these dates is no doubt due to the fact that
for so much of the sixties the localisation programme had so ,little impact.
For seven years the failure of the programme to expand rapidly was due to a
failure by the Public Service Commission, and expatriate public servants, to
'accept the imperatives of localisation training and facilitate its implementation.

Ciue.stions concerning the desirable rate and method of localisation were
and are largely academic. Whatever the intentions of bureaucratic planners
who make it their concern, the actual rate of localisation, is a function of
changes in social climate arising out of political decisions. The present
exodus of skilled -expatriates is going to be very rapidly increased with
independence and the option for senior experienced expatriates to go. The
planners in the Education Department khought in terms of an ideal of gradual
transfer of power. The reality was a long period of unsuccessful attempts to
implement localisation up to the point where an unequkocal pplitical deci-
sion on self-government was made. by the colonial governmefit. This was
followed by "an ever-increasing acceleration of the rate of localisation to a
r;;int where phased transfer is on the verge of breaking down. What we are
:xperiencing is, of course, a well-known phenomenon of social change
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described in the ease of the racial chani.le in American suburbar. schooling
, as "tipping". That is tO say, in school integration in the States one could

observe in a white suburb with a largely white school enrolment, a gradual
build up of Negro enrolment to a critical figure. perhaps 4W, then a sudden
evacuation of whites and a rapid transformation of the school into a largely
black school.

The phenomenon of -tipping". appears to fit the history' of localisation
in Papua New Guinea. One could even graph the progress of localisation of
senior decision-making positions. say. District Superintendent and above in
the Education Department. Taking account of acting appointments, for the
6(i positions at level 9 and above in ;he education ssteni (including nine
Teachers' College Principals). the rate of localisation achieved between 1963
and 1968 was seven per cent (Qibson, 1968), by September 1972 was 21%,
by February 1974 was 40(7- , and, taking account of announced int:utions of.
senior expatriate officers to leave when they have the option. will have to he
at least 60% by independence.

Former Director of Education Johnson (19701. reporting on the educa-
tion scene from 1962 up to 1970. said one of his main tasks was convincing
Papua New Guinean teachers that it was their Education Department. and
not an Australian education department that employed some Papua New
Guineans. The ,political tipping point 'was the Gorton decision to replace
Barnes with Peacock, with all that entailed for a lipm political decision to
make Papua New Guinea self-governing (May, 1970). However, in terms
of Public Service machinery to make localisation possible, it waS towards
the end of 1972. In terms of senior expatriate public service attitudes it was
the date of acceptance of the Simpson recommendations on compensation
(late 1972).

To fully savour the Present rapid rate of localisation, it is necessary
to consider it against a background of the rate of localisation prior to 1973.
The problems of the sixties tire well documented (Gibson 1968). A relatively
recent example might illustrate the lag in adjustment of bureaucratic decision-
making to political decisions. In late 1971 the Education Department pro-
posed to the Public Service Board the establishment of a position of-Assistant
Director (Localisation) to facilitate, the planning and implementation of
lócalisation. The proposal was rejected at that stage, it being considered
chat the appointment of an officer at middle level (Level 7) would be
sufficient for the task. Twelve months later, under political pressure, the
Board had caught up with reality and created positions at approximately
Assistant Director level in all departments to facilitate localisation. processes.

In summary, the history of the "tipping- process in Education localisa-
tion has been:

(a) Eight years in the wilderness when some farsighted bureaucrats,
attempting to anticipate an inevitable historical trend, developed
machinery and a small poo! if 1:ical executives. This did provide
a useful base hut the process was seriously inhibited by Pack gf
understanding in other parts of the bureaucratic machinery, 'a lack
of understanding which was largely attributable to !ambiguity at
political level about overall goals.
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(b) A political clecision (May. 1970: (iol. 9 prepare PapunNew
Guinea for self-governnlent.

( c) A time lag pf over two years before the public serv' 'i(l made
appropriate adjustments to reco.oise the implicu of and
implement the political de'cision (the tivie it took to gain.acceptance
of the Simpson Report and to st up basic machinery for the
rapid advancement of local public set vants

(d) A rapid and largely unplanned implementation of iocalisation that
most expatriate public servants found chaotic and intolctable, so
making phased localisation training increasingly impracticable.

I). ADMINISTRATIVE LESSONS FOR THE .FUTURE

The experience with implementation of localiation may have interesting
implications for twore ,administration el changes in education in Papua
New Guinea. Tale, for example. the nattire of the education system in this
country. At present the aspirations' f th v;ist majority of parents lie in the
direction of gaining for their ehil ren a cohventiont i . education
kading to en:ploy mem. Political lecisionmakers are c as to the
issues and 0 this confusion tend t0t respond to immedia s in terms
of granting the voters what they want.

A small but growing band of Papua New Guineans is beginning to
st3nse the likdy consequences of continuing with more of the present system.
However, anything they do administratively to minimise the present tradi-
tionally western type education is likely to he frustrated by other sections
of the public sc.: :ice, politicians and rarents, all of whom reflect the current
national confusion about educational goals and tend, therefore, to fall back
on establishM practice. As the pressures generated by the dysfunctions of
the present cd1,:ation system grow, the need for a radical re-shaping of the
education systeir is likely to come forcefully to attention of most political
decision-makers. At that point the situat:on 'tip" and there will be a
considerable political demand for buleaueratic machinery and personnel
capable of implementing a more functionj education system.*

Given hoped.:'.u- licvelo ment of political decision-making about educa-
tion along the lines indiead above, what is the best course of action for
the miorit, of profession. s zdreadv concerned with implementing a more_ .

functional system? Perhap .. they could locus on 'research studics of the
shortcomings of the.present system, giving publicity to the alternative courses
of actioh racing the country with a vt:w to eventually gaining majority sup-
port for a more functional system. At the point where there is an urgenç
poiitical demand for a more functional system, there is likely to be a shortage
of teachers and educational administrators with ideas and experience to
enable them to implement it effectively. In readiness for this demand, effort
could thcfefore be put also directly into practical studies and experience at
UniverSikies and Teachers' Colleges, with a view to givipg tomorrow's teachers
ideas about and experience with alternative models of the educational process.

*This is the best that can be hoped for. The country might well get comething else. i.e.,
a syNtem controllvd by an elite which has a vested interest in an elitist system and
endeavours to preserve it.
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*In fact the nuniber of tr :lees was considerably greater, as mAny of the courses were
for six months or less.

*For example, in, 1973 Central District and East New Britain, with Br, of the popula-
tion between them, had 24.5<: of the natio+, .1 share of Form IV places. The highlands
districts, ith 40`;', of the population, had 1.N.P7',. of the I orm IV 'places.

*This ii . the best that can be hoped Nab The country might well get something else,
i.e., a system controlled by an elite 4.111ich has a vested interest in an elitist system
and endeavours to preserve it.
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W. C. GROVA: HIS WORK AND INFLUENCE
ON NATIVE EDUCATION ESPECIALLY

IN PAPUA AND NEW GUINEA (1946-I958)"

M. DuNcAN, B.EF).( HONS. ) , N

Teacher, Hervey Bay State High School, (21wenslaml.

As a nation confronts any major crkis, it is well that its leaders look
not only forwards but backwards. In doing so, they re-examine their
"grass roots" foundatiol, and become more fully aware of i he trend of
cultural evolution and of cultural and societal changes.

Thus, it is commenda He that many of the ideas that William Charles
Groves propounded are now accepted in the present education system of
Papua New Guinea. Groves ideas are generally more accepted today than
they were during his directorship from 1946 to 1958.

This paper, based on research for a Master's Thesis, endeavours to set
out Groves' philosophy of education that he formulated through his teaching
experiences and his studies and training in social anthropology. The extent
of his experiences embraced not only the Mandated Territory of New Guinea
but also Nauru, the British Solomon Islands, the Northern Territory ,)f

Aust.alia' and the Territory of Papua and New Guinea with each providi.
thte training ground for the next experience.

Attention is drawn to his work in these areas and the extent to which
Groves influenced development in native education. Groves was a rare
hybrida teacher, educationist and anthropologist'as well as an accomplished
linguist.

His educational work in the Territory of New Guinea (1922-1925)

made Groves realize that education shoukl form an integral part of
the child's society and 1Loitire. The content of -the curriculum should he
einbedded in the social structure of the native society and in the' values, .

beliefs, attitudes, behavioural patterns, mores and traditions of the native
culture. A thorough knowledge of these social and cultural aspects are
pre-requisites for the educationist formulatine a curriculum for native
students.

The education given to native students in the dministration schOols
of the Territory of New Guinea (192-1925) was the Australian sy§tem with
few adaptations. This super-imposed, alien education had little in common
with the socializa:lon given by the village societies from which the students
came and to which.; in those days. most returned. The Administration educa-
tion was 'time out of life'. Tt was like trying 'to graft a daisy on to a
pandanus'. rt just didn't take!.

.
This educational experience caused Groves to forsake teaching in order-

to study social anthropology,' which he hoped would present solutions to
the questions raised and the problems posed. His study for his Diploma of
Anthropology and his fiekl work in New Guinea2 laid the foundation of his
philosophy of education. L became convinced ')at social . contact with
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Europeans chang&I the culture and society of the native inhabitants. This
social and cultural contact could be neither halted nor contained. Th e! age-old
tribal education and socialization of thc younger g, aeration had to adapt and
adjust to meet this onslaught.

Within the native villages. Groves un!.:t the misfits that the Australian
education' system had produced: they were aliendted from their old way of
lif? without gaining the basic knowledge and skills required to absorb this
new culture shock and to refashion 01..iir society nearer to their newly
awakened ideals and aspirations.

-To Groves, education was something more than. mere 'schooling': it was
the total process of learning that over a period of years changed a helpless
baby into a fully functional, mature and accepted adult member of the society
in which he was born and within confines of whOse culture he must live
out his life. Education involved not only the transmission- of traditional
cultures and its mores but also the inculcation of an attitude to change and
the ability to use change to foster a more lpid evolution of the culture
along the pre-determined lines of progress and advancement. On a torn
scrap of paper, within the pages of an old black notebook in the W. C.
Groves' Papers, Groves, .with his characteristic abbreviations, wrote a
quotation that sums up his concept of native education:

"McMurray in Peabody Journal of Education: Education is the best
development of children in harmony with the needs of society. We may
therefore describe education as the process of adjustment to environ-
ment. The Nld fixed order of the world is passing away, we have change
on every side.""

Groves' anthropological wriiings and his addresses to various societies
show plainly the development of his thinking on this topic. Educationists
c6t.:id with profit devote more attention to these writings. The most_ readily
available arc tho'se in Oceania and those contained within the W. C. Groves
Papers held in the New Guinea section of theLibrary of the University of
PiTua and New Guinea.

Groves' book, Native Education and Cuhure-Conwt n New Guinea:
.4 Scientific Apdrow.h, (1936), Was the Outcome of these educational and
anthropological experiences. This treatise sets out not only a mast.rful
analysis of tribal education and socialization, but his own philosophy of
education, his ideas Concerning the structure and curricular content of a
system of native education for those in contact with Western cii.41ization.

A wort; vhile p-oject eould well be the presentation of all his various
reports, articl . papers and addresses on education and social anthropology
and his treatiNe ecke: tion within one book readily 'available for
research worker!, iers, edmationists and anthropologists.

In 1936 Iv. as selected as a delegate to attend an international
conference -:11 Ifono'ulu 1Hai/3W organized b. the Yale University in con-
junction with tho liniversitn a Hawaii. With fir;ancial support from the

arnegi.: Corporation. Tne tonic was "Native Education in. Pacific
Countrie:".4 'Gloves' papers dealing with contact and its consequences
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for native education were widely acclaimed as a possible solution to the
problem of n:dive edreation especially in Pacific countries. Groves pointed
out the chwa..'on to the native cultures, thaz often followed the culture
contact o; .0...sit\ cudurcs with Western civilization. Education should
aim to teai Thildren to adjust to these changes which should be used to
the betterni it the village society. In short, the education given should
provid th, iOnt with the skills and knowledge necessary to accelerate
the rat,: 1Ition of that culture along the lines pre-determined within the
culture ociety itself.

irov,:s next expiTience as Director of Edueation in. Nauru 11037-193V
afforded him the opportunity to test his scheme of education under almost
laboratory type condttions: a small, isolated area, a numerically small society
with its own culture. language. myths and legends. As there were few
missn schools, Groves exerciSed control over the major parts of the educa-
tion system: .flis particular task was to formulate a new curriculum suital
to and harmonious with the Nauruan culture. Perhaps his most worthw
achievement in Nauru w:ts the revitalization of the Nauruan Club the
Domaneab. Through this club. Groves endeavoured to give the :auruan
people pride in their own cultural background and confidence in their future
as a society. Groves worked through the native chiefs. An indication of their
acceptance of -Groves was the willingness of the head chief, Detudamo, to
l_cture the Nauruan teachers on the Nair-ian culture arid societ.,

These Nauruan years are fully documented in the Groves Papers. Taken
in conjunction with the Garsia Papers.6 they are a treasure trove to research
workers interested in this period.

Groves'Thext_Move was probably the outcome of his at, .dance as a
delegate to the Honolulu Conference. Mayfww, in charge of the Educatico
Section of the .British Coh,nial -0ffice..:had also attended that conferènte.
Groves was appointed, as frohi 1st April 1939,:as-Educalional Adviser to
the British Solomon Islands Protectorate.7 His task was to investigateancr------
report on the mission system of education then in operation and to formulate
a new system in which the Government would co-operate with the missions,
especially in the areas of academic and technical training.

'Groves' work in the British Solomon 'Islands Protectorate (1940)
showed hitii to his best advantage. He did his best work when thrown
back upon his own ample resdurces and when he. had no large bureaucratic
machinery to keep in working order, -He was an individualist, not an
organization man. His personality expanded in compatible company:

-GroveS' forte was in diagonizin: the state of a native community, its:
needs. expectations. and -aspirations for the future, and in translating
these findings into and relating them to a system of education adapted
to the cultural situatIon. taking into. 'account the changes v.rought by
culture-contact. Groves was at- his best dealing on a personal basis with
people. He bad the rare intuition neee,,ary to sense out the unspoken
and often nebulou ms and> hopes of the native community and the
ability to formulaic system of educatior with enough flexibility to
accommodate these."
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His Report on Edh :Won in the British Salonhm Islands (1940)" pro-
vided the 'blue print' tor post war educational development in the Solomons.

It speaks volumes for Groves' charismatic personality that, through
personal contact with the missiodaries in this Protectorate, he was able to
persuade them to accept with good c!race and in sonic cases even thank-
fully, a new system of education with mi.ire generous grants-in-aid to com-
pensate for the restrictions of the new conditions and controls.

His wartime experiences ( I942-1946)" gave him the opportunity to
examine aboriginal society and culture in the N9rthern 'Territory of Australia.
revisit Rabaul, the scene of his early New Guinea teaching years, and to
serve a term in Army Education at-Sogeri near Port Moresby, destined to be
the scene of his-post war work as Director of Education in the Provisional
Administration of the 1 erritory of Papua New Guinea, a position ihat he was
to retain until his retirement in l' ;;."

- This was Groves' greatest challenge. The two Territories had been the
arena for a major campaign of the Second World War during which education.
except for.some mission education at village school level, had lapsed. Warfare
had disrupted the villagers' age-old way of life; it had destroyed their confi-
dence and trust in the European rule of law and order. Their villages, thcir
livestock, their gardens and with them the means of their existence had
disappeared)2 As Colonel J. K. Murray,,the Administrator of the Provisional
Administration of Papua New Guinea, pointed out in the Macrosan Lecture
of 1947, reconstruction of the villages and rehabilitation of the llagers and
their way of life were the first priorities)" Consequently, Health and Native
Affairs had priority over Education for the limited funds available. Fducation
was accorded- the Cinderella's share. Yet in this p,.iod Groves faced the
challenge with confidence and achieved a fair measure of success.

On Groves' :rrivai in Port Moresby in mid 1),i6, the Administration
controlled one n ivc t" ,ol the Sogeri Education Centre, a wartime legacy
from Angau." 'le mos: .rgert ne.,.!ssity was for teachers in order to expand
the Administr..:o '.y ,tet. of cdccatLn from this small base. This lack of
native teachc,s ited outh to train as teachers was the inevitable
con'sequencc ,. edu,-ation, and of the prewar paucity of
any worthwhiie hi: if tylchers and of teacher trainees
was destined to be-devil the educatum athhc,rities in the Territory of Papua

New Guinea for many years. The ,lec..sify to educate primary school
lx before h . could have teacher-trainees Ewalt that .Groves could ':xpect

id educational expansion for at least eight year. There was no
miractious method to p:oduce 'instant' teachers from illierate village Children.

In spite of the many handicaps imposed by the'searcit of men, money
and materials under which Groves laboured. his efforts from 1Q4n to 1952
prOduced more results than oid the previous AdminiStrations over far longer
period of time. Table I, Comparative EduCation Statistics: Australian
Ad :-.tnistrations, clearly sets out this position.
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TABLE 1
Comparative Educational Statistics: Australian Administrations

Area of Period of 1 Time i Statistics Administration
Admin- Admin- in as at Schools Pupils
istrat ion istration , Years 30th June ( N:itive 1 i Native 1 Teacher
Papua 1884-1942 ; 58 1940 Nil Nil Nil
New Guinea 1921-1942 21 1940 81 1 588 N /A
Total 8 588 N/A'
Papua 1946-1952 6 1951 19 1,719 72
New Guinea 1946-1952 ' 6 1952 55 .3,115 163
Total 74 4,834 .135
"apua 1946-1958 12 1958 84 I 5.846 221
New Guinea 1946-1958 12 1958 161 i 10,039 428
To0 247 ! 15.885 649

Note 111 Statistics for Teat:hers and their division into native and expatriate groups
e not dily available.

ife Statistics for this table .come from Annesta Report on Papua and Annual
Reports on New Guinea for the years (1939-1940), (1951-1952), ( 1957-
1958 ).

In 1952, Groves introduced through the Legislative Council a Bill for
the Education Ordinance (1952) by which edtiational standards were set
and some measure of controi gained over the'missions' educational systems.
The loss of mission educational autonomy was offset by grants-in-aid to
expand their sphere of educational influence. The short, simply worded
Ordinance, large1y !he work of Groves, was the foundation of education in
the Territory of Papua and New Guinea: on this, future developments were

. based.

The Deliartmentat Inquiry into the management and efficiency of the
Education Department in 1953, developed into a major crisis. Much haS
been written and argued concerning this investigation, the Report of which
was never published ar ' which is only now available to .4...carch workers."
Without entering into the rights and wrongs of this controversial affair,
it must be noted that this was a nil,' ir check to the protu'ess of education in
the Territory of Papua and New Guinea. The Committee" conducted its
investigation in 1953 and submitted its Report to the Minister. Groves'
"Observations and ..Comments."" wt. .- presented to the Minister in August,
1954. Yet is was 24th February, 1955,1' before the Minister made known
his decisim concerning this matter. This hiatus of two and a half years held
up de. :!:..,.iment and any rc-organization. Thus 1955 became .the year of
reorg.-.7o.ion and 1956 the year of implenientation. From February, 1955,
it wr..; Minister of External Territories who was the real director of educa-
tion ir Papua and New Guinea. Groves was- fir reality his administrative
officer ievertheless, within these narrow confines and small area, of man-
oeuvrability. Groves still pursued his ideals. and did not compromise his
personal and professional integrity.

As Groves' retirement wa- in August 1958, he had a bare two and .1

half ,..ears to implement th; tc.irgimization demanded by the Minkter. Much
of this implementation feli to his successor, G. T. Roscoe.

Such are the educational and anthropological experiences of William
Charles Groves.. In summitry,.what were thd achievements or his twelve years'
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directorate in Papua and New Guinea? How and in what ways did he influence
,natise education in Pacilic countries? What were his successes and his failures?

The main factor that must be considered is the personal qualities that
eiroves brought to the various positions he held. As a man, his deep, sincere
('hristian faith directed many of his actions and infhienced many of his
decisions. ' His charismatic personality enabled him to influence other people
and in most cases to obtain their co-operation and loalty. As an educationist
and anthropologist he was accorded international acceptance and acclaim;
During the first seven years of Groves' directorship he had enjoyed a con-
siderable amount of freedom of action. This was not the case during his last
years :!. Director of Education when his relationships with those in political
power tended to be marked with const. :int and formality, which undoubtedly
hindered the free Po. and communic.,iion of ideas and suggestierm.

Nevertheless, with few exceptions Groves was, served by a small, loyal
and dedicated teaching staff. The father figure that he projected through his
deep personal interef in this stal': him the affectionate title of Toppa'
Groves.

His achievement was that, in the years of his directorate, he increased
the number of pupils in the Administration native schools from the 1(15 pupils
in the Sogeri Education'Centre in 1946 to 15,885 pupils in 247 native schools
with 649 teachers, of whom 526 were native teachers, most of whom had been
educated and trained in this periodY" -On this, onc aspect alone, Groves'
director..hip den.amis recognition and acclaim.

Another contribution tthat he made to education in Melanesia and
;:speciall) in Papua New Guinea was his concept of the changes wrought
by culture-contact. His ideal curriculum embodied the principle of nativization
and more especially the viewpoin: hat only by adaptation and adjustment to
the changes wrought bv.culture-condi,., could the villagers come to terms with
their changing society and culture. The process of accelerated cultural and
societal evolution 'and rapid advancement of the village communities would.
Groves maintained, depend upon the education system and the extent to
which the pro:ess of nativization was inbuilt within its cutriculum.

His area education schook-A were established with the aim of educating
the villagers within their own enviromnent with the object of changing that
environment through their knowledge and skills. Thus the system of education
that he advocated and planned was an integral part of village society and cul-.
ture. 'Me aim v as to socialize the children into their own culture and societ

was not to alienate them from their 'grass-roots'. Groves' idea or a literate.
educated pOpulation has yet to be achieved. However, his Oral Approach to
the teaching of Englistf=" is now accepted practice in the primar schooes of
Papu:1 New Guinea. That is, Groves patiently worked for the ideal or mass
literacy through univeral primary education while rctaining and fostering the .
advancement of the village culture that gave meaning to the society.

Nevertheless, his anthropoligical training, experiences and field work
had convinced him that 'literacy' did not solely mean 'literacy in the English
language'. In GrOves' scheme of things, the vernaculars and Pidgin had n
place and a role to pl..y especially where these were used as a basis to achieve
first literacy in these and Olen in English.
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Perhaps his greatest contribution to education ,in Melanesia and
particularly in Paptki New Guinea was the gaining of mission confidence
and co-operation to achieve a national system of education. Hi, Nauruan
curriculum, the Solomon Island Report and the Educational Ordinance
(1952) of Papua and New Guinea were the bases of postwar education in
three Pacific rntries.

But what of his failures and lack of achievements? The list supplied by
the Committee of Investigation (1953) collapses under objective scrutiny and
analysis.

Groves has been accused of doing nothing for secondary education.
These critics appear to forget that provision fpr secondary education postu-
lates a pool of primary .school graduates. Groves' chief concern was to get
thi. primary school graduates. The few students educated to- the standard
required for entrance to secondary education were given scholarships to
Australia. Roscoe has argued that the money spent on this could with more
profit have.been spent on educating more phpils within their own country. He
s'ees this asl,the point when detribalization from their 'grass roots' became an
almost general characteristic of the 'educated éliteY" In the meantime small
expansion of secondary educational facilities did take place especially within
the mission systems. The aim, of course, was to produce primary school
graduates that would gain the Administration Secondary School Scholarships
to Australian secondary schools. Howeverlthe main project, the 'proposed
Wau High School of the Administration education system, was abandoned
duc to a Nlinisterial decision.2'

Summing up, I shall again quote from my unfinished thesis ol this topic:
"[Groves] lacked the managerial training that would hac facilitated
his direction of a bureaucratic organi.zation. He 'was indeed' tot)
interested in people to place their welfare below that of an organiza-
tkn and too humane and sensitive to the feelings of others to have
the ruthless streak of impartial efficiency that characterizes the most
successful executive.

Later reports the Foot Repprt. the Currie Report and the
World Bank Report all ia the early 1960's, vindicated Groves*
belief in the nativization of education. Groves .-w9uld probably
feel more affiliation with the educational aims and aspirations of the
1970's than.. he dkl with those of the 1950's. Consciously or un-
consciously, many of the edueationists of Papua New Guinea of
the 1970's advocate today those very principle:: and tenets of
native education and educational philosophy that Groves pro-
pounded.":'''

REFFRENCV,S

!His. lecturer at the Sydney Unkersit as Dr. Firth. His life king friendship with
ofessor Elkin and Dr. Firth stems from this perioq.

2(irovcs' Reports are found in Oceania. The Library (if the University of Queensland
has tho complete set of issues of this periodical..

,1 W. C , Groves Papers: Box I. File 22. The Groves P.ipers are held in the,New (Minea
section of the LOrdry of the University of Papua ad Nes., Guinea.

;Ibid. Box 7, Files 1-8.
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Box 4, Files 1-25.

"Also,held in the Library of the University of Papua and New (it

7 W. C. Groves Papers: Box I. Files 1-36. Also !lox 5, File 46.

` Duncan, M.: "W. C. Groves: His Work and Influence on Native Education espccially
in Papua and New Guinea (1946-1958r. uncompleted Thesis ( NI.Ed.), Fmversity
of Queensland.

FM% Report is generally known as The Groves Report. The copies sent to the British
Colonial Office acre destroyed %. hen Whitehall was bombed during the Second World
War. .jhe sole reffiaining copy, found in the ruins of Tulagi, B.S.! I. after the war.
is now held in the Set:n*1mo at Honiara, the postwar, capital of B.S.I.P. Fxtracts
from this report have been placed in the W. C. Groves Papers.

1"W. C. Groves Papers: Box 5, Files 22-27.

11 Ibid. Box 3, Files 1-28.

Fry. T. P.: Relief and Reho'bilitation in A nAtrolia's Terriiorio in ?Cm (,ainea.
This Report is in II; 'fbrary of the Universy of Queensland.

1:1Murray. J. -1 he Provisional Administration of the Territory of Papua-New
Guinea", the Macrossan Lecture of 1947, held in the, Library of the University of
Queensland.

11.A valuable data (source is the Ralph Collection. Bowral, N.S.W. especially the rough
notes in (i folio marked "Sogeri Education Centre-. Many of the documents relating
to this centre appear to be missing from official archives in Papua-New Guinea.

1 A recent addition to the W. C. Groves' Papers.from the Ralph collection.

l'i.the Investigation (1953 I Committee consisted of:
it T. A. Huxley. the Public Service Commissioner:

(ii) R. Marsh, Assisi,int Secretary of Department of Territories;
iii I). McCarthy, Administrative, Officer, Welfare and Social Advancement Branch.

Department of Territories.
17 W. C. Grove- Pat?ers: Box 3, File 19.

is Ibid. Box 3, File 17, Item (W).'

1" Dr. R. 0. Goodman, University of Queensland. served tinder him in Army Education.
Goodman's summing up of the man is that Groves was 'a Christian gentleman'. ,
cf. Table 1 this paper.

1:1 (a) W. C. Groves Pvers: Vor-3. File 28. Items ( to ( D).
( 11) South Pacific Commission. Social Develormenl Notes, No. 7.

=In Papua in the sire 1942 period, grants were given to missions 6n, the. basis of the
number of pupils who could read in English. When Roscoe visited schools soon after
his arrival, hr exa,mined the reading in mission schools. On many occasions he put
his hand' over the printed page and told the purffis to go on. They did go on,
page after page,. but they did not comprehend what they were reading. This
conuerted Roscoe- to the Oral. Approach as a means of teaching English. It also
explains why. though Reading (or recitation?) in English was taught tin Papua for
many years prewa- there was such a small increase in the number of native people
who spoke FJ44ish,

23 Roscoe maintains that an dite will atways emerge in every society and that this
method 1 s'econdary education accelerated the process. while at the same time
fostering ffie detribalization nnd ultimate isol:ition of the student from his okk
soety, culture and environment.

'.1Administration planning was so advanced that cr,-,::kery tor this schoiil with the
insignia 'Wail High School' was already in sto,l. Some of this stock was used in
the Administration mess at I.ae.

1!:tDuncan. M.: O. cit.
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NICHOLAI N. MIKLUHO-MAKLAI (1846-1888),
PIONEER EDUCA"OR IN NEW GUINEA

AND MELANESIA .

R. W. in M. Mm't A.S.T.C., M.SC., M.ED., M.A.C.E.

flew! Physics Department, Sydney leachers Colhwe.

Introduction:
A fundamental cespect for the individual and the group motivated

Mikluho-Maklai. The centenary of his first arrival in Melanesia and New
Guinea, Septelnber 1971, has recently been celebrated in the Madang District
and in his homeland, then imperial Russia, 'now U.S.S R. Accourts of his
life and work' have stressed his viried preparation. for :.1-.c,rt. life l); intense
activity in New Guinea, Me!anc.:42, .he East Indks, NLiaya and other islands
of the South Pacific. This consisted of exploration, anthropological and
ethnological investigations, with humanitarian representations to the control-
ling authorities. .His writings, particularly his diaries and correspondence,
provide 'vidence for a number of complementary studies, one of which is his
role as acator. There are at le el three aspects of this:

t,i.) the communicator of knowledge for tertiary institutions and
learned societies, the professional interpreter;

(ii) the investigator of the developmental needs of his indigenous
associates, the local social interpmer;

Op the citizen of the World with responsibility, the wider social
interpreter.

The Professional Interpreter:
He was not an educator in the formal sense. Nor were many teachers of

his day, especially those in Russia. Alth Th there was a gymnasium created
along with, and attached to, the Acadethy of Sciences in 1725, becoming
the first Teachers Seminary under Catherin the Great in 178r, there was a
scarcity.of teachers at all levels.in 18624, to rds the end of Mikluho-Maklai!s
secondary schooling at St. Petersburg. Onl 21% of children of school age_
attended any school in the Russian Empire/at that time'. During the period
from the triumphant year of Napoleon's r reat, 1812, to the disaster of the
Crimean,, War, 1854-6, there arose dis tisfaction with the dependenee on
English..Yand German educational inspi ation and a recognition of Russian
inferiofty. A. S. Norov, Minister offPublic Education, had said in 1855,

!,11f our enemies triumph over u it is due solely to the superiority of
their education."6

One who influenced Mikluho-Maklai's dedication to responsibility, 1.

Turgenev wrote i

"The role . :ated class in Russia is to transmit civilisation to

the people until Iney can decide for themselves what they.-wili repudiate
and what they will accept."7

Prof, A. Nikitenko, who rose from serfdent to nobility, had remarked
in 1863,
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o to the present wc have o,:en 1k ig oil borrowed mind. We have
de eloped no natk c science except '

The rise of nihilism, following casing of conditions of uriiversity entry in
1859, resulted from overerowding of certain students in slum conditions,
rejecting formal instrucion and seeking the inspiration of urnalists and
philosophers. This led to friction with the government authorities and
closing of the universities from December 1861 to the autumn of 1863", the
year in which Mikluho-Maklai recorded interest in plant and animal physiology
in his notebooks". This disturbed period also featured official interference
with the grass-roots Llterprises tCy the intellectuals, the Sunday schools and
other spontaneous efforts such as L. Tolstoy's co-operative school at Yasnaia
POliana".

It was therefore not surprising to find Mikluho-Maklai studying law and
philosophy at the'Lniversity of St. Petersburg in 1864, being associated with
the local ferment and moving to Heidelburg for alternative studyr2...He later
named jwo prominent peaks in the New Guinea Finisterres after Kant anti
Schopenhauer. In 1866 he commenced studying medicine at eipzig" and
the same year moved to Jena to pursue his sp, 'al interests in palaeontology
and zoology ( under F. Haeckei i and coli! Ative anatomy (under K.
(Jegenbaur)". Like most tertiary specialists of to-day, he studied with those
active in the field I accompanying Haeckel and his team to the Canary Islands
1866-7 )I7', then conducted his priginal investigations (his extenOve tour of
1,he Red Sea 1869)". He published his findings in Gci many and Ru, ;a, then,
for his later travels, in Batavia and Sydney. He dcscribed these and his
collections to learned societies: the Imperial Russian Geographical Socicty in
St. Petersburg, the 2nd Congress of Russian Naturalists and Physicians in
Moscow, the Linnean Society of N.S.W. in Sydney".

He revealed his practical skills through his drawings and medical atten-
tion tO the indigenes of the Maklai Coast (Madang District). On the lighter
sido, he used some of the alcohol t kept to preserve his specimens) apparently
to set lire to water, a demonstration testing the indigenes' impressidnability,
which assisted in spreading his reputation amongst neighbouring villages, a
means of further contact". Aids to teaching!

Like many tertiary specialists he had to campaign exte ly for aid to
extend his travels and 'researches, His own family, Russian, lyan, Dutch
and Australian acquaintances, societies and governments received appropriate
prompting:-". It may be asserted that he was better equipped than most as a
communicator of knowleduc. Do many to-day spcak at least live languages or
have been prepared in at least four universities?, 'Being acutely aware of the,
value of adequate facilities, he had the vision of establishing marine biological
laborttories at strategic sites 'throughout the world. He originated public dis-
cussion of this with the Imperial Russian Geographical Society in 1868. The
Urst was opened by an associate A. Dohrn at Naples in 1875, the year in
which he acquired land for the sante purpose at the southern tip of the Malay
Peninsula'. He opened the second in Sydney in 1881.

Mikluho-Maklai was also very conscious of his debt to his teachers and
associates. His diaiies record the pains h took to write and send specimens
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of special interest to P. Broca in Paris, R. Virchow in lkrlin, K. Gegenbaur
in Strasburg, K. Behr in St. Petershurg"'. When the -1zumrud" arrived to
rescue him at Astrolahe Bay in I 872, he &scribed the background to his
decision to leave in the hotter interest of communication and'extension of his
work, in justification of the investdient of his sponsors, the Imperial Russian
Geographical Society'''.. The Society's President was Grand Duke Constantine,
head of the Navy and brothel to the reigning Czar Alexander II. Mikluhb-
Maklai named the hari-vii ,. where he first landed and one of the local peaks
after Constantine. 'Ine's stabilising influence in civic, cultural and
fiscal affairs had no doubt hciped further to prevent the spread of disoi der
which characterised Nlikn,h(;-NI.aklai's formative years and encouraged such
influence as the ailing monarchy eoidd bring to hear in his favour:7. Lady
Maclay` Teceived an Iniperial pension from her husband's death in I 888 till
the Revolution of I 9 1 7.

Mikluho-Maklai's report to the Imperial.Russian.Geographical Society on
30 September l8N2 is a competent condensation of information from his
records and a compelling self-defence of his attitudes and decisions"". This
report alone is sufficient evidence of his worth as a tertiary educator.

nu, loca .5ociatimerpretH
Nlikluho-Maklai's intewpersonM. relations, who.. led to the success of

Ilk investigations, are illustrated by his assochifit ,Jith Tui front Gorendu,
who taught him part of at least nine local tained customs, made
useful introductions`for inter-village 'travel ant' accident, became a
subject to his medical skint°. The study of intf. id groups during his
wide-ranking travels gave Mikluho-Maklai .,n of the potential and
vulnerability of those to whom he wa:, the ,,ro o,itor3'2. It was
his (undamental respect for the indigenes as not nierely objects of
study, that made him reluctant to hunt for adequate laud before they trusted
him sufficiently to explain the use of firearm- A succession of quotations
reveal the growth of this trust:

"Until they trust me I will achieve no!'1: with thcm."3!
"As soon as I am in better .relation I will go hunting so as to
diversify the nienu."

"Thc y. are so accustomed to gle -and are so sure that I will not cause
them any hartil, that I have ceased to embarrass them with regard to the use
of lirearrils."

"To-day I have. compi ied exactly a year since I first set foot on the
coast of New Guinea. In th year I have preparei for myself the ground for
many years of investigation of this interesting island. I have attained the
complete trust of the natives and, in case of need, I can be confident of their
help. I am ready and will be glad to remain several years on this eoast."'tT

Likewise he was not tempted by offers of wives, even by the invasion of
his bed at Gunibu, ;uld took particular pains during his carly village intrusions
to allow women th.c'r privacy:

"As usual I warned of my approach by a loud whistle."3`

fle wrote of the villagers of Bongu, "they want me to stay with them
always. I should take one, two, three or as many wives as I wish and
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not to contemplate going away to Russia ar.ain or anv other place.- He
told the men. "I do not need a wife heemise wives talk too much and
are generall noisv.and Maklai does not like that.'"

Lady Mae lav wrote in her diary. 31 December 1899. 21 months after,
his death. "No one knows w hat a darksome place this world is to mc
without his love and care and tenderrwss he wilS absolutely good as' a
husband and a father."'"

Early in his village contact he wrote. "I am convinced-that a knk.wiedge
of the language is the only means to become acquainted with the native

* customs..." He carried .a notebook and sketehhook everywhere. he went.
"Although I speak the Bongo dialect fairly well, nevertheless it would
still require years to-actually become acquainted with their way of think-
ing and their way of seeking, the word for. "had- he gave
them salty. bitter or sour substances to taste'". In seeking samples of
hair. he exchanged his own". We also find him. despite his chronic
malaria and privations, joining in a footrace with live. "To my surprise
y legs turned out to be stronger and I beat them air. However. he
was no swimmer and eotfld nor for the local rivers without their help'".

Wc can see thriiughout the records evidence of intensive questioning by
Mikluho-Maklai of individuals and groups and by these in return. Consistent
with modern sociological aims of education, in particular for the context of
emergent societies, he' recognised the fundamental importance of relating the
educational bridge to. European culture to the villagC: needs and traditions.-
stressing agricultural and manuel skills with his descriptions of daily activities.
Three points of the sevt:n proposed by W. C. Groves in 1936 follow:

- 3. That society's intrument for such adaptation or-adjustment is educa-
tion: education interpreted in the widest possible sense.

5. That' a knowledge of the indigenous culture is_pre-requisitc to the
workine out of a system of education .fultilling those requirements.

6. That this demands an alliance of the principles of social.andiropology
and education, and the co-operation of- these two in carrying out
a programme of educational research'''.

These principles have been recommended in the recent TPNG Education
Department publications and representative gatherings of the community'',
hence these.resolutions:

3. Prepare children for the changing society of Papua New Guinea.
4. Teach children to respect the views of their parents and the village

community.
6. Give children practical knowledge so that they will be useful in any

society.

12. To Wach children how to live a full and useful life: nOt to bc lazy
and wait for others to do things for them. This can he achieved
through traditional artifact practice work in school as project work
and the parents can foster them to work at home like agriculture or
skill of art and craft.`
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14. To teach chiklrert kow to work towards bNtter society: that this can
he done through selecting good things from the okl and adding to
the new ones which are suitable for our society in Papua New
Guinea.

16. To teach children how to reconstruct their culfural heritage through
pra'etising traditional dancing, folk songs. drama and craft, etc..'"

Mikluho-Maklai introduced many exotic plant foods to the Maklai COast
and to the islands of Astrolabe 13ay". He ako recorded a number of local
adaptations of European materiak such as glass for shltying, a scrap of iron
for an axe-head, nails as drills. "This denionstrates the powers of observation
and the desire of the natives to acquaint themselves by experience with objects
which are for them new'. He' also recorded a number of instances of
pa,rents and children as teachers of skills, the play of children beingrelated
to the tasks of adults in the social life of the valage"2. Likewise various skills
were capable of development in suitable educational progranlmes: observing,
predicting", drawing. manufactures, mime and the use of aids to food-
gathering and defetice". His bakinced view of the edueational programme is
revealed here:

"In our civilisation specialisation inclines more.and moie to the develop-
ment of only some of our capacities and to a one-sided development, to a
narrow differentiation. I do not preach the return to the primitive
level of human developthent. hut at the same time I am conVinced liv
experience that for every person their physical development shouid run
more or less parallel and notbe supplanted by the predominance of the \
intellectual deVelopment".

Although the teaching of English is the current iinportant task of PNG
schools in preparation for ,world-wide relationship", P. vs Meere has given
credit to missions for prieserving the local language in particukir situations in
the interests of educational relevance"7. Historically the missions were the
major instrument of- education from shortly after Mikluho-Maklai's\ time A3
1946 when W. C. Groves became Director of EducationN'. The SumMer
Institute of Linguistics continues to break language frontiers using principles
similar to Mikluha-Maklai's.

The earlier days of .the German and Australian,adminktrations saw
little attention being given to the land rights and other sensitive issues of
indigenous tradition and culture. The Second World War added its component
to a confusion of aberrations from Christian and local animistic practices .to
give the successive "cargo" cults". Mikluho-Maklai has nor escaped legendary
entanglement in these. He rather deserved the foresight of. his inter-cultural
skills to be interwoven into a developing educational programme which might
have done much fOr the satisfaction of the villagers for whom he eventually
gave his life. The extent of this foresight may be understood by the following
extracts from his "Maclay Coast Scheme", ve of his collection of papers
held by the Mitchell Library:

"My first intention is to as'sist the natives of the Maclay Coast on the
basis of the already existing indigenous customs and usages, to reach a
higher and more general stage of Nrely native self-government, which
would extend over a large area, and whereby the various -communities
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s.

(villages ) :it present isolated would become united for the common
purpose of mut ual in (crest :Ind indigenous legislation. A Native Great
( 'mined would be established.- p.38.

"As the makin.g of roads. bridges. etc. etc. the affording of greater
facilities for landing, the estahlkhment of primary schools. and some
other measures of common utility, would ha attended with certain
yxpense, it would only be fair. that all the community should f:ontritiute
towards said expense. by imposing on all adult males an adequate tax,

.able in natural products, or an equivatent of personal service 'pro
no publico', or labour of a corresponding value." p. 39.

-In a short time, the organization of affairs on the Maclay Coast would
be so far eompleted that 1 should .be able,,on behalf of the Great Council
of Tamo-Boro, to invite the Government of Great Britain to establish
a Consulate in this part of New Guinea, which might perhaps even lead
to the Great .Council later on soliciting a British Protectorate over the
Maclay Coast of New Guineii." p. 61.

Biological Station at Watson's Bay near Sydncy_24th November. 1881.
Tbe Wider Social Interpreter:

Mikluho-Maklai's intimate experiences in the villagos, his philösdphical
interpretation of 'man's worth and needs, together with his active defence of
truth" and justice", fitt&I him for the championing the indigenous cause ith
the authorities of Russia, Germany. England and Austrillia. C. D. Rowley
records the opposition of Sir Arthur Gordon and the Aboriginal Welfare, .
Society to the annexation by the Australian states of eastern New Guinea":
It k also pertinent to record that Mikluho-Maklai had written to Gordon 23
January 1879 on the needed protection of the rights to their land of his
{Tien& on the-Maklai Coast kind from traffic in arms and intoxicants in the
South. Pacific in general". He had also met and explored with Rev. I
ChalMers of the London Missionary Society shortly afterwards and they had
jointly written to the British Secretary of State for the Colonies in June 1883
asking for recognition of land-rights. freedom from slavery and protection
from intoxicants. Germany annexed north-east New Guinea on 16 November.
1884, but before that on 1 October, Mikluho-Maklai had wiitten to Bismarck
seeking siniilar protection. He later protested to Bismarck on the annexation
of the Maklai Coas which was more logically Russian if any European
influence was 'allowed. The British Protectorate of South-east New Guinea
( Papua) followed and boundary arrangements were agreed with 'Germany
in 1885.

The appointment of Sir P. Scratchley as First Special Commisgioner to
the .Protectorate, 6 November 1884, included in Clause 11: "And we do
require you, to the utmost of your power,' to promote religion and civilisation
among the native inhabitants of the Protectorate.:. and You are especially to
take. care 4o protect them in their persons and in the free enagement of
their lands and other possessions, and, by. 111 lawful means to prevent and
restrain all violence and injusiice. which may in any, manner be practised or
attempted against them-84. Rev. J. Chalmers recorded later: "The smallest
amount of government interference will be the best, and any attempt to
Anglicise rhe natives Or their customs should be strictly prohibiter". In
this connection, L. Toktoy wrote to Mikluho-Maklai:
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"As far as I know, you are undoubtedly the first to show by 'actual
.experience that a human being remains a human being everywhere, that'

a good, soci1ible creature who must be treated with kindness and
honesty, not with guns and..vodka your experience with intercourse
with savages constitutes an epoch in the science which I serve, in that
science about how men should live with one another".

What was the source of this arive of Miklu'ho-MNai? Hy rarely
permitted himself the distraction of recording his feelings, about his source
of inspiration or the reason for his abstemious living. His patriotism did not
blind him to the unnecessary vandalism of the "Vitiaz" sailors", nor to the .
remoteness of Russia's ultimate concern in his affairs which led him to ask
his wife to destroy his manuscripts"s. Whatever he may have ,acquired of
Kant's 'sensory.trdnscendentalism or Schopenhauer's flight from the grimmer
realities to asceticism, he also seemed to be in tune with his wife's sitilple
Christian beliefs'. Here are two of a few extracts from his diaries:

"I only rest completely and am content when 1 am alone and in the'
middle of this luxuriant growth. I have 'regrets only when I conic
across problems which, in consequence of my insufficient knowledge,
I cannot explain"".

"The total silence is broken only by the call of birds and the almost
continuous song of the cicada. At tinies a ray of sunlight broke through.
The vegetation, freshened by the night's rain, at such moments scoms
to shine, and, brightens up the walls of .my palazzo. The distant
iountains seem more blue and the silvery sea glitters alluringly in its
frliThe of greenery. Then once again it gradually grows dim and becomes
calm, immobile. The eyes are rested also. In a word it is peaceful,
good

Noisy people also did not interfere to-day; no one came. I f\ave been
thinking that in a state of grpt pepce (true, it is difficult to attain) a man
can feel perfect happiness. Probably millions of people think thus, but on
the other hand, millions seek happiness in its opposite.
I regret that my eyes are not adequate to n'otice and see everything
around-me, and that my brain hasn't sufficient power to understand it

Mikluho-Maklai had sonic fellow-feeling with Ezekiel: (Ch. 3, v. 15,

A.V.)
"ar A, I sat where they sat and remained there astonished seven days."

Acknowledgements:
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Some events in Mikluito-Maklai's life anti career:

1846 17 July, bdrn at Rozhdestven'skoye, 160 miles SE of St. Petersburg..
Private tutor, then secondary schooling at St. Petersburg.

1864-8 ,University career at St. Petersburg, Hcidelburg, Leipzig, Jena.
'Return to Russia following Canary Islands excursion.,Publicatioris.

1869 Messina with Dohrn, Red Sea excursion. Contracted malaria,
Behr suggests New Guinea.

1870 Preparation for New Guinea. Voyage from Krondstadt on "Viitiaz".
Crossing df Atlantic. Cape Horn.

1871 Peru. Pacific Islands. Melanesia. New Guinea, 20 September 14
months. -

1872 "lzumrud" voyage through islands to Philippines.
1873 Hong Kong, Canton, Singapore, Batavia (convalescence). Publica-

tions. East Indies. S.W. New Ouinea. Mikluho-Maklai family
acquire estate.

1874 East Indies. Batavia (convalescence). Publications. ,Malay Pcltin-
sula.

1875 Batavia (convalescing). Publications.
1876 Islands N.W. and N of New GuMea. New Guinea 161 months.
1877 10 November "Flower of Yarrow" voyage through islands to

Philippines, thence throug.h islands west of Borneo to gingapore.
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1A78 Hong Kong. Sdne, 18 July. Proposal of biological station to
I.innean Society. Association with William, Mac Icily,

1879, Slave traffic campaign. "Sadie F. Caller" voyage through Melanesia
from New Caledonia to the Loukiades.

1880 vFlicngower" voyage S.E. New Guinea and Torres Str. islands,
'Nth. Queensland..Comparative anatomy studies Brisbane. Ethno-
logical and palaeontological studies inland in Queensland.

1881 Biol. station, Aust. Museum and Sydney Hospital researches.
1882 Melbourne. "Vestnik" to Singapore, "Asia" to Kronsdadt. Moscow.

Berlin.
1883 London. "Chyebassa",and "Skoholev" voyages to islands north of

N.G. New Guinea, Admiralties.'Hyng Kong. Brisbane. Sydney.
Biologii:al Station.

1884 27 February Marriage to Margaret Clark. 1885 Melbourne. 1886
Russia.

1 8 5,7 I.andon. Sydney. With family to St. Petersburg. Illness. Death 2
.April 1888.
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